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Introduction
What Was Experimentalism?

This book tells the stories of four disastrous confrontations within the 
world of New York experimentalism in 1964, plus one more about the 
extension of experimentalist techniques out of the city’s avant-garde com-
munity and into the foreign realm of popular music a few years later. In 
February, the New York Philharmonic gave their notorious performance 
of John Cage’s Atlas Eclipticalis, during which the musicians reportedly 
played scales, chatted among themselves, and even destroyed the com-
poser’s contact microphones. In April and September, the composer and 
activist Henry Flynt led raucous public demonstrations against Karlheinz 
Stockhausen and the American artists who performed his works in con-
cert. Also in September, the cellist and impresaria Charlotte Moorman 
premiered her full version of Cage’s 26' 1.1499" for a String Player, in an 
interpretation that the composer would liken to “murder.” In October, 
the trumpeter Bill Dixon formed the Jazz Composers Guild, an organiza-
tion that forcefully, albeit briefl y, proclaimed its independence from the 
exploitative jazz marketplace. Finally, that autumn the composer Robert 
Ashley premiered his sonically assaultive vocal piece The Wolfman at a 
Moorman-produced festival. He would take this work back with him to 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, where it became the inspiration for a young Iggy 
Pop to experiment with avant-garde techniques in his band, the Stooges.

I was guided to and through these stories by an appreciation of what 
the literary scholar Fred Moten refers to as “the very intense relationship 
between experimentalism and the everyday.” 1 Anyone familiar with the 
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work of John Cage will recognize the importance accorded to the quotidian 
within American experimentalism. However, like any avant-garde, experi-
mentalism performs not simply a return to daily life but an intensifi cation of 
it — a peculiar mix of the commonplace and the singular. Experimentalism 
is both ordinary and extraordinary. It is the everyday world around us, as 
well as the possibility that this world might be otherwise.

This study is situated in New York City during 1964. That means that 
other important formations of experimentalism — most important, those 
in San Francisco and Ann Arbor — come up only tangentially here (though 
Ann Arbor fi gures prominently in the epilogue). There is no deep reason 
for this; my book is about New York, not those other places. In fact, I 
maintain that there is nothing special about the New York stories that I 
discuss in this project — they are simply a way in, a collection of opportuni-
ties to explore experimentalism in the most ordinary fashion.

But New York was also extraordinary in the 1960s. And 1964 was cer-
tainly a special year, with three important festivals, each refl ecting a dif-
ferent notion of commonality. Under the direction of Leonard Bernstein, 
the New York Philharmonic’s Avant-Garde concert series, presented in 
January and February, linked Cage, Morton Feldman, and Earle Brown 
with Edgard Varèse, Iannis Xenakis, Stefan Wolpe, György Ligeti, Aaron 
Copland, and Larry Austin. At the end of the summer, Moorman orga-
nized her Second Annual Avant Garde Festival, with almost two full weeks 
of concerts involving dozens of composers and performers. (She would 
produce these famous yearly festivals until 1981.) Finally, Dixon’s concert 
series, the October Revolution in Jazz, marked the formal emergence of 
that avant-garde’s second wave and paved the way for the founding of the 
Jazz Composers Guild later that month.

The year 1964 was also special for many of the individuals featured 
in this study. Although the writer and critic Amiri Baraka (then known 
as LeRoi Jones) would not found the Black Arts Repertory Theatre and 
School until the spring of 1965, the black nationalist sensibility was already 
taking shape in 1964, and that was also the year in which Baraka’s popular-
ity was reaching new heights. Flynt’s demonstrations against Stockhausen 
represented a culmination of sorts and were the most explicit and public 
articulations of his anti-imperialist and antiracist critique of the European-
American avant-garde. Moorman premiered her famous interpretation of 
Cage’s 26' 1.1499" for a String Player in this year, and also began her fruit-
ful collaboration with Nam June Paik in 1964. The New York Philhar-
monic’s performance of Cage’s Atlas Eclipticalis bestowed a measure of 
prestige on the composer and his “tradition” that had never before existed.
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During the same weekend as that of the Atlas concerts (February 7 – 9), 
the Beatles arrived in New York to appear on the Ed Sullivan Show, a 
broadcast that set off  a year of Beatlemania and radically altered the pub-
lic tenor of youth culture and popular music. It was an important year 
in the civil rights movement as well, with the signing of the Civil Rights 
Act in July, Mississippi Freedom Summer, the founding of the Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party, the murder of three activists in August, and 
riots in Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant in protest of police brutality.

However singular, however extraordinary New York might have been 
in 1964, that time and place is more an evocative trope symbolizing the 
unity of my case studies than it is the uniting principle itself. Quite to 
the contrary, my reason for bringing together these fi ve cases is perfectly 
ordinary, nothing more than the network forged through the everyday con-
nections made by the actors in these stories. Indeed, the confl icts, meet-
ings, and attachments that arose hardly seem special in a time and place 
when ordinary overlap was the rule. The major and minor characters of 
my marginal universe moved regularly through a variety of cultural, insti-
tutional, bohemian, and political milieux in this period. This point cannot 
be overstated, especially in a study like this one, which devotes substantial 
attention to the free jazz movement existing underground alongside the 
European American scene downtown. The key task for a fresh appraisal 
of 1960s experimentalism is to register the ambivalence of the connections 
between these two avant-gardes, the ways in which these communities 
were both connected to, and separated from, each other in powerful ways.

The overlaps are innumerable, so let one fi gure serve as a representative 
example. In the 1960s, the saxophonist, composer, and journalist Don 
Heckman was best known as a critic for Down Beat, where he wrote 
analyses of Ornette Coleman’s music and other treatments of the new 
adventurous jazz. He had long been interested in both the European 
American avant-garde and African American jazz experimentalism. Along 
with his teacher, the Greenwich Village polymath and sage John Benson 
Brooks, Heckman took Cage’s class in experimental music composition 
at the New School for Social Research in 1960. The presence of Heckman 
and Brooks goes unreported in accounts that center on the course’s other 
notable attendees: Jackson Mac Low, Al Hanson, George Brecht, Dick 
Higgins, and Allan Kaprow.2 Given the pair’s jazz orientation, this omis-
sion is not surprising. Heckman remembers, “I learned very quickly in 
asking questions in the class that the fact that I was a jazz musician didn’t 
get me any special cachet at all. [Cage] generally didn’t want to discuss 
it.” 3 Heckman recalls later participating in a few of Al Hansen’s happen-
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ings, and he wrote a thoughtful survey of Cage’s aesthetics and music in 
Down Beat in 1964.4

Heckman also took part in a famous 1964 production of Stockhausen’s 
Originale, directed by Kaprow and produced by Moorman for her Second 
Annual Avant Garde Festival (and picketed by Flynt). In Peter Moore’s 
documentary fi lm of the performance, Heckman tosses off  bebop licks 
in a duet with Moorman, who concentrates on scattered, dissonant piz-
zicato chords.5 The role he was playing, “Jazz Saxophonist,” was not in 
Stockhausen’s original 1961 performance in Cologne, nor was it part of 
the score published in 1964.6 Heckman believes that the part was prob-
ably added for the New York performance by Stockhausen himself, whom 
Heckman met during the composer’s sojourn in the city in the spring of 
1964. “I took them [Stockhausen and his then mistress, the painter Mary 
Bauermeister] out. We went out to hear jazz one night, and it was interest-
ing that I took him to one of the Jazz Composers Guild performances, and 
he had no interest in it at all,” Heckman later recalled. (The Guild did not 
exist until a few months later, so Heckman misremembered this specifi c 
point. His more general meaning, however, is understood: the music they 
heard was representative of the post-Coleman generation of black avant-
gardists in the city and likely involved personnel that would later be associ-
ated with the Guild.) Heckman continued:

I was so caught up, as most of the players around town were, with what was 
happening with these cutting edge things, that I thought, “Oh my God, here’s 
Stockhausen, and he’s going to fall in love with this stuff .” . . . I thought that 
he was going to have a very favorable reaction to it, and then we were there for 
not very long, and he said, “Is there anything else we can hear?” And that was 
it. We were out of there. . . . We went uptown then, and went to a Roy Eldridge 
gig, which is what he really wanted to hear. That was his perception of what 
jazz was, and you know, jazz should be. As it is for many Europeans. But he had 
no interest in the, sort of, so-called avant-garde music stuff  that was happening, 
jazz things that were happening.

Though Cage and Stockhausen symbolized for many the oppositional poles 
of “American experimentalism” and “European avant-gardism” — argued 
most strenuously by Michael Nyman in his Experimental Music: Cage and 
Beyond — this anecdote indicates that they shared a mutual ignorance and 
lack of attention to the most adventurous jazz of their contemporaries.7 As 
a noted voice in the swing movement of the 1930s and a major infl uence 
on Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie, Eldridge was safely situated in the 
musical past for Stockhausen, and, unlike the jazz avant-gardists, he was 
not making a claim, either explicit or implicit, to vanguard status.
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For her part, Moorman had fewer reservations about integrating “jazz” 
into her activities. On her First Avant Garde Festival in 1963, she pre-
miered Coleman’s City Minds and Country Hearts, which he had written 
sometime in the previous year or so.8 Moorman also performed a string 
quartet by the saxophonist and composer Giuseppi Logan in 1965, and 
she appeared in concert with the trombonist Roswell Rudd and the saxo-
phonist John Tchicai shortly thereafter.9 Despite her numerous attach-
ments to the jazz avant-garde, Moorman tapped Heckman to curate the 
“jazz night” on her Avant Garde Festivals for the rest of the decade, which 
turned out to feature Jazz Composers Guild – affi  liated artists such as Rudd, 
Burton Greene, Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra, Bill Dixon, and Michael Mantler, as 
well as such other notable players as Charles Lloyd, Robin Kenyatta, and 
Heckman.

Such casual connections and confrontations among diff erent musical 
worlds are not unique to Heckman. They permeate the biographies of down-
town artists in this period. Pick a point in this network — composer, venue, 
critic, publication, performer, event — and follow where it leads. Explain 
the strange topology that results. At the most basic level, this has been 
my approach with the fi ve case studies that constitute Experimentalism 
Otherwise. But no matter the degree to which the New York avant-gardes 
were eff ectively jumbled in 1964, the view from 2009 off ers a well-sorted 
and stable collection of repertoires (or are they “genres,” “traditions,” 
“styles,” or “histories”?). This business keeps two sets of books: one with 
all the messy overlaps and confl icts, and a second in which these attach-
ments have been snipped away to preserve the cohesion and consistency of a 
bounded tradition. Such a transformation from (near) chaos to (near) order 
prompts the question of what it is, exactly, we are talking about when we 
talk about experimental music. As I hope to make clear, this is a question 
best approached historically. What was experimentalism?

• • •

In Michael Nyman’s infl uential formulation, a set of “purely musical consid-
erations” sets off  experimentalism from its close cousin, the avant-garde.10 
Experimentalism, he writes, off ers fl uid processes instead of static objects; 
antiteleological procedures instead of goal-driven works; new roles for com-
posers, performers, and listeners instead of the hierarchies of traditional 
art music; notation as a set of actions rather than as a representation of 
sounds; a momentary evanescence instead of temporal fi xity; an ontology 
that foregrounds performance over writing; and a welcoming of daily life 
instead of its transcendence.11
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To this familiar list we might add commonly cited ideological impera-
tives such as the desire to replace an inherited European tradition with a 
fresh American music; an expansion of the concept of music; an attenua-
tion of intention; an openness to non-Western musics and philosophies; 
a mission to liberate sounds, stress timbre and rhythm over melody, and 
explore diff erent tuning systems; an avoidance of stylistic continuity; and 
a contempt for large orchestral forms and concert halls.12 Other hallmarks 
of this consensus view of experimentalism include notions of rugged 
individualism, a “maverick” spirit, academic nonaffi  liation, and general 
noninstitutionality.13 All of these qualities are often thought to add up to a 
kind of radicalism or subversiveness inherent in the experimental impulse.

Although this list of characteristics off ers a useful description of the 
thing that we take to be experimentalism, it is not an explanation or defi ni-
tion of the category. Authors who use this list may think they are explain-
ing what experimental music is, but they assume a grouping from the out-
set, as if to say, “Let me explain to you what the experimentalists have in 
common, what they share, what their music does.” 14 But the inquiry needs 
to be pushed back one step: How have these composers been collected 
together in the fi rst place, that they can now be the subject of a description? 
This second question is the proper starting place for an investigation into 
what experimental music was in the last century. Experimentalism is a 
grouping, not a group, and any account of it must be able, in the words of 
Michel Foucault, “to recognize the events of history, its jolts, its surprises, 
its unsteady victories and unpalatable defeats.” 15 In this study, experimen-
talism is the result of these jolts, surprises, victories, and defeats. It marks 
an achievement, not an explanation, and my interest is in tracing a few 
moments of this achievement.

Amy Beal is virtually alone in investigating the formation of the cat-
egory “experimental” since World War II.16 Not content simply to repro-
duce the standard tropes of this formation, Beal is instead concerned to 
show when and how these tropes were disseminated and proliferated in the 
postwar decades. As she makes clear in her study of the correspondences 
among Cage, the West Coast critic Peter Yates, and John Edmunds (cura-
tor of the New York Public Library Music Division’s Americana Collection 
from 1957 to 1961), the years around 1960 were a crucial moment in the 
emergence of the idea of American experimentalism. She further shows 
that conversations and contacts in West Germany were perhaps more 
important to the development of American experimentalism than similar 
connections were in the United States.

To cite just one of Beal’s many examples, the composer Gordon Mumma 
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sets in motion familiar experimentalist themes for an audience of compos-
ers and critics in Darmstadt in 1974: “The United States has a long history 
of individualist creative artists. . . . Some, like the composer Charles Ives, 
are widely known. Though the universities still tend to nourish conformity, 
the individualists survive. The individualists, even the crackpots, are a 
source of pride to almost everyone. They are the source of our most fertile 
innovation.” 17 American experimentalism is not what Mumma describes 
in his lecture. Rather, it is what is enacted — Mumma performs a grouping 
and articulates this grouping to a well-connected audience. Such performa-
tives constitute experimentalism as an act (specifi cally, an act of grouping), 
and, as I will explain, these acts are always situated as iterations in a series. 
Mumma’s grouping continues to perform beyond this single moment in 
1974. Through its publication in the conference proceedings, his grouping 
travels and persists temporally, thus becoming another crucial node in a 
network that gradually stabilizes as it accrues other connections over time. 
Beyond being an observation or description of the world, Mumma’s act of 
grouping now acts upon other groupings.18 The scenario I am describing is 
an experimentalism that is the product of labor, an achievement that must 
be maintained over time.

The fundamental ontological shift that marks experimentalism as an 
achievement is that from representationalism to performativity. From the 
latter perspective, an explanation of experimentalism that already assumes 
the category it purports to explain is fl awed from the outset.19 I take my 
cue from philosophers and science and technology scholars by thinking of 
experimentalism as something that is “put together” in processes that are 
historical, social, linguistic, and technological.20 To explain what experi-
mentalism has been, one must attend to its fabrication through a network 
of discourses, practices, and institutions. This formation is the result of 
the combined labor of scholars, composers, critics, journalists, patrons, 
performers, venues, and the durative eff ects of discourses of race, gender, 
nation, and class. The continuing performance of this network — and not 
an experimental “ethos” or “spirit” — explains the extension of experimen-
talism through time.

In the following chapters I examine individuals, events, and organiza-
tions located at the edges of recognized experimentalism; by marking a 
limit or boundary, these individuals, events, and organizations have tested 
the experimental network and helped to defi ne it historically. By consider-
ing such edge, or marginal, moments I hope to show the enacted realities 
of an experimental network in a specifi c time and place. The “very intense 
relationship” described by Moten is one of testing. Testing the quotid-
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ian, the ordinary, the accepted, the given — not for any directed purpose 
but as an open-ended project — can reveal the unknown, the unnoticed, 
the extraordinary, or the otherwise. In a historical inquiry, edge moments 
perform an analogous kind of testing by probing at the given to uncover 
the ways that historical formations take shape, how limits are drawn and 
redrawn, and how the details of specifi c life stories and concrete events — 

what I call “actually existing experimentalism” — might place pressure on 
accepted narratives.

• • •

My approach to these matters is inspired above all by the work of Bruno 
Latour, a philosopher of science associated with actor-network theory 
(ANT). I proceed from Latour’s formulation of the term network: it does 
not describe the shape of the social formations under study but rather the 
method used to understand them and the movements of translation they 
eff ect. When studying a network, it is important to identify everything that 
has an eff ect in a given situation. These eff ects reveal a web of connections 
among people, technologies, texts, and institutions. It is a heterogeneous 
network — these are things of diff erent kinds, and thus their connection 
necessarily requires translation. Latour writes, “[In the mid-1980s], the 
word network, like Deleuze’s and Guattari’s term rhizome, clearly meant 
a series of transformations  — translations, transductions — which could 
not be captured by any of the traditional terms of social theory. With the 
new popularization of the word network, it now means transport without 
deformation, and instantaneous, unmediated access to every piece of infor-
mation. That is exactly the opposite of what we meant.” 21 A network, then, 
describes a formation not simply of connected things (as we might assume 
in the post – World Wide Web era), but of diff erences that are mediated 
by connections that translate these diff erences into equivalences.22 One 
example of translation is the grouping of the New York School of compos-
ers, whose commonalities were often delineated even as Earle Brown and 
Morton Feldman increasingly pointed out the diff erences of perspective 
they held.23

Another Latour tenet that guides this book is a directive: follow the 
actors. In this study, “following the actors” has meant pursuing an individ-
ual or argument even when it seems to be leading outside of experimental 
music studies proper. (This directive diff ers greatly from the robotic injunc-
tion to “add context” to the object of historical study, for ANT rejects the 
separation of text from context ab initio.) Abandoning such disciplinary 
limits is a minimum expectation in a milieu that encourages the kind of 
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expansive thinking characteristic of someone like La Monte Young, who 
has written, “I trace the roots of minimalism in music from modal music, 
blues, and the sounds of step-down transformers on telephone polls and in 
power plants.” 24 Or, as Cecil Taylor told an interviewer in 1965, “I don’t 
know if the powers that be would want (musicians to work regularly) [sic] 
because then you would be able to operate at maximum capacity on all 
levels. . . . You could think more clearly with regard to political action, for 
instance. You would be able to think in terms of what you would contrib-
ute to your community on all levels — not just the level of a musician.” 25

To follow the actors, one must abandon the limit of limit, which is 
diff erent from “pushing boundaries” or “taking it to the limit.” Whereas 
the frontier mentality of pushing at limits can naturalize those bound-
aries by channeling theoretical expansion to only occur in one direction 
(“over the edge,” as it were), throwing out the idea of limit places us in an 
entirely diff erent critical topology. Abandoning the limit of limit means 
disregarding any artifi cial and normative separations among fi elds and 
actors and embracing the messy assemblages that result.26 As Georgina 
Born has argued, these assemblages must be revealed by means of a robust 
empiricism that, unlike traditional positivist empiricism, uses the analysis 
of the state of things as the basis for conceptual invention: “The method-
ological point is that the outcome of such processes cannot be known in 
advance, but must remain open to empirical investigation.” 27 At the outset, 
the empiricist treats all actors symmetrically by assuming no diff erences 
between them, thus allowing a network of relations to emerge and fur-
ther guide the inquiry. Latour writes, “We also know that these networks 
are not built with homogeneous material but, on the contrary, necessitate 
the weaving together of a multitude of diff erent elements which renders 
the question of whether they are ‘scientifi c’ or ‘technical’ or ‘economic’ or 
‘political’ or ‘managerial’ meaningless.” 28

American experimentalism, like the multitudinous weave that Latour 
describes, is the result of attachments of diff erent kinds, and it is in and 
through these attachments that the network is performed. In other words, 
Henry Cowell shouldn’t be thought to “follow” Charles Ives in a tradi-
tion because of some shared maverick spirit but because of the scores he 
published in New Music Edition, the works he arranged to be conducted 
in Europe in the 1920s, the articles and book he wrote about his elder 
colleague, and so on.29 These attachments take diff erent forms — personal 
connections, shared enterprises (the exposure of Ives’s work in Europe), 
printed texts — and each has a diff erent degree of temporal persistence. 
Face-to-face connection (and thus cultural capital) is clearly important 
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in this kind of network, but printed and recorded texts can travel much 
farther and last much longer as part of a social grouping. This is why 
it is crucial to understand a network as heterogeneous, as something far 
more complex than a simple social network of composers and critics who 
get each other gigs. Dispersal and durability measure relative strength, so 
the portable persistence of articles, scores, books, and recordings assumes 
paramount importance, especially when they end up in authoritative sites 
of knowledge production such as archives and university libraries. Shared 
musical concerns — a predilection for tone clusters or a certain sonic eclec-
ticism — play a role in the act of grouping, but this dimension is not deter-
ministic and is in fact conditioned by the vast apparatus of connections 
surrounding and supporting it.

Among the components of this apparatus are such forces as race, gen-
der, class, and nation. For example, it is critically important to register the 
racial patterns that would take two trumpeters born in 1926, Miles Davis 
and Earle Brown, both of whom studied in reputable traditions (Davis 
at Juilliard, Brown in the theory of Joseph Schillinger), into two quite 
exclusive networks. This is a certain arrangement of power that incites, 
induces, and makes it easier and more probable for Brown to be associated 
with the white confi guration of American experimentalism than with the 
African American confi guration of bebop and modern jazz. This is not to 
say that phenotype equals destiny; as Foucault puts it, only in its extreme 
form does power constrain or forbid absolutely, but “it is always a way of 
acting upon one or more acting subjects by virtue of their acting or being 
capable of action. A set of actions upon other actions.” 30

Because I agree with Foucault’s description of power relations as both 
“intentional and nonsubjective,” I spend little time in this study on per-
sonal racial politics, for face-to-face interactions occur on a social ter-
rain that has already been shaped and segmented by racial patterning.31 
The limited ethnic cast of a grouping such as experimentalism isn’t to be 
reduced to a conspiracy scene. Nonetheless, face-to-face connections do 
concretize, modify, and enact racial discourse, and, crucially, ramify this 
discourse in a range of other more material and durable forms, such as 
performance spaces, economic arrangements of distribution, the produc-
tion of legitimating texts, the design of curricula, and the formation of 
scholarly disciplines and subdisciplines. The diff erence in audience com-
plexion between performances at the Judson Memorial Church and the 
Five Spot, for instance, clearly demonstrates that race plays a role here 
(even though Cecil Taylor did appear on that fi rst program of the Judson 
Dance Theater in 1962, alongside the work of Cage),32 but the specifi c ways 
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in which such discourses become instantiated in the concrete and durable 
reality of performance spaces are harder to trace. Far more than just one 
node in a network, race is dispersed throughout the social, economic, and 
cultural modes of daily life — to borrow a phrase from Kathleen Stewart, 
“It’s more like a strand in the netting that holds things together.” 33

Connecting this kind of dispersed racial patterning to its atomistic man-
ifestations — raced bodies or racialized performance spaces, for example — 

has proven diffi  cult for even the most incisive writers on experimental-
ism. Sally Banes’s Greenwich Village 1963, for example, mounts a spirited 
attempt to include the eff orts of African American artists in its account of 
the New York sixties avant-garde. Unfortunately, the analysis elides those 
institutional and systemic channels of power that might lead one to con-
clude that “very few African Americans or other people of color system-
atically played a part in [this avant-garde milieu].” 34 Her speculation that 
“many black artists may not have had a taste for the kind of iconoclastic 
activity — the product of some measure of educational privilege — in which 
the white artists reveled” leads Moten to an uncharacteristically laconic 
demurral: “I guess, in the end, it’s not even that crucial to open an argu-
ment against her position by saying that she must not have been looking 
’round the Five Spot.” 35

Confl ict appears as a predominant theme in this study — between John 
Cage and the New York Philharmonic, Henry Flynt and the European 
American avant-garde, Charlotte Moorman and Cage (not to mention 
Charlotte Moorman and the New York penal code), and among mem-
bers of the Jazz Composers Guild, Black Arts Movement, and the New 
York jazz underground. I am drawn to controversies because of the clarity 
they bring. As Latour notes, “[N]o one lives in a ‘culture,’ shares a ‘para-
digm,’ or belongs to a ‘society’ before he or she clashes with others. The 
emergence of these words is one consequence of building longer networks 
and of crossing other people’s path.” 36 Similarly, it is my premise here that 
“experimentalism” comes into being through confl ict and disagreement; 
the emergence of the category is not the cause but the result of clashes over 
how and where to extend networks or make new connections.

If experimentalism is a grouping, then confl icts are the traces of its 
formation. As in any case of group formation, this one involves spokes-
persons who make the group talk, actors who mobilize resources to make 
boundaries more durable, professionals who authorize the group, and 
those who map antigroups.37 Experimentalism’s spokespeople defi ne “who 
they are, what they should be, what they have been. These are constantly 
at work, justifying the group’s existence, invoking rules and precedents 
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and . . . measuring up one defi nition against all the others.” 38 They have 
included Henry Cowell, whose introduction to American Composers on 
American Music (1933) was already grouping a category reminiscent of 
experimentalism;39 Wolfgang Edward Rebner, whose 1954 Darmstadt lec-
ture was an important early articulation of the “tradition”;40 John Cage, 
whose writings and lectures in the 1950s include both canon-building exer-
cises and more doctrinal statements on experimentalism;41 Peter Yates, 
whose lectures, articles, and book publications in the 1950s and 1960s had 
identifi ed him with the category to the extant that Lejaren Hiller would 
write in 1965 of Yates’s “thesis of the American experimental tradition”;42 
and Nyman, whose 1974 publication of Experimental Music: Cage and 
Beyond solidifi ed many of the key tropes of experimentalism.

Comparing Moorman’s Second Annual Avant Garde Festival and Dixon’s 
October Revolution in Jazz reveals the diff erent kinds of resources that 
could be mobilized on behalf of each festival. Moorman, an assistant to the 
concert producer Norman Seaman, could draw upon her experience and 
considerable contacts in concert promotion to attract reporters and critics 
from several newspapers, national glossy magazines, news fi lm, and radio. 
Seaman’s fi nancial support, publicity networks, and extensive mailing list 
further eased her job of booking Judson Hall and attracting an audience 
(though Seaman never did break even). In the years to come, Seaman’s 
contacts with city offi  cials and other New York power brokers doubtlessly 
smoothed the way for Moorman to stage her festivals at sites across the city.

But when Moorman went uptown in October 1964 to hear concerts 
at the October Revolution, she arrived at a crowded, tiny basement café. 
Dixon produced the event with little more than his telephone and a list 
of hungry and eager musicians, and he later recalled incurring debts to 
both his phone company and his local grocers in the weeks preceding the 
festival. (Indeed, the fact that the power company cut the café’s electricity 
on the day of the fi rst concert indicates the precariousness of the situation.) 
When Dixon and the Jazz Composers Guild produced the Four Days in 
December series at Judson Hall two months later, the success of the event 
had little to do with the size of their Rolodex. “We didn’t have any money,” 
Dixon later explained. “I got a bunch of newspapers and showed everyone 
how to make signs with magic marker, and from 91st Street down to 57th 
Street, we put them up in every damn subway station there was.” Unlike 
the Judson Dance Theater, another artists’ collective in New York at this 
time, the Guild also had to pay rent on its rehearsal and concert space.

Diff erent kinds of professionals authorize the grouping of experimental-
ism, from respected members of an established and powerful group (“To 



f igu r e 1. Bill Dixon (in sunglasses) and Judith Dunn present their work “Ground Speed” 
at Charlotte Moorman’s Fourth Annual Avant Garde Festival, September 9, 1966, at the 
conservatory pond in New York’s Central Park. Dixon’s ensemble also included Marc 
Levin (pocket trumpet, left), Robin Kenyatta (alto saxophone), and Bob Pozar (percussion, 
unpictured). Photograph by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images.
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catch on to us, what the public needs is to get it from Leonard Bernstein,” 
Feldman reportedly told Cage)43 and publishers who produce and distrib-
ute a composer’s work (C. F. Peters and Universal Edition, for example) 
to critics (such as Yates, Tom Johnson, and Kyle Gann) who publicize the 
activities of the group.44 By taking account of these various elements 
that go into defi ning the formation, we can understand experimentalism 
itself as a kind of composition, a putting together of people, institutions, 
sounds, and discourses. The elements available at hand aff ect profoundly 
the resulting composition.

Supporters of American experimentalism have expended the most energy 
mapping two antigroups: the European avant-garde and U.S. jazz. In the 
latter case, we have seen less a mapping than an inscription: “terra incog-
nita.” Don’t go there!45 Jazz and African American improvisation was a 
major presence during the 1960s, however, especially in New York City, 
and I examine its overlaps and intersections with European American 
experimentalism in several sections of this project. Rather than reinscrib-
ing the usual distinction made between American experimentalism and 
European avant-gardism, I use the two terms interchangeably here because 
doing otherwise would naturalize a diff erence that has been discursively 
produced.46 Given the amount of ink devoted to establishing and maintain-
ing this division, the best option is to sidestep it altogether. 

These antigroups are essential for the formation of experimentalism. 
I have accordingly tried to understand this network not only through its 
“internal” fractures but also through the other series of breaks that have 
cordoned off  experimentalism from other signifi cant networks of the time 
such as rock, jazz, and traditional concert music. In doing so, I take as 
a general axiom that meaning does not inhere in the object itself but is 
produced through diff erence in a system of signifi cation. The empirical 
philosopher Annemarie Mol has eloquently elaborated the profound onto-
logical ramifi cations of this simple principle of structuralism: “Somewhere 
along the way the meaning of the word ‘is’ has changed. Dramatically. 
This is what the change implies: the new ‘is’ is one that is situated. . . . It 
doesn’t say what it is in and of itself, for nothing ever ‘is’ alone. To be is to 
be related. The new talk about what is does not bracket the practicalities 
involved in enacting reality. It keeps them present.” 47

• • •

Experimentalism has been proliferated through a series of citations. Time 
and again, the act of grouping has seemingly already taken place, and a 
new account of the network is less a singular event than an iteration or 
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citation of an authority existing elsewhere, a new instance of the same list 
of names and titles, without reference to why or how that list came into 
shape. To quote Judith Butler, the normative grouping of experimentalism 
“takes hold to the extent that it is ‘cited’ as such a norm, but it also derives 
its power through the citations that it compels.” 48 Such is the two-way 
street of performativity. Accounts of experimentalism register as meaning-
ful to the extent that they instantiate an already durative network, but the 
network itself depends upon these iterations to gain stability and infl uence. 
With this performative (as opposed to representational) understanding of 
the scholarly enterprise, the origin moment of experimentalism ceases to 
be a matter of concern and is in fact relocated into the present with each 
successive iteration. As Latour puts it, “For ANT, if you stop making and 
remaking groups, you stop having groups.” 49

Scholarship is a key site of this grouping and one of the central ways 
that experimentalism has been stabilized over the long term and on a larger 
scale. The point is obvious — there is no imaginary space where sounds and 
an “experimental spirit” meet up and sort themselves into a tradition. They 
require human organizers to group them together, and because sounds 
cannot articulate arguments for themselves, the scholar must engage in 
acts of translation, the rendering of diff erences into equivalences. This 
is not to say that we are free to group things however we please, or that 
experimentalism is nothing but a discourse. A network model is useful 
because it stresses heterogeneity — networks are never simply language, 
never simply sound, never simply personal contacts, never simply practices 
and institutions, but rather a messy mix of all types of things. Because 
translation constitutes its object, rather than simply discovering it, a gene-
alogy of experimentalism leads ineluctably to the circumstances of its 
scholarly performatives.

The fi rst wave of Cage studies that appeared in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s was concerned with legitimating the composer’s music in an 
environment that had been all too quick to dismiss him as nothing more 
than a philosopher and writer. In his introduction to The Music of John 
Cage, James Pritchett responds to this situation by framing Cage as a 
traditional composer “with a unique and very beautiful sense of musical 
style.” 50 This approach creates and stresses continuities between Cage and 
the Western European tradition by concentrating on scores and sketches — 

which extend the network in time and give it further stability once they 
are housed in an archive — while simultaneously attenuating the ruptural 
possibilities of his work. Pritchett cites approvingly Cage’s description of 
the ideal critic as someone “who could take music and, by writing about it, 
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turn it ‘into something you can deal with.’ ” 51 Pritchett off ers a strikingly 
apposite description of translation itself: turning things into something 
we can deal with. At the time of his remarks, this practice entailed the 
methodology of archival recovery and explication, a set of concerns that 
has been highly infl uential in articulating a sense of experimentalism based 
on musical style considerations.

One way to think about translation is to consider briefl y a less famil-
iar view of 1960s experimentalism. Cage’s well-known movement away 
from objects and toward process and theater was, for much of the decade, 
enacted in small group performances, most commonly in an electrifi ed 
duo formation with David Tudor. As Cage described in a letter to Edward 
Downes in 1965, the pair’s performance of Variations IV “has become 
an improvisation using a large library of taped material, together with 
short wave radios, electronic circuits, [phonograph] cartridges, and alarm 
devices (horns, etc.).” 52 The dancer Carolyn Brown describes Volkswagen 
bus tours across the United States by Cage, Tudor, and the Cunningham 
Dance Company that would have done Henry Rollins proud.53 Following 
Cage’s example (or perhaps setting the example for him), the younger 
generation of experimentalists customarily performed in loose, improvisa-
tional group formations more reminiscent of rock or jazz bands than of the 
traditional, cultivated split between composer and performer. Think here 
of the ONCE Group, AMM, the Moorman/Paik duo, the Art Ensemble of 
Chicago, Sonic Arts Union, Musica Elettronica Viva, and the Theatre of 
Eternal Music, which, in the words of Tony Conrad, “denied composition 
its authoritarian function as a modern activity.” 54 Given the manner in 
which such groups presented and performed music, it makes as much sense 
to connect them to the Cecil Taylor Unit or the Stooges as to Charles Ives 
or Arnold Schoenberg.

Such arrangements of distributed authorship and shared responsibil-
ity for musical production — what Georgina Born has called “latent and 
processual” assemblages — are only ruptures in the familiar institutions 
of classical music.55 For most other musics in the world, of course, this 
arrangement isn’t disruptive at all, and therefore we have to position these 
experimental bands — Cage’s included — in a landscape in the 1960s where 
new social movements were creating sociopolitical constituencies tied to 
folk, jazz, rock, and soul — not Western art music

But not every writer on Cage would agree. David P. Miller, for example, 
dismisses those wilder associations of Cage’s performances of the 1960s in 
favor of an approach that translates them into the more common terms of 
art-music production. He asks,
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Don’t these pieces [i.e., the Variations works from the 1960s], above all, incar-
nate Cage’s famed openness to whatever may happen to happen? This question, 
while understandable, may be more of an artifact of the mid-twentieth-century 
avant-garde than it is relevant to the Variations in particular. At the beginning 
of the twenty-fi rst century, more interesting questions include: What are these 
works as compositions? What distinguishes them not only from each other but 
also from generically imagined “happenings” or multimedia events?56

The diff erence between Miller’s artifactual question and the other ques-
tions he fi nds more interesting reveals precisely the ways in which the 
experimentalist network is stabilized into a conventional model of canonic 
defi nition, score parsing, and author-centered explication. Miller’s works-
based indeterminacy tells a story of experimentalism that is familiar but 
narrow, willfully uninterested in the tangle of attachments around Cage 
in the 1960s.

For the young Henry Flynt, however, Cage’s music was dangerous. Many 
years later, refl ecting on the bracing atmosphere of innovation in the down-
town of the 1960s, he remarked, “There were not supposed to be any brakes 
on the car. If it meant going over the cliff , then it meant going over the 
cliff ! There were no brakes on this car, where you would say, ‘Enough is 
enough — I want my job at Wesleyan,’ you know? It was not supposed to 
be about that. Of course, it was about that.” In this regard, Miller merely 
follows the lead of Cage, who was a virtuoso at translating or mediating 
the ruptural potential of his most indeterminate works by rearticulating 
them into the terms of a high-art-identifi ed experimentalism, thus pull-
ing these band formations out of the wider 1960s landscape and back into 
another powerful network. All of those collaborative, noisy performances 
were derived from scores that were so general and abstract that almost any 
sonic theatrical situation could be generated. The perfect example is Cage’s 
score for Variations V, which was created after its fi rst performance in 1965. 
The score itself specifi es: “Performance without score or parts.” 57 A few 
years after he wrote this work, Cage asked Richard Kostelanetz, “Do you 
see the implications of this? . . . [It] changes our idea of what a score is.” 58 
But it hasn’t done so at all. Cage still expected someone else to perform his 
work: “These are remarks that would enable one to perform Variations V,” 
he told Kostelanetz. His scores were still analyzed by musicologists who 
placed them into a style history. And even Variations V would be performed 
many years later by Miller’s Mobius Artists’ Group, in a version that was, in 
Miller’s words, “free of the historical circumstances of the original perfor-
mances.” 59 Indeed, Cage folded his output very easily into the conventional 
concert-music tradition, where it was later taken up by willing performers.
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Cage’s choice to score even an unscored event like Variations V sets 
off  a chain reaction of paper: music with a title is listed on a program, 
and that program ends up in several diff erent archives. Then there is the 
score, its autograph, sketches, facsimiles, and fi nal printed copy housed at 
hundreds of libraries across the world. Through this example we see that 
translation is performed not only by scholars such as Miller or Pritchett; 
Cage often prepared the way with translations of his own. (And, as I detail 
in the epilogue, Iggy Pop attempted his own translation of experimen-
tal techniques into the networks of popular music.) Considering Cage as 
band member allows us to recognize similarities in practice with other 
bands in the 1960s, but, more important, it also allows us to recognize how 
those messy overlaps have been cut or attenuated in favor of other network 
confi gurations.

This study of experimentalism as both the ordinary and the otherwise 
is not a project of historical retrieval but rather one that aims to detail both 
a history of actually existing experimentalism and the other stories that 
have been excluded in its telling. In terms of race, for example, the point is 
not to give a less racially divided history of experimentalism but to off er a 
clear account of the nature of these racial divisions. Experimentalism was 
racially divided, and an accurate account of that reality must look beyond 
the limits of the consensus view to register those exclusions (not just of 
race, but also of gender, politics, and belief) that made the consensus view 
possible.

In this regard, the studies of marginal or edge moments in American 
experimentalism that I off er here resemble those of George E. Lewis in his 
recent history of the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians. 
Concerned with charting a multicultural, multiethnic, and global musical 
experimentalism, Lewis views his book as an interventionist project, “an 
activity aimed at encouraging the production of new histories of experimen-
talism in music.” 60 Because I am more interested in Foucauldian genealogy 
than in history, however, I am hesitant to detach a concept like “experimen-
talism” from the limited and situated conditions of its emergence. To do 
so risks reifying “experiment” as the unchanging quiddity of “experimen-
talism,” and thereby losing sight of the practicalities that were involved in 
enacting the reality of experimental music.

The idea of counterhistories or lost narratives in a tradition such as 
experimentalism derives from the belief that experimental music studies 
has been mistaken in its research object. The counterhistorian might say, 
“You have said that experimentalism was this, but it was actually that.” 
I think, to the contrary, that experimentalism is exactly what scholars 
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have said it was during the twentieth century, but not for the reasons they 
gave. That is, the “tradition” wasn’t something that magically coalesced 
around shared qualities of indeterminacy and rugged individualism. It was 
a network, arranged and fabricated through the hard work of composers, 
critics, scholars, performers, audiences, students, and a host of other ele-
ments including texts, scores, articles, curricula, patronage systems, and 
discourses of race, gender, class, and nation. Experimental music studies 
has gone far beyond describing this construction of the experimental to 
instead constitute one of its vital keystones. And saying that experimental-
ism has been fabricated does not mean that it is unreal. In fact, the opposite 
is the case — by showing how experimentalism is made, a performative 
ontology renders its object far more real than any stylistic or formalist 
description could.

Despite our slight divergences in method and premises, I share with 
Lewis the goal of a fuller, more variegated portrayal of what American 
experimentalism might be. This is the aspiration of any genealogy — to 
refuse to accept that a given arrangement of knowledge and power has 
been “hardened into an unalterable form in the long baking process of 
history,” to show that it is indeed historically contingent and thus open to 
revision and being otherwise.61 Lewis’s project is an opening, a movement 
toward an otherwise — not an expansion or revision of American experi-
mentalism, but the assembly of an altogether new confi guration of social, 
technical, textual, sonic, and material elements.

More important, Lewis’s book, like the examples I discuss here, hints 
at the possibility of an experimentalism otherwise. It seems to me that 
this restless desire to be elsewhere, this searching for an otherwise, might 
be the closest thing to an “essence” of experimentalism that we will ever 
get. So, although I am most interested in what experimentalism was — a 
mutable social location, a contingent arrangement of discourses, practices, 
and institutions — I am also intrigued by the idea of experimentalism as 
an arena of risk, testing, and even (productive) failure. At the level of sub-
jectivity itself, as I discuss at the conclusion of this book, it can usefully 
be understood as an ethical practice, a means through which “to control, 
to manage, to cope with the self in its ‘riskiness.’ ” 62 Experimentalism is 
where the everyday and the otherwise converge in an arena of grounded 
possibility. Rather than explore explanations that would foreground inde-
terminacy, open form, and rugged independence, I have been interested 
in mobility, that certain kind of restlessness that can push us to consider 
what else experimentalism might have been, and whether it still might be 
otherwise. 
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The date was Sunday, February 9, 1964, and the New York Philharmonic 
had just performed Vivaldi’s “Fall” from The Four Seasons, followed by 
Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 6. The audience returned from intermission 
to hear the conductor, Leonard Bernstein, deliver one of his famous concert 
talks from the podium. The lengthy address — it lasted over eleven min-
utes — perhaps indicated his anxiety concerning what was about to unfold.1 
He began, “This week we are presenting the last group of avant-garde 
works in this series,” and was answered by a grateful round of applause 
from the audience. “This may be good news to some of you, and not so 
good to others.” He was referring to the four programs that had been pre-
sented in the previous month in a series titled “The Avant-Garde,” which 
had included works by Ligeti, Xenakis, Varèse, and others. Each program 
had been performed four times, and this was to be the fi nal performance 
of the fi fth and last program. Bernstein cautioned the audience that this 
was probably “the most avant-garde” presentation of the entire series, for 
the works to come — John Cage’s Atlas Eclipticalis, Morton Feldman’s . . . 
Out of “Last Pieces,” and Earle Brown’s Available Forms II, for Orchestra 
Four Hands — all employed aleatoric techniques in their composition or 
performance. “Uh, this is very serious, and this so-called aleatoric aspect 
of today’s new music has come in for more comment, excitement, contro-
versy, and speculation than any other aspect. . . . It ranges from the most 

chap ter 1

When Orchestras Attack!
John Cage Meets the New York Philharmonic

They turn things away from music, and from any professional 
attitude toward music, to some kind of a social situation that is 
not very beautiful.

—  John Cage, interview in Cole Gagne and Tracy Caras, 
Soundpieces: Interviews with American Composers, 75
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serious possible intention and execution to the most tricky, antimusical 
kind of Dadaism. We have tried . . . to choose only works that can be iden-
tifi ed as serious in intention, and genuinely adventurous in seeking new 
paths of music-making.”

Bernstein wryly noted the “psychological adjustment” the members of 
the orchestra had undergone during the previous week in learning how to 
perform these indeterminate works, and also explained to his audience the 
diff erence between chance operations, which use randomness in the course 
of composition but arrive at a score that is fi xed, and indeterminacy, which 
integrates elements of chance into the moment of performance itself.2 As 
an example of the former, Bernstein conducted a few measures of a com-
position that had been generated by “a computing machine from London.” 
Called “Pegasus” and developed by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC), the computer had written a work “based on arbitrary and random 
selections” from a twelve-tone row that had been provided it. When the 
woodwinds fi nished performing the excerpt (which had been arranged for 
oboe, clarinet, and bassoon), Bernstein quipped, “It’s not bad!” To illus-
trate the concept of indeterminacy — for Bernstein, this meant music with 
no predetermined material at all, and only the “slightest, most spontane-
ous control of its evolvement” — the orchestra improvised. “Now here’s 
the New York Philharmonic’s Improvisation No. 1, which has never been 
played, and will never again be played,” he announced, receiving a roar of 
laughter in response. At the conclusion of the improvisation, which lasted 
a little more than ninety seconds, Bernstein commented, “I thought that 
was very nice.” And perhaps sensing that the audience was not taking this 
seriously at all, he added, “And also, very serious.”

Bernstein was struggling. Although he appeared to be doing his best to 
give these works a fi ghting chance in the context of Philharmonic Hall and 
its subscription audience accustomed to Beethoven and Brahms, Bernstein 
had little artistic or philosophical sympathy for Cage and his associates. 
In trying to elucidate the principles of chance and indeterminacy, he had 
settled upon the culturally predominant musical form of spontaneity in 
the postwar United States — improvisation. “Its true signifi cance lies in the 
identifi cation of the performers with the creative act, the participation by 
the orchestra in the actual composing of the music,” he stated. While this 
choice speaks volumes about the high cultural profi le of jazz during these 
years, it was not the best choice for explaining Cage’s music, which in the 
case of Atlas allowed relatively little participation in the compositional act 
by the performers.3 Indeed, as Bernstein had to admit in introducing the 
piece, “[T]his is not only chance music — by any means, since every note 
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the orchestra plays has been written down by the composer. Therefore, it’s 
the very opposite of the improvisation we just made.”

The ensuing disastrous performance of Atlas Eclipticalis has become a 
minor legend for those interested in Cage’s life and work.4 In an interview 
twenty years later, Cage did not mince words when it came to describing 
the Philharmonic: “They are a group of gangsters. . . . They do everything 
wrong on purpose, not to make fun of something, but to ruin it. They 
get in mind criminal ideas, artistically criminal ideas. They are vandals. 
The moment they can ruin a piece, they are delighted. . . . They also have 
tenure; you can’t throw them out. Their job is secure. Therefore, they can 
act any way they like. They’re not like children; the L.A. Orchestra is like 
children. The New York orchestra is like grownups who intend to be bad. 
They are criminals.” 5

This meeting interests me because of its importance in establishing 
Cage’s bona fi des as a radical avant-garde artist. By 1964, he had certainly 
dealt with his share of unsympathetic performers and antagonistic audi-
ences, but this was the most prestigious engagement of his career, and the 
poor treatment he reportedly received would feature in his interviews and 
conversations for years to come. This story of a well-intentioned experi-
mentalist encountering a curmudgeonly old institution has also proven 
irresistible for musicians sympathetic to Cage, as well as to his critical 
commentators. Though powerful, such an easy narrative of abuse and 
ignominy has served to obscure many of the fascinating aspects of this 
encounter — the reputations of Cage and the Philharmonic at the time, 
the formidable musical challenge of Atlas Eclipticalis itself, the diff erent 
understandings of choice, chance, and sound held by the composer and his 
performers, and the political valences of indeterminacy and its apparent 
enemy, the symphony orchestra. Most of all, I revisit this confl ict because it 
has thus far been a univocal retelling, based entirely on the words of Cage. 
Every published mention of the encounter derives from Cage’s statements 
on the matter in a few interviews over the years, or from Calvin Tomkins’s 
very long New Yorker profi le of the composer, based on interviews with 
Cage, which appeared in November 1964 and was reprinted with light 
editing in The Bride and the Bachelors in 1965.6 Nearly all subsequent 
accounts that appear in print repeat what is found in Tomkins’s essay.

But Cage was just one witness among the over one hundred who were 
present and implicated in this story. Given that the rhetoric of experi-
mentalism has placed emphasis on the creative role of the performer in 
presenting this music, it is strange that the voices of these musicians have 
been entirely absent as conarrators of the encounter. One can attribute this 
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absence to the path that Cage scholarship has taken to achieve legitimacy 
and respect in the academy, namely through emphasizing the composer’s 
more traditional and conservative qualities as a composer at the expense 
of the truly ruptural possibilities inherent in his work. Through listening 
to these alternate voices, one can develop a description of Cage and Atlas 
Eclipticalis that is productively remote from the themes of these studies, 
an alien viewpoint that signifi cantly decenters the composer as the sole 
narrator and owner of the last word.

Cage often expressed his preference for dealing with crowds as a multi-
plicity of individuals rather than as a unitary mass. For Cage, group forma-
tion was the evidence of a hierarchical power that he explicitly sought to 
evacuate from his work by creating nonfocused, nonlinear compositions 
that could be performed without leaders. The political associations of this 
work are most commonly labeled “anarchist.” I’ve tried to honor Cage’s 
preference for atomistic individuals here (and hold him to it) by speaking 
with the living musicians and Philharmonic administrators from the 1964 
season as a set of individuals with their own tastes, opinions, and philoso-
phies of sound and music.7

Although Cage’s attempt to take his model of musical anarchism into 
the traditional concert hall can be regarded as a failure, the break it estab-
lished (or highlighted) between American experimentalism and the cul-
tural institutions of the Old World would serve him well as he became 
increasingly interested in social and political concerns. When he later 
wrote, “The masterpieces of Western music exemplify monarchies and 
dictatorships. Composer and conductor: king and prime minister,” Cage 
was clearly implying that his music stood opposed to these hierarchical 
systems; he did not compose “masterpieces of Western music,” and if you 
needed proof, he seemed to be saying, look no further than his disastrous 
engagement with the New York Philharmonic. It has thus become a truism 
in Cage studies that the composer’s music off ers a liberatory politics.

In the alternative reading presented in this chapter, I argue that this 
contentious performance of Atlas — and the way it has been retold by Cage 
and his supporters — reveals a surprising political dynamic. Although he 
has been ceaselessly portrayed as a radical artist who challenged the pre-
vailing social order, Cage appears as a far more conventional fi gure in the 
following analysis, which I base on the concrete reality of actually existing 
experimentalism rather than the idealism of aesthetic explications. In fact, 
what most clearly emerge in this story are the themes of liberalism, that 
hegemonic political formation of Western modernity: autonomy, choice, 
the will to reason, justice as fairness, and small government.
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With the term liberalism, I refer most of all to the political philosophy — 

ranging from John Locke to John Rawls — that prizes individual liberty 
and advocates state power only to the extent that it is necessary to guaran-
tee the freedom of individuals on an egalitarian basis. (The term has also 
acquired a separate but related meaning in economic thought, in which 
competition and free trade are supported by minimal state intervention. 
The hallmarks of economic liberalist subjectivity — competitiveness, entre-
preneurialism, accumulation, and so on — are largely absent from Cage’s 
worldview.) A liberal political order, Wendy Brown clarifi es, may harbor 
either liberal or socialist economic policies. Furthermore, “[I]t may lean 
more in the direction of maximizing liberty (its politically ‘conservative’ 
tilt) or maximizing equality (its politically ‘liberal’ tilt) but in contempo-
rary political parlance, it is no more or less a liberal democracy because of 
one leaning or the other.” 8 In other words, though one might quibble over 
whether Cage in his musical politics favored liberty or equality (I think 
there was considerable slippage between the two), the broad outlines of 
his work hew closely to the mainstream of political thinking in the United 
States and Europe.

I will avoid the term neoliberalism, which can be described as the dis-
semination of free-market values to all global institutions and social action, 
a regime emerging in the decades following the breakdown of the Bretton 
Woods Agreements in 1971.9 Neoliberalism is generally thought to combine 
both political and economic meanings of liberalism. According to this the-
ory, the spread of free-market capitalism brings with it democratic politi-
cal institutions and erodes religious, ethnic, and nationalist solidarities. 
Because I don’t believe that Cage’s work demonstrates the rational calculus 
of profi tability characteristic of economic liberalism, I am not convinced 
that neoliberalism is the best frame for understanding his musical poli-
tics. Nonetheless, two elements of neoliberal ideology seem apropos. First, 
political and economic governance in neoliberalist thought is framed as a 
matter of technocratic management, removing it from the contested sphere 
of ideological confl ict (the much-maligned “end of history” thesis). Such 
was Cage’s understanding of the social philosophy of Buckminster Fuller, 
whom Cage praised as an “apolitical” problem-solver of the highest order.10 
Second, the composer’s statements on the coexistence of diff erent tradi-
tions, musics, or individuals exhibit a rhetoric of “tolerance” that, Wendy 
Brown explains, has emerged as a key term in neoliberal discourse.11 I will 
return to both of these points in greater detail.

For the most part, my interest in the political models of indeterminacy 
owes to the enthusiasm for this topic shared by Cage and his supporters. I 
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want to show that if one is interested in Cage’s musical politics, then one 
should examine what actually happened in the performance of his works. 
And, if one actually examines the performance of Atlas Eclipticalis in 
1964, then one will fi nd a musical model of liberalism, perhaps unexpect-
edly. At the same time, though, my argument is particularly inspired by 
the work of philosophers and critics who contend that the “freedom of 
choice” ideology of liberalism in fact masks a meta-operation of power that 
defi nes the terms through which those choices can be made.12 The success-
ful performance of Cagean indeterminacy in the 1960s, I argue, likewise 
depended upon a performer who had already internalized the expecta-
tions of the composer, signifi cantly undermining Cage’s well-known goal 
of accepting the unforeseen. From this perspective, Cage’s work evidences 
a peculiar status as both model and mirror — a mock-up of utopian anar-
chism and register of hegemonic liberalism.

• • •

A closer look at the score of Atlas Eclipticalis reveals the many challenges 
it posed for performers.13 Each of its eighty-six parts is unique, but all 
consist of four large pages divided horizontally into fi ve systems (see music 
example 1). Time is measured spatially across the page, and each system 
is marked with four arrows that point fi rst up, then right, then down, and 
then left. These directions correspond to the motions of the conductor, 
who mimics the operation of a clock. Cage describes it in his directions: 
“A system equals at least 2 minutes, — preferably more. (Extend the time 
to the point where the presence of silence is felt.) The conductor, however, 
performs a single clock cycle for each system. At 0", 30", and 60" he makes 
changes of arm, at 15" and 45" changes of palm. From the last 30" to the 
end at 60" he uses both arms, fi ngers touching at the conclusion.” 14 Each 
musician judges when to play a particular note or group according to where 
it is positioned spatially in relation to these four cardinal points. 

Because Cage determined pitch content by tracing a star map he dis-
covered while in residence at Wesleyan University in 1961, he needed to 
alter the conventional staff  to allow a separate vertical position for each 
possible pitch (rather than a shared vertical position for Bπ and B∫, for 
example). Thus, Cage’s modifi ed bass clef has extra space between the top 
two lines (where F∏ sits just above the second staff  line, Gπ is dead-center 
in the space, and G∏ hangs just below the top line of the staff ) and the 
bottom two. The pitches specifi ed in the score exceeded the twelve pitch 
classes, however. In his performance instructions for the Philharmonic 
performances, Cage writes: “Conventional pitches are marked sharp, fl at, 



music ex a m ple 1. John Cage, Atlas Eclipticalis, oboe 1 (page 193). Copyright © 1962, renewed 1990 
by Henmar Press, Inc. Used by permission of C. F. Peters Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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or natural. The absence of such signs means that the tones to be played are 
not at conventional points. They are as they appear to be in the space, more 
or less sharp, more or less fl at. Microtonality.” 15

The sound events themselves consist of either single notes (which are 
quite rare in the score) or groups, which Cage referred to as “aggregates” or 
“constellations.” These aggregates consist of up to ten pitches joined by a 
squiggly line; they do not necessarily appear in a straight vertical arrange-
ment, and Cage notes that “within [each] aggregate[,] space need not refer 
to time. Individual tones of an aggregate may appear in any succession.” 16 
Duration is noted for each constellation in one of three ways. First, a pair 
of numbers might appear above a constellation; the fi rst indicates how 
many notes out of the whole group should be played with as short a dura-
tion as possible (“as though it were a splinter of sound”), while the second 
represents the number of notes that can be played with a longer duration. 
Second, a fermata indicates that all of the notes in the group are to be 
played with a longer duration, but no longer than one bow length or one 
breath. Third, the absence of numbers or a fermata means that all of the 
notes are to be sounded as short as possible. The player is free to combine 
tones from a group into chords or multiphonics whenever possible.

Cage’s desires about the general sound of the piece may be divined 
through various indications in the performance notes. He did not want 
individual musicians to project anything resembling a melody, stating out-
right that “melodic lines are not produced by the players individually.” 17 
He tried to ensure against this by specifying that a silence should occur 
between tones, even those in the same aggregate. He also wanted the work 
to be generally quiet. Loudness of each tone is indicated by its relative size, 
and Cage goes out of his way in the instructions for individual parts to 
point out that most of the notes in the piece are small, and thus should be 
played softly.18 He also ruled out special techniques like ponticello or fl ut-
ter-tonguing, and explicitly forbade any “extraordinary” tone production. 
Although he allowed the repetition of individual notes within an aggre-
gate, Cage asked that the duration of the repeated note vary from short to 
long or vice versa. Each of these specifi cations indicate that, although he 
used chance operations to determine pitches and temporal placement, Cage 
nonetheless took steps to ensure a quiet, sparse, nonmelodic, and varied 
texture.

It bears pointing out that for the 1964 New York Philharmonic per-
formances, each musician only played a single system out of the twenty 
contained in his part; moreover, every player executed the same system 
(the fi rst on page 1 of each part).19 This possibility is explicitly set out in 



music ex a m ple 2 . John Cage, Atlas Eclipticalis, violin 15 (page 57). Copyright © 1962, renewed 1990 
by Henmar Press, Inc. Used by permission of C. F. Peters Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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Cage’s directions for the conductor: “The conductor determines the length 
of a performance, and how much and which part of the composition — the 
same for all players — is to be performed.” 20 This decision meant that many 
of the performers had little to do. The violin 15 part, for example, contains 
a total of twelve notes for the entire eight-minute performance; the instru-
ment sounds a nine-note aggregate (seven short, two long) about forty-
fi ve seconds into the piece, then remains tacet until minute 6, where the 
part calls for a quick group of three notes before indicating silence for the 
remaining two minutes (see music example 2). The violoncello 1 part calls 
for four constellations in quick succession beginning around two minutes 
into the work, but this constitutes the totality of the player’s contribution 
to the performance. 

• • •

Atlas Eclipticalis was commissioned by the Montreal Festivals Society 
and premiered at the International Week of Today’s Music in Montreal 
on August 3, 1961. The ensemble comprised seventeen instrumentalists, 
all of whom were amplifi ed with contact microphones, and David Tudor, 
who simultaneously played the electronic version of Winter Music.21 Cage 
served as conductor, and the composer Toshi Ichiyanagi operated the 
mixing console, at times producing bursts of “unbearable noise,” in the 
words of one critic in attendance.22 As a Montreal Star reviewer noted, 
the signals from the contact microphones “would be turned up in a variety 
of ways which surprised even the musicians.” 23 Two days later, Cage pre-
sented the piece in a scaled-down version for three musicians to accompany 
Merce Cunningham’s new work Aeon.24 This pairing would be repeated 
twelve days later at the American Dance Festival at Connecticut College, 
where Cage led a larger ensemble of twenty. It was here, the Cunningham 
dancer Carolyn Brown recalls, that Richard Maxfi eld, who was in charge 
of mixing the twenty channels of audio, badly misgauged the acoustics of 
the auditorium. “The distortion created by the contact microphones was 
nearly unbearable,” she writes.25

Enlisting the help of Ichiyanagi, Cage continued working on the eighty-
six instrumental parts throughout the fall.26 An ensemble of seven (includ-
ing violinist Tony Conrad) played the piece at Harvard in February 1962, 
and in March the composition was performed on Peter Yates’s Monday 
Evening Concerts series in Los Angeles, with Tudor playing Winter Music 
in front of an ensemble of twelve.27 The Los Angeles Times reviewer 
Albert Goldberg likened that evening, which also included three pieces by 
Christian Wolff , to “a cesspool dredging operation.” 28 In a letter to Yates 
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six months before this performance, Cage specifi ed that he would like four 
rehearsals of two hours each — one with the percussionists, one with the 
harpist, a third with the other musicians, and a fourth with the entire 
ensemble, complete with electronics.29 This was a signifi cant increase in 
rehearsal time over what he had been given in Montreal, where there was 
only one three-hour block and the dress rehearsal. The Los Angeles per-
formance foreshadowed Cage’s increasingly insistent stance on the amount 
of rehearsal necessary for his large-scale pieces. He had realized that there 
would be obstacles from the start, confi ding in Carolyn Brown that “the 
harp part stinks” and that “there’ll be lots of rehearsal problems.” 30 Cage’s 
time with the musicians of the New York Philharmonic, by contrast, was 
minuscule. As ever for the orchestra, there were fi ve sessions scheduled 
for the week of his concerts, each lasting two and a half hours.31 A memo 
dated November 6, 1963, states that the organization planned one rehearsal 
each for the works by Cage, Feldman, and Brown, as well as one session 
for Vivaldi and Tchaikovsky together; the fi fth session would be devoted, 
as was customary, to a run-through of the entire program.32 In light of the 
extensive electronic setup for Atlas, one wonders how much they could 
have accomplished in such a short period of time.

• • •

The circumstances that led to the programming of Atlas by the New York 
Philharmonic remain something of a mystery, but Feldman was concerned 
at the time with spreading the music and message of the New York 
School: “To catch on to us, what the public needs is to get it from Leonard 
Bernstein.” 33 In her memoir, Carolyn Brown recalls Cage’s energy and 
optimism in the fall of 1961. Not only were the orchestral parts for his 
largest piece to date steadily being fi nished but his fi rst book publication 
was about to be issued by Wesleyan University Press. Brown writes, “He 
was convinced that Silence would be a best-seller. . . . John continued to 
work diligently on Atlas Eclipticalis, and just as diligently on convincing 
Leonard Bernstein to conduct it.” 34 Success in this latter endeavor seems to 
have brought mixed emotions, according to his close friend, the poet and 
potter M. C. Richards. “Last time I saw [Cage] he was in the delirium over 
the possibility of the NY Philharmonic doing the Atlas Eclipticalis, full 
orchestra,” she wrote David Tudor on September 30, 1961. “And hating 
himself for his excitement.” 35 The Philharmonic performance was still only 
a possibility at the beginning of November, when Cage wrote to Tudor, “I 
have been trying to get Lenny Bernstein (!) interested in doing Atlas C. but 
no answer as yet.” 36
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In a letter nearly two years later, Cage thanked Bernstein for taking a 
chance on his work: “We all admire your courage in doing this at the pres-
ent time, for actual hostility toward our work is still felt by many people.” 37 
Cage disagreed, however, with Bernstein’s original plan to end the concert 
with an improvisation by the orchestra. “Improvisation is not related to 
what the three of us are doing in our works,” he wrote. “It gives free play 
to the exercise of taste and memory, and it is exactly this that we, in diff er-
ing ways, are not doing in our music. Since, as far as I know, you are not 
dedicated in your own work to improvisation, I can only imagine that your 
plan is a comment on our work. Our music is still little understood and 
your audiences, for the most part, will be hearing it for the fi rst time. It 
would seem best if they could do so without being prejudiced.”

In his reply, Bernstein was not swayed. “Your letter astounds me,” he 
responded.

What, for example, makes you think that our orchestral improvisation should 
in any way constitute a “comment” on your work, and that of your colleagues? 
What, again, gives you the idea that everything in this part of the program 
must be confi ned to the realm in which you work? The overall idea is music of 
chance; and there are chance elements in your work, as well as those of Brown 
and Feldman, as well as in total improvisation. We are trying to have as com-
prehensive a look at the aleatory world as is possible in half a subscription pro-
gram; and it seems also to me that improvisation is an essential fact of such a 
look.38

In the end, Bernstein off ered to perform the orchestral improvisation 
before the works by Cage, Feldman, and Brown, in hopes of avoiding the 
appearance of a “fi nal” comment on the preceding repertoire.

For the Avant-Garde series, the Philharmonic had originally planned 
six programs: “New Sounds in the Orchestra” (Xenakis and Ligeti), “The 
Jazz Trend” (Copland and Austin), an untitled program featuring Wolpe’s 
Symphony No. 1, another featuring Boulez, “The Electronicists” (Davidov-
sky and Varèse), and “Music of Chance.” 39 Illness caused Boulez to cancel 
his premiere, and Davidovsky’s piece was struck, apparently because of 
disagreements over who would conduct, so the fi fth concert was cancelled 
and the Varèse work moved up to take the place of Boulez’s.40

Albert Webster, who had been with the organization since 1962 as assis-
tant to the general manager Carlos Moseley, recalled in our interview that 
the impetus for the series had come from Bernstein, and that Moseley him-
self was very supportive of the idea.41 According to the violinist Newton 
Mansfi eld and the hornist A. Robert Johnson, Bernstein and Moseley 
were under constant pressure from critics and composers to program and 
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support new music. They were probably referring to the columns of the 
New York Times critic Harold Schonberg, who in May 1963 criticized 
the Philharmonic’s list of commissions — works by Ginastera, Chávez, 
Bernstein, Copland, Schuman, Poulenc, Hindemith, Henze, Milhaud, and 
Barber — to celebrate the orchestra’s new home at Lincoln Center: “Nearly 
all of these were safe commissions. Apart from the Henze score, they 
represented work from established composers whose style has long been 
formed. Thus there were no surprises in store. . . . [T]hese commissions did 
indicate a lack of adventure on the part of the New York Philharmonic.” 42 
The administrators of the Philharmonic paid close attention to complaints 
like this one; one long memorandum from the late spring of 1964 consists 
entirely of excerpts from reviews of the Avant-Garde series.43

In Mansfi eld’s opinion, the twenty concerts performed in the Avant-
Garde series “were a gimmick . . . to satisfy the critics, to satisfy the people 
who wanted to see some kind of special interest being . . . programmed.” 44 
This view of the series as a kind of conciliatory yet marketable gesture is 
held by another member of the orchestra (who wished to remain anony-
mous), who in conversation with me characterized Moseley as “a press 
man. His question was always, ‘Is it newsworthy?’ ” Though the organiza-
tion’s administrators may have felt pressure to support the cutting edge of 
contemporary composition, they were also responding to the avant-garde’s 
considerable notoriety in the early 1960s. As the clarinetist Stanley Drucker, 
who had joined the orchestra in 1948 under Bruno Walter, remembers, “As 
an idea, it was very New York. New York has an audience for everything. 
Maybe some things get a smaller audience, but they’re all patronized.” 
Indeed, “showbiz” was the term that sprang to the bassist Walter Botti’s 
mind in my interview with him.

The fact that the series may have been an attempt to answer the demands 
of New York critics and composers did not stop Alan Rich of the New 
York Herald Tribune and Schonberg from launching “fi erce attacks” on 
Bernstein once the series began for what, according to Humphrey Burton, 
“they took to be a poorly planned Philharmonic series examining the 
latest in avant-garde experiments.” 45 Schonberg was critical of the deci-
sion to package these pieces in between warhorse works of Beethoven, 
Tchaikovsky, and Saint-Saëns. As Burton notes, “Each week brought a 
new press scandal. Pierre Boulez was sick in Paris and had to cancel a pre-
miere. Stefan Wolpe’s symphony proved so diffi  cult that there was time to 
rehearse and perform only two of its three movements. . . . To make things 
worse, [Bernstein] left his assistants in charge for a week and went up to 
Boston to supervise the premiere of Kaddish.” 46
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Both Schonberg and Rich derided the conductor for his overly solici-
tous — and lengthy — introductions to the new works, and the typescripts 
of Bernstein’s remarks confi rm that he regarded the latest trends with sus-
picion: “other new music has reverted to a semi-idiotic simplicity, where 
two notes, spaced a minute apart, can constitute a sonata — or for that 
matter to the neo-Dada notion of no notes at all, or of dropping a herring 
down into a tube [sic?], and calling it a ‘musical happening,’ or a ‘moment,’ 
or, conceivably, a sonata for tuba and herring.” 47 As Bernstein warned the 
audience, “hoaxes are easily perpetrated,” but he also assured them that 
the Philharmonic had programmed only the best and most representative 
of the current trends for the series. Indeed, he continually emphasized how 
“serious” they were in presenting these pieces, and at one point in his type-
written text he appears to have anticipated a negative reaction from the 
audience. Following Xenakis’s Pithoprakta, he apologized, “I’m sincerely 
sorry that not all of you listened to it with all the seriousness that I had 
hoped. I hope I didn’t mislead you in any way because we are — I cannot 
emphasize strongly enough — presenting these works in the deepest serious-
ness.” So serious was this aff air that one might mistake the personnel of the 
orchestra for soldiers heading into battle after hearing Bernstein’s tribute: 
“[E]ven to do this much, the gentlemen of the orchestra are extending 
themselves far beyond the call of normal duty and they deserve our abiding 
gratitude.”

In his scathing appraisal of “the smouldering ruins of good intentions” 
that remained after the series’ conclusion, Rich pronounced this inaugu-
ral speech “full . . . of glib, uncomprehending condescension.” 48 He also 
strongly criticized Bernstein for programming diffi  cult works when he 
didn’t care enough to conduct them well, and for publicly announcing that 
he would conduct certain works that he had in fact not yet seen (Rich was 
referring to Wolpe’s symphony, the third movement of which had to be 
cut). “Mr. Bernstein certainly appears well-informed about who the impor-
tant names are in avant-garde circles,” Rich wrote. “But the impression 
is unshakable that the actual problems this kind of music presents went 
largely unexplored until long after the chips were down.” 49 In a lengthy 
rebuttal mailed to Rich and Rich’s editor at the Herald Tribune, Moseley 
defended his music director.50 Bernstein had in fact fi rst reviewed the 
Wolpe score three years before, Moseley noted, and it was at Bernstein’s 
insistence and at considerable expense that the score had been rebarred to 
render it playable by the orchestra. Furthermore, he explained, the unfor-
tunate deletion of the fi nal movement was through no fault of Bernstein’s, 
but rather owed to the poor quality of the parts, which had to be recopied 
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at the last minute. In response to Rich’s quip that “music did not stop with 
the death of Mahler,” Moseley countered that Bernstein had included at 
least one, if not more, substantial work written after Mahler’s death on 
each program of the 1963 – 64 season. In conclusion, Moseley pointed out 
that the Avant-Garde series was an attempt to bring this music to a wider 
segment of the public. “This has been done in spite of a number of compli-
cating factors and additional costs, and in the face of obvious displeasure 
to a number of our regular supporters.” Indeed, the displeasure of the 
Philharmonic’s regular supporters was undeniable; Moseley received — and 
answered — dozens of complaint letters that spring.

A. Robert Johnson, a member of the orchestra from 1962 until 1970, 
does not recall favorably how the organization handled events such as the 
Avant-Garde series; he remembers that the environment was not one of 
serious or even respectful preparation. Bernstein may have desired accep-
tance from the new music community, but, Johnson maintains, his behav-
ior did not demonstrate this. “He didn’t understand this music, he didn’t 
care for it. . . . It was a not at all hospitable environment, and Bernstein 
was responsible for that.” Johnson also stressed in our interview that the 
way to introduce such works to an orchestra is to begin working on them 
months in advance, rather than to wait until the week of the performance. 
The remarks of Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg, however, suggest that orches-
tra management — not the conductor — prevented the most diffi  cult scores 
from being rehearsed well in advance. Bauer-Mengelberg had been tapped 
by Bernstein to conduct one of the series’ most challenging scores, the 
Symphony No. 1 of Stefan Wolpe, and he related the following story to 
Joan Peyser:

There is nothing that matches Bernstein’s behavior during that diffi  cult week. I 
had anticipated trouble at the beginning of the season so I asked management 
if we could set aside a half hour each week during rehearsals throughout the 
fall and early winter so that the musicians could be familiar with the piece by 
January. That was turned down. The players saw this incredibly complex work 
on the Tuesday before the Thursday night performance for the very fi rst time. 
The other pieces on the program were the Beethoven Symphony Number One 
and the Beethoven Piano Concerto Number Three with Rudolf Serkin. Both 
were scheduled to be recorded the following Monday. A recording is for eter-
nity. Still Bernstein gave me both the Tuesday rehearsals, all of them.51

Nonetheless, faced with the diffi  cult tasks of hosting nervous compos-
ers, placating his personnel, and selling the public on this music, Bernstein 
appears to have overcompensated by fostering a lighthearted and even 
mocking atmosphere among the orchestra and his listeners. Several musi-
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cians recall the contests he sponsored to see who could come up with the 
cleverest limerick about a visiting composer (most of these rhymes were 
mocking), a fact that counters Cage biographer David Revill’s statement that 
Bernstein “encouraged a responsible and serious approach” in rehearsal.52 
Indeed, according to the trumpeter John Ware, “Lenny Bernstein . . . would 
come out and tell you, ‘Now, be serious about this piece,’ because he knew 
we’d start losing interest and discipline would suff er. But then, he himself 
would start fooling around and cutting up and making jokes, maybe fi fteen 
minutes after we started.” 53

According to Carolyn Brown, this type of benign (but undermining) 
cleverness also characterized Bernstein’s performance of Earle Brown’s 
Available Forms II, an open form work for two conductors who each led 
one half of the complete ensemble. She remembers that “Bernstein tackled 
Earle’s two-conductor work . . . as a competition — his orchestra jousting 
with Earle’s in an ‘anything you can do I can do better’ (fl ashier, louder, 
faster, whatever) contest — instead of approaching the work as a collabora-
tive eff ort in adventurous music-making.” 54 When I read to him Revill’s 
account of a meeting after the third performance, in which Bernstein 
reportedly chastised his orchestra and demanded that they play the Cage 
piece seriously for the fi nal concert, Mansfi eld replied, “The fact is, that 
[story of] Lenny reprimanding us is a joke, because whatever we did, he 
was part of it!” But if the conductor indeed took part in these shenani-
gans, Cage didn’t dare cross him, because Bernstein was such a powerful 
gatekeeper to the prestigious circles of musical high culture during this 
period. Even Cage’s most infl uential interviewer, Tompkins, and his fi rst 
biographer, Revill, seemed to go out of their way to minimize the friction 
between Cage and the orchestra, and to absolve Bernstein of any part in it.

Nonetheless, friction there was. Although Tomkins and Revill report 
that the orchestra was well behaved in rehearsal, the musicians themselves 
remember the event diff erently. The oboist Albert Goltzer, for example, 
described the episode as “sheer bedlam. Because after the fi rst or second 
rehearsal, nobody could concentrate anymore. And everybody spoke, if 
they felt like talking to neighbors and what not. And, it was sheer bedlam.” 
In my interview with him, Drucker insisted that any unruly behavior by the 
group — such as inappropriate conversation, jokes, out-of-place sounds — 

was confi ned to rehearsals. “[A]ll of these things probably happened in 
every one of those four rehearsals leading up to the fi rst concert of the four. 
And I’m sure every silly thing, and every stupid thing occurred in those 
rehearsals. . . . I mean, silly things are supposed to happen in rehearsal. 
Mistakes are to be made, and hopefully you won’t have them in the perfor-
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mance.” Drucker’s point is not that the orchestra was forgiving, empathic, 
or committed to producing a good realization of Atlas but rather that 
Cage’s memory of events confl ated behavior in rehearsals with that in the 
concerts. Indisputably, however, rehearsal time was short, and, like most 
composers writing for full orchestra, Cage felt that his work needed more 
preparation than it was given. In response to William Duckworth, who had 
asked Cage if he thought the poor performance of the Philharmonic had to 
do with the novelty of the notation, Cage replied, “So what relation does 
the notation have to that? The rehearsal was seven minutes long.” 55

The electronics that Cage used for the event added another layer of con-
fusion. With few exceptions, each instrument was outfi tted with a Radio 
Shack contact microphone, whose signals fed into a custom-designed fi fty-
channel mixer.56 This piece of equipment had been provided by Bell Labs, 
who also paid for the time of its two engineers, Max Mathews and Phil 
Giordano, to design and install the technology.57 The mixing console was 
installed on the risers in the middle of the orchestra, facing the audience. 
Mathews remembers that, although contact miking was something of a 
novelty in the early 1960s, the musicians in the orchestra applied them 
without much fuss, despite Bernstein’s comment in rehearsal, “If you guys 
don’t want to put these contact microphones on your expensive instru-
ments, you don’t have to! ” 58 The hornist Rainer De Intinis recalls that 
considerable time was spent discussing appropriate dynamic levels, for the 
cheap microphones were easily overwhelmed: “If you went too far with the 
volume, you got nothing. You just got a scratch.”

The mixer could handle only fi fty inputs, and because there were 
eighty-six instrumental parts in Atlas, the signals from each desk in the 
string sections were combined — if the level of one instrument was raised, 
that of his stand partner also increased.59 These fi fty channels were then 
sent out to the hall, where six amplifi ers and loudspeakers had been tem-
porarily installed. Mathews recalls that the speakers “were so powerful 
around the auditorium that it was very easy to get a very loud feedback — 

horrible and, it turned out, dangerous screech oscillating. In the actual 
performance, these feedback squawks at dangerously loud levels occurred 
quite frequently.” 60 The problem was that these moments of feedback could 
have originated with any one of the contact microphones, and with fi fty 
separate volume controls it was nearly impossible to fi nd quickly the spe-
cifi c channel that was feeding back.

The fi nal technological intervention came at the level of ensemble 
leadership, for Atlas was conducted by a mechanical clock that had been 
designed and built by Cage’s patron, the architect Paul Williams. The 
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device featured a single long arm, which indicated the timing of the work. 
For the Philharmonic performances, the arm made one complete revolution 
lasting eight minutes. A green light on the mechanical conductor signaled 
the start of the performance by turning on for ten to fi fteen seconds, then 
going out. A white light on the end of the arm illuminated shortly before 
the three, six, and nine o’clock positions to indicate minutes 2, 4, and 6 pre-
cisely by going out. A red light did the same to signal the end of the piece.61 

The diffi  culties of the performances themselves are amply documented, 
not only by Cage but also by several New York critics who attended 
the opening night. A number of them reported that people began exit-
ing during the Philharmonic’s improvisation, and they continued to exit 
throughout Atlas.62 Schonberg noted that a large portion of the audience 
left without much fuss: “There were a few lusty boos, a few countercheers. 
But on the whole the music fell fl at.” 63 The unusually lengthy fi rst half, he 
noted, might also have been responsible for some of the departures. At the 
beginning of Atlas, according to a writer for Time magazine, “Suddenly all 
hell broke loose,” and the piece ended eight minutes later “with a blast of 

f igu r e 2 . John Cage conducts a rehearsal of Atlas Eclipticalis with the New York Phil-
harmonic in early February 1964. In the background stand Leonard Bernstein and the 
mechanical clock that conducted the actual performances on February 6 – 9. To the right 
are violinists John Corigliano and Frank Gullino. Photograph by Bert Bial, courtesy of 
the New York Philharmonic Archives.
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horns and a salvo of boos and hisses from the audience. Several violinists 
nodded in agreement.” 64 The New Yorker’s Winthrop Sargeant described 
the audience response as “the loudest chorus of boos I have ever heard, 
even in Italy, where the natives are masters of negative applause,” and the 
critic Miles Kastendieck concurred: “It was a marvelous boo, nothing like 
it has been heard in the concert halls for years and years.” 65 Needless to say, 
at the conclusion of the piece Cage “was bowing to rows of empty seats.” 66

On the matter of the orchestra’s behavior during their performance 
of Atlas Eclipticalis, there exists considerable disagreement. In various 
interviews and accounts over the years, Cage reported that the musicians 
laughed and conversed among themselves, played scales and melodies, 
whistled into the contact mics, and even destroyed property: “What hap-
pened at the fi rst performance was that many in the orchestra were furious 
at the music and tore the microphones off  their instruments and stamped 
on them and smashed them.” 67 In his anti-Cage polemic in Stockhausen 
Serves Imperialism, Cornelius Cardew noted that the ordinarily mild- 
mannered Wolff  “felt compelled to rush in amongst them and protest against 
the extensive ‘damage to property.’ ” 68 (In 2007, Wolff  remembered that he 
had attended the opening night performance, but he considered Cardew’s 
description of his “rushing in” to be something of a dramatization. He had, 
however, been angry. “We were so looking forward to fi nally hearing some 
orchestra music . . . that was, to us at least, enormously interesting and 
exciting, and then fi nding this remarkable hostility, and for me unbeliev-
able unprofessionalism of the orchestra players.”)69 In a 2002 interview, 
Wolff  recalled, “Half the musicians just sat there. They wouldn’t even play 
their parts. . . . It was stunning.” 70 It bears repeating here that many of 
Cage’s parts for the piece do, in fact, direct players to sit silently for up to 
six minutes at a time (violin 14, 15, and 20, viola 8, and violoncello 8, for 
example). Tomkins reports that after the second and third concerts, “Cage 
realized with a shock that the members of the Philharmonic orchestra were 
hissing” him during his bows. In a 1980 interview, Cage recalled, “When 
I came off  the stage after one of those performances, one of them who had 
played badly shook my hand, smiled, and said, ‘Come back in ten years, 
we’ll treat you better.’ ” 71

Most of the musicians and administrators whom I interviewed fl atly 
denied this kind of behavior, even those who remain otherwise critical of 
the Philharmonic. For example, on the subject of destroying microphones, 
the violinist Enrico DiCecco remarked, “I almost wish that that would 
happen. I would almost wish that I could say, ‘Yeah, I remember some guys 
smashing the microphones,’ because maybe that would show their disdain 
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[for the piece].” DiCecco was criticizing the production of the appearance 
of consent, a production that he believes is too rarely answered by gestures 
of refusal by the orchestra, “not voting, or you know, ‘don’t use me as 
a rubber stamp,’ ‘don’t take advantage of me,’ ‘don’t think I’m a fool.’ ” 
However, he could not recall any such gestures in response to Atlas. “I 
can’t say that. I cannot say that. I don’t think that my colleagues — even 
then — would have . . . the intestinal fortitude to throw the microphone 
on the fl oor and step on it. Maybe they took [the microphones] off  their 
instruments, I don’t know.”

Other orchestra members I interviewed maintained an interesting dou-
ble stance. Even while recalling somewhat unfl attering conduct on the part 
of some orchestra members, nearly every musician made it a point to men-
tion that they were, of course, professionals, and would certainly never 
do anything to sabotage a performance. As Goltzer, who like many of his 
colleagues is not a supporter of Cage’s work, remarked, “I don’t think any 
musician — unless there were something wrong with him or her — would do 
something to ruin a piece.” Another anonymous member of the orchestra 
clarifi ed, “That would not have been characteristic treatment, even from 
the bully types [in the orchestra]. They did consider themselves profes-
sionals, and that’s such an unprofessional thing to do.” But despite these 
ritual incantations about professionalism, many of the same musicians also 
confi rmed that the orchestra behaved badly in the 1964 concerts. In the 
words of Mansfi eld, “It was a whole series where there was a lot of fooling 
around.” One musician recalled hearing scales and melodies in all the alea-
toric works they played, while Goltzer confi rmed Cage’s memory of having 
been hissed by the orchestra during his bows. Walter Botti remembered 
wristwatch alarms “accidentally” going off  during some performances. In 
1985, Ware related the following story (later corroborated in my interviews 
with Johnson, Botti, and Goltzer) to LeFrak: “In the middle of the piece a 
horrible shrieking sound came over very loud and repeated over and over. 
It was similar to a wild turkey call or other wild animal at a high pitch. No 
one knew where it originated and Cage frantically turned his 106 dials to 
stop it without success. Needless to say, many in the orchestra could not 
control their laughter. Cage was very upset. The next day our manager 
assembled us and read the riot act. Sometime later we learned that it was a 
bass fi ddler with an impatient sense of humor.” 72

Tomkins and Cage related that the meeting with Moseley referenced by 
Ware occurred after the third concert. According to Revill, Cage spoke with 
Moseley and the union representatives of the orchestra after the Saturday 
performance, and then Bernstein scolded the group.73 De Intinis, however, 
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strongly recalls that it was Moseley who delivered the harsh reprimand, and 
that it happened much earlier than Cage alleges. Conceding that the open-
ing night’s performance did contain horseplay by the orchestra, De Intinis 
remarked, “Carlos Moseley severely reprimanded us before the Friday 
afternoon concert about that, and he said, ‘These pieces are to be played, 
and to be played to the best of your ability. Cut out all this whatever it is.’ ” 74 
Moseley was the person responsible for making sure that the Philharmonic 
sold tickets, and obviously unprofessional behavior would damage the 
orchestra’s reputation. Both he and Cage were probably concerned about 
the fi nal concert because it was to be broadcast by WOR.75 The recording 
of this performance, released publicly for the fi rst time in 2000, seems not 
to include any funny business on the part of the orchestra (and certainly 
nothing as plainly out of place as the ridiculous “Augurs of Spring” quote 
cynically inserted into the 1958 performance of Cage’s Concert for Piano 
and Orchestra). The recording does, however, reveal a robust chorus of 
boos at the work’s conclusion.76

• • •

This meeting between the leading fi gure in U.S. experimentalism and the 
country’s most prestigious orchestra was probably doomed to fail.77 Cage’s 
biographers and supporters have understood this encounter as a meeting 
between a beatifi c Buddhist seeking nobility in his performers and an old-
guard cultural institution digging in its heels. This formulation is half cor-
rect. No one disputes that the New York Philharmonic had a reputation 
for being diffi  cult for most of the twentieth century; nearly all the surviv-
ing members whom I interviewed confi rmed this fact, and it is accepted 
among composers and critics. In an interview with LeFrak in 1984, Virgil 
Thomson complained, “The Philharmonic is a bunch of tough boys. They 
don’t like anybody. Their conductors are standoffi  sh too.” 78 Botti, a mem-
ber of the group since 1952, recalled, “I think a lot of that reputation, 
which the Philharmonic had, goes way back before my time — in the days 
when Toscanini was the music director. With Toscanini, the orchestra was 
like a school. He was the ruler, and he could explode. When the other guest 
conductors came, the guys would relax, and then . . . ”

Despite its tough reputation, the Philharmonic did not treat every visit-
ing composer the same way. In my interview with him, Webster brought 
up Stockhausen’s visit in 1971 to conduct Hymnen. The orchestra was 
skeptical, but when the composer, “complete with pigtail and very hippy-
looking, gets up there — we introduce him — and . . . starts working with 
them, inside of fi fteen minutes, he had them in the palm of his hand.” 
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The secret, Webster continued, was that Stockhausen was “a consummate 
musician” — he had anticipated all of the possible diffi  culties that the musi-
cians might have and “answered their questions even before they formu-
lated them.” As recollected by some of the musicians who played in the 
1964 concerts, Cage did not possess this important quality of traditional 
musicianship. Mansfi eld, for example, told me about the occasion when 
the fl utist Paige Brook approached Cage with a question about his part: 
“And he says, ‘These notes are not in my register. What do I do there?’ And 
John Cage says, ‘These are not a group of notes. They’re clusters.’ [Brook] 
says, ‘What do you mean, “clusters”? I can’t play it!’ . . . He never got the 
answer as to how he was going to play that damn cluster!” Earle Brown 
later remembered that this matter of professionalism was “what we [he and 
Cage] used to argue about. Psychologically speaking, are you making rules 
and regulations that are compatible with the nature of a performer? You 
can’t be angry with them if you do not deal responsibly with their profes-
sionalism. There’s a big diff erence between John and Morty and me in that 
they both play the piano, which is not an orchestral instrument. I’ve sat in 
all kinds of orchestras playing the trumpet, and when I write my scores I do 
it from my knowledge and background as a performing musician, not as an 
idealist or a philosophical revolutionary.” 79

Brown was among the close associates of Cage who shared the program 
on these concerts and seem to have received better treatment from the orches-
tra. The clarinetist Michael Burgio later refl ected on the orchestra’s visitors: 
“Feldman was a very quiet man, very nice guy. . . . Brown was cool. I didn’t 
see anything . . . happen with these guys. . . . Varèse came once . . .  — very 
respectable. I didn’t see any of these men react in such a negative way as they 
did with Cage. Never. Stockhausen — he was respected.”

What was it about Cage that resulted in what Burgio called “an antago-
nism, a negativism”?80 The commonly held view of Cage as a serene Buddhist 
appears incongruous when considered along with the performance history 
and reputation of Atlas at the time of the Philharmonic performances. 
Branden Joseph argues that Cage articulated a “neo-avant-garde” position 
that moved beyond traditional defi nitions of the avant-garde that centered 
on negation, shock, and the foregrounding of an artwork’s construction as 
a way of leading the observer to a critical appraisal of the conventions and 
institutions of power.81 This earlier theory of the avant-garde, articulated 
most infl uentially by Peter Bürger,82 depends on a notion of a negative 
space of critique untainted by the operations of capitalism, but, as Joseph 
argues, Cage instead pursued an affi  rmative politics of diff erence “as an 
immanent force within the totalized sphere [of late capitalism] itself.” 83 
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Joseph further notes that “Cage’s estimation of the postwar situation dif-
fers from Bürger’s in large part because he [Cage] did not similarly value 
the notion of negation or shock.” 84 Joseph’s theory of the neo-avant-garde 
off ers an exciting and persuasive interpretation of the relationships among 
postmodernity, power, and resistance in Cage’s work. Nonetheless, events 
like the Atlas concerts indicate that some characteristics of the traditional 
avant-garde — such as shock and agonism — were still operative, at least in 
the presentation and reception (if not the formal aesthetics) of this music.85

Despite Cage’s claim that “I have never gratuitously done anything for 
shock,” he appeared to court and even enjoy his frequent confrontations 
with the audience, particularly beginning in the late 1950s. Benjamin 
Boretz’s review of the 1964 Philharmonic performance captures this ten-
dency toward confrontation: “Without imputing motives, it seems, like 
all of Cage’s jokes, principally designed to see just how far patrons can 
be made to spend money, musicians can be made to perform absurd and 
humiliating tasks, and audiences and critics be made to endure the neces-
sity of choosing between the embarrassment of remaining to ‘listen’ and 
of making a public exit in the middle of a performance — an alternative 
preferred by surprisingly many at Philharmonic Hall.” 86 Cage himself 
noted in 1973, “[Criticism of a concert] taught me that if people like what 
I am doing, I should look out. It’s important that I live as I did before 
society became involved in what I am doing.” 87 A few weeks after the New 
York performance of Atlas, in an interview with a newspaper columnist in 
Hawai‘i, Cage described the premiere of 4' 33" in 1952, relishing the aggres-
sive audience response: “In the third movement they whistled, hooted and 
one of them stamped out noisily. It was marvelous.” 88

In addition, Cage had added an element of painful volume with Atlas. 
As the featured dancer in the Merce Cunningham Company since 1952, 
Carolyn Brown had probably heard more performances of Cage’s music 
than anyone save Cage, Cunningham, and Tudor. She addressed the issue of 
volume in her description of the performance of the work in New London, 
Connecticut, on August 17, 1961: “Until this performance, loudness per 
se had never been one of the complaints about the music that coexisted 
with Merce’s dances.” 89 Certainly reviews from the early 1960s consistently 
complained about the ear-splitting volume of Atlas’s amplifi ed sounds, 
and a 1963 performance at Lincoln Center resulted in “storms of angry 
letters from people who claimed Cage had hurt their ears.” 90 In a 1980 
interview, Charlotte Moorman recalled that after Cage’s evening on the 
fi rst of her annual Avant Garde Festivals in the fall of 1963, she was sued 
by a woman in the audience who claimed that the concert had damaged 
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her hearing.91 Brown captures the newly combative tone of such works as 
Atlas when she writes that they “did not coexist with the choreography, 
they competed with it, even attempted to annihilate it, like an insanely 
jealous lover.” 92 Tomkins noted that Cage had in fact begun working with 
contact microphones — and thus, with amplifi cation — in early 1960.93 So 
strong was the reaction to his loud amplifi ed sounds that Cage was led, as 
he confessed to Tomkins, to consult the I Ching in 1964. “I got perfectly 
marvelous hexagrams,” he told the journalist. “They told me to continue 
with what I was doing and to spread joy and revolution.” 94 High levels of 
volume continued to interest him; in 1966, he told Michael Zwerin that it 
was because of the loudness of rock music that its regular beat was less 
oppressive than that of jazz.95

Cage often explained that he was merely doing “what needs to be done,” 
but, as Brown points out, there is nothing in the score of Atlas that directs 
the engineer to set the volume at earsplitting levels. This convention was 
arrived at by choice, not chance. As Cage told Tomkins,

One does what there is to do, that’s all. I remember during the rehearsals for 
the Philharmonic concert the microphones seemed to be causing all kinds of 
trouble, and Morty Feldman tried to persuade me not to use them. “Think how 
shimmeringly beautiful it would sound,” he said, “just the instruments playing 
that star music, with no electronics.” “Yes,” I said, “but think how magnifi -
cently ugly it will sound with the microphones on!” That’s how I feel now. I 
am going toward violence rather than tenderness, hell rather than heaven, ugly 
rather than beautiful, impure rather than pure — because by doing these things 
they become transformed, and we become transformed.96

Cage’s position on the necessity of ugliness and violence was not a newly 
invented spin on the events of February 1964. He had, in fact, expressed 
nearly identical sentiments in a letter to Yates in August 1961, only one 
week after the world premiere of the piece. “What Atlas Eclipticalis does 
(to an audience) is to let them hear all the things they thought they didn’t 
want in the way of amplifi cation and electronics: feed-back, distortion, etc. 
rattling loud-speakers, low fi delity, etc.” He continued, “Some of my best 
friends hate it. M. C. Richards said she never heard so many objections. I 
am certain, however, that this piece will eventually evoke gratitude since 
it embraces 20th century horror transforming it.” 97 Atlas, then, was not 
simply an assaultive piece but also a pedagogical — even didactic — tool. 
With this piece Cage wanted to help train our ears to the sounds of daily 
life in the jet age, “because if [our] ears don’t get stretched by me they’ll be 
stretched by something else later on, and it just might be more painful,” he 
told a journalist in Paris.98
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The agonistic and didactic tone that apparently characterized the com-
poser’s interactions with performers and the public during these years was 
clearly a signifi cant factor framing his interactions with the New York Phil-
harmonic.99 A common complaint of the musicians I interviewed concerned 
visitors who arrived looking to tutor the group on various musical subjects. 
Burgio, for example, summarized the orchestra’s ability to “size up” guests 
(this, no doubt, also contributed to their reputation as tough guys):

It could be . . . that Cage’s personality did not jive with the Philharmonic. . . . 
[T]he Philharmonic had instinctive intuition. They could tell a conductor if 
he was anything or something, as soon as he walked onstage. . . . I mean, they 
studied with Mengelberg, Toscanini, all of them. They had the greatest [lead-
ers] in the world, and they could tell somebody who was arrogant, or gonna try 
to “teach them something,” or “I’m gonna teach you how to play Beethoven’s 
Fifth,” you know? They could tell, and maybe, when Cage was there, he just 
rubbed them the wrong way.

As a highly trained and world-renowned orchestra, the Philharmonic did 
not enjoy being lectured about the repertoire in which they specialized. Can 
we also assume that they did not appreciate being told what music ought to 
be, or that Atlas would “eventually evoke gratitude since it embraces 20th 
century horror transforming it”?

• • •

Although Cage undoubtedly had legitimate grounds for complaint after his 
experience with the Philharmonic, the musicians, too, had legitimate reac-
tions and opinions about the event — responses that have been obscured by 
a univocal account that inevitably portrays them as ignoble and childish. 
One dissenting view was articulated by Cardew in 1974: “I fi nd it impos-
sible to deplore the action of those orchestral musicians. Not that they took 
a ‘principled stand’ (I hope such stands may be taken in the future), but 
they gave spontaneous expression to the sharply antagonistic relationship 
between the avant-garde composer with all his electronic gadgetry and 
the working musician. There are many aspects to this contradiction, but 
beneath it all is class struggle.” 100 Marxist analyses like these, which were 
somewhat common in the 1970s, refl ected a concern for social divisions of 
class that arise from the “head-and-hand” division of labor.101 These rela-
tions of power and of force are more subtle and ambivalent than Cardew’s 
position appears to allow, but he does raise the possibility of understanding 
the confl ict between Cage and the Philharmonic from another perspective.

A few of my interviewees mentioned the “showbiz” atmosphere as a 
factor in their taking the work less seriously. One anonymous member 
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told me, “When the method of writing becomes more signifi cant than the 
content, it also gives the impression that the emphasis is in the wrong place, 
to a musician. . . . What is it doing here? We’re an orchestra. What has 
this to do with what we do?” The percussionist Arnie Lang described the 
piece as “mechanical” and “so much baloney,” 102 and Enrico DiCecco also 
criticized the robotic nature of the mechanical conductor; the device may 
have given the impression of granting players freedom, but this was never 
more than “freedom within the barline,” because there was no chance that 
the rate of the armature’s rotation would ever change.

Burgio and DiCecco both remember the irritation many musicians felt 
at not having control over the volume of their amplifi ed sound. Burgio 
averred that this might have been what led to Cage’s memory of broken 
contact microphones: “I saw some guys take the microphones off , because 
they would not allow anything to be controlled on their instruments. They 
would not be controlled. In other words, if I’m playing and you’re putting 
me down to zero, and I am not heard or something, . . . it’s not correct.” 
According to DiCecco, “You had to have the feeling that you were the only 
one playing, you’re being heard all the time. But somebody was turning 
the knobs, saying, ‘Okay, now you, now you.’ And you never knew it — no 
light went on, it’s not like a camera or something. You didn’t know when 
you were being heard.” Whereas the prevailing narrative of these events 
interprets the relationships between musicians and microphones according 
to tropes of juvenile misbehavior, these musicians’ recollections indicate 
a more complex struggle over agency and control of one’s own sound 
production.

Another aspect of the confrontation between the Philharmonic and Cage 
turns on the function of sound in articulating the musical philosophy of 
nonintention so central to the composer’s work. Atlas, like all of Cage’s 
pieces written after 1950, was composed with a view to limiting its per-
formers’ (and, indeed, composer’s) reliance on conventional approaches 
to “musical” sound such as form, melody, phrasing, articulation, and so 
on. Cage wanted each instrumental part to be rendered with no regard for 
what other instruments are doing. Resistance to musical convention is thus 
built into the parts themselves; if all the parts of the piece are performed 
accurately, the sonic texture will embody the kind of nonintention that the 
composer sought. Each musician’s activity is directed toward executing 
individual, chance-derived processes rather than toward contributing to 
the total aural surface — such tinkering at the level of sonic surface would 
be a manifestation of the kind of intentional, taste-based logic that chance 
operations and indeterminacy were intended to resist and disrupt.
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If Mansfi eld’s comments are any indication, many members of the Phil-
harmonic did not understand this fundamental point about Cage’s work: 
“There were times during some of these works . . . when you’ve started 
playing and it really didn’t make a bit of diff erence what you are doing on 
the instrument. I mean, you could have been playing the Brahms violin 
concerto the whole time, and nobody would have known.” If the goal of the 
performance was to create a specifi c sonic feel, then, Mansfi eld contended, 
there would have been more than one way to achieve that goal: “The noise 
was there, it was completely wild, it was unstructured, and what you did, 
didn’t seem to make much diff erence. At least, to my ears, certainly it 
didn’t.” It appears that for Cage, the composer who is most readily identi-
fi ed with sound itself, this position was ironically too centered on sound, 
for it neglected to pay attention to the score and to how the score generated 
the sonic surface of the work.

The musicians of the New York Philharmonic cultivated a serious ap-
proach to sound for its own sake, but their approach was not compatible 
with Cage’s. One might even say that the members of the New York Phil-
harmonic were more devoted to sound than Cage was, for they engaged 
with Atlas solely on the level of sonic surface, uninterested in the specifi c 
compositional method used to generate this surface. The problem seems 
to have come with the assumption of the players that they understood how 
to represent sonically the kind of nonintention so important to Cage. Of 
course, in one sense a Cage work is never a “representation” of noninten-
tion, because such a formulation implies that there is a level of artifi ce 
or technique, a kind of guidance applied to the fi nal product to make it 
just right. Furthermore, as Joseph explains in his treatment of Cage and 
Rauschenberg, works such as the White Paintings and 4' 33" off er a critique 
of representation by allowing every act of perception to be individual-
ized — no single hearing of 4' 33" is privileged because the work refuses to 
form its audience into a generalized whole and “does not presuppose any 
common denominator of subjectivity.” 103

Cage’s music was opposed to a representational logic that eliminates 
or masks diff erences in order to create identity.104 Joseph connects this 
Cagean aesthetics to Deleuze’s antirepresentational philosophy of imma-
nence, which describes a world that is continually transformed by the fl ux 
of time — a state of infi nite change and absolute diff erence where “diff er-
ence [is] conceived as an ontological fi rst principle, the positive and pro-
ductive motor force driving a dynamic conception of ‘nature.’ ” When the 
musicians of the Philharmonic attempted to realize Atlas according not to 
its score but to sound alone, they proceeded from a generalized conception 
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of how indeterminacy should sound, and it was this jump to the abstract 
level of representation that Cage so strenuously opposed. This refusal to 
think categorically led to Cage’s many compositional techniques for fi xing 
attention to the radical specifi city or materiality of sound — or, as he would 
say, “nature” — in fl ux.

At the same time, however, we know that Cage made small changes 
to the results of his chance operations all the time. As several scholars 
have made clear, Cage fi ddled with the parameters he set, adjusting the 
questions he asked to assure a sonic surface that was suitably complex, 
noisy, sparse, whatever.105 To align the antinomy between Cage and the 
Philharmonic along the axis of structure/sound would thus be misleading, 
for the composer had his own tastes for certain sounds and often tinkered 
with his chance-determined structures to achieve them.

Another complicating factor in this discussion was related by James 
Tenney in an interview with Leta Miller. Tenney had been Cage’s assistant 
conductor in the 1964 New York Philharmonic concert, a position that 
entailed helping Cage control the fi fty channels of amplifi ed sound. Cage 
specifi ed in the score of Atlas that the assistant conductor’s part — that is, 
determining which channels to manipulate, when to make adjustments, 
and the nature of these adjustments themselves — was to be generated using 
Cage’s earlier work Cartridge Music. Written in 1960, Cage used this work 
throughout the 1960s as a kind of instant concert generator, and programs 
from the years around 1960 reveal that Cage and Tudor frequently per-
formed the piece. Pritchett referred to it as a “musical tool,” a work that 
“[does] not describe events in either a determinate or an indeterminate way, 
but which instead present[s] a procedure by which to create any number of 
such descriptions or scores.” 106 Tenney recalls that Cage had brought the 
materials for Cartridge Music to one of the fi nal rehearsals. “Maybe we 
could put together our parts with these,” he remarked. After a pause, he 
asked, “Do you really think we need these?” When Tenney replied “no,” 
they decided to proceed in an improvised manner.107

Malcolm Goldstein assisted Cage in the 1965 electronic extravaganza 
Variations V (also performed at Lincoln Center) and recalls that on that 
occasion the electronics were again manipulated via improvisation. As 
Tenney told Miller, “By the time of Variations V, Cage had come to terms 
with free improvisation (though he didn’t like that word) as long as it was 
done by people sympathetic to his aesthetic aims.” 108 An obvious ques-
tion arises: Why did Cage feel comfortable controlling the mixer without 
a chance-derived part that would ensure a nonintentionality of purpose, 
while castigating those musicians in the orchestra who might have deviated 
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from their part, or viewed it as an opportunity for “improvisation”? He 
might have reasoned that the diffi  culty of keeping track of fi fty separate 
channels would automatically rule out the appearance of taste or judg-
ment in the execution of the piece; the sonic surface of Atlas would hardly 
register the absence of a chance-generated part for the mixer operators. 
There were other pressing concerns: at any moment, an unbearably loud 
screech of feedback might roar out of one or more of the loudspeakers, or 
even worse, one of the orchestra musicians might decide to spice up the mix 
with a passage from the Brahms violin concerto. In the fi rst case, we can 
assume that Cage would not have avoided an assaultive sonic blast; during 
this period he often spoke of the therapeutic function that extreme audi-
tory textures could have for modern listeners. The second case provides a 
more likely explanation for Cage’s decision to improvise at the controls — if 
one of the musicians got cute, the composer needed the freedom to fi nd the 
correct channel quickly and remove the off ending sound from the live mix.

Pragmatic reasons aside, I would contend that Cage improvised at the 
mixing board because he (and Tenney) had lived with and in the sound-
world of indeterminacy for many years. He knew how it usually sounded; 
he understood its peculiar rhythms, surprising interruptions, and stochas-
tic texture. Indeed, he had created indeterminacy — controlled it and served 
as its primary discursive gatekeeper. According to Fredric Lieberman’s 
account of the visit Cage made to the Festival of Music and Art of This 
Century at the University of Hawai‘i only two months after the New York 
Philharmonic performances, Cage conducted nine students playing Atlas 
with amplifi ed cafeteria trays “onto which they dropped various objects at 
the times appointed by the astronomical data.” 109 Though such a realiza-
tion is conceivable using the nine percussion parts, one wonders whether 
Cage would have assented to the Philharmonic percussionists’ preparing a 
similarly imaginative approach. In Hawai‘i, however, Cage was clearly in 
charge. The group was much smaller, and rather than the battle-hardened 
professionals of the Philharmonic, he conducted students who were no 
doubt eager to please their famous guest. Like these “friendly experienc-
ers,” as Anthony Braxton would call them, Cage’s various assistants in 
the early 1960s — Ichiyanagi, Maxfi eld, Tenney, Goldstein — worked closely 
with him and possessed the kind of deep knowledge deriving from experi-
ence in a particular sociomusical network that orchestral musicians could 
never be expected to pick up in a few rehearsals. In other words, unlike the 
members of the Philharmonic, Cage’s ideal performers did not represent 
the sound of indeterminacy according to how they heard or understood it. 
Rather, they embodied and performed indeterminacy itself, manifesting 
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its characteristic soundworld from the inside out in a manner agreeable to 
the composer.

The diff erence between Cage’s preferred musicians and those who could 
not be trusted to handle the freedoms of indeterminacy opens up a con-
sideration of subjectivity and the structures of liberalism that underlie the 
common narrative of this episode. Having already been trained in more 
conventional art-music traditions, Cage’s friendly experiencers had chosen 
this position within indeterminacy. They may have embodied it, but they 
had also demonstrated the capacity to embody another tradition. This sort 
of optional relationship to culture, writes Wendy Brown, “sustains . . . the 
conceit that the rationality of the subject is independent of these things, 
which are named as contextual rather than constitutive elements” of sub-
jectivity.110 If a hallmark of liberal subjectivity is the will to separate or 
abstract itself from its context, then this formulation of the subject also 
presupposes a nonindividuated other who fails to manifest such a will. For 
the Philharmonic musicians, culture was authoritative, not something to 
be “entered into” or chosen. The danger of this understanding is that the 
event then becomes less a confl ict over control than an expression of the 
Philharmonic’s essential nature: the musicians refused to tolerate Cage’s 
instructions because of who they are, not because of what they think. The 
matter of substantial cultural belonging — framed within liberal discourse 
as a kind of supplement to personal autonomy — thus heralds the latent 
liberalism in Cage’s position, a position to which I will shortly return.

• • •

One way to understand the confl ict is through the idea of victimization, 
an approach explored by David Savran in his analysis of the changes in 
white masculinity in U.S. culture since World War II.111 Savran argues that 
through its model of a divided subjectivity that gains pleasure and power 
from controlling a feminized part of itself, masochism constitutes the 
prevailing model of postwar white masculinity. This notion of the white-
man-as-victim has taken many forms since the 1950s, when — as the story 
goes — corporate bureaucracy rendered the “organization man” little more 
than a functionary cog in the capitalist machine. Contributing to his sense 
of loss and anger in the decades to come were the incomplete but signifi cant 
gains of the civil rights struggle, the ascendance of the women’s movement 
and feminism, the collapse of the New Left and rise of “identity politics,” 
the failures of the Vietnam War, and the eff ects of deindustrialization and 
a major economic downturn in the 1970s. According to Savran, represen-
tations of the white-male-as-victim became a powerful part of a broadly 
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masochist white masculinity that proves its manhood through displaying 
the ability to withstand pain.

In early 1964, the civil rights movement was swiftly gaining intensity on 
its way to the Voting Rights Act later that year; in early 1963, Betty Friedan 
published The Feminine Mystique, the breakthrough text that launched 
the white women’s movement; and throughout the 1960s, following the 
Sino-Soviet split, anticolonial struggles around the world received support 
and inspiration from China. These movements, along with others in the 
early 1960s, were conspicuously responsible for the displacement of white 
men as the undisputed subjects of history. In the worlds of art and culture, 
the embattled position of white European culture (and organizations like 
the Philharmonic who performed it) in 1964 owed less to John Cage than 
to other revolutionary artists making their New York debut on that second 
weekend in February: the Beatles. As Bernard Gendron has shown, rock 
was by the mid-1960s increasingly identifi ed with — and referenced by — 

high-art practitioners such as painters, sculptors, poets, fi lmmakers, and 
novelists. And among an older crowd of middle-brow consumers, jazz had 
already established itself as a high-status pursuit. In this swiftly changing 
cultural landscape, traditional institutions such as symphony orchestras 
were increasingly faced with questions of relevance. Bernstein’s roles as 
media personality and pop icon speak to his understanding of this funda-
mental shift in U.S. culture during the 1960s.

Within the restricted network of high culture itself, this shift played 
out in the relationships between old-guard cultural institutions such as the 
Philharmonic and a younger generation of adventurous artists such as the 
Beats, Cage, and Andy Warhol. It was this latter group of “barbarians at 
the gate” that the literary critic Leslie Fiedler attacked in his important 1965 
essay “The New Mutants.” 112 Ostensibly a critique of Beat writers such 
as Jack Kerouac, William Burroughs, and Allen Ginsberg, Fiedler’s essay 
issued a primal scream against the emerging “post-humanist, post-male, 
post-white, post-heroic world.” (Representative of the peculiar power of 
whiteness is the fact that even Fiedler’s symbols of a “post-white” future 
are white or Jewish.)

Although the Beat literary scene that was the target of Fiedler’s critique 
shared little beyond Zen with Cagean experimentalism, Fiedler’s essay 
is representative of a broader generational split. Indeed, he described the 
younger generation for a wider constituency who couldn’t have cared less 
about diff erences among various branches of the postwar avant-garde. This 
sort of categorical imprecision can readily be found in the judge Milton 
Shalleck’s opinion in People v. Charlotte Moorman (1967), the decision in 
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which Moorman was convicted of indecent exposure following her top-
less performance of Nam June Paik’s Opera Sextronique (see chapter 4). 
Although the opinion was written three years after the Atlas concerts and 
two years after Fiedler’s essay, it evinces an almost identical jumble of aes-
thetic, moral, and political disapproval. (Shalleck is a particularly appro-
priate character to introduce in this chapter, because, as he recounts in his 
rambling decision, he had in fact been present at the Philharmonic perfor-
mances discussed here — present, at least, until he and his wife walked out.) 
In a mocking, contemptuous style, Shalleck dismissed events, happenings, 
indeterminacy, “draft-card burning ‘long hairs,’ ” and “bearded, bathless 
‘Beats’ ” in one fell swoop, demonstrating that for him these quite specifi c 
categories all seemed to run together.113

Fiedler wrote that this young generation regarded its whiteness as “a 
stigma and symbol of shame,” turning instead to Asian religions or to “the 
non-Christian submythology that has grown up among Negro jazz musi-
cians and in the civil rights movement.” Another element of his critique was 
the charge of antihumanism and irrationality: “[T]he tradition from which 
[the Beats] strive to disengage is the tradition of . . . Humanism itself, . . . 
and more especially, the cult of reason.” 114 From Fiedler’s perspective (and, 
insofar as this perspective was shared widely among older gatekeepers in 
U.S. arts and letters, from that of the Philharmonic musicians as well), 
Cage’s Zen-inspired turn to chance and indeterminacy was an irrationalist, 
anti-Christian attack on the European humanist tradition.

Fiedler’s most striking comments concern gender, more specifi cally the 
feminization of the arts and of U.S. culture generally. “To become new 
men,” he avowed, “these children of the future seem to feel, they must 
not only become more Black than White but more female than male.” 115 
Perhaps not surprisingly, Fiedler tied up this feminization process with 
themes of homosexualization: “[Camp], though the invention of homo-
sexuals, is now the possession of basically heterosexual males as well, a 
strategy in their campaign to establish a new relationship not only with 
women but with their own masculinity.” 116 Although the canon of U.S. 
literature was, in the words of Savran, “peopled by a multitude of eccen-
trics, homosexuals, and misfi ts,” there seemed to be something about the 
younger generation’s display of sexuality that, combined with the other 
structural shifts during these years, constituted it as dangerous. Indeed, 
this was a charged moment in the history of homosexuality in the United 
States, and in New York in particular.117 The years 1963 and 1964 saw an 
explosion of stories in the popular press about the increasing visibility of 
male homosexuality in U.S. culture, including a story in the New York 
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Times titled “Growth of Overt Homosexuality in City Provokes Wide 
Concern” (at the time the city was in the middle of a large-scale “clean-up” 
ahead of the World’s Fair, held in Queens in 1964).118

Given such a setting, could it be that the peculiar, lilting speech of the 
East Village experimentalist was simply too much for the tough boys of the 
Philharmonic to bear? Although Cage never “came out” about his sexual-
ity (in the terms of the dominant trope of the closet — a trope, it bears 
pointing out, that was only just becoming dominant in the early 1960s), 
his aff ected tone, high voice, and dandyish style were probably received as 
nonnormative by an orchestra more accustomed to the equally urbane but 
more subdued homosexuality of Bernstein in the 1960s.

In a variety of ways, therefore — his eff eminate, possibly gay self-presen-
tation, his identifi cation with Zen, his “irrational” method of composition, 
his seeming disregard for the humanist tradition — Cage may have been 
received as a threat by a Philharmonic already feeling victimized by a cul-
ture that seemed to be passing them by. There was also the issue of labor. 
For the manly men of an earlier era, hard work came naturally as an exten-
sion and performance of masculinity itself. But for the artists and writers of 
the new sensibility, in the words of Fiedler, “work is as obsolete as reason, 
a vestige (already dispensable for large numbers) of an economically mar-
ginal, pre-automated world.” To a community of white and Jewish men 
such as those who made up the Philharmonic, a community that prided 
itself on professionalism and the hard work necessary to achieve its exalted 
position, Cage’s score seemed to fl out the very skills that had required so 
much hard work to acquire. Virtuosity — or at least the kind of virtuosity 
possessed by the Philharmonic musicians — was completely unnecessary 
to perform Atlas. Therefore, Cage seemed to be communicating that the 
skills upon which the identity of the Philharmonic depended were useless, 
meaningless, or unnecessary.

Savran’s analysis of victimization is based on the premise that a general 
dynamic of masochism underlay all positions of white masculinity in the 
postwar decades. In other words, old-guard cultural institutions inhabited 
solely by white and Jewish men were not the only sites of victimization; 
rather, in a fi eld saturated by masochism, this discourse also characterized 
the upstart positions occupied by such artists as Cage. From this perspec-
tive, the struggle for control in the confrontation between Cage and the 
Philharmonic was also a struggle over modalities of victimization, and was 
thus a struggle particular to white masculinity. Whereas the traditionalists 
in the Philharmonic may have felt under attack from a culture that seemed 
to be leaving them behind, Cage’s practice of masochism was directed 
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inward and aimed toward dividing, and then controlling, the self. (To state 
what should be obvious, to comment on the structure of masochism in 
Cage’s work is not the same thing as to imply that Cage gained sexual plea-
sure from the experience of pain. Cage’s sexuality has nothing to do with 
it. If any member of the New York School has suggested such an analysis, it 
would be David Tudor, who seemed to delight in the diffi  culties presented 
to him by Cage, Wolff , Feldman, or Brown. As Carolyn Brown remembers, 
“David licked his lips with pleasure after bowing to booing.”)119

Although the Philharmonic may have dismissed Cage as a lazy dilet-
tante, the composer’s entire philosophy and creative methodology were 
based on notions of discipline. The whole point of chance operations and 
indeterminacy, Cage repeatedly pointed out, was to free the composer 
from his or her taste, history, or psychology, but such freedom could only 
be achieved through self-abnegation. Cage described chance as a “leap” 
of liberation120 but also as a kind of bondage: “By fl ipping coins to deter-
mine facets of my music, I chain my ego so that it cannot possibly aff ect 
it.” 121 Stories about his grueling compositional processes — six months 
of coin-tossing for Music of Changes, twelve-hour days of cutting tape 
for Williams Mix — are certainly relevant here. Relevant, too, is the com-
position and notation of Atlas, a project that kept Cage “immovable yet 

f igu r e 3. John Cage in Stony Point, New York, October 1963. Photograph by HIRO.
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slaving ceaselessly at his task” for months.122 As Morton Feldman told 
Robert Ashley in an unpublished interview in 1963, “In the midst of all 
this increasing interest in theater, [Cage] wrote Atlas Eclipticalis, and he 
devoted more time to it than to any other composition he ever wrote.” 123

With the work’s eighty-six separate parts, at fi ve pages apiece, the ink-
ing process alone was a punishing task. In light of his masochistic work-
ing practices, Cage’s interest in high amplitude noise during the 1960s 
makes more sense: by becoming willing victims, by subjecting ourselves 
to the pain — or is it pleasure? — of sonic violence, we allow our ears to be 
stretched by Cage. “[T]he louder the sound, the greater the chance it gave 
us to discipline ourselves,” Cage told Daniel Charles.124 Through this kind 
of discipline, we gain the pleasure and power that comes from withstanding 
an assault. “What I’m doing with these loud sounds is stretching people’s 
ears. I’m more or less confi dant they’ll be grateful in the long run.” 125 It was 
this process of pushing/punishing the self but “taking it like a man” that 
contributed to the masculinist slant of postwar experimentalism, helping 
to set it off  from what Nadine Hubbs has identifi ed as a feminized tonal 
modernism that took on softer hues.126 

• • •

Could this confrontation between Cage and the Philharmonic be dubbed an 
experimentalist “rumspringa”? Practiced by Amish communities through-
out the world, rumspringa is the custom of sending young adults at the age 
of seventeen out into the non-Amish world to experiment with sex, drugs, 
smoking, make-up, television, video games, and other aspects of the unin-
hibited life. After a few months or years, however, they are expected to 
choose between remaining in the “devil’s playground,” as the title of Lucy 
Walker’s fascinating documentary on the subject would have it, or return-
ing to their families and the rule-bound Amish life they had known since 
birth.127 If they choose the former, they will be ostracized from the com-
munity and their families for the rest of their lives. Based on the admirable 
belief that only informed adults can choose to be baptized and initiated 
into the church, rumspringa advances dubious evidence for the validat-
ing role of choice in accepting Jesus Christ as the savior, for the Amish 
adolescents are shunted into a situation for which they are completely 
unprepared. It is not surprising that the overwhelming majority choose to 
be reunited with their communities and the only social lives they have ever 
known? For the practice truly to be one of free choice, young Amish would 
have to be knowledgeable about the outside world, able to experience its 
pleasures without the thrill of transgression and limitlessness. This is an 
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impossible expectation, since it would involve earlier education in the secu-
lar sphere of non-Amish society, and thus a deformation of the very rules 
and conditions by which rumspringa assumes its meaning. “The lesson of 
all this is that a choice is always a meta-choice, a choice of the modality 
of the choice itself,” writes Slavoj Žižek.128 Here we arrive at the Žižekian 
paradox: if the choice of rumspringa is to be a true choice, it cannot be 
made by a true Amish.

I fi nd this paradox useful in considering what might be termed the 
experimental rumspringa. Who in 1964 was doing the choosing — the per-
formers or the composer? The musicians of the New York Philharmonic 
were, for the fi rst time, asked to play an aleatoric work, but this work 
wasn’t just a conventional score with some open passages worked in. 
Rather, the whole piece was composed using chance, and therefore the 
production of every sound involved a certain amount of decision making. 
The aesthetic philosophy of a Cage work was so distant from the train-
ing these musicians had received, it should come as no surprise that they 
rejected this alternative future in favor of returning to the music of Vivaldi 
and Tchaikovsky.129 It is this latter repertoire that had guided their educa-
tion and provided the conceptual grounds upon which they would receive 
Atlas Eclipticalis, and under such conditions the work was doomed to fail. 
Brought into the devil’s concert hall, the Philharmonic musicians regarded 
what they found with horror (or somewhat ignorant amusement), but their 
rejection of the decision-making function that Atlas had granted them is 
not the “true” choice to give up on Cage and go back to Vivaldi. The deck 
is stacked. These musicians could only have made a real decision if they had 
been educated in the experimental tradition, had learned its philosophical 
underpinnings and become thoroughly entrained into the soundworld and 
social mores of the Cagean community. But it is precisely an engagement 
with this world — and all others — that is ruled out by the commitment to a 
focused repertoire of European classics, a repertoire that is responsible not 
only for the prestige of the orchestra but also for the respect and publicity 
that Cage sought by engaging them. If the choice to reject Cage is to be a 
true choice, it cannot be made by the New York Philharmonic.

But what about David Tudor, who performed Winter Music while the 
orchestra played Atlas? As John Holzaepfel points out, Tudor gave the 
fi rst performances of all of Cage’s piano music, among his most impor-
tant works, between 1952 and 1967.130 Cage later commented that dur-
ing this period “David Tudor was present in everything I was doing.” 131 
The manner in which Tudor interpreted the indeterminate scores of Cage 
is therefore germane to this discussion. The work he played on the 1964 
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Philharmonic concerts is a representative example. Winter Music is one of 
Cage’s best-known examples of indeterminacy, consisting of twenty pages 
of music that can be played by one or more — up to twenty — pianists. Each 
page contains anywhere from one to sixty-one chords or clusters, each 
generated by Cage’s marking of paper imperfections on the manuscript 
sheets. Two clef signs are given for each chord, and in the event that these 
are not the same, a pair of numbers indicates the proportion of notes to be 
read in each of the diff erent clefs (the assignment of clefs to notes, however, 
is left to the performer).132 In his performance of this piece, as with all 
the other pieces by Cage he premiered, Tudor did not improvise from the 
score. Instead, he generated a performance score from measurements of 
the original score, precise calculation, and conversion tables. These prepa-
rations seriously undermine Cage’s celebrated claim that “a performance 
of a composition which is indeterminate of its performance is necessarily 
unique. It cannot be repeated. When performed for a second time, the 
outcome is other than it was. Nothing therefore is accomplished by such 
a performance, since that performance cannot be grasped as an object in 
time.” 133 Tudor’s performances of Winter Music were not unpredictable — 

at least no less predictable than the repetition of any other piece.
As Holzaepfel writes, “[I]n spite of the [New York School] compos-

ers’ numerous pronouncements about spontaneity, unpredictability, and 
freedom, here was the music’s fi rst and most important performer working 
it out in advance with a rigor that is little short of astonishing. . . . Do the 
aesthetics of indeterminacy stand at odds with Tudor’s systematic means 
of ensuring it in performance?” 134 Holzaepfel rightly points out that Cage 
always separated the acts of composition and performance; in one essay 
he famously wrote, “Composing’s one thing, performing’s another, listen-
ing’s a third. What can they have to do with one another?” 135 But could 
Cage really believe that a work’s indeterminacy was determined only at 
the composition stage and that it didn’t matter if every performance of the 
work was the same?

In the well-known essay “Indeterminacy,” Cage likened indeterminate 
compositions to the construction of a camera that could be used to take 
any number of photographs.136 But Tudor’s performances took the same 
photograph every time. Surprisingly, Tudor’s very predictability gained 
him the loyalty of Cage, Wolff , Brown, and Feldman. Tudor’s role in the 
experimental scene was generative, rather than just interpretive, because 
the characteristic sound of his realizations was reliably amenable to his 
composers’ tastes. As Brown replied when Holzaepfel asked whether he dis-
cussed performances with Tudor ahead of time, “No. I think the answer . . . 
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has to do with how much we trusted David to always be doing things prop-
erly and correctly and right.” 137 Cage, too, did not instruct the pianist on 
how to perform his works: “There was never any conversation. . . . Nor did 
I consult with him about what he could do, or what he couldn’t do — none 
of that.” 138 Wolff  indicated that in the case of works that pass some degree 
of decision making to the performer, the issue of trust emerges as a key 
consideration. “And of course, with David there was no question. There 
was not only no question, but you’d be looking forward to see what he had 
thought to do with the ‘material’ you had given him. . . . When a piece was 
turned over to David, there was simply no anxiety. You didn’t worry, you 
knew that something would happen.” 139

But it wasn’t simply that “something” would happen; it was that the 
“right” thing happened, without exception. Tudor never seems to have 
given a performance of a piece by one of these composers that the creator 
considered unsatisfactory. As Holzaepfel makes clear in his detailed and 
persuasive study, Tudor’s fl awless record of interpretation owes to the fact 
that he was instrumental in the development of indeterminacy, and not 
simply its most gifted performer. Taking this observation seriously means 
considering the New York School as one example of what could be called 
“distributed authorship,” wherein the conception, meaning, and sound-
world of a given composition is shared across multiple subjectivities. When 
authorship is distributed to include the performer who realizes the work, 
Cage’s Buddhist goal of identifying with “no matter what eventuality” is 
rarely tested in a signifi cant way; generating an “eventuality” with which 
it might be diffi  cult to identify becomes as hard as tickling yourself — not 
impossible, but quite unlikely.140

“Each spring brings no matter what eventuality,” Cage wrote. “The per-
former then will act in any way. Whether he does so in an organized way 
or in any one of the not consciously organized ways cannot be answered 
until his action is a reality.” 141 We should regard these statements with 
skepticism. Tudor was a formidable musician and a crucial voice in the 
development of indeterminacy, but he was not unpredictable. The choice 
to use Tudor is always a metachoice.

Here we approach the experimental rumspringa from the opposite direc-
tion. With Tudor at the keyboard, Cage accepts whatever will come, regard-
less of the consequences, but this is not a real acceptance — he already 
knows that he will approve of what is to come. In the Atlas Eclipticalis epi-
sode, Cage’s fi delity to the principles of indeterminacy was tested not only 
by the Philharmonic but also by Tudor. This latter encounter, however, 
was not a test at all, but rather the affi  rmation of a familiar soundworld, 
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the “correct” and “proper” interpretation of Winter Music. Were Tudor’s 
performance truly to have provided the composer with an opportunity to 
accept whatever outcome, the realization would have had to have been 
uncharacteristic of Tudor, as if he and the composer had not worked closely 
together for more than ten years, and as if Tudor had not had a generative 
role in the very tradition whose expectations he would at that moment be 
working to confound. Again, Žižek’s paradox: if Tudor is to create a situ-
ation of indeterminacy, he cannot be Tudor.

Although Cagean aesthetics would seem to advance a model of subjec-
tivity that is open to its environment and in a perpetual state of fl ux, the 
practicalities involved in enacting this experimentalist reality instead left 
us with a less radical example. As the free chooser who always chooses 
correctly, possesses the self-control to execute his tasks without regarding 
the tasks of others, and seems to have released his attachments to idiom 
and tradition (even though the modernist pitch language of Tudor’s Cage 
realizations betrays his prior studies with Stefan Wolpe), Tudor exemplifi es 
key traits of the modern liberal subject of the United States and Europe: 
culturally fl exible, individualistic, and tolerant (or unmindful) of others. 
Yet as Žižek reminds us, liberalism is never simply an arena of individual 
choice but also a framing of the terms within which choice takes shape. 
“This is why, in our secular societies of choice, people who maintain a 
substantial religious belonging are in a subordinate position: even if they 
are allowed to practice their belief, this belief is ‘tolerated’ as their idio-
syncratic personal choice/opinion; the moment they present it publicly as 
what it is for them (a matter of substantial belonging), they are accused 
of ‘fundamentalism.’ ” 142 At the larger level of what Wendy Brown calls 
“civilizational discourse,” tolerance poses as a universal value and impar-
tial practice, and “designates certain beliefs and practices as civilized and 
others as barbaric, both at home and abroad; it operates from a conceit of 
neutrality that is actually thick with bourgeois Protestant norms.” 143

Cage faced and enacted this dynamic directly when he returned to the 
Philharmonic in 1976 for the New York premiere of his Apartment House 
1776, a work celebrating the U.S. bicentennial. Apartment House is a large 
and complex piece featuring four solo singers who improvise in front of the 
orchestra. According to Cage, these vocalists “represent the peoples living 
here two hundred years ago: Helen Schneyer, the Protestants; Nico Castel, 
the Sephardim; Swift Eagle, the American Indians; and Jeanne Lee, the 
Negro Slaves. The songs they sing are their own. . . . And they are authen-
tic, whether learned through notation, oral tradition, or racial feeling.” 144 
When the piece was subsequently played by other orchestras across the 
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country in the late 1970s, it provoked strong reactions. “That’s because of 
the superimposition of so-called spiritual musics, which off ended some of 
the Jewish people in the audience,” Cage told David Cope in 1980.

I knew something might happen because people who sing such music don’t have 
the habit of singing while another person is singing something else. And I had 
to explain to each singer carefully what was going to happen to get them to 
accept that before they did it. It was particularly hard with Helen Schneyer, 
who said that she didn’t think that she’d be able to sing while other people were 
singing, that her work meant too much to her. . . . I said, “Life is full of things 
that we don’t necessarily like.” But now she loves it. They all love it because it 
is a kind of ecumenical feeling to have everything, all the churches, so to speak, 
together.145

In the discourse of experimentalism, the musician who maintains a fi rm 
commitment to traditional concepts of beauty or religious devotion is — 

like Žižek’s “fundamentalist” — a throwback to an earlier, more parochial 
era, or even residual grit in the highly polished gears of a new machine. As 
Cage put it, “[W]e have this overlap situation of the Old dying and the New 
coming into being. When the New coming into being is used by someone 
who is in the Old point of view and dying, then that’s when that foolishness 
occurs.” 146 The cost of entering Cage’s arena of indeterminacy — which, 
as we have seen, is a narrowly drawn musical discourse — is the forfeiture 
of those commitments and substantial beliefs that might otherwise be 
described as the stuff  of true alterity.

Beginning with Cheap Imitation, his 1969 “recomposition” of Satie’s 
Socrate, Cage himself would return explicitly to the musical traditions 
of Western Europe. This interest in foraging through a musical past for 
new materials and new possibilities continued in such works as Apartment 
House, the Europeras, and Hymns and Variations. Music history again 
became available, but the modality of the choice was such that tradition 
could function only as nostalgia, material stripped of its original social 
or musical function. In Europeras, for example, the orchestral parts are 
drawn from a number of scores, but individual notes have no harmonic 
function, as they would in their original context.147 Choosing this music is 
possible, Cage demonstrates, but only from the position of total catholicity 
associated with “tolerant” liberalism. A violinist from the Philharmonic 
cannot choose this tradition in the same way unless he forfeits his position 
of substantial belonging in the music and re-approaches the choice from 
the other side. Does not the Cage-Philharmonic confrontation trace the 
most important lines of confl ict that emerged in the late twentieth cen-
tury, struggles between secular liberal societies and those that have not so 
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easily forfeited their relationships to “premodern” affi  liations, duties, and 
commitments?

Cage and his associates based their implicit understanding of this en-
counter on two opposed precepts. According to the one, the orchestra is 
framed as a residual cultural formation for whom history is meaningful and 
legitimizing, a grouping that not only obdurately believes in the continuing 
existence of beauty and tradition but stubbornly fi gures these qualities as 
sites of substantial belonging and personal investment. According to the 
other, the composer uses chance operations and indeterminacy to break 
the bonds of history as a determining force, requiring a forfeiture of these 
very kinds of belonging to create a (dis)unity that is “open to whatever 
eventuality.” Cage’s explanation of the conductor as timekeeper renders 
the political dimension here explicit: “The conductor of an orchestra is 
no longer a policeman. Simply an indicator of time — not in beats — like 
a chronometer.” 148 Elsewhere, he put the matter in even stronger terms. 
“You see, the old idea was that the composer was the genius, the conductor 
ordered everyone around, and the performers were slaves,” he told Arlynn 
Nellhaus in 1968. “In our music, no one is boss. We all work together.” 149

As a shared framework, the chronometer provided the neutral ground 
upon which a group of individuals could work in concert and thus fore-
shadowed what Joseph has called Cage’s “techno-optimism” of the late 
1960s.150 In this heady period of Buckminster Fuller and Marshall McLuhan, 
Cage viewed technology as part of a system of “utilities” that could make 
available to everyone such necessities as food, shelter, air, energy, and com-
munications. He took pains to distinguish (apolitical) utilities from (politi-
cal) government: “[G]overnments discriminate between those who should 
have and those who shouldn’t have. Therefore, we do not need government; 
what we need is utilities.” 151 Cage often railed against the evils of “big 
government,” and his conviction that government ought to be eliminated in 
favor of utilities can be regarded as a technocratic variation on classical lib-
eral — or even libertarian — theory.152 In that tradition of political thought, 
government need exist only to the extent that it guarantees the grounds 
upon which citizens can pursue whatever they defi ne as the good life (what 
John Rawls refi ned in his theory of “justice as fairness”).153 As Cage told 
Charles in 1968, “We need a society in which every man may live in a man-
ner freely determined by him himself. I am not the fi rst person to say so — I 
am only repeating Buckminster Fuller.” 154 Though Fuller may have been 
the immediate inspiration for Cage’s views, the provenance of his thoughts 
on government interference in determining the right is better traced to the 
origins of liberal political philosophy in the seventeenth century.
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Cage’s rather orthodox liberalism leads naturally to a familiar posing of 
the “orchestra question” as a matter of dictatorship versus liberal democ-
racy. This position is shared by some members of the Philharmonic. In 
Walter Botti’s terse formulation: “It’s like the army. You do what you’re 
told.” DiCecco added, “It is not, in essence, the artistic organization 
that I as a young kid thought it was. It is a note factory, with a guy who 
says, ‘Jump,’ and I’m supposed to say, ‘How high?’ ” Richard Taruskin 
has argued that by demanding that the Philharmonic musicians under-
take labors that appeared pointless and arbitrary, Cage’s work highlighted 
and intensifi ed the hierarchical arrangement of power in the organization, 
rather than off ering an alternative.155 It might be too obvious to point out 
that most of the musicians in the Philharmonic did not see themselves as 
participating in a totalitarian police state, even in the case of Atlas — who 
would choose “dictatorship” in this opposition? The anonymous member 
I interviewed commented, for example, “I remember reading explanations 
of what it’s like to be in an orchestra, where you’re subservient to the con-
ductor — that type of thing. I never felt that.”

But regardless of whether one thinks Atlas dissipated or intensifi ed the 
dictatorship of the orchestra, Cagean indeterminacy was not the sole alter-
native to this power arrangement in the sociocultural fi eld of “high-art” 
musics. Doesn’t contemporary improvised music, emerging at this precise 
moment in the experimental networks of the United States and Europe, 
off er a diff erent way out of the ideological struggle between “tolerant” 
Cagean liberalism and “fundamentalist” traditionalism? The examples are 
several: Chicago’s Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, 
founded in the summer of 1965; the Theatre of Eternal Music, founded 
in the summer of 1962 by La Monte Young, Marian Zazeela, and Angus 
MacLise, and later including Tony Conrad and John Cale on strings; Henry 
Flynt’s improvised treatment of the melodic vocabulary of popular and 
roots musics; the Charlotte Moorman/Nam June Paik duo; the improvi-
sational rock scene represented in one recent archival release by Cale;156 
and fi nally, the coff ee-shop and loft-jazz circles that were formalized in 
the October Revolution in Jazz. In each of these contemporaneous devel-
opments, Cagean openness to whatever might arise operated in tandem 
with an equally strong commitment to personal histories and an embodied, 
disciplined approach to musical tradition, whether that of bebop for free 
jazz’s “second wave” in the Jazz Composers Guild, Hindustani traditions 
of vocal improvisation for Young and the Theatre of Eternal Music, or 
fi ddling styles of the rural South for Flynt.

All of these experimental musicians escaped the explicit governing struc-
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ture that pits indeterminate liberalism against traditional fundamental-
ism, and they did so by embodying the social and musical histories of 
particular idioms and using them as avenues toward the unforeseen, the 
relatively unpredictable, and, within limits, Cage’s “whatever eventuality.” 
For these genre-troubling young musicians of the 1960s, the commitment 
to a specifi c cultural tradition in the form of substantial musical belong-
ing is not an obstacle to cooperation and freedom but rather the grounds 
upon which musical cooperation may occur. Furthermore, these impro-
vised musics advanced a notion of group organization that, though obvious 
when viewed from the perspective of countless other musical traditions, 
disappears in the discursive antinomy off ered in the prevailing account of 
the Cage/Philharmonic encounter. There, the choice is between a group 
of slaves being ordered around by a policeman on behalf of the genius (so 
Cage tells us) and a disinterested collection of eighty-six individuals who 
pay no attention to the people around them and concentrate solely on the 
execution of their own narrowly defi ned tasks.

This opposition between enslavement and atomism fails to account for 
the alternative modes of organization found in improvising groups and rock 
bands, where distributed authorship and shared responsibility place each 
musician in a position of being both creator and collaborator. Ironically, 
this third way also describes the concrete enactment of indeterminacy. 
Cage, Tudor, and Cunningham functioned as an inseparable unit in the 
1950s and 1960s, traveling and performing together as a kind of troupe. 
During these crucial years they resembled a band far more than the tradi-
tional arrangement of composer and performer, yet this practical means of 
enacting their reality has been consistently elided by an undue emphasis on 
more abstract conversations about aesthetics and philosophy.

In his repeated telling of the 1964 encounter with the Philharmonic, 
Cage draws two borders. One is established explicitly, and the second is 
created more subtly. Explicitly, of course, Cage off ers the choice between 
his model of anarchic utopia — what I think of more as liberalism shading 
into libertarianism — and the Philharmonic’s model of traditional attach-
ments, which Cage’s narrative allies with fundamentalism. This border is 
very public, and it is key. It marks Cage off  from “tradition,” from Europe, 
and metonymically from dictatorship. But the very process of establish-
ing this border between dictatorship and egalitarianism conceals a third 
possibility, improvised musics, and thus subtly draws another border sepa-
rating the overt antinomy of Cage and the Philharmonic from the more 
covert antinomy between both of these terms and alternative possibility of 
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improvised musics and those sociomusical formations off ering distributed 
authorship and responsibility.

In a 1993 review essay given the unfortunate cover title “The Musical 
Tyrant” (it appeared a few months after Cage’s death), Taruskin draws 
attention to the threat of force that supported Cage’s demands, a sort of 
state of exception that Žižek describes as a “ruthless power whose message 
to us, its subjects is: ‘I can do whatever I want to you!’ ” 157 We might detect 
this ruthless power in Cage’s admission that “for the orchestra I give up 
the conductor. I keep him, unfortunately, for the rehearsals.” 158 But he was 
never less than forthcoming about the role of discipline and structure in his 
works, telling a journalist in 1975, “Many people still think that everything 
I do is somehow thrown together in hit or miss fashion and that I’ve not 
cared for it at all. That’s the wrong idea. Everything that I’ve done has been 
in the spirit of discipline, and it’s very little understood.” 159

At issue is the diff erence between purportedly advancing a model of 
utopian social systems that we do not yet have and providing a mirror of 
social systems as they actually exist. Cage tells us that his music demon-
strates that if we get rid of the conductor/king, everything will continue 
fi ne without him: “Those rules of order must have been put there in order, 
as we say, to hold things together. Now, when they are taken away — if we 
take them away and don’t have them — we discover that things get along 
perfectly well.” 160 A society without laws is one that as yet does not exist. 
Thus, Cage’s utopia of participatory disorganization must be based on the 
threat of discipline — and not only on the discipline of chance operations 
or of eliminating one’s ego in order to allow sounds to be just sounds. No, 
this is real discipline: Bernstein and Moseley castigating the orchestra, the 
position of Cage and his supporters that, no matter what they actually 
think about the piece, these musicians must obey Cage’s demands (in fact, 
union rules and the labor contract with the Philharmonic make plain this 
metalevel of discipline).

This totality — of anarchic (dis)unity and the threat that guarantees 
it — represents less some distant utopia than the logic of presently existing 
liberal capitalist democracy that is being exported throughout the world in 
the twenty-fi rst century. The threat of violence is again being used to guar-
antee an enactment of tolerance, the rule of law, and self-determination — 

but not if its subjects, like the Philharmonic, choose incorrectly. As Cage 
frequently observed about those musicians who behaved disrespectfully 
toward his music, “I’ve given them freedom and I would hope they would 
use that freedom to change themselves rather than to continue being fool-
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ish.” 161 (One is also reminded of the guitarist Bern Nix’s story of the fi rst 
time he played with Ornette Coleman’s Primetime. Having received no 
music or instructions from Coleman, Nix asked what he should play. “Just 
play what you feel,” Coleman responded. When the group began their fi rst 
tune and Nix entered, Coleman cut them off . “No, that’s not what you 
feel!”) Here, the 1964 performance of Atlas off ers up another of its para-
doxical lessons: it is both a model of anarchism and a mirror of liberalism. 
To imagine the former, Cagean indeterminacy enacts the latter.

Although Cage criticized the civil rights movement and other social 
justice movements in the Vietnam and post-Vietnam periods, he also fre-
quently aligned his project and politics with progressive anarchism and 
against all notions of “power.” In his open letter to the musicians of the 
Zurich Opera after they had mistreated his score for Europeras 1 & 2, 
Cage wrote:

My work has been misrepresented, largely, I am sorry to say, by you musicians.
My work is characterized by nonintention and to bring this about I Ching 

chance operations are employed in its composition in a very detailed way. On 
the other hand what many of you are playing is characterized by your inten-
tions. We are on opposite sides of the future both musically and socially.

The future is either with the governments, their wars and their laws, or it 
is with the world as global village, spaceship earth as one society including the 
rich and the poor, without nations, everyone having what he needs for living.162

Cage is correct that he and the Philharmonic musicians were “on opposite 
sides of the future” but not in the way that he intended. A close look at his 
confl ict with the Philharmonic shows that the situation reproduced and in 
fact closely modeled the lineaments of hegemonic liberalism in the twenti-
eth century. The strength of Atlas Eclipticalis lies not in how presciently 
it modeled an alternative politics but in how clearly it demonstrated the 
ideological struggles of its historical moment and the decades to come.
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On the evening of April 29, 1964, a group calling itself Action Against 
Cultural Imperialism (AACI) mounted a picket line in front of Town Hall 
on West 43rd Street in New York.1 Inside the hall took place a “gala con-
cert” sponsored by the West German government, with music by Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Hans Werner Henze, Paul Hindemith, and a few others. The 
performers included Stockhausen, the pianist David Tudor, and the per-
cussionist Max Neuhaus. On the sidewalk in front of the hall marched 
the demonstrators: the philosopher and composer Henry Flynt, artists 
Ben Vautier and Takako Saito, Ikuko Iijima (wife of the artist Ay-O), and 
George Maciunas, the impresario of Fluxus, a loosely organized art and 
performance movement of the 1960s and 1970s.2 Although he had been 
invited to participate, Amiri Baraka chose to observe the event from across 
the street. AACI bore signs reading “Fight Racist Laws of Music!” and 
“Fight the Rich Man’s Snob Art,” and, according to Die Welt, made quite 
a racket chanting “Death to all fascist musical ideas!” 3 The group also 
distributed a leafl et in which Flynt attacked Stockhausen as a lackey for 
the West German bosses and claimed that Stockhausen’s “repeated decrees 
about the lowness of plebian music and the racial inferiority of non-Euro-
pean music, are an integral, essential part of his art and its ‘appreciation.’ ” 4

On September 8, AACI staged another demonstration outside of Judson 
Hall on West 57th Street.5 Replacing Vautier was the poet, journalist, and 
activist Marc Schleifer, later known as Abdallah Schleifer, who was associ-
ated with Progressive Labor. Iijima was also absent, but the actor and poet 

chap ter 2

Demolish Serious Culture!
Henry Flynt Meets the New York Avant-Garde
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Alan Marlowe (then married to Diane Di Prima) had taken up a placard 
and joined the action. Also joining in was the fi lmmaker and violinist 
Tony Conrad, a close friend of Flynt and member of the improvising group 
Theatre of Eternal Music. This time the occasion was a performance of 
Stockhausen’s Originale, a wild theater piece that was the centerpiece of 
Charlotte Moorman’s Second Annual Avant Garde Festival. That perfor-
mance was directed by Allan Kaprow and featured such avant-garde and 
Fluxus luminaries as Moorman, Allen Ginsberg, Dick Higgins, Nam June 
Paik, James Tenney, Alvin Lucier, Max Neuhaus, and Jackson Mac Low. 
The circuslike atmosphere inside the hall carried over to the demonstration 
outside, with one performer, Ginsberg, extorting his way into the line. The 
poet wanted to join the protest on his way into the hall, but Flynt refused. 
Schleifer, who was good friends with Ginsberg (indeed, he had published 
an early interview with Ginsberg in the Village Voice in 1958), threatened 
to leave if Ginsberg were not allowed to join. Flynt, lacking organizational 
strength or leverage of any kind, had to acquiesce, a move he later deeply 
regretted.6 (In a 1980 interview with Fred Stern, Moorman claimed that 
she joined Ginsberg in his turn on the line, but both Flynt and Schleifer 
dispute this claim.7 A letter draft in Moorman’s papers indicates that there 
had been plans for disruption. She wrote, “Fluxus will picket us because 
they are against Stockhausen, [and] Paik + [Norman] Seaman said we’ll 
anti-picket the pickets!”)8 

This mixing of personnel might have been partly to blame for the con-
fusion of the journalists covering the event, but it appears that many of 
the Originale performers were just as fl ummoxed. Shortly after the inci-
dent, the Village Voice journalist Susan Goodman wrote of “the complete 
baffl  ement of the people connected with the performance.” 9 Even though 
the language on the group’s leafl et seems quite clear — “Stockhausen — 

Patrician ‘Theorist’ of White Supremacy: Go to Hell!” — many com-
mentators actually thought the demonstration was a staged part of the 
performance, perhaps owing to the Fluxus associations shared by many 
Originale performers as well as Maciunas and Saito.10 A review in Time 
magazine incorrectly referred to Flynt as a “Fluxus leader,” 11 and Harold 
Schonberg of the New York Times reported, “Some said they were part 
of the show. Others said no, including the picketers, but nobody believed 
them. . . . [T]hey looked like the participants in ‘Originale,’ they acted 
like the participants in ‘Originale,’ and they were dressed like the partici-
pants in ‘Originale.’ ” 12 Jill Johnston, the dance critic for the Village Voice 
and also a participant in some of the performances, wrote, “I don’t know 
why the Fluxus people were picketing the concert . . . , but it might have 



f igu r e 4 . Action Against Cultural Imperialism demonstrates outside of the Second 
Annual Avant Garde Festival at Judson Hall, September 8, 1964. From left: Marc 
[Abdallah] Schleifer, Alan Marlowe, Tony Conrad, Henry Flynt, Takako Saito, and 
George Maciunas. Photograph by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images.
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been interesting if the director had invited the picket line to participate as 
‘guests.’ ” 13

In 2004, Flynt recalled, “[T]he issue became . . . very confused. . . . I 
mean, people did not understand even the point that I was making. I would 
have to say [the demonstrations] were disasters, actually. They were disas-
ters.” 14 Most historians have fared little better than their journalist pre-
decessors, largely because they stubbornly continue to narrate the AACI 
actions from the perspective of Fluxus, even though that word does not 
appear in any form on the literature distributed at either AACI demonstra-
tion. In the accepted version of the story, then, Flynt is cast as Maciunas’s 
sidekick, the outside infl uence who pulled him to the left and set off  the 
internal feuds of Fluxus.15 Fluxus historian Owen Smith, while acknowl-
edging that Flynt was involved, wrongly states that Maciunas authored the 
September leafl et and organized the protest.16 In light of this tendency to 
assign authorship to Maciunas, Cuauhtémoc Medina makes the strange 
assertion that, although “the action generally has been attributed to Henry 
Flynt’s initiative, it is more likely that it was devised by Maciunas in the 
context of his struggle with the proponents of Happenings [a rival split-off  
from Fluxus].” 17

The art historians Michel Oren and Hannah Higgins also frame these 
protests within the limits of Fluxus history. Oren embraces Flynt and 
Maciunas’s demonstrations against the avant-garde, claiming that their 
political program was a major factor holding the Fluxus movement 
together.18 Higgins regards the incident as a confrontation between two 
competing views of Fluxus — as a politically motivated anti-art critique, 
and as a socially elastic aesthetic based on individual experience — and 
maintains that “a new framework, one that can accommodate the avant-
garde and the experiential nature of Fluxus, needs to be proposed for 
exploring the movement more holistically.” 19 Her holistic approach to the 
1964 demonstrations would be signifi cantly enriched were it not cotermi-
nous with the boundaries of Fluxus history. Indeed, Higgins’s interpreta-
tion exemplifi es the kind of misunderstanding that marked the reception 
of Flynt’s demonstrations from the beginning. Instead of understanding 
the protests as part of a larger intervention into the public discourse of 
avant-gardism, European imperialism, and the structures of power and 
knowledge supporting these systems, the views of Higgins and others are 
fi xed on the level of intertribal feuding.

A more critical observer might look past the apparent confusion and 
ignorance of the Originale participants, their journalist transcribers, and 
their scholarly supporters to assess what could otherwise be seen as a 
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campaign to neutralize Flynt’s anti-imperialist cultural politics. One such 
neutralization strategy might be to join the picket line solely for the sake 
of mockery (as Ginsberg did and Moorman claimed to have done), or 
to falsely report that other Originale participants took part in the dem-
onstration (as Hannah Higgins claims her parents did).20 Each of these 
strategies dilutes the coherence of Flynt’s critique by subsuming it into an 
interartistic spat. Allan Kaprow does the same in his 1996 remembrance: 
“I told [Maciunas], to no avail, to reconsider [the demonstration] for the 
simple reason that next to the collage of art and life of our version of 
[Originale], a picket would appear to the public and press as a part of it, 
not an attack. And that’s indeed what happened. To make sure, I briefl y 
joined the small group of marching protesters during an intermission of 
the piece.” 21 Kaprow accomplishes a triple feat in this remarkable admis-
sion. After fi rst misattributing AACI’s action to Maciunas, Kaprow then 
fabricates a turn on the picket line to make sure that Flynt’s intervention 
would be mistakenly folded into Stockhausen’s extravaganza. (Meanwhile, 
Flynt, Conrad, Schleifer, Moorman, Higgins, and every known account of 
the incident fail to place Kaprow at the demonstration — to say nothing of 
the fact that there were no intermissions in Originale.)

Another neutralization strategy — to criminalize the organization — 

appeared in the following week’s Village Voice, which published a vitriolic 
letter to the editor from Billy Klüver, an engineer with Bell Labs who would 
cofound Experiments in Art and Technology and served as a technology 
advisor for numerous artists and composers in the 1960s and 1970s.22 
Klüver was a friend and supporter of Moorman, and his wife, Olga, was a 
performer in Originale. In his Village Voice letter, Klüver accused AACI of 
committing a series of criminal acts: stealing recording equipment, mak-
ing threatening telephone calls, handcuffi  ng Paik to a scaff olding during 
the performance, and breaking into the home of one of the sponsors and 
stealing scores and recordings. These claims were repeated by the historian 
Thomas Kellein in his 2007 biography of George Maciunas.23

Regardless of whether these artists, critics, journalists, and scholars 
were (and still today are) simply confused about the demonstrations or ideo-
logically opposed to them (or both), I hope to show that the AACI interven-
tions represented far more than mere squabbles within the European and 
European American avant-garde, and that any critical account of Flynt’s 
work must widen the scope of its inquiry beyond the experimental art 
world. I propose that the handling of Flynt’s critique of Stockhausen not 
only tests the avant-garde’s ability to refl ect critically on its own position in 
social and cultural hierarchies but also exposes the inability of subsequent 
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writers and historians to move beyond the limited scope of disciplinary 
history so as to place these events into a wider network of discourses.

To correct some of the misunderstandings, it will be useful to intro-
duce a set of references that rarely fi gure in conversations about American 
experimentalism and performance in the 1960s. This requires a trip into 
histories of the Left, the civil rights movement, and popular music styles. 
I shall construct a reading of the 1964 demonstrations along the axes of 
three diff erent narrative threads in the life of Flynt. These should be under-
stood not in isolation but as interrelated moments in a more general move-
ment away from European and European American high culture. Two of 
these threads were the competing musical imperatives that pulled at Flynt 
between 1961 and 1965. The fi rst was the search for artistic or musical 
activities so new and strange as to be not only outside of or beyond any 
existing idiom but also at risk of no longer qualifying as “music” at all. 
This search, informed and infl uenced by the downtown experimentalism 
of John Cage and La Monte Young, also involved revised defi nitions of 
performance, as the boundaries separating music from other media were 
signifi cantly blurred in this milieu. The second thread led from Flynt’s 
initial exposure to jazz in the late 1950s to his involvement in vernacular 
and commercial U.S. musics, particularly such African American styles 
as the blues, R&B, and early rock ’n’ roll, as well as classical and folk 
music from the rest of the world. I will show how both of these threads 
involved a critique of European-U.S. high culture, and how Flynt eventu-
ally abandoned the downtown avant-garde quest for the new in favor of a 
roots-music – based populism. Finally, representing the third thread, Flynt 
was led to the 1964 demonstrations by his involvement with the sectarian 
Left that had begun in the second half of 1962 and lasted through 1967.

These three life axes help explain what led Flynt to his anti-Stockhausen 
protests, but this is not to imply that the 1964 events were a culmination 
in Flynt’s development. (Only in the case of the avant-garde impulse was 
1964 a conclusive year.) After tracing this three-part genealogy, I will 
consider the years following the demonstrations to explore the manner in 
which Flynt combined his interest in African American popular music with 
Marxism-Leninism, a synthesis that eventually led to his 1966 political 
rock recordings. Flynt produced these recordings to demonstrate how a 
communist cultural policy ought to sound, and he did not regard them as 
“avant-garde.” Nonetheless, his theoretical treatments of African Ameri-
can vernacular music reveal a continuing interest in such avant-garde 
predilections as formal innovation, newness, engagement with new sound 
technologies, and sonic complexity. In connecting these qualities to the 
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black liberation movement and the wider fi ght against imperialism, Flynt 
sought to rearticulate avant-garde concerns within the context of group 
identity and collective struggles for self-determination.

• • •

Born in 1940 to middle-class parents in Greensboro, North Carolina, Flynt 
majored in mathematics at Harvard in the late 1950s.24 He was also a clas-
sically trained violinist and, along with his close friend and classmate Tony 
Conrad (later a well known violinist and fi lmmaker), became interested 
in the European and American avant-garde. After withdrawing from the 
university in the spring of 1960, he devoted himself to philosophical and 
musical pursuits. He visited New York frequently before relocating there 
permanently in 1963. He soon fell into the circle of artists, musicians, poets, 
and writers that had formed around La Monte Young, who had arrived in 
New York from California in October 1960 and galvanized the post-Cage 
generation of avant-gardists. One interested observer — the composer John 
Edmunds, who curated the Americana Collection in the Music Division of 
the New York Public Library from 1957 to 1961 — described Young in a let-
ter only a few months after his arrival on the East Coast: “You’ll be hearing 
about La Monte Young soon — the farthest out of all the new people. A 
stimulating combination of daring, originality & downright off ensive-
ness. . . . He has the start of an idea that is basically electrifying.” 25

The artists in Young’s circle shared a debt to the aesthetics and philo-
sophical approach of Cage. The older composer’s infl uence was very strong 
by the early 1960s, after the publication of his scores, the distribution of 
his Indeterminacy LP recording, the well-attended twenty-fi ve-year retro-
spective concert at Town Hall in 1958, and, fi nally, the publication of 
Silence in 1961.26 Furthermore, Cage had taught several composers of 
the younger generation in his experimental music composition classes at 
the New School between 1957 and 1960.27 Like Cage, Young took music 
and performance seriously; though provocative and mercurial, he avoided 
showpersonship and any appearance of playing to the crowd.

The elevated and refi ned tone Young often cultivated was summarized 
in a statement that appeared on programs and fl yers for a concert series 
he curated with Yoko Ono and held in her Chambers Street loft: “the 
purpose of this series is not entertainment.” 28 The series began 
in December 1960 and continued through the spring of 1961, presenting 
Ichiyanagi, Mac Low, Young, Richard Maxfi eld, Simone Forti, Robert 
Morris, Joseph Byrd, and Dennis Lindberg. Flynt traveled from Boston for 
the fi rst two concerts, which featured the composer and saxophonist Terry 
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Jennings. It was Flynt’s fi rst face-to-face meeting with Young, though the 
two had corresponded for about a year. They discussed music and philoso-
phy, and Young read him some of his new “word pieces,” works consisting 
of simple directions or koanlike imagery and written on index cards.29 
Among the best-known of these pieces are Composition 1960 #7, which 
off ers a single dyad of B and F∏, with the direction “to be held for a long 
time”; Composition 1960 #5, which instructs the performer to let loose a 
butterfl y into the performance space; and Composition 1960 #15, which 
consists solely of the text “This piece is little whirlpools out in the ocean.” 30

Flynt was attracted to these pieces because they seemed to suggest a 
link between avant-garde aesthetic practice and Flynt’s own interest in 
logical contradiction and the impossibility of language.31 Excited by the 
possibilities he identifi ed in Young’s work, Flynt soon began to write word 
pieces of his own, some of which he circulated later in 1961 in the form of 
a four-page “anthology.” These works display little of Young’s poetic style 
and read more like detailed instructions for an avant-garde high school sci-
ence class. Some bear the distinct infl uence of John Cage: “To experience 
this composition, one must be alone in a quiet, darkened room. Relax, 
and accustom oneself to breathing slowly so that one’s breathing will be as 
quiet as possible. Then put one’s fi ngers in one’s ears and close one’s eyes. 
Listen to the very low sound (subsonic vibration) and the medium high — 

high noise (the sound of one’s nervous system in operation), and ‘look’ at 
the changing pattern of light and dark.” 32

Flynt and Young also bonded over their interest in contemporary jazz. 
Flynt had been a self-described “classical music snob” at Harvard, but 
he was introduced to jazz by one of his classmates in the late 1950s. 
Though his opinion was neutral on most of what he heard, Flynt loved 
John Coltrane; it had been Young who pointed Flynt to the saxophon-
ist’s playing on Cecil Taylor’s “Double Clutching.” 33 At the same time, 
however, Flynt was interested to learn about other U.S. vernacular musics; 
he read Samuel Charters’s 1959 text The Country Blues and sent away for 
the accompanying recorded anthology. This music, unlike jazz, had enor-
mous impact on Flynt. As was the case for many young whites during these 
years, Flynt’s encounter with black music was a “conversion” experience: 
“I heard that, and it completely turned me all the way around. Totally. 
From that moment on . . . I’ve been . . . a conscious, dedicated enemy of . . . 
‘the European vision,’ ” he recalled with a smile.

Flynt also admired Ornette Coleman and was intrigued by the saxo-
phonist’s abandonment of the changes. Young thought Coleman had gone 
too far, but then Young had been involved with jazz much longer than 
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Flynt had.34 According to Keith Potter, “Jazz was Young’s fi rst love, and 
though not a direct infl uence on most of the fi rst compositions he would 
now regard as his own, it dominated his musical activities as a teenager.” 35 
Young continued playing the alto saxophone in college, and he was also 
active in small combos, forming his own group with guitarist Dennis 
Budimir, bassist Hal Hollingshead, and drummer Billy Higgins. He even 
sat in with the likes of Don Cherry and Coleman during these years.36 
(Coleman has no specifi c memory of this meeting but allows that, as he 
played with countless musicians during his time in Los Angeles, it certainly 
could have taken place.)37

In addition to playing the alto sax, Young also began in the mid- to late 
1950s to develop a personal blues style on the piano, which Potter describes 
as “a continuous alternation of the chords in the left and right hands.” 38 
This piano music — often referred to as “La Monte’s Blues” — performed a 
repetition of the classic blues harmonic pattern, I – IV – I – V – IV – I, without 
a set duration for each chord; Young would sit on a single chord for an 
indeterminate amount of time before moving to the next.

Flynt, too, had been practicing the piano, and he had worked out a 
“translation” of Coleman’s saxophone playing for the instrument. By the 
time he met Young, in fact, Flynt had already devoted himself fully to 
improvising in the adventurous style of free jazz — or, at least, in his own 
very idiosyncratic version of the post-bop language. Since he had no real 
training in jazz musicianship and deliberately avoided the bebop lyricism 
of his musical role models, Flynt’s “out” playing during this period sounds 
more like disarticulated noise.

When Flynt appeared on Young’s concert series on February 25 and 
26, 1961, he had planned to play his Coleman fakes for the entirety of the 
fi rst evening, which was advertised as an informal “experimental concert.” 
(He later described the night as “unstructured, improvised time-fi lling.”)39 
According to Flynt, the Coleman piano piece was unsuccessful because the 
audience was so “square.” 40 He spent some time pacing the fl oor, consider-
ing what to do next, and then began improvising, fi rst on a clarinet he 
borrowed from the composer Richard Maxfi eld and then on homemade 
instruments, one consisting of two toothpicks and the other of a rubber 
band.41 According to the dancer Yvonne Rainer, “The outstanding event 
of the evening was Henry Flynt holding a taut rubber band up to his own 
ear and plucking it.” 42

Flynt recounts arguing with Cage after the concert, when he told the 
older composer that he was giving up “composition” to pursue jazz and 
R&B. After Cage was informed that Bo Diddley and Chuck Berry were 
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R&B singers (according to Flynt, Cage was unaware of this), Cage asked, 
“Well if that’s what you’re interested in, then what are you doing here?” 43 
Cage had a point. Despite their importance to the postwar generation of 
poets and painters, African American jazz and vernacular musics were 
anathema to an experimental music scene seeking to mark the properties 
of spontaneity and improvisation as its own (Young’s jazz playing notwith-
standing).44 For his second concert at Ono’s loft, Flynt performed more 
traditional, notated scores — a piano piece in modifi ed tablature format 
and a violin work consisting solely of notes stopped between the end of the 
fi ngerboard and the bridge; both works were destroyed about a year later.

On March 31, Flynt produced a concert at Harvard’s Paine Hall of 
works by Young, Morris, and Maxfi eld. Flynt considered signifi cant the 
pieces by Young, who had planned his compositional output for the whole 
year to consist of twenty-nine pieces based on his famous Composition 
1960 #10 (“Draw a straight line and follow it”). The majority of these 
pieces were “written” on a date that had not yet arrived. Flynt was drawn 
to the idea that “in logical terms, [Young] was going to follow a rule which 
he had planned, but which did not yet exist.” 45 Flynt further expressed 
his attraction to such apparent violations of the rules of logic by listing 
his own contribution to the event as possibly Henry Flynt. Inspiration for 
Flynt’s nonevent can be traced the December 1960 Jennings loft concerts a 
few months earlier, for which Young had written a piece titled An Invisible 
Poem Sent to Terry Jennings for Him to Perform. Many years later Flynt 
wrote, “It was a composition whose only tangible record was its mention 
on the program. . . . As the culture, the ordainments, dematerialize, they 
will not be registered unless one accepts the premise of sincerity.” 46 Flynt’s 
piece possibly Henry Flynt is reminiscent of a George Brecht piece, Time 
Table Music (1959), in which performers use a train schedule to determine 
moments in time when events may or may not occur; the work could be 
performed in an actual train station, in which case the audience might 
either be completely unaware of the performance or so focused on its pos-
sibilities that any action is interpreted as part of the work. Just as a piece 
of this kind threatens totally to destroy its own boundaries, so, too, did 
Flynt’s listing merely the possibility of his appearance on the March 31 
concert. Flynt refi ned the idea some months later with Work Such That No 
One Knows What’s Going On (1961), which states, “One just has to guess 
whether this work exists and if it does what it is like.” 47

Young concluded the Harvard concert with improvised piano playing. 
Since he was the fi rst musician Flynt had ever met with real jazz or blues 
chops, Young’s playing had enormous impact on the younger musician. 
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Following the concert, Flynt spoke with Young about adding melodic lines 
to his rhythmic piano style. The two agreed to try out some ideas in a 
rehearsal on April 2, at which Flynt played the violin and song fl ute, a toylike 
children’s instrument that he had been practicing extensively.48 Inspired 
by Coltrane, Flynt had developed a battery of extended techniques on the 
instrument that allow for the production of multiphonics, squeaks, and 
squeals. Young continued improvising on the piano in the summer of 1961 
with Terry Jennings on alto sax, but he did not play again with Flynt until 
January 1962.

Flynt continued to experiment with his Coleman-style violin playing. 
Though Flynt destroyed almost all of his earliest recordings during his 
intense anti-art period between 1962 and 1963, a recently discovered tape 
from August 1961, “Tape 14,” provides a fascinating glimpse into his musi-
cal development.49 Both tracks last about eight minutes, and consist of 
Flynt’s solo violin improvisations to the accompaniment of his tapping 
foot, the tempo of which fl uctuates considerably. Though it is impossible 
to be certain, his instrument sounds as though it had been set up in the 
open tuning B∫  – F – B∫  – F.50 The middle perfect fourth almost functions 
like a drone, but it is not heard often enough to function in this capacity. 
Lacking anything resembling a melody, Flynt’s playing consists mainly of 
double-stops and shrieking glissandi up and down the fi ngerboard. The 
style is quite varied throughout both takes, but legato textures are far more 
prominent than “chop-chop” fi ddling strokes. We hear many overtones 
and scratchy noises, played with manic, messy abandon. About six minutes 
into the second take, Flynt hints at a repeating two-beat riff  for about 
twenty seconds, but this is the closest he comes to referencing Young’s 
rhythm piano style; repetitive, periodic riff s would not become a central 
feature of Flynt’s musical vocabulary until later in the 1960s.

In early June 1961, Flynt delivered a lecture on the subject of newness 
to a small audience in Young’s apartment. The ideology of novelty was 
prevalent during this period; Tony Conrad later recalled, “In short, there 
was a dare in the air, and the most fundamental matters were repeatedly 
being brought to task by the most successful exponents of the tides of 
change.” 51 In Young’s “Lecture 1960,” which he delivered in California 
in 1960, and which bears more than a passing resemblance to the stories 
of Cage’s Indeterminacy, he declared, “I am not interested in good; I am 
interested in new — even if this includes the possibility of its being evil.” 52 
The competitive edge of this quest for originality held even when it came 
to the godfather of experimentalism. Just as Cage had set himself apart 
from European modernists as the most advanced composer on the stage of 
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history, so too did Young elbow his way to the front of the line, noting in 
the “Lecture” that “it is often necessary that one be able to ask, ‘Who is 
John Cage?’ ” 53 The poet Diane Wakoski, with whom Young had traveled 
to New York from Berkeley, later described this dynamic in evolutionary 
terms: “We go against the alpha male, because we want to be the alphas. 
And so, we’ll form our own pack, where we can be the alphas. And then, 
hopefully those other alphas will come and either fi ght with us, or join us, 
or acknowledge our equality.”

In his June 5 lecture, Flynt contended that newness cannot be the sole 
criterion for judging the value of a work of art because it is a quality 
applied approvingly to a thing that already “has some major value quite 
irrespective of ‘newness.’ ” 54 That is, these artworks were already valued as 
art. For this reason, Flynt concluded, newness is a secondary characteristic 
of a work, one determined by context. Valuing newness by itself mistakes 
the context that makes novelty meaningful for a substantive matter. These 
realizations were important for Flynt because they set the stage for consid-
ering newness — which he still thought was an important quality — outside 
the context of traditional or avant-garde art making. Lifting the qualities 
of strangeness, originality, novelty, and innovation away from aesthetic 
practice, Flynt was moving toward concept art and, later, his theory of 
private aesthetics, called “brend.” 55

Flynt’s “Essay: Concept Art,” from the summer of 1961, was the next 
important step in his development.56 In an interview about the essay with 
Christer Hennix many years later, Flynt refl ected specifi cally on the kind of 
paradoxical play of Young’s word pieces, as well as the structural gaming 
of Cagean chance operations and indeterminacy:

[T]he point of the work of art had become some kind of structural or con-
ceptual play. . . . The audience receives an experience which simply sounds 
like chaos but in fact what they are hearing is not chaos but a hidden struc-
ture which is so hidden that it cannot be reconstructed from the performed 
sound. . . . So I felt that the confusion between whether they were doing music 
or whether they were doing something else had reached a point where I found 
that disturbing or unacceptable.57

Flynt attempted to resolve this situation by developing the idea of concept 
art. “ ‘Concept art’ is fi rst of all an art of which the material is ‘concepts,’ as 
the material of for ex[ample] music is sound,” he wrote. “Since ‘concepts’ 
are closely bound up with language, concept art is a kind of art of which 
the material is language.” 58 The idea for concept art, the author explained, 
comes from two antecedents: “structure art” and mathematics. For Flynt, 
structure art was a vestige of the medieval period and before, when music 
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was believed to be a branch of scientifi c knowledge, along with geometry 
and astronomy. Flynt names fugue and serialism as modern musical exam-
ples of structure art. In his denunciation of these forms, Flynt leaves little 
doubt about his point of view: “[B]y trying to be music or whatever (which 
has nothing to do with knowledge), and knowledge represented by struc-
ture, structure art both fails, is completely boring, as music, and doesn’t 
begin to explore the aesthetic possibilities structure can have when freed 
from trying to be music.” 59 If we stop referring to structure music as music, 
Flynt reasoned, we will see “how limited, impoverished, the structure is.” 
Flynt located concept art’s second antecedent in mathematics. In his earlier 
philosophical manuscripts he had concluded that logical truth does not 
exist, and this premise freed him up to approach the work of mathemat-
ics diff erently. “[S]ince the value of pure mathematics is now regarded as 
aesthetic rather than cognitive, why not try to make up aesthetic theorems, 
without considering whether they are true.” 60 Flynt concluded the essay 
with the suggestion that the word art should apply only to art for the emo-
tions, whereas concept art could be a new, independent activity — “throw 
away the crutch of the label ‘Art,’ and . . . crystallize unprecedented, richly 
elaborated activities around unprecedented purposes.” 61 Concept art, then, 
was about lifting the layer of structure from art making and developing 
structure’s own possibilities.

In June 1961, Young moved his concerts from Ono’s loft to the AG 
Gallery, located on Madison Avenue and owned by Maciunas. When Flynt 
appeared there on July 15, he off ered a concept art work, Innperseqs, 
and told the audience about his new piece, Exercise Awareness-States.62 
Innperseqs was an experiment in individual perception that involved the 
tracing of haloes that appear around small lights when looked at through 
fogged-up glasses; Flynt wrote the score in the language of formal logic, 
complete with defi nitions and conditional statements. Exercise Awareness-
States, which Flynt retitled Mock Risk Games for publication in 1966, is 
a series of amusing games and activities for a single person or couple to 
perform alone; the work was not intended to be performed in front of an 
audience — Flynt merely read the manuscript at the July 15 event. Game A1 
gave the directive “Walk across the lighted room from one corner to the 
diagonally opposite one, breathing normally, with your eyes open. You are 
suddenly upside down, resting on the top of your head on the fl oor. You 
must get down without breaking your neck”; game A5 instructed “Walk 
across the lighted room. . . . The room is suddenly fi lled with water. You 
have to control your lungs and swim to the top. Wear clothes suitable for 
swimming”; and game AA1, scored for a couple, directed: “Face each other 
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at a distance and walk toward each other. The other’s head fl ies off  and 
hurtles at you like a cannonball. It can swerve up or down, so that you will 
be hit unless you jump aside. The time you have to jump is about the same 
no matter what your distance from the other is, because the head acceler-
ates rapidly.” 63

Exercise Awareness-States was infused with a droll sense of humor. 
All the while, Flynt was searching for “new modalities,” activities that are 
not “true” but nonetheless meaningful and new in a nonaesthetic sense. 
Addressing the preparations required in a game where gravity is supposed 
to reverse itself and the participant fall to the ceiling, Flynt wrote, “I am 
interested in dealing with gravity reversal in an everyday environment, 
where everything tells you it can’t possibly happen. Your ‘preparation’ for 
the fall is thus superfi cial, because you still have the involuntary conviction 
that it can’t possibly happen. Mock risk games constitute a new area of 
human behavior, because they aren’t something people have done before, 
[and] you don’t know what they will be like until you try them.” 64 Flynt 
was careful to locate Exercise Awareness-States outside the context of 
public performance of any kind. This was perhaps the most important 
aspect of the work; these exercises could be unprecedented only if they no 
longer relied on the “crutch of the label ‘Art.’ ”

Most of Flynt’s activities in 1961 — the concerts at Ono’s loft and Har-
vard, the lecture on newness, and the development of concept art and 
Exercise Awareness-States — were governed by concerns and dispositions 
of the avant-garde circle around Young, which Flynt summarizes as (1) a 
nonsensational, noncareerist “quest for refi ned sensibility,” (2) an obsession 
with “newness” and its eventual crisis, (3) the discovery that an artwork 
could be clever rather than sentimental, and (4) an experimental practice 
that would disrupt and collapse the traditional distinctions among media, 
performance, and disciplines.65 Flynt’s work during this year responded to 
each of these concerns and grew out of the work and statements of Cage 
and Young. “Whatever one thinks of this agenda, it was decisive for me at 
the time,” he later wrote. “One has to get one’s mind around these posi-
tions established by Young: otherwise, what came concurrently — such as 
concept art and its exchanges — cannot possibly be understood.” 66 Always 
a reactive thinker, Flynt’s aesthetic projects were responses to the concerns 
of the community. Flynt put it even more strongly when he avowed, “I 
thought I was explaining to them what their own professed goals meant. 
That was my purpose. If you want to talk about [being] ‘infi nitely and 
unsurpassably modern and radical’ . . . then let me tell you what you have 
to do. It does not involve ballet! It does not involve composing an opera!” 
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That his works and ideas were met with indiff erence and (at times) ridicule 
led Flynt to suspect that other experimentalists were not truly committed 
to discovering a new, unsentimental aesthetic practice for which there was 
no mold. His loss of confi dence in the avant-garde continued into 1962, 
when he turned more explicitly toward an anti-art position.

Flynt’s musical activities prior to 1962 were governed as well by his inter-
est in jazz and love of black popular music, and this trajectory, too, continued 
into 1962. On January 8, at a benefi t concert for AN ANTHOLOGY, the 
collection of scores, poems, and writings that Young was compiling, Flynt 
sat in playing the song fl ute at the Living Theatre with Young, Jennings, and 
Billy Higgins.67 The following day, Young and Flynt recorded three duets, 
with Young on piano and Flynt on violin, alto sax, and song fl ute. The 
recording of this event reveals that Flynt’s contributions consisted almost 
solely of nonpitched scrapes, screeches, and squawks. The session could 
be considered a fourth attempt at producing his own version of Ornette 
Coleman’s innovations, following the February 1961 piano transcription at 
Ono’s loft, the duet of April 1961, and the August violin recordings. Young 
stuck relatively close to a repeating twelve-bar blues pattern, but Flynt 
had directed him to alter his usual swinging triplet subdivision to a faster 
duple subdivision characteristic of such early rock ’n’ roll players as Little 
Richard.68 This direction represented a change from Young’s predilection 
for jazz to Flynt’s interest in more popular commercial styles, a transition 
in musical vocabulary that itself symbolized emerging social and cultural 
diff erences between the two friends.

Although Flynt had only once attended a live jazz performance and had 
never experienced live R&B or rock ’n’ roll, he was eager to take his and 
Young’s act into the clubs. Young was not a populist, however, and refused. 
A California beat, Young was in some ways a true free spirit — into drugs, 
jazz, and world music. Notwithstanding, he was also a scion of the elite 
musical establishment who had studied with Stockhausen in Darmstadt 
in 1959 and come to New York on a travel grant from the University of 
California, Berkeley. Though jazz may have held transgressive allure for 
Flynt because of the escape it off ered from traditional European elite cul-
ture, Beats like Young valued jazz for almost the opposite reason, as an 
alternative elite culture separating them from the middle-brow masses. 
As Wakoski, Young’s partner at the time, put it many years later, jazz 
was “really wonderful, innovative, better than popular . . . entertainment 
music. And I liked it because it was played in dark nightclubs, by people 
who seemed to have intellectual ideas about why they were playing music, 
as opposed to the pop music culture of the time.” After 1962, Young began 
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his work with the Theatre of Eternal Music, perhaps the closest he ever 
came to the sociomusical arrangement of a rock band, but the group only 
performed at private concerts and in art galleries.

Clearly, Flynt and Young were headed in opposite directions: Flynt 
toward the commercial practices of popular musics and the populist ideol-
ogy of folk music, and Young toward the rarefi ed settings of institutional 
patronage and traditional cultural establishments. In a 1968 interview, 
Young stated, “The reason I discontinued my work in jazz was to prog-
ress into more serious composition.” 69 Such a statement would have been 
unthinkable from Flynt. The ideological gulf between the two men never 
closed, and with the exception of one encounter in 1969 or 1970, the 1962 
recording session was their fi nal collaboration.70 In my interview with him 
about forty-fi ve years later, Young recalled, “I remember when Henry 
came to my apartment at Bank Street . . . it would be in 1963, I think. 
Could have been earlier. But he was saying that his type of people were 
just going to come and machine gun people like me down, because I was 
just a dirty capitalist [laughs]! . . . When Henry was demonstrating against 
Stockhausen, I wasn’t convinced that it was the accurate move.”

The diff erence between the two was no doubt exacerbated by Flynt’s 
explicit anti-art position, which he began to make public in the late spring 
of 1962.71 A May 15 lecture at Harvard considered “the acognitive” — 

that is, art and anti-art. It marked the debut of his theory of “acognitive 
culture,” which he would later term “Veramusement,” before fi nally, in 
spring 1963, settling on “brend.” Christian Wolff  and Conrad attended the 
May 15 event, as did Young, who had driven up from New York with two 
friends from the Warhol circle.72 In a letter to Jackson Mac Low shortly 
afterward, Flynt wrote, “A major diffi  culty in getting this group to under-
stand the essay was that they were just a group of serial + indeterminate 
composers: they just weren’t interested in thinking about anything outside 
serial + indeterminate music (when I stopped talking, the conversation 
immediately reverted to Earl [sic] Brown, Bussotti, and the like).” 73 This 
lecture seems to have been unsuccessful; a second lecture on June 5 in 
Flynt’s temporary apartment in the East Village, was advertised in a fl yer 
as an event that “hopefully will clear up the widespread misunderstanding 
of the earlier version.” 74 Mac Low, Cage, and Virgil Thomson were in 
attendance, and a spirited argument followed Flynt’s presentation, with 
Mac Low leading the charge. Flynt later recalled that the three composers 
looked at a copy of Flynt’s four-page anthology of text pieces. “And they 
were saying, ‘Well, if what you’re talking about is these little pieces, then 
that’s alright.’ That was acceptable. There was confusion about whether 
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brend was these little instructions, or whether it was no art at all. Of 
course, it was no art at all.” 75

The theory of acognitive culture, a theory of recreation distinct from 
the twin areas of art and entertainment, proceeded from Flynt’s belief 
that mathematics and “serious culture” are “discredited activities.” Flynt 
believed that he had proved mathematics, logic, and language to be self-
contradictory systems, and his training in logical positivism led him to 
regard high cultural and avant-garde art making — both examples of “acog-
nitive” culture, because they do not carry knowledge — as governed by pre-
tensions to scientifi c knowledge and art’s status as a marker of prestige 
and refi nement. The institutionalized activities of serious culture, such as 
composing a fugue or some other accepted form, are not recreation, accord-
ing to Flynt, because they fulfi ll social expectations.

His idea of acognitive culture, on the other hand, is purely inward 
directed and no longer governed by a sense of social obligation; the activi-
ties that could be called acognitive culture are the ones that are done only 
because they are liked by the individual. Flynt does not give examples of 
such activities, but I suspect that he must be thinking of small, nontheatri-
cal, or prosaic events, not unlike the Fluxus word pieces of Brecht (“Turn 
on a radio. At the fi rst sound, turn it off ”) or Knowles (“Make a salad”). 
The crucial diff erence between Flynt and those two artists, however, is that 
Flynt formulated his concept as an extension of the avant-garde project and 
as a dialectical sublation of what came before. He wrote, “My proposal 
can now be seen to be plausible, that one give up the discredited activities, 
all established real right activities which would otherwise be retained as 
quasi-recreation; and have in their place ‘nothing,’ except one’s acognitive 
culture, or rather recognition of it.” 76 He understood his theory not only 
to open up new spaces for aesthetic or recreational experience but also to 
replace prior trappings of art making and entertainment such as scores, 
recordings, performances, and so on. In the race to create art that was new, 
inventive, and strange, acognitive culture would always place ahead of the 
“discredited activities” of serious culture, because acognitive culture took 
as axiomatic that an individual’s personal likings could not take any pre-
existing form. Whatever the merits of Brecht’s or Knowles’s activities, the 
nature of those activities as performances kept them from being examples 
of acognitive culture.

Acognitive culture was also a response to the crisis of the new that fol-
lowed Young’s celebration of the concept of the new in his “Lecture 1960.” 
Young observed that if we defi ne “good” as what we like, which is the only 
defi nition he uses, and if we are only interested in “good” art, then we will 
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experience that which we like again and again. For this reason, he stated, 
he was more interested in the new than in the good. But Flynt countered 
that if we truly explore what we like, we must throw out the possibility of 
using art or music by other people, because one individual’s just-likings can 
never be borrowed from those of another. In fact, he argued, concentrating 
on the private world of one’s just-likings was the only way to ensure that 
the product would be new. In his account of this period, Flynt later wrote, 
“To prevent serious misconceptions, I must say that my anti-art theory was 
a philosophical argument that if taste is subjective, then nobody is more 
able than me to create an experience to my taste. . . . I was serious enough 
about this to have destroyed my early artworks in 1962; and thereafter 
I did not produce art.” 77 The subjective nature of aesthetic taste, Flynt 
argued in his 1968 pamphlet “Art or Brend?” creates a situation where an 
individual values the art object because he or she “likes” it. “It supposedly 
has a value which is entirely subjective and entirely within you, is a part 
of you.” 78 A contradiction arises because the object is also outside of the 
individual and therefore “is not you or your valuing, and has no inherent 
connection with you or your valuing. The product is not personal to you.” 
Flynt eventually settled on the term “brend” to describe the experiences 
that escape this contradiction of interiority/exteriority. “Consider all of 
your doings, what you already do,” he instructs. “Exclude the gratifying of 
physiological needs, physically harmful activities, and competitive activi-
ties. Concentrate on spontaneous self-amusement or play. That is, concen-
trate on everything you do just because you like it, because you just like it 
as you do it. . . . These just-likings are your ‘brend.’ ” 79

By the end of 1962 and into 1963, Flynt was concentrating on brend, 
coupling it with an increasingly fi erce anti-art attack. Flynt perceived the 
persistence of the traditional components of art or performance, such as an 
audience, conventional media or forms, and the ritual of a public concert, to 
be a harmful residual expression of social obligations, intellectual snobbery, 
and plain corniness. Flynt believed that the possibility of art’s being liqui-
dated in favor of more avant-garde or useful activities was very real. “I felt 
challenged by a can-you-top-this competitiveness which focused on ideas,” 
he wrote. “The ante was raised further when ‘anti-art’ was spoken of.” 80

Anti-art sentiment was also encouraged by Maciunas, who was an 
ardent admirer of the Soviet Union and in 1962 began to promote himself 
as the leader of a new movement called Fluxus.81 Though initially planned 
as a magazine, Fluxus soon developed into a loose aggregate of artists 
and musicians whose work was situated between conventional media. The 
friendship between Flynt and Maciunas was important because, as Flynt 
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wrote many years later, “Only one person echoed my ideas approvingly in 
1963: George Maciunas.” 82 Oren explains the sympathy shared by Flynt 
and Maciunas during these years: “Perhaps because both partly issued 
from the same milieu, brend shared with Maciunas’s notions of this period 
an anti-authoritarian impulse, a prizing of authenticity of experience, and 
a certain purist scorn both of art as an institution and for the Bohemian 
pretensions of artists’ lives.” 83 Whereas Flynt had arrived at his anti-art 
position after a considerable amount of thinking and writing, Maciunas 
was a showman, who gleefully attacked high art through neo-dada spec-
tacles. As Goodman perceptively noted in her Village Voice profi le of Flynt 
and Maciunas, the two men “fi nd common ground [only] in their hatred 
of Western serious art.” 84 Moreover, Dick Higgins’s description of Flynt in 
a letter from the spring of 1963 — “[H]e’s ostensibly a Maoist but really an 
ultra, he counts the West as including the Urals and wants the whole thing 
swamped” — points to Flynt’s remarkably early identifi cation with (Maoist) 
Third-World anti-imperialism, a marked contrast to Maciunas’s lingering 
dedication to mid-century Soviet centralization.85

In the fall of 1962, Flynt worked on a manuscript summarizing his 
attack on art and substitution of “veramusement” for traditional aesthetic 
experience.86 Flynt presented the ideas in the manuscript, titled From 
Culture to Veramusement, in a pair of events on February 27 and 28, 1963. 
The fi rst was a series of three anti-art demonstrations at the Museum of 
Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Philharmonic Hall 
at Lincoln Center (these demonstrations preceded his anti-Stockhausen 
pickets by more than a year). Flynt enlisted his friend Tony Conrad and 
Conrad’s roommate, the fi lmmaker Jack Smith, to picket outside each 
institution with signs bearing the slogans “Demolish Serious Culture!” 
“Destroy Art!” “Demolish Art Museums!” “No More Art!” “Demolish 
Concert Halls!” and “Demolish Lincoln Center!” The Fluxus artist and 
composer Benjamin Patterson was on hand to off er support and encourage-
ment, and the demonstrators handed out announcements of the second 
event, a lecture to be delivered by Flynt the next evening.87

Visitors to the lecture — including Zazeela, Young, Wolff , Mac Low, 
Wakoski, Robert Morris, and the composer Serge Tcherepnin — entered 
De Maria’s loft by stepping on the face of Leonardo’s Mona Lisa, printed 
as a doormat for the occasion. Photographs and placards from the previous 
day’s demonstration were on display, but the main event was Flynt: his 
performance lasted over three hours. According to the printed announce-
ment, he began at about 8:00 p.m. by laying out preliminary concepts and 
discussing the phenomenon and price of “serious culture.” After a short 
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intermission, he then delivered his critiques of newness, mathematics (and 
structure art), “literary culture,” and the continuing existence of discrete 
artistic media. Finally, after a second intermission, Flynt read what he con-
sidered to be the pièce de résistance: “Veramusement,” which included con-
siderations of conventional amusement, free time, boredom, and “liked” 
work. Flynt provided a defi nition for the term on the fl yer advertising the 
lecture: “ ‘veramusement’ is every doing of an individual which is not 
naturally physiologically necessary (or harmful), is not for the satisfaction 
of a social demand, is not a means, does not involve competition; is done 
entirely because he just likes it as he does it, without any consciousness that 
anything is not-originated-by-himself; and is not special exertion. (And is 
done and ‘then’ turns out to be in the category of ‘veramusement.’)”

In the spring of 1963, Maciunas circulated the infamous Fluxus News-
Policy Letter No. 6, which contained suggestions for a range of aggressive 
propaganda actions, including mailing dozens of bricks — C.O.D. — to art 
museums, abandoning stalled trucks at major intersections, and blocking 
the entrances to museums and galleries with deliveries of rented chairs, 
tables, lumber, and other large goods.88 The follow-up issue, Fluxus News 
Letter No. 7, was issued in a rush to quell the uproar: “Newsletter 6, seems 
to have caused considerable misunderstanding among several recepients 
[sic]. This newsletter 6 was not intended as a decision, settled plan or 
dictate, but rather — as a synthetic proposal or rather a signal, stimulus 
to start a discussion among, and an invitation for proposals from — the 
recepients (which it did — partly).” 89 The follow-up newsletter included 
proposals from Tomas Schmit, Nam June Paik, Flynt, and Mac Low for 
a Fluxus festival that was then being planned. Schmit and Paik off ered a 
variety of pranks and confrontational public performances, and Mac Low 
explicitly responded to the suggestions of the previous newsletter, plead-
ing that the group should forge “association[s] with positive social action 
& activities, never with antisocial, terroristic activities such as sabotage 
activities proposed in newsletter 6.” The poet specifi ed that Fluxus should 
support strikers, locked-out workers, and peace demonstrations. Further, 
he advocated agitation against the war in Vietnam, U.S. aggression toward 
Cuba, nuclear testing, racial discrimination, and capital punishment. Mac 
Low did not off er details about how an art movement could participate 
in such socially conscious goals, but Flynt’s suggestion directly addressed 
the place of art in culture: “Last culminating festival event, in largest hall, 
largest audience — a lecture by Henry Flynt: dennouncing [sic] all Fluxus 
festival activities as decadent serious culture aspects & expounding his 
brend doctrine and campaign.” 90
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Flynt’s musical production had all but ceased during this intense period 
of anti-art, and he had destroyed his notated compositions, as well as all 
his early recorded roots music experiments except the previously discussed 
“Tape 14”.91 But by the end of the summer 1963 he was once again practic-
ing the violin. He was heartened by the publication of Amiri Baraka’s Blues 
People, which, like Charters’s The Country Blues, signifi cantly infl uenced 
his thinking. In Baraka’s groundbreaking social history of black music in 
the United States, Flynt found an unlikely source of support for his brend 
theory of private aesthetics. Baraka observed, “Blues was a music that arose 
from the needs of a group, although it was assumed that each man had his 
own blues and that he would sing them. As such, the music was private and 
personal. . . . [I]t was assumed that anybody could sing the blues.” 92 Baraka 
described the professional blues musicians of the 1920s as perfectly bal-
anced between the private, personal aesthetics of folk or “primitive” blues 
and the smoother emotional appeal of professional entertainment.93 His 
explanation seemed to open up the possibility of recuperating the practice 
of public performance that brend had explicitly repudiated over the previ-
ous year and a half.94 As Flynt noted many years later, “African-American 
music was wry, astringent, spiritually profound. . . . It was exemplary in 
another way: being an ethnic music, its most vital exponents, I believed, 
were sometimes amateurs. So perhaps there could be a deep culture which 
did not depend on professionals and stars.” 95 Moreover, the profundity and 
complexity that he cherished in black music gave the egalitarianism of the 
amateur an animating urgency that Flynt found lacking in what struck him 
as the trivial gestures of Fluxus performance.

In addition to perceiving the book to be an independent reinforcement 
of brend, Flynt also found in Blues People support for his attacks on Euro-
pean art and music. In one passage concerning the noisy theatricality of 
R&B saxophone players, Baraka made a passing reference to the kind of 
riff -based minimalism that Flynt would soon pursue himself: “The riff  
itself was the basis for this kind of playing, the saxophonist repeating the 
riff  much past any useful musical context, continuing it until he and the 
crowd were thoroughly exhausted physically and emotionally. The point, 
it seemed, was to spend oneself with as much attention as possible, and 
also to make the instruments sound as unmusical, or as non-Western, as 
possible.” 96 After reading Blues People, Flynt began to employ the category 
“non-Western” (or “non-European”) more frequently in his attacks on high 
culture, which became not simply arguments about how to achieve new-
ness but also critiques of European cultural imperialism and ethnocen-
trism. Following Baraka’s example, Flynt now understood his two favorite 
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genres, R&B and hillbilly music, to be “non-European”; indeed, on the 
leafl et for his April 1964 demonstration, he lists these two genres alongside 
the music of Japan, India, and Africa as examples of the cultural traditions 
ignored or insulted by Stockhausen.

On Christmas Day 1963, Flynt recorded a solo violin performance called 
“Acoustic Hillbilly Jive,” the fi rst documentation of a new, idiomatic style 
that he had been practicing. The piece begins with a rather inexpertly 
plucked riff  accompanied by a background foot stomp; it soon transitions 
into a sort of duet between his left hand, using a hammer-on technique 
adapted from the guitar to articulate a repeating pattern on the fi ngerboard, 
and his right, which uses the bow to scrape out wild counterpoints that 
occasionally settle into polyrhythm patterns. In this section, Flynt seems to 
be recreating the duets he played with Young, but now arranged for a single 
player. The third section consists of country fi ddling, several minutes of 
static repetition that served as a homage to Young. Flynt ends the piece 
with an “out” exploration of noisy glissandi on all the strings, producing a 
chorus of shrieking overtones. The work is transitional in Flynt’s oeuvre, 
containing abstract noise explorations, Young-infl uenced riff  repetitions, 
and the avant-rural sound that would eventually capture Flynt’s lasting 
interest. Fittingly, it was the fi nal step before the April 1964 demonstration.

The trajectory of Flynt’s development in the post-Cage downtown 
avant-garde represents one important path to the 1964 demonstrations. 
His theories of concept art and brend both developed out of the aesthetics 
of Young’s circle of artists and musicians — indeed, Flynt believed that they 
were the necessary extensions of this community’s concerns for newness 
and its anti-art sympathies. For a few years between 1961 and 1964, it 
seemed that traditional art practices might well dissolve permanently, and 
Flynt was theorizing a world beyond this breakdown. Concept art and 
brend were attempts to think about aesthetics without the ordainments of 
high culture or conventional performance expectations, and when com-
posers and artists continued to rely upon these conventions — even com-
posers in the avant-garde such as Stockhausen — Flynt regarded them as 
philosophically dishonest and politically reactionary.

• • •

Concurrent with Flynt’s familiarization with jazz and black popular music 
and his involvement in downtown experimentalism was his growing com-
mitment to the political Left. The music led him there. In an interview, 
Flynt recalled that although his initial attraction to rural vernacular music 
was emotional and aesthetic, he realized even then that there was some-
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thing “appropriately leftish” about the repertoire. Of course, folk music 
and the blues had long been linked with progressivism, with performers 
such as Lead Belly, Woodie Guthrie, and Pete Seeger becoming icons of 
the socialist movements in the 1930s and 1940s.97 In 1974 Flynt explained, 
“There is a social validity for real ethnic music which for me is like social-
ism; in that both of them are concerned with the welfare of the collective.” 98 
By the end of the 1950s, Flynt had also made the association between free 
jazz and liberation movements, writing many years later, “As for me, I 
was wildly enthusiastic about Coleman. Indeed, free-form jazz appeared 
concurrently with a sudden upsurge of the civil rights movement.” 99

Mac Low had given Flynt’s name to the Marxist-Leninist Workers 
World Party (WWP) sometime in early 1962, and soon after Flynt began 
receiving and reading their newspaper, Workers World. A highly secre-
tive and hierarchical organization, WWP split off  from the Trotskyite 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) some years after the Soviet invasion of 
Hungary in 1956; WWP supported the invasion, whereas the SWP viewed 
the incident as an unsuccessful workers’ rebellion against Soviet control. 
Although WWP agreed with the Trotskyite commitment to a post-Stalin 
reconstitution of the global class struggle, the organization also supported 
the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, arguing that a strong Soviet state 
could provide crucial support to fl edgling Marxist revolutions around the 
world. As a statement in the fi rst issue of the party’s newspaper put it, 
“The Russian, Chinese, and East European proletariat . . . have established 
states of their own, no matter how deformed. And it is our bounded duty to 
defend them with all our might.” 100 The party favored action over critical 
discourse and theory. Having organized one of the earliest demonstra-
tions against the Vietnam War, WWP displayed the kind of commitment 
to anti-imperialism and Third World Marxism that is usually associated 
with the second half of the 1960s.101 The Worker’s World Party should not, 
however, be considered a part of the New Left movement. Though it was 
constituted only a few years before the Port Huron Statement of 1962 and 
the founding of Students for a Democratic Society, WWP was much more 
dogmatic than the students, antiwar protesters, Free Speech advocates, 
and militant civil rights activists in the New Left. The party’s leadership, 
particularly its founders Sam Marcy and Vincent Copeland, had emerged 
from the industrial labor base in Buff alo, even though the party’s member-
ship was no longer drawn from this sector of the working class.

In the pages of Workers World, Flynt read articles about anticolonial 
struggles in Africa, Southeast Asia, South America, Cuba, and the Carib-
bean. He also would have learned about one Marxist interpretation of 
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the civil rights struggle, based on the premise that African Americans in 
the South were an oppressed nation with full rights to self-determination. 
Robin D. G. Kelley has noted, “If there is one thing all the factions of the 
twentieth-century American Left share, it is the political idea that black 
people reside in the eye of the hurricane of class struggle.” 102 Kelley shows 
that this notion was the hard-won result of a black radical tradition that 
included individuals such as W. E. B. Du Bois, C. L. R. James, and Richard 
Wright, as well as organizations such as the African Blood Brotherhood 
and Marcus Garvey’s United Negro Improvement Association.103 This tra-
dition also included (but was not limited to) the participation of black intel-
lectuals in the Communist Party. In his infl uential study Black Marxism, 
Cedric Robinson explains that despite Lenin’s call to recruit U.S. black 
intellectuals into the workers’ movement throughout the 1920s, the Ameri-
can Communist Party (CPUSA) could only see the racial consciousness 
of black radical groups as ideological backwardness and an obstacle to 
true revolutionary class consciousness. They would, however, be overruled 
by the Comintern, which had been convinced by an international Negro 
Commission in 1922 that the world movement against colonialism and 
imperialism had to include the racial struggle of diasporic Africans in gen-
eral and African Americans in particular.104 In 1928, when the Comintern 
offi  cially recognized the “black belt” counties in the American South as an 
oppressed nation, they cast the civil rights movement as one of nationalist 
liberation.

Though the Communist leadership withdrew the “nation-within-a-
nation” thesis in 1958, that thesis remained a crucial principle for black 
radicalism outside the CPUSA in the 1960s, when it received new support 
and theoretical force from Mao Tse-tung.105 It was also of critical impor-
tance to the majority-white membership of Workers World Party, who 
framed the global class struggle along the axes of imperialism and capital-
ist European-U.S. colonial expansion. A 1965 Workers World headline 
declared, “In Selma, Bronxville, and Vietnam: The Enemy Is the Same!” 106

WWP’s commitment to black nationalism as an important component 
of the international struggle against racist imperialism continued through-
out the 1960s and beyond. In a 1972 ideological résumé, leader Deirdre 
Griswold put it like this: “We support the right of the Black nation to 
choose whatever form of relationship to the United States will best advance 
their struggle for liberation from oppression: that is, the right to integrate, 
separate, federate, or any other political path.” 107 Before the slogan “Black 
Power” emerged in the summer of 1966, sectarian groups such as Workers 
World Party consistently supported militant black radicalism, most con-
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spicuously in their advocacy for Robert F. Williams, president in the late 
1950s of the Monroe, North Carolina, branch of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).108 An eff ective leader 
and organizer, Williams built the branch into a disciplined organization 
with a reputation for militancy (owing to the large number of veteran 
members, who, in Williams’s words, “didn’t scare easy”).109 In response 
to escalating threats from the Ku Klux Klan, the Monroe chapter took 
up arms and, in one dramatic incident, repelled the Klan in an extended 
fi refi ght. In 1959, after a Monroe jury acquitted a white man of assault 
and attempted rape of an African American woman, Williams famously 
responded, “This demonstration today shows that the Negro in the South 
cannot expect justice in the courts. He must convict his attackers on the 
spot. He must meet violence with violence, lynching with lynching.” 110 The 
statement was repeated in newspapers across the nation, and Williams was 
soon suspended by the national offi  ce of the NAACP, who insisted that the 
organization did not advocate violence. After leading a series of desegre-
gation protests and nonviolent demonstrations, Williams was forced to 
leave North Carolina in 1961 to escape a trumped-up kidnapping charge. 
He was off ered political asylum in Cuba, where he and his family lived 
until 1965, when they moved to China. The SWP had by 1958 set up a 
front organization to raise funds and provide legal assistance to Williams 
(who spearheaded legal aid for Monroe’s African American population 
for years prior to the 1959 incident).111 Although the details of internal 
disagreements in the party may never be known, it appears that a faction 
that would later become WWP was the most vocal on this imperative. As 
WWP leaders wrote in 1959, “It is our tendency that has taken the initiative 
to build a revolutionary group in the South. And we are the fi rst tendency 
to have done it.” 112

Workers World was fi lled with reports on Williams’s activities from 
1959 until the late 1960s, in some cases printing his articles and speeches. In 
the summer of 1962, WBAI Pacifi ca radio in New York aired several times 
a four-and-a-half-hour interview with Williams that had been recorded by 
Marc Schleifer a few months earlier. Like many left-leaning intellectuals in 
New York at the time, Flynt heard the interview and was deeply aff ected. 
Schleifer was a beat poet and journalist who had become radicalized in 
the early 1960s. (He was also the fi rst husband of Marian Zazeela, who by 
1963 had married La Monte Young.) In spring 1960, Schleifer founded the 
literary journal Kulchur, editing it until his political commitments — among 
them writing for the Monthly Review and Studies on the Left — drew him 
away to other projects.113 It was during a one-year visit to Cuba in 1961 
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and 1962 that he recorded the interview with Williams. The leftist pub-
lisher Carl Marzoni heard the WBAI broadcast and subsequently published 
an edited version, titled Negroes with Guns, which became one of the 
enduring documents of the civil rights movement.114 Flynt probably came 
to know Schleifer personally as the latter was something of a hero in the 
New Left movements. As the chief organizer of the May 2nd Movement — 

Progressive Labor’s front organization to recruit beats, hippies, and other 
underground youth cultures into the party — Schleifer was known for his 
Third World sympathies, as well as for assembling the May 2nd Movement 
militia, the fi rst left militia in the United States. Despite his political sympa-
thies, however, Schleifer, when asked to join Flynt’s September 1964 dem-
onstration against Stockhausen, recalls not having been able to understand 
why the German composer should be targeted.115 Nonetheless, Schleifer’s 
presence as one of only six picketers should have been a clue to Fluxus sup-
porters that the issues in play extended beyond mere intertribal feuding.

In the spring of 1963, a few months after the publication of Negroes 
with Guns (which he recalls avidly reading), Flynt visited his parents in 
Greensboro and witnessed a civil rights demonstration, which profoundly 
aff ected him. He sent a letter about the experience to Workers World, 
which was subsequently printed as an article.116 In the piece he declared, 
“It was one of the great experiences of my life.” He mentions asking some 
protesters for their opinion of Williams’s advocacy of self-defense: “They 
didn’t seem to think it was necessary. . . . But as one youth said cagily — 

‘Not yet, anyway.’ ” 117

His commitment to WWP brought Flynt to New York permanently in 
May 1963; he soon took a properly proletarian job — as messenger — and 
began taking part in such party activities as demonstrations, marches, 
and meetings. The leafl et for the April 29 demonstration described at the 
opening of this chapter reveals that by 1964 Flynt had assimilated the lan-
guage and concepts of orthodox Marxism. “Stockhausen is a lackey of 
the West German bosses and their government, just as Haydn was of the 
Esterhazys,” he wrote in that leafl et. “Like all court music, Stockhausen’s 
Music is of course a decoration for the West German bosses.” 118 Although 
Flynt’s rhetoric is clearly informed by the terms of class struggle, he 
also makes a subtle point about the modality of Stockhausen’s musical-
theoretical domination. The leafl et begins by referring to a lecture that 
Stockhausen had given at Harvard in 1958 that Flynt and Conrad attended. 
At this time Flynt was only beginning to be interested in jazz, but by 
1964 he had retroactively become enraged by the composer’s patronizing 
remarks on jazz: “Stockhausen contemptuously dismissed ‘jazz’ as ‘primi-
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tive . . . barbaric . . . beat and a few single chords’ . . . and in eff ect said 
it was garbage.” 119 In Flynt’s eyes, Stockhausen did not consider jazz to 
be music, or at least not music of any signifi cance. Through his lectures 
and journal Die Reihe, Flynt argued, Stockhausen articulated a vision of 
music that only included his own in dialogue with that of other avant-garde 
European composers. The music of the rest of the world did not exist — or, 
in the words of Die Reihe contributor Wolf-Eberhard von Lewinski, it 
“can be summed up by adding a question-mark after ‘music.’ ” 120 By calling 
attention to the gaps and silences in Stockhausen’s musical discourse, Flynt 
was attempting to reinsert subaltern musical traditions into the discussion 
and thus to place Stockhausen and his colleagues in the context of a global 
hierarchy of cultures created by European imperialism.

This motivation became more pronounced in the extraordinary Septem-
ber leafl et “Picket Stockhausen Concert!” — one of the most audacious 
documents on politics and the avant-garde to come out of the 1960s.121 
Here Flynt emphasizes imperialism, and specifi cally the way that art music 
has supported European claims to global supremacy by “develop[ing] the 
most elaborate body of ‘Laws of Music’ ever known: Common-Practice 
Harmony, 12-Tone, and all the rest, not to mention Concert etiquette.” 
Flynt points to Alfred Einstein’s denigrating statements on jazz as an exam-
ple of a powerful apparatus that produces the standards by which musical 
value is assessed.122 Stockhausen is singled out as a target of Flynt’s cri-
tique because, unlike the “rich U.S. cretins Leonard Bernstein and Benny 
Goodman,” the German composer is “a fountainhead of ‘ideas’ to shore 
up the doctrine of white plutocratic European Art’s supremacy.” In 1962 
or 1963, Flynt might have attacked this music because it made false claims 
to originality, or because it was pretentious. Now, in 1964, he believed that 
the social pretensions of high culture played a crucial role in European 
global domination.123

The fi nal two sections of the September leafl et bundle together Flynt’s 
experiences in the avant-garde and the radical Left with his passion for 
black popular music. Even intellectuals who are resistant to high culture, he 
warns, are held in bondage by the arbitrary myths supporting the suprem-
acy of European art, “surrounded by the stifl ing cultural mentality of the 
social-climbing snobs.” Flynt’s directions on how to break these bonds of 
snob culture make direct reference to his previous anti-art crusades: “The 
fi rst cultural task of radical intellectuals, especially whites, today, is: (1) 
not to produce more Art (there is too much already).” Finally, naming his 
enemy along the intersection of race, nation, and class that was common 
in the rhetoric of WWP, he proclaimed, “The fi rst cultural task is publicly 
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to expose and fi ght the domination of white, European – U.S. ruling-class 
art!” In a later essay titled “The Politics of ‘Native’ or Ethnic Music,” Flynt 
explained this position yet more clearly: “[The dismissal of ethnic music as 
primitive] has to be interpreted as a political act, as an integral part of the 
‘white man’s burden’ doctrine invented to justify European colonialism in 
Asia and Africa.” 124

Although the signifi cance of the 1964 demonstrations has been clouded 
by the partial and incomplete understanding of critics and historians, the 
events make complete sense in light of the three primary aspects of Flynt’s 
work in the early 1960s. His avant-garde aesthetics — brend and concept 
art — contributed to his anti-art projects of 1962 and certainly to the 1964 
protests. Along with his dialectical relationship to the avant-garde, Flynt’s 
musical allegiances were shifting to black popular traditions, which he 
had begun to see as an alternative to the solipsistic aesthetics of brend. 
The fact that Stockhausen ignored non-European musics in his writings 
was signifi cant to Flynt in light of the antiracist, anti-imperialist ideology 
of Workers World Party. These impulses interconnected and combined to 
motivate Flynt’s public intervention against European music. I therefore 
regard as untenable Medina’s assertion that “the signifi cance of [Flynt’s] 
politics has been overestimated in relation to his anti-artistic project.” 125 
This statement attempts to limit the meaning of Flynt’s critique in the 
1960s but in fact reveals its own limits of interpretation, particularly in 
regard to the dynamics of race and anti-imperialism that were so important 
for Flynt’s position.126

As Flynt told a radio interviewer in 2004, “Here I’m deciding that the 
best musicians in the U.S., possibly doing some of the all-time best records 
are on the bottom rung of the status ladder. What conclusion do you draw 
from that? . . . One had to become socially involved, I thought. You had the 
civil rights movement, you had the Cuban revolution, you had the Vietnam 
war, you had . . . an African political awakening, the so-called ‘year of 
freedom,’ 1960, in which many colonies gained their formal independence. 
At that time, all of this was the same thing to me.” 127 Indeed, in the same 
manner that WWP was making global connections in its class analysis 
(“In Selma, Bronxville, and Vietnam: The Enemy Is the Same!”), Flynt 
was combining insights and conclusions from various separate discourses, 
using brend to infl ect his understanding of the blues, the race/class analysis 
of the Left to critique the avant-garde, and eventually black popular music 
to attack the Left’s cultural Eurocentrism. His growing appreciation for 
the revolutionary nature of black vernacular musics would become crucial 
to this last attack.
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• • • 
Flynt spent the next few years as a party worker, attending meetings and 
demonstrations and occasionally speaking for the WWP in forums on the 
race and colonial question.128 From 1964 to 1966, he also wrote for Workers 
World, and even edited the newspaper for a few weeks in 1965. His numer-
ous articles, written under the pseudonym Henry Stone, fall into three 
categories: reports on civil rights demonstrations and crimes throughout 
the United States, accounts of decolonization and nationalization in Africa 
(Zanzibar, the Congo, South West Africa), and longer background pieces 
on imperialist aggression in Laos, Vietnam, and Indonesia. In July 1966, he 
interviewed three black leaders for the paper on the subject of Black Power 
and what it meant to them: Ivanhoe Donaldson, the leader of the New 
York City chapter of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 
or SNCC; the civil rights activist Jim Haughton; and Mae Mallory, who 
was associated with Williams in Monroe and, like Williams, fl ed from and 
eventually beat a false kidnapping charge.129 In one of his last stories for 
the paper, he reviewed a SNCC benefi t concert at the Village Gate, where 
Stokely Carmichael shared the stage with groups led by Marion Brown, 
Jackie McLean, and Archie Shepp. “The juxtaposition of Carmichael’s 
high political awareness with a score of the black community’s musicians 
was a logical, timely, and refreshing development,” he wrote.130 The review 
brought the fi rst mention in Workers World of music — or any of the arts.

The support that Workers World Party gave to the civil rights move-
ment and black radicalism was part of a long history of white involve-
ment with Afri can American freedom struggles. The relationship between 
whites and blacks in the movement was often tense, and by the 1960s many 
black radicals felt that their cause was being coopted and superseded by 
the imperatives of white Marxism. Harold Cruse, for example, questioned 
the collaboration between the Trotskyists and the civil rights movement 
when he wrote, “This ‘alliance’ is meant to build the Marxist party, not the 
Negro movement, in order to rescue the Marxists from their own crisis.” 131

Flynt, too, was interested in enrolling black intellectuals in his anti-
imperialist cultural campaign, meeting with A. B. Spellman and Baraka 
to discuss his ideas about music and, in the latter case, to convince Baraka 
to join the April 1964 demonstration. “I probably thought that I had a 
message,” Flynt later recalled, “and I expected this message to galvanize 
them. And it didn’t.” But unlike many white radicals who endeavored to 
direct African American freedom struggles from afar, Flynt focused most 
of his attention on launching a postcolonial critique of his own immediate 
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circle, the composers and artists of the white avant-garde. As he explained 
in his Village Voice interview, black jazz musicians and writers should be 
encouraged to go their own way, while their white counterparts “should 
devote themselves solely to the propagation of Afro-American art forms 
in white intellectual circles.” 132 Although a certain devotion to African 
American culture was certainly not uncommon among white subcultures 
of this period, Flynt’s explicit, anti-imperialist, leftist politics distinguished 
him from the white hipster fi gure analyzed by Ingrid Monson and others.133

It was becoming apparent to Flynt, however, that his enemy was not 
only European serious culture but also the cultural Eurocentrism of the 
Left. In WWP, cultural matters were not a priority; there was no cover-
age in Workers World, and the offi  cial organ of Soviet propaganda in the 
United States, Soviet Life, reported only on festivals of heroic folk art and 
the occasional performance of a great Russian symphony. Flynt insisted 
that the Left’s love of Woodie Guthrie – style folk music had to be brought 
up to date:

I just found it absolutely shocking, because Workers World had deliberately 
latched on to the black issue . . . , and yet the fact that there was an entire form 
of music which was created in the United States by these people that they were 
advocating for just completely bypassed them. . . . I said, “You cannot go on like 
this, with like Beethoven and Pete Seeger. . . . [T]he cultural revolution is right 
under your nose, right here at Atlantic Records. That’s the culture of revolution.”

In 2004, Flynt recalled the diffi  culty he had in trying to present this critique 
to the party leadership: “They would try to switch you off  to the world 
crisis or something like that as a way of not having to think about whether 
Shostakovich symphonies are really getting it done.”

In fact, following the somewhat confusing 1964 demonstrations, Flynt 
was advised by the head of WWP not to introduce a new theory in the fl imsy 
form of a leafl et. His project lacked political clarity, he was told, and if he 
wanted to make a complex theoretical statement, he should do so in a more 
substantial document. This admonition led to Flynt’s writing the pam-
phlet “Communists Must Give Revolutionary Leadership in Culture.” 134 
Designed by Maciunas, the publication made a striking impression: the 
bold text treatment sprawled out over four wide columns of body copy, and 
the whole thing was folded four times and banded to a one-inch-thick slab 
of styrofoam, which was included to illustrate Maciunas’s ambitious idea 
for mass-produced housing. It was published by World View, the imprint of 
Workers World, whom Flynt had persuaded to lend their logo to the project; 
Workers World off ered no other support for the publication. 
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“Communists Must Give” was Flynt’s most developed statement on 
culture and politics during the 1960s; it shows evidence of his wholesale 
estrangement from the Left on the cultural question, even though his 
suggestions for cultural policy were steeped in Communist rhetoric and 
Maciunas’s cult of effi  ciency. Flynt set out three conditions that he thought 
revolutionary culture must meet: fi rst, increase the productivity of labor; 
second, promote the equality of all workers and reduce the stratifi cation of 
labor by nationality or other categories of false consciousness; and third, 
bring workers to grips with reality and eliminate “escapism in culture.” 
Flynt investigated these three conditions in a range of cultural practices, 
including the “applied arts” (industrial design), music (together with danc-
ing and poetry), fi lm, theater, visual arts, and fi ction.

f igu r e 5. An advertisement that ran in the Village Voice, 
March 3, 1966.
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The section on music, by far the longest in the pamphlet, presented 
Flynt’s case for the radical nature of popular musics. Although he listed 
styles from Jamaica, Africa, Brazil, India, and Cuba, his focus was on 
African Ameri can popular music, which he referred to in the language of 
the times as “street-Negro music.” For Flynt this was not a narrow cate-
gory, however; rather, by his defi nition it “includes every authentic popular 
music in the world today, except the European or Anglo-American, which 
is simply washed up.” It was important to Flynt that this music could not 
be reconciled with European bourgeois art. In a swipe at folk heritage 
festivals and the like, he writes, “Further, it must be absolutely clear that 
street-Negro music is not ‘folk art.’ ” Flynt agreed with the widespread 
judgment of “folk art” as antiquated, humble, and pathetic, and he argued 
that because the music of Buddy Guy, Bo Diddley, John D. Laudermilk, 
and the Trashmen did not fi t that defi nition, it was therefore not “folk.” 
Crucial to Flynt’s argument about the modernity of black popular music 
was the technological basis for its many innovations. The music not only 
uses “advanced instruments,” among them many types of electric guitars 
and electric organs, but also engages with such cutting-edge electronic 
recording techniques as reverberation and overdubbing, and relies on radio 
stations for distribution. For Flynt, these technological investments posi-
tioned “street-Negro music” in the vanguard of musical evolution. In short, 
he wrote, “Street-Negro music rocks; European bourgeois Modern Art 
(and ‘folk art’) doesn’t.”

Following this section, Flynt turned his attention to the internal dynam-
ics of Communist cultural policy. In his preparatory study for the pam-
phlet, where he presumably had more room for clarifi cation, he responded 
to the prevailing Communist attitude that the jazz avant-garde was too 
antipopular, and R&B too decadent and hedonistic, to support: “But 
the truth is that authentic culture of an oppressed nation, whether of a 
national bourgeoisie or of the toilers, even if not overtly political, is more 
revolutionary as a cultural symbol than a ‘politically correct’ expression in 
an Art Form of the imperialists.” 135 The problem, he maintained, was that 
Communists retained signifi cant sympathies for European court musics. 
To address this unacceptable situation, Flynt off ered several suggestions: 
Communists should begin listening to R&B and rock ’n’ roll radio pro-
grams; they should replace their classical music recording collections; 
and they should only play street-Negro music at parties, which ideally 
would take the form of dances. Only after the Communists have inte-
grated street-Negro music into their lives will it be possible to address their 
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complaint that this music is decadent and manipulated by the bourgeoisie. 
“Somebody will have to encourage an open call to rebellion in the lyrics.”

That “somebody,” it turned out, would be Flynt himself. By late 1965, 
he was not only theorizing and writing about the relationship between 
Marxist anti-imperialism and black popular music, he was also beginning 
to put his ideas into practice. After learning the rudiments of guitar play-
ing from Lou Reed, Flynt began writing explicitly political rock ’n’ roll 
songs, cobbling together a pickup band, the Insurrections, that consisted 
of the sculptor Walter De Maria on drums, Art Murphy (who would later 
appear on Steve Reich’s classic Four Organs album) on keyboards, and 
the jazz bassist Paul Breslin.136 Flynt played guitar and sang. The band 
recorded about ten songs in three sessions during the fi rst half of 1966, a 
collection of material that Flynt hoped would show Workers World Party 
exactly how the movement’s music should sound. This necessitated Flynt’s 
reinventing himself as a Gramscian organic intellectual (he did not use this 
term). In his 1980 essay “The Meaning of My Avant-Garde Hillbilly and 
Blues Music,” he wrote, “For me, innovation does not consist in composing 
European and academic music with inserted ‘folk’ references. It consists in 
appropriating academic or technical devices and subordinating them to my 
purposes as a ‘folk creature.’ An outstanding prototype of this approach 
was Bo Diddley’s use of the electric devices of pop music to project the 
Afro-American sound.” 137 Noting that “these repertoires are the voice of 
the unsubjugated autochthon,” Flynt admired the iconoclasm and inherent 
rebelliousness of U.S. popular musics. His avant-gardist allegiance to pro-
gressivism persisted, however, and he aimed to extend these traditions as 
Coleman and Coltrane had extended the language of jazz. “Of course the 
musical languages of the autochthonous communities need to be renewed — 

to absorb new techniques and to respond to changing social conditions — 

and they also need to be refracted through an iconoclastic sensibility, an 
ennobling taste.” 138 In his own music, Flynt’s “new techniques” included 
opening blues and country to extended melodic improvisation, eliminating 
chord progressions, incorporating extreme glissando and ornamentation, 
and dividing the beat non-arithmetically, as is characteristic of African 
American music — all of which, for Flynt, made this music more complex 
than “serious composition.”

Flynt was no Chuck Berry, and the songs were not exactly radio friendly. 
Nonetheless, the combination of Flynt’s splintered guitar style and De 
Maria’s rollicking approach to the beat created an unusual sound, which 
is perhaps more at home in histories of garage, punk, or no-wave than in 
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those of R&B and electric blues. Young’s infl uence can be heard in the 
extended static harmonies on many of the tracks; Flynt’s lyrics make up in 
clarity what they lack in poetry. In “Uncle Sam Do,” he sings,

Nobody talk peace like Uncle Sam do
Nobody talk peace like Uncle Sam do
Uncle Sam talk peace, and drop napalm on you.

Nobody hate Africa like Uncle Sam do
Nobody hate Africa like Uncle Sam do
He send d’ C.I.A. to make uh rightist coup.

Uncle Sam stores his H-bomb in your town
Uncle Sam stores his H-bomb in your town
If it chance to go off , you’ll never be found.

Set uh fi re under Uncle Sam’s feet
Set uh fi re under Uncle Sam’s feet
Burn baby burn till he feel uh heat.

In other tunes, Flynt celebrates the riots in Watts, criticizes the draft board’s 
targeting of the poor, and fantasizes about the capture and cooking of a 
European missionary in Africa. Flynt was initially inspired by Bob Dylan’s 
“Subterranean Homesick Blues,” which was released in the spring of 1965 
and contained elliptical references to the counterculture and police surveil-
lance, but Flynt’s lyrics are more explicit and to the point.

Flynt was not alone when he called for R&B and other black popular 
styles to be used in spreading revolutionary messages to the workers, but 
no one off ered as developed a justifi cation as he did. Roland Snellings (later 
Mohammed Askia Toure) wrote in October 1965 about “Rhythm & Blues 
as a Weapon,” but his presentation lacked the doctrinal rigor of Flynt’s 
formulation. Snellings’s was a strongly worded but ultimately impression-
istic celebration of the music as a political force: “The Fire is spreading, 
the Fire made from the merging of dynamic Black Music (Rhythm and 
Blues, Jazz), with politics (guerrilla warfare) is spreading like black 
oil fl aming in Atlantic shipwrecks spreading like Black Fire.” 139 Although 
it was common for soul musicians in the late 1960s to play benefi ts, donate 
to civil rights organizations, and speak out for the cause, in the music of 
the early and middle 1960s, historian Brian Ward notes that there was 
little more than “sympathy and synchronicity” with the movement. Baraka 
observed that such songs from the fi rst half of the decade as “Keep on 
Pushin’ ” and “Dancing in the Street” “provided a core legitimate social 
feeling, though mainly metaphorical and allegorical for Black people.” 140 
As Ward concludes in his magisterial study of race consciousness in black 
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popular music, “[T]he claims that Rhythm and Blues provided some sort 
of explicitly running commentary on the Movement, with the men and 
women of soul emerging as notable participants, even leaders, tacticians 
and philosophers of the black struggle, have usually depended more on 
partisan assertion than hard evidence.” 141 (The single notable exception 
is Nina Simone, who wrote the seething “Mississippi Goddamn” in 1963. 
Her refi ned cabaret style, however, was a far cry from the electric sound 
that had so captivated Flynt.)142 Although Flynt cannot be considered a 
real part of 1960s black popular music (I Don’t Wanna, an album of the 
Insurrections material, was not released until 2004), it wasn’t for lack 
of trying; he sent demo recordings of his duets with Young to Atlantic 
Records in 1962 and pitched the Insurrections material to Folkways and 
ESP-Disk in 1966.143

In 1967, Flynt left Workers World Party. He had grown dissatisfi ed with 
the party’s unwavering support for the Soviet Union, and his friend Ben 
Morea, the leader of the anarchist group Black Mask, infl uenced him to 
question the organization’s rigid hierarchy and its stifl ing of open debate.144 
His misgivings were reinforced by a lecture Herbert Marcuse delivered 
in 1967, in which the Frankfurt school philosopher off ered an immanent 
critique of Soviet policy. In the end, Flynt no longer wanted to be a foot 
soldier in WWP, and he gradually dissociated himself from the party. 
Although he told me in 2004 that his sojourn in the dogmatic Left was in 
some sense a compromise to avoid being swept into obscurity, the ideology 
of Workers World Party was important in the development of his anti-
art critique, particularly his attacks on Stockhausen. As the Insurrections 
material shows, he continued to be infl uenced by Young’s pedal-point har-
mony and Coleman’s adventurous approach to improvisation, and these 
infl uences informed Flynt’s music for years to come.

• • •

“Freedom” was a ubiquitous word in the 1960s. Musicians experimented 
with open form, improvisation, alternative performance sites, and chance 
operations as ways to achieve or enact models of freedom. As Sally Banes 
describes in Greenwich Village 1963, the artists, dancers, musicians, fi lm-
makers, and poets of the downtown avant-garde pursued a politics of 
personal liberation.145 Charlotte Moorman, who produced the 1964 per-
formance of Originale that was the target of Flynt’s protest, expressed a 
succinct version of this political outlook when she told Goodman, “We’re 
more concerned with our own artistic production than with answering 
their manifestos.” 146 This abstention from politics and ideology, Andreas 
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Huyssen has reminded us, was itself deeply ideological and perhaps 
explains why Fluxus artists had such a hard time understanding or accept-
ing Flynt’s and Maciunas’s demonstrations. “It is signifi cant to a historical 
understanding of Fluxus,” Huyssen writes, “that end-of-ideology politics 
held sway in the two front-line countries of the cold war — the Federal 
Republic of Germany and the United States — much more strongly than 
it did in France or England, where the political and intellectual Left was 
still a palpable presence. This would explain why Fluxus had its major 
forcefi elds in the United States and Germany.” 147

Downtown experimentalism’s limited notion of freedom was also at 
odds with the prevailing tendency of the 1960s toward collective action 
and group formation, beginning with the black liberation struggle, the 
women’s movement, and the other new social movements of the mid- and 
late 1960s. As Morton Feldman wrote in 1969, “Before determining just 
how much art should or should not infringe on social life, let us remember 
that social life never infringes on art. In fact, social life doesn’t give a 
damn about art.” 148 In this context, Flynt’s sustained engagement with 
the relationship between art making and the social sphere registered as 
quixotic at best.

My objective is not to reduce the productive mess found at the inter-
section of politics and music to a rigid distinction of who is, or is not, 
“political.” I am, however, concerned with explaining why Flynt’s work 
was misunderstood and even ignored, and in this regard it makes sense 
to point out how limited the white experimental view of politics could be. 
Flynt’s interlocutors — whether contemporary, historical, or current — did 
not have the vocabulary, training, or inclination to follow his arguments 
outside the limited sphere of experimentalism itself. As even the astute 
political thinker Jackson Mac Low put it in a 1963 letter to Maciunas, 
“I’m interested, by the way, in Henry as an artist — as the inventor of con-
cept art & as a brilliant instrumental improviser — not as an anti-cultural 
propagandist or as a political thinker.” 149 It was in these latter roles as 
propagandist and political thinker that Flynt so severely clashed with his 
avant-garde interlocutors. “As he led in his own thinking toward a position 
in which systematic cultural production was viewed as corrupt and unfor-
givable, he inevitably and rapidly came into confl ict with fundamental 
personal commitments that other people had made as a foundation for the 
kind of lives they wanted to lead,” Conrad recalled in 2007. “For a number 
of people, this is so alienating as a territory on which to found any discus-
sion, that they throw up barricades right away, as soon as the terms are put 
down, they say, ‘Well, it’s Henry. He’s crazy, or deranged, or whatever.’ ”
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As he became disenchanted with the European American avant-garde, 
Flynt changed his focus from an antiaesthetic utopia beyond “art” itself 
to the more pragmatic possibility of an economic system beyond capital-
ism. But as this pragmatic goal seemed to fade, he reapproached cultural 
production with a diff erent perspective. He later explained, “The utopia in 
human relationships to which my philosophy is directed is unattainable in 
the foreseeable future. Activities are worthy, then, whose contribution is to 
keep the dream alive. To ennoble the cultural media of a non-privileged, 
autochthonous community is a way of ennobling the community itself.” 150 
Flynt’s avant-gardism consisted in embracing the sound language of what 
he took to be his home community — roots music of the rural South — and 
extending it through technological innovation and compositional inven-
tion. This is a rather diff erent view of the artistic vanguard than many of 
us retain; we don’t usually think of Cage or Stockhausen as linked to the 
traditions of a local community. Flynt looked to black performers such 
as Bo Diddley, Jackie Wilson, and Memphis Slim for inspiration, model-
ing his own extensions of U.S. vernacular musics on these earlier artists 
who successfully updated their tradition with new sounds, new technolo-
gies, and new kinds of virtuosity. In this regard, Flynt was more in line 
with theorists of the Black Arts Movement than he was with those of the 
white experimental scene. For example, Baraka’s important essay, “The 
Changing Same (R&B and New Black Music),” attempted to chart a muta-
ble African American essence as it appeared in both R&B and avant-garde 
jazz.151 His goal was to illuminate the role that free jazz played in the black 
liberation struggle and connect this avant-garde form with more popular 
(and, perhaps, more “populist”) genres. Like Baraka and other Black Arts 
writers, Flynt was concerned with repositioning the ideas of innovation, 
advancement, and technical “progress” into the context of group identity. 
As one of the very few 1960s experimentalists to tackle questions of race, 
imperialism, collective struggle, and the role of expressive culture in these 
discussions, Flynt’s campaign to demolish serious culture was bewildering 
to many observers. Enlarging the frame through which we view this cam-
paign not only alleviates this bewilderment but also pushes conversations 
about experimentalism into productive circulation with other trends in 
1960s culture. 
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In the late afternoon of October 1, 1964, Bill Dixon sat in the home of two 
friends on West 91st Street after a long week of hard work.1 The composer 
and trumpeter had been busy organizing a four-night festival of adventur-
ous music to be called the October Revolution in Jazz and soon to take 
place across the street at the Cellar Café. Earlier that year, between May 
and September, Dixon had programmed nearly twenty Sunday afternoon 
concerts at the café, including performances by the pianists Sun Ra and 
Paul Bley, saxophonists Pharoah Sanders and Albert Ayler, drummers 
Rashied Ali, Sunny Murray, and Paul Motian, clarinetist Jimmy Giuff re, 
bassists Barre Phillips and Lewis Worrell, and the Free Form Improvisation 
Ensemble (fl utist Jon Winter, saxophonist Gary William Friedman, pianist 
Burton Greene, bassist Alan Silva, and drummer Clarence Walker).2 “I 
had one rule,” Dixon recalled over forty years later. “Anyone could play at 
the Cellar, as long as they weren’t playing any other place. So right away, 
we got a reputation for a certain kind of music.” 3 The trombonist Roswell 
Rudd, too, remembers the Cellar’s reputation during this period, remark-
ing of the audiences that frequented these shows, “You know, they could 
pay their money and take their chances at the commercial . . . clubs. But at 
least here, they were guaranteed a taste of the unexpected, the unforeseen.”

Although he had been living in New York for many years by 1964, Dixon 
rarely played the established clubs, which presented nationally established 
popular acts such as Woody Herman, Dizzy Gillespie, Gerry Mulligan, 
Nina Simone, Muddy Waters, or the comedian Dick Gregory. Off -night 
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and afternoon dates at such establishments were hard to get, so up-and-
coming players honed their craft in the more open network of cafés and 
coff eehouses that had sprung up in Greenwich Village — among them the 
Four Steps, the White Whale, Café Avital, Le Metro, Harout’s, and Café 
Roué and Take 2, where Dixon had established the music policies.4

In the weeks leading up to the October Revolution concerts, Dixon 
selected and contacted the musicians, worked out the schedule, and placed 
advertisements in the Village Voice, the Villager, and the Columbia Daily 
Spectator.5 By the time the day fi nally arrived, he deserved a break. Then 
the phone rang. It was Peter Sabino, the owner of the Cellar Café and 
Dixon’s partner in the enterprise.

[H]e says, “Bill, can you get over here right away?” I said, “Why?” He says, 
“Just get over here right away.” So I went over, and I got downstairs, and there 
was this huge crowd in the street, between Broadway and West End. So I said, 
“Gee, I wonder what happened.” I got to the Cellar, I walked in, and Peter said, 
“They’re all trying to get in!” That’s the way it was, for the entire thing.

The October Revolution was indeed a great success. Dixon credits the 
low price of admission ($1), the convivial atmosphere they had created 
at the Cellar in the earlier concerts, and the enthusiastic word-of-mouth 
endorsements those concerts had garnered. The number of people who 
attended the Revolution concerts was generally agreed to have been about 
seven hundred. The festival presented about forty ensembles and solo acts. 
Building on the earlier innovations of Ornette Coleman and Cecil Taylor, 
these seventy-fi ve-odd composers were working to extend bebop’s experi-
mental ethos by discarding periodic harmonic patterns and the formulaic 
split between soloist and accompaniment, expanding the basic instrumen-
tations of bop, and composing new pieces instead of reworking old tunes. 
Along with European American composers such as John Cage, Pauline 
Oliveros, Morton Feldman, and La Monte Young, these musicians of 
what came to be called the “New Thing” were developing an aesthetics 
based upon spontaneity and sound over more abstract and computational 
approaches to form.

With the exceptions of Sun Ra, Paul Bley, and Jimmy Giuff re, everyone 
taking part in the festival was relatively unknown; a number of names 
familiar today were then young performers who had yet to record or play 
any of the big clubs.6 Dixon wanted to insure that the musicians on the 
series wouldn’t be accused of riding on the coattails of such more estab-
lished players as Ayler, Taylor, and Coleman. But in spite of the obscurity 
of most of the performers, and a location far removed from the lively net-
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work of cafés in Greenwich Village, the October Revolution drew sub-
stantial crowds and several notable fi gures in the New York scene, includ-
ing Taylor, Coleman, Archie Shepp, Gil Evans, Andrew Hill, Charlotte 
Moorman, Tony Williams, the Village Gate owner Art D’Lugoff , and the 
poet and critic Amiri Baraka (then known as LeRoi Jones). As the writer 
A. B. Spellman observed at the time, “Almost everybody who’s doing any-
thing at all in the way of avant-garde jazz in New York passed through 
the Cellar during these programs, if not to play, then to participate in the 
panels or to listen.” 7 Martin Williams and Dan Morgenstern were present 
to review the event for Down Beat.

In his recollection of the event, Rudd described a mood that combined 
celebration and intensity in equal measure: “I just remember it . . . [being] 
very professional. The players were seriously digging in. . . . Serious busi-
ness. . . . And I don’t mean to make it sound like a funeral. It was anything 
but. What I mean by the word ‘focused’ is a lot of humor, good feeling, 
certain amount of good competitiveness. My recollection is very positive.” 
The feelings of mutual support and goodwill seem to have collided with the 
equally strong tendency toward disagreement during the panel discussion 
that closed each concert.8 The panel themes were “Jim Crow and Crow 
Jim,” “The Economics of Jazz,” “The Rise of Folk Music and the Decline 
of Jazz,” and “Jazz Composition.” 9 Dixon moderated the panels, which 
featured prominent members of the New York jazz community.10 Dixon 
recalled that the discussion centered on issues of work and work privileges: 
the New York Musicians’ Union Local 802’s disregard for jazz musicians, 
the diffi  culty of landing a recording contract or playing date at one of 
the major clubs, the exclusion of African American musicians from the 
lucrative market of television music and commercial jingles, and the white 
monopoly on well-paying club dates in the Catskills and Broadway and 
off -Broadway shows.11 Jazz musicians of all colors were constantly having 
to negotiate unfavorable working conditions, but the panel conversations 
discussed the fact that black players were at an even larger disadvantage. 
“ ‘[J]azz musician white,’ if he could read well enough and knew someone 
like that, he could work with the New York Philharmonic tomorrow, and 
then play a jazz club. . . . The black one was always black, no matter how 
you cut the thing.” 12 The subject of race was not restricted to the “Jim 
Crow and Crow Jim” panel; Dixon remembered that “race later raised its 
head in all of them.” This was perhaps inevitable in the fall of 1964, after 
the Harlem and Bed-Stuy riots, Freedom Summer, and the murder of three 
civil rights workers earlier that year, but race was undoubtedly also a topic 
because the new music was increasingly identifi ed with black nationalism.
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Many years later, Dixon told Ben Young, “I did the October Revolution 
completely by myself . . . for a simple reason. All these writers . . . were 
telling me that this music I saw wasn’t worth anything . . . [, but] I knew 
people could be interested in anything if it was presented to them in the 
proper way.” 13 As we shall see, the New Thing never gained much traction 
in the jazz marketplace, but the October Revolution did launch the careers 
of several musicians and “formalize[d] . . . a coff ee-shop, loft-space, under-
ground, storefront phenomenon,” in the words of Rudd.

The most conspicuous event of this formalization process was the forma-
tion, later in October 1964, of the Jazz Composers Guild. In this chapter, 
I describe and assess the attempt of this organization to reorient the aes-
thetic, social, and economic networks within which their work was situ-
ated. Although the new black music was born and nurtured in downtown 
cafés and bars in the East Village and the Lower East Side, in 1964 and 
1965 the geography of this music had expanded signifi cantly — to midtown, 
where concerts were held at the Galaxy Arts Center on West 58th Street, 
Town Hall on West 43rd Street, and Judson Hall on West 57th Street; to 
the Upper West Side and the Cellar Café; to Harlem, where the Black 
Arts Repertory Theater and School on 130th Street and Lenox Avenue 
hosted performances and outdoor events; and to the more upscale West 
Village, where the Guild produced concerts at the Contemporary Center 
at West 11th Street and Seventh Avenue. These geographical routes out of 
the mainstream jazz clubs in the Village mirrored the expansion and trans-
formation of the socio-aesthetic terrain upon which experimental black 
musicians operated.

In a landscape increasingly defi ned by the juggernaut of youth culture, 
even mainstream jazz was struggling to survive fi nancially. New Thing 
composers did not have the success that Cage and his associates had had 
at defi ning alternative sites of musical production (Judson Church, for 
example) or gaining institutional support for their projects; this was largely 
due to a set of associations that linked black music with commodifi ca-
tion and entertainment, the discursive opposites of “serious” high culture. 
Morgenstern described the music as “a form of 20th-century ‘art music’ 
rather than that unique blend of popular and ‘true’ art that has been . . . 
jazz as we know it,” but that was not how it was generally regarded, and 
New Thing composers struggled to compete in the jazz marketplace 
with Brubeck and Adderley, and in the art marketplace with Cage and 
Moorman.14 (It would be several years before composers working in the 
African American tradition began to garner foundation support.)

The journalist Dan Carlinsky wrote of the October Revolution, “The 
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Cellar is not really a café, but a small concert hall with sandwiches and 
coff ee. It is not really smoke-fi lled, and the clink of paper coff ee-cups can-
not be heard too distinctly.” 15 This characterization of the site as a small 
concert hall goes straight to the issue that Dixon and the other musicians 
were attempting to address: how to create space outside of the entertain-
ment economy of the jazz club for musicians and composers who had been 
denied these opportunities by a racial taxonomy of musical traditions. 
Indeed, Dixon made clear his desire to escape the automatic labeling of 
this music as “jazz”: an advance notice in the Village Voice referred to the 
October Revolution as “a Festival of Contemporary Music, both jazz and 
non-jazz, to focus attention on a segment of the ‘creative underground.’ ” 16

Although racial formation was a key factor in delineating the jazz under-
ground, caught as it was in the space between the entertainment economy 
of mainstream jazz and the racially policed borders of established and 
experimental institutions of high culture, diff erent ideologies of race also 
mediated relationships within the jazz avant-garde. The move toward self-
determination always started with self-defi nition, and attempts at group 
formation based on particular models of racial or interracial understand-
ing inevitably came into confl ict.

• • •

Following the success of the October Revolution, Taylor urged Dixon to 
consider founding the musicians’ collective they had long discussed. It was 
certainly an auspicious moment: for the Revolution, Dixon had gathered 
some of the brightest young players in the jazz underground and presented 
them as a large, polystylistic movement; critics and established musicians 
were taking notice; the music had shown itself capable of drawing sizeable 
audiences; panel discussions had provided the kind of serious and formal-
ized intellectual engagement that musicians in the black avant-garde could 
not fi nd elsewhere; and the Cellar Café could now serve as a base of opera-
tions, removed from the foot traffi  c of Greenwich Village but within walk-
ing distance for the students and intellectuals of Columbia University.17

Under the headline “The October Revolution Continues,” an Octo-
ber 15 advertisement in the Village Voice proclaimed: “Cecil Taylor, Archie 
Shepp, Sun-Ra [sic], Mike Mantler, Burton Green [sic], Roswell Rudd, John 
Tchicai, and Bill Dixon have united as the jazz composers guild with 
the idea in mind that the music as represented by the above-named and 
others must and will no longer remain a part of the ‘underground’ scene.” 18 
Early Guild members included bassist Alan Silva and fl utist Jon Winter 
(both members of the Free Form Improvisation Ensemble), as well as Paul 
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and Carla Bley.19 To qualify for membership, a musician had to lead his or 
her own group; for this reason, Rudd and Tchicai were both members, but 
their New York Art Quartet drummer, Milford Graves, because he was a 
sideman, was not. The pianist Lowell Davidson was an original member, 
but since he lived in Boston (he was then a graduate student in biochemis-
try at Harvard), he was unable to commute to meetings. He deputized his 
trumpet player, Michael Mantler, who had relocated from Boston to New 
York in 1964, to take his place. Carla Bley did not lead her own group, but 
because she wrote the music for her husband, Paul Bley, who had already 
been invited to join, she too was off ered membership. In my interview with 
her, Carla Bley recalled that Giuseppi Logan was asked to join but declined. 
When Dixon and Taylor visited Coleman in late 1964, while the latter was 
on hiatus from playing in public, and asked him to endorse the philosophy 
and activities of the collective, he refused; in a 1965 interview, he indi-
cated concern that organized advocacy might eclipse individual principle.20 
Dixon, Taylor, and Shepp also met with John Coltrane at one point during 
the Guild’s existence to ask if he would consider joining an eff ort to with-
hold jazz music from New York City clubs for one weekend, but Coltrane, 
though sympathetic, did not do so.21

Choosing a name for the new group was a struggle. Each of the three 
words in the fi nal name represented the culmination of considerable debate. 
Silva recalled in 2002, for example, “I had a major problem with the name 
though: I didn’t like the word ‘jazz’ — I always felt it was a bad word, like 
‘ghetto’ — and I didn’t like the word ‘composers’ either. . . . I joined the 
Guild because I thought these musicians were some of the most important 
improvisers  — not composers.” 22 Greene’s allusion to divergences of opin-
ion was relayed by the New York Times reporter John Wilson, who wrote, 
“The Guild’s members have divergent views on as basic a subject as ‘What 
is jazz?’ (‘We went through that for two meetings,’ Greene admitted).” 23 
The word guild was the most contested component, perhaps because, as 
Dixon recalled, few of the other musicians knew what a guild was.24 Dixon 
had researched medieval mercantile organizations and was struck by how 
they integrated the commercial and the aesthetic into a powerful social 
structure that regulated labor and distribution for an entire industry. “They 
were structured in such a way that it brought the art and the artisan closer 
together in dealing with business contracts with people,” he reasoned. “For 
me, it [also] had a much more aesthetically pleasing sound. ‘Union’ is too 
fl at, cold.” Despite his advocacy for the term, Dixon met considerable resis-
tance from the other musicians, who objected to the European provenance 
of the organizations and their implied commercialism.25
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Dixon talked of the need for an organization like the Guild in a fea-
ture interview with Robert Levin in Down Beat in May 1965.26 Although 
the piece ran at the moment when the Guild was dissolving, it remains 
the most complete public statement of the organization’s philosophy and 
objectives. Jazz musicians, Dixon explained, are treated condescendingly, 
ignored, or exploited outright, resulting in an environment of such collec-
tive anxiety and distrust that the pursuit of group empowerment had lost 
ground to individual competition. “Many musicians have been made so 
unstable that if they see their names in print a couple of times, they begin 
to believe, and try to convince you, that the Establishment isn’t really that 
bad,” Dixon told Levin.27 Dixon also voiced a complaint that was increas-
ingly common among jazz musicians, that working conditions in the clubs 
were unfair and cruel. Owners rarely gave avant-garde musicians anything 
beyond a Sunday afternoon or Monday night date, when few people could 
be expected to attend and payment to the musicians was negligible.28

Record companies, Dixon continued, forced musicians to accept mini-
mum scale and often asked the band to cover recording costs. He could 
also have mentioned that record executives frequently controlled which 
compositions were to be included on a release. For example, Shepp’s fi rst 
recording date for Impulse! — a fi nancial and artistic decision that would 
play a prominent role in the dissolution of the Jazz Composers Guild — was 
contingent upon Shepp’s agreeing to include only one of his own composi-
tions. The album that resulted, Four for Trane, consists of four works by 
Coltrane and one by Shepp, “Rufus.”

These working conditions had led to the “absence of representation 
of the most vital elements in the main stream of America’s contemporary 
musical culture,” as Dixon said in his interview with Levin, and the time 
had come for musicians to do it themselves. Dixon went on to outline the 
Guild’s objectives: “[T]o establish the music to its rightful place in the 
society; to awaken the musical conscience of the masses of people to that 
music which is essential to their lives; to protect the musicians and compos-
ers from the existing forces of exploitation; to provide an opportunity for 
the audience to hear the music; to provide facilities for the proper creation, 
rehearsal, performance, and dissemination of the music.” 29

The goals of the Guild could be summarized as exposure, protection, 
and support, but the method that Guild members followed was one of 
disengagement. As Greene told Wilson at the time, “Our idea is to corner 
the market, to take this music off  the market for as long as is necessary to 
establish the kind of relations with the business people that are needed 
to give the music its proper outlets. Meanwhile, we’ll generate our own 
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activities.” 30 Before attempting to negotiate with club owners or major 
record labels, the organization planned fi rst to build a core audience of 
committed listeners through weekly concerts. “I think I was alone in want-
ing to withdraw the music from the market,” Dixon later recalled, “I was 
adamant about that. I wasn’t interested in going out and asking people 
to let us in the door.” 31 Mantler, however, was quick to point out that the 
act of pulling their musical labor off  the market was less audacious than it 
might sound today. He remarked, “There was nothing to withdraw from, 
anyway. There was no market that this music was a part of. . . . There 
wasn’t anyone giving us gigs. That was the whole point. I think ‘withdraw-
ing it from the market’ is a little grandiose.”

The Guild’s rules of disengagement directed the members to refrain 
from recording, or from releasing any preexisting recordings, unless the 
group voted that the project was benefi cial to all members. The long-term 
goal was a major deal with a large label that would benefi t all members.32 
In November 1964, as the Guild was slowly coming into shape, the New 
York Art Quartet (Rudd, Tchicai, Worrell, and Graves) recorded an album 
for Bernard Stollman, the young lawyer who had begun signing up-and-
coming players to one- or two-record deals on his label, ESP-Disk. In 
accordance with Guild rules, Rudd remembered, the recording was held 
back from production until late spring 1965, by which time the Guild was 
dissolving.33

The other primary rule in the organization restricted members from 
accepting a performing gig until approved by vote. Opportunities that were 
well publicized, overly commercial, or part of the New York jazz “establish-
ment” were rejected. Carla Bley recalled that when she and Mantler were 
close to securing the opportunity to write music for the Dave Garroway 
television talk show, they were initially ecstatic. Garroway, the fi rst host 
of NBC’s Today show, had continued, after leaving NBC in 1961, to host 
various talk programs. When Bley and Mantler brought the off er before a 
Guild meeting it was rejected, and Bley recalls being shamed by the other 
members for even considering such an “establishment” gig (in the end the 
opportunity never materialized).34 One-time gigs, on the other hand, had 
a better chance of approval, especially if they were not within New York 
City limits, where the Guild hoped to be a strong presence. Rudd remem-
bered presenting his case for a one-night playing date as a sideperson some-
where in the South: “I brought it up. I said, ‘I need the money. Please think 
about that when you vote.’ ” Rudd’s performance opportunity would not 
promote the Guild as a whole, but it was approved because it was seen not 
to undermine the group’s integrity. Moreover, as the Guild’s rules had been 
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formulated primarily to regulate members’ work as performance leaders, 
the rules were relaxed for sideperson gigs.

In the weeks after the October Revolution, the Guild produced concerts 
by Sun Ra, the New York Art Quartet (then still billed as the Roswell 
Rudd-John Tchicai Quartet), the Paul Bley quintet, the Alan Silva quartet, 
the Archie Shepp septet, and the Cecil Taylor Unit.35 Nearly all of these 
concerts occurred at the Cellar Café (“rapidly becoming the New York 
center of avant-garde jazz activity,” as Down Beat reported), where each 
leader rehearsed his ensemble during the week before the performance.36 
The group also met regularly, about once a week, with the location rotating 
among members’ apartments. On October 30 – 31, the Guild held a nearly 
twenty-four-hour marathon concert to raise general funds and money for 
a new four-day festival at Judson Hall.37 This series of concerts, dubbed 
Four Days in December, occurred December 28 – 31 and featured groups 
led by every member of the Guild.38 The musicians appearing as sidemen, 
a veritable who’s who of young avant-garde jazz players in New York, 
included the saxophonists Jimmy Lyons, Robin Kenyatta, Marshall Allen, 
Steve Lacy, Marion Brown, Pharoah Sanders, and Pat Patrick; the bassists 
Buell Neidlinger, Eddie Gomez, Ronnie Boykins, and Reggie Johnson; and 
the drummers Andrew Cyrille, Rashied Ali, and Graves. The festival also 
introduced the Jazz Composers Guild Orchestra, an eleven-piece big band 
performing the compositions of Carla Bley and Mantler. This group would 
outlive the Guild by many years as the Jazz Composers Orchestra, led by 
Bley and Mantler sporadically into the 1970s.

Wilson reported that the fi rst night’s concert of ensembles led by Taylor 
and Dixon attracted a standing-room-only crowd of over three hundred, 
and that the remaining three concerts drew about half as many.39 Spellman 
described “capacity or near-capacity audiences which were vocally sym-
pathetic to the great bulk of the music played.” 40 The December 31 issue 
of Down Beat, which presumably reached newsstands the week before the 
concerts, announced: “According to a Guild spokesman, the festival will 
be recorded for the organization’s own label, and an initial two-LP release 
will include a track by each of the groups performing at the concerts, with 
the subsequent releases devoted to the individual group; the records will be 
available through subscription and at selected stores specializing in jazz.” 41

Like the October Revolution, Four Days in December was a major suc-
cess and represented one of the signal achievements of the Guild. Judson 
was a sizeable, well-known venue, and members of the Guild cooperated 
to produce these four concerts without help from managers, agents, or 
publicists. Although the double-LP of Guild performances never material-
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ized, the plan to record and self-release excerpts of the festival was, in 
the fi rst weeks of 1965, a virtually unprecedented and exciting possibility. 
Capitalizing on advance stories on the event in Down Beat and the New 
York Times, the Guild was able to attract audience members from across 
the country.42 Word of the festival also drew critics from Down Beat, the 
New York Times, and the Nation, where Spellman presented the fi rst pub-
lished account of the Guild’s history and values and painted a favorable 
portrait of the four nights’ music. This attention led not only to further 
reviews in those publications but also to longer feature articles in Down 
Beat and the New York Times and a review of a Guild performance some 
weeks later in the New Yorker.43

Following the successful October Revolution, the owner of the build-
ing that housed the Cellar Café, perhaps sensing that he had a hit on his 
hands, more than doubled the rent on the basement space. Faced with this 
staggering increase, the Guild sought a new home. After the Four Days in 
December concerts, they settled on the studio of the choreographer Edith 
Stephen, a triangular space at Seventh Avenue and 11th Street called the 
Contemporary Center.44 As it happened, the site was two fl oors above the 
Village Vanguard, a center of major-name jazz in Greenwich Village that, 
during the Guild’s existence, hosted groups led by Max Roach and Abbey 
Lincoln, Thelonious Monk, Ornette Coleman, and Charles Mingus. It is 
unclear how and why this location was chosen, but Dixon recalls having 
been against it from the start. “My feeling was that this put the Guild and 
its presentations in a form of ‘competition’ for audiences that wouldn’t be 
to our advantage.” 45 Nonetheless, the Guild remained at the Contempo-
rary Center for the rest of its brief life and produced thirty-three member 
concerts there — every Friday and Saturday, and by the end of January, 
every Sunday as well.46 

During these months, the group also researched other projects. Accord-
ing to Robert Levin, Rudd, who was voted treasurer at a meeting he was 
unable to attend, corresponded with other performance groups in Detroit, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, DC. Levin also told of a “cam-
paign to get colleges and universities interested in scheduling concerts by 
the members.” 47 In an interview in 2002, Alan Silva said that he was in 
charge of “records and music education” in the Guild, and Val Wilmer 
reported that he “headed a committee researching the record business for 
the Jazz Composers Guild,” but nothing seems to have come of these activ-
ities.48 At one point, Dixon recalled, he and Taylor looked at a fi ve-story 
building on East 65th Street that was on the market for $65,000. Dixon 
wanted to turn the building into a combined recording studio, rehearsal 
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space, and lodgings for visiting musicians. To secure money for the down 
payment, he arranged a meeting with representatives from a few of the 
major record labels, off ering them the opportunity to record all the mem-
bers of the Guild for a package price (somewhere around $100,000); the 
recording companies refused the deal.

During the time of its existence, members of the Jazz Composers Guild 
developed a charter document outlining the rules they had agreed upon, 
but Rudd recalls that the document was not fi nished and distributed until 
the spring of 1965, when the Guild was on the verge of folding. The charter 
was the direct result of the chaotic and often heated meetings that the 
group held: “The constitution was born out of certain needs. It was not 
a thing that was imposed so much, as it kind of arose out of the need for 
order, or direction, consensus,” said Rudd. Other participants chafed at 
the idea of having to “conform” to a formal constitution. Rudd recalls that 
by mid-April, only he, Dixon, and two or three other people were showing 
up at meetings. Soon after, the organization ceased to exist.

• • •

f igu r e 6. The Archie Shepp Sextet performs on a Jazz Composers Guild concert at the 
Contemporary Center, January 1965. From left: Marion Brown (alto saxophone), Reggie 
Johnson (double bass), Shepp (tenor saxophone), and Cliff ord Jarvis (drums). Photograph 
© Steve Schapiro.
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The Jazz Composers Guild began with disagreement, continued with 
dissension, and ended in dispute, anger, and disappointment. Rudd has 
described the meetings as “verbal jam sessions,” with diff erent members 
soloing on long digressions and personal histories, augmented with fre-
quent altercations. “We all got dissed. We were all dissing each other, in 
one way or another. It was unavoidable.” Indeed, Graves described the 
meeting he attended with a single word, “chaos.” These internal disputes 
were obliquely referenced in contemporary press coverage; in an interview 
with Nat Hentoff , Taylor remarked, “It’s hard to get a group of people to 
trust each other, work together and communicate at the deepest level,” and 
Dixon told Levin, “To say that the personalities of any group sometimes 
come into severe confl ict with each other even when the participants are in 
pursuit of the same idealistic goal is a vast understatement.” 49 Frustrating 
and draining as the arguments were, many of the members of the Guild 
recall that they were also productive and cathartic, perhaps inevitable 
in the case of such a collection of extraordinary individuals. Aside from 
the obvious, and unsurprising, gender imbalance in the group, the het-
erogeneity of backgrounds could hardly have been greater. The group 
included African Americans from the South (Shepp and Ra), New England 
(Dixon was born in Nantucket), New York City (Taylor), Bermuda (Silva), 
and Saturn (Ra). John Tchicai was African Danish. Michael Mantler was 
Austrian. The European Americans hailed from Canada (Paul Bley), the 
West coast (Carla Bley, Jon Winter), the Ivy League (Rudd attended Yale), 
and Chicago (Greene, whose Russian Jewish grandparents had been labor 
organizers in New York’s garment district). Most of the members were 
heterosexual, but there were some who manifested nonnormative sexual 
identities (Ra and Taylor).50 With the possible exception of Carla Bley, 
who told me she was still young and impressionable at the time, the Guild 
was an exceedingly brief articulation of fully formed mature individuals. 
“We were not teenagers, you know?” Rudd pointed out. “We were in our 
twenties, thirties. . . . Sun Ra was probably in his forties. Quite a range of 
age and experience, but all very hard-earned.”

Trust was key to the Guild’s survival, but a number of factors com-
bined to undercut trust before the collective was even properly constituted. 
The relationship between Dixon and Shepp had soured, and by October 
1964 the two men were no longer on speaking terms. Though they had 
co-led the Archie Shepp – Bill Dixon quartet from late 1961 to the end of 
1963, Shepp thereafter began working with Don Cherry on trumpet in 
the New York Contemporary Five (initially because Dixon had developed 
problems with his embouchure).51 Tensions between the two arose when 
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two Baraka-penned interview features on Shepp, which ran in Down Beat 
and Jazz during the height of the Guild’s activities, included no mention 
of the organization or its other members.52 Dixon also interpreted Shepp’s 
involvement with black nationalism as careerist, and in a public forum he 
commented that “certain people wouldn’t be quite that willing to identify 
themselves with certain things if it wasn’t timely.” 53

Sun Ra also clashed with several of his colleagues, criticizing the politi-
cal stance of Taylor and Shepp, who “were not talking about Space or 
Intergalactic things. . . . They were talking about Avant Garde and the 
New Thing.” 54 Tchicai, too, recalled disagreements, adding that Taylor 
and Sun Ra argued over who had infl uenced whom.55 John Szwed has 
reported that Sun Ra lost interest in the Guild because he felt that his group 
was doing all the promotion and that some members were not sincere in 
their aims. “He also disagreed with the organizing principle of the group,” 
Szwed writes. “For them to be successful, he thought, someone should be 
serving as the leader.” 56

Trust was further undermined whenever Guild members violated the 
rule about not taking gigs on the side.57 Apart from off -night gigs at the 
bigger clubs, signifi cant opportunities to play were provided by the major 
spokesmen of the young jazz underground, who were all in some ways 
building or defending their infl uence on the same rapidly expanding fi eld 
of musical production. There were three poles of organization and sup-
port — the Guild, Baraka, and Stollman — and each attempted to frame the 
emergent discourse of black experimentalism along diff erent lines. The 
Guild was concerned with presenting music outside of the entertainment 
economy and without the expectation of traditional jazz signifi ers. Baraka 
and the budding Black Arts Movement attempted to forge a black populist 
understanding of free jazz, increasingly linked fi rst to Black Power and 
then to a pan-African cultural nationalism. Given his concert productions 
and record label, Stollman most resembled the traditional impresario, 
albeit one devoted to underground and largely unknown artists.

Baraka was the music’s most prominent voice in the mainstream jazz 
press, and his celebrity skyrocketed after the publication of Blues People 
(1963) and the 1964 premiere of Dutchman (1963). His work with the New 
York Art Quartet in November 1964 produced a recording of his poem 
“Black Dada Nihilismus” over Rudd’s composition Sweet. A few weeks 
later, Down Beat reported that Baraka was holding “informal sessions” in 
his East Village apartment, and that Shepp’s group had performed there 
on December 5 and 6.58 (Shepp lived in the same building at the time.) As 
Baraka’s fi rst wife, the poet and writer Hettie Jones, wrote in her memoir, 
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“[I]ncreasingly the racial balance in our house shifted, as a black avant-
garde — writers, musicians, painters, dancers — became part of the new East 
Village.” 59 The circle around Baraka at this time included his fellow writer 
Spellman, the saxophonists Shepp, Marzette Watts, and Marion Brown, 
the drummer Sunny Murray, and the painters William White and Bob 
Thompson.60

Watts, whose 1969 Savoy album Marzette Watts Ensemble was pro-
duced by Dixon, told an interviewer in 1998 that Baraka’s short-lived, 
protonationalist political action group, the Organization of Young Men 
(OYM), had made a conscious decision to promote Ayler as the next “big 
name” in the music. “Baraka got involved in a move to basically take all 
of the music off  the market, and we would just push one guy; and every-
body agreed it should be Albert,” Watts recalled. “[W]hen things began to 
move, Albert jumped up and went to Denmark. . . . Archie just moved right 
in that spot.” 61 Described by Baraka as “one fl edgling eff ort at building 
some political consciousness downtown,” OYM included Spellman, Shepp, 
writer Steve Cannon, photographer Leroy McLucas, musician Walter Bowe, 
critic Harold Cruse, writer and activist Calvin Hicks, poet Bobb Hamilton, 
and others.62

After Baraka’s move uptown to found the Black Arts Repertory Theater 
and School in March 1965, his musical associates also included Sun Ra, 
Ayler, Graves, and Hugh Glover.63 During that month of March, Baraka 
held a few benefi ts for his new cultural organization. On March 1, groups 
led by Giuseppi Logan, Pharoah Sanders, and Dionne Warwick performed 
at the Polish National Hall.64 On March 28, a benefi t concert at the Village 
Gate featured Ayler, Shepp, Sun Ra, Coltrane, the trombonist Grachan 
Moncur, the vibraphonist Bobby Hutcherson, and the trumpeter Charles 
Tolliver.65 A few months earlier, Baraka had been involved in an art open-
ing at Galaxy Art Center that featured the paintings of Thompson, White, 
and Michael and Joyce Snow; the poetry of Baraka and others; and the 
music of the New York Art Quartet. Advertised under the name of the Jazz 
Composers Guild, the event ran opposite the Guild’s regular Friday night 
performance at the Contemporary Center, and as Young observes, off ered 
“some of the earliest evidence of a splintering of the Guild’s constituents as 
the organization lost cohesion.” 66

Competition over leadership of the jazz avant-garde was exacerbated 
by the personal animosity between Dixon and Baraka. Baraka’s feelings 
about Dixon and his music were expressed in his jazz criticism. In a review 
of Dixon’s and Shepp’s second Savoy album, for example, which featured 
one composer per side, Baraka wrote, “The Shepp side contains the serious 
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business.” 67 In a 1962 essay on trumpeter Bobby Bradford, Baraka omitted 
Dixon from his long list of prominent young trumpeters.68 For his part, 
already nearly a year earlier, Dixon had written a letter to Down Beat 
criticizing Baraka’s inaccuracies in reporting, specifi cally the critic’s failure 
to identify Dixon as the principal composer and arranger for the New York 
Contemporary Five, which Baraka had described as having a “pretty wild 
book” of compositions by Shepp, Tchicai, and Cherry. Dixon also attacked 
Baraka for his “turgid self-conscious ‘in-group’ superiority generally and 
rightly associated with pseudo-intellectuals.” 69 Another member of the 
Baraka circle who had little respect for Dixon’s work was Spellman. In his 
review of the Four Days in December, he commented bluntly, “Dixon is 
a far better organizer than musician.” 70 One year earlier, he had written, 
“[A]s a space age trumpet player [Dixon is] in trouble. . . . You can hear 
everybody who’s hip in his playing. His tone is fuzzy and indefi nite, varies 
from track to track. He does not arrive at his style by choice. He rather 
adapts a melodic line to his own technical limitations.” 71

After graduating from Columbia University Law School, Stollman was 
involved in artists’ rights, music publishing, and copyright law, at one point 
serving as attorney and manager for Ornette Coleman and Cecil Taylor.72 
Initially called upon to counsel the Guild on obtaining foundation money 
and perhaps incorporating as a nonprofi t organization, his tenure as a legal 
advisor to the Guild was brief, and the accounts of Stollman and Dixon 
vary considerably as to how this relationship ended. In our interviews, 
Dixon recalled that the young lawyer advanced the group money to pay 
rent on the East Village loft of the vibraphonist Ollie Shearer, where the 
Guild produced the marathon fund-raising concert of October 30.73 When 
Stollman demanded that he be permitted to stand at the door and collect 
the money as it came in, Guild members — primarily Dixon — refused, and 
instead returned the loan. Dixon later claimed that, after scrambling to 
borrow money from another source and preparing for the concert, the 
organization voted to expel Stollman; he was gone by the end of November. 
Stollman, on the other hand, told me that he had been angrily confronted 
at a meeting in the fi rst weeks of the Guild’s existence that he had been 
invited to attend. “They were telling me off . ‘We’re not going to allow this.’ 
It was like a union meeting — the union steward talking to the employer. 
‘We’re going to have this, we’re going to have that, you’re not going to be 
able to do this and do that.’ It was that kind of exchange.” This memory is 
consistent with the description Stollman off ered in 1966: “[Dixon] regarded 
me as a spokesman for the so-called ‘jazz business structure’ for he spoke 
to me with great hostility.” 74 Members of the Guild — particularly Dixon 
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and Carla Bley — viewed Stollman’s record company as a danger to the 
group’s cohesion. Though Stollman had not yet released any recordings of 
the new music, he had begun to establish a reputation as someone to con-
tend with, appearing as he did at the October Revolution and off ering to 
record most of the artists on the festival. Indeed, he had already recorded 
the Paul Bley Quintet on October 20, 1964, and the New York Art Quartet 
soon after.75 Stollmann later recalled that this led some Guild members to 
accuse him of meddling in their business: “I left their meeting, and it was 
pretty clear to me — Carla couldn’t have made it more plain — that I was 
the enemy.” For his part, Stollman was not sympathetic to the aims of the 
Guild. “I wasn’t about to be dictated to,” he remarked. “It was a decision 
between an individual artist and me. . . . And everyone has to be free to 
make their own decisions, I think. I wasn’t going to deal with a union, or 
Guild, or anything of that sort.”

The antipathy between Stollman and the Guild may have contributed 
to Stollman’s decision to begin booking an after-hours concert series, Jazz 
in Repertory, at Café Au-Go-Go; the series began on December 8 and fea-
tured the Guild members Taylor, Sun Ra, and the New York Art Quartet, 
in addition to Logan and Bud Powell, who had recently returned from 
France.76 In 1966, Stollman told Ralph Berton, “The Jazz Composers Guild 
had ostracized Giuseppi Logan, Byron Allen . . . for refusing to join the 
Guild and for being willing to record for ESP. When the Guild started its 
concerts I was concerned, and so were Logan and Allen, lest the critics and 
public hear only Guild members — so I produced a few midnight concerts 
with them at the Go Go. . . . Sun Ra had agreed to play, too.” 77 Young, 
on the other hand, reported, “Though technically not ‘bar’ performances 
[the Café did not serve alcohol], the entire booking constituted second-
rate treatment (at the hands of a third-party promoter) and was therefore 
frowned upon as a breach of the Guild’s principles.” 78

Stollman continued to organize events. A notice in the February 25, 
1965, issue of Down Beat announced that he had “formed the American 
Society for Serious Improvised Music,” an organization that made its debut 
at Judson Hall on February 1. The concert featured Logan and Graves 
as leaders (the latter leading a percussion ensemble).79 Stollman’s coterie 
of Ayler, Logan, Byron Allen, and Powell appeared again on May 1 at 
Town Hall in a concert presented by “producer Norman Seaman and ESP 
records.” 80 By November of that year, ESP-Disk had released records by 
Ayler, Logan, Allen, the New York Art Quartet, and Paul Bley.81 Despite 
claims that he “didn’t have the money and wasn’t affl  uent,” Stollman had 
resources to launch the recording venture after he requested the funds 
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from his mother: “She gave me $105,000 which in those days was a for-
tune — now, you multiply that by ten. So in eighteen months, I produced 
45 records. I wasn’t what you’d describe as an afi cionado of the music; it 
was something I could do that was meaningful.” 82

In an early 1966 column in Down Beat, Baraka wrote somewhat sar-
donically of his rival, “All the ESPs I’ve heard are worth having. I hope the 
musicians are benefi ting as much from the recordings as the producer and 
the consumers. (A likely story.)” 83 The critic and journalist Robert Levin, 
who was certainly in the Guild camp, likewise excoriated Stollman as “a 
very typical current demonstration of the exploitation of the Negro jazz 
musicians by the white business man.” 84

The allegiances of Jazz Composers Guild members were frequently 
tested in this multipolar scene, and the distrust among certain mem-
bers never entirely dissipated. This situation was further infl uenced by 
the fact that while the organization was scraping together the funds to 
launch a record label and buy a building, most of the incoming money was 
spent on rent, fi rst at the Cellar Café and then at Edith Stephen’s dance 
studio. In this regard, their attempt to reorient the musical fi eld had its 
limits — itinerant and fi nancially strapped jazz musicians did not usually 
have wealthy patrons or rent-free performance spaces such as the Judson 
Church, which was home to so many white experimental artists during 
these years. Immediately after Stollman off ered to record everyone who 
had taken part in the October Revolution, several Guild musicians had 
recorded for him. Greene and Sun Ra followed in 1965, after the collective 
broke up.85 On the other side, Baraka was the closest the New Thing had 
to a Jill Johnston or a Virgil Thomson, critics who championed the work 
of the Judson Dance Theater artists and Cage and his associates, respec-
tively. Baraka’s long-standing friendship with and promotion of Shepp, and 
the personal animosity between him and Dixon, surely fostered the young 
saxophonist’s ambivalent relationship to the Guild. Rudd and Tchicai, too, 
pursued opportunities with Baraka during their tenure in the Guild, and 
once Baraka relocated to Harlem, his strident black nationalism was a 
better fi t for the Afrocentric cosmology of Sun Ra than the interracial 
coalition of the Guild had been.86

• • •

The Jazz Composers Guild was an interracial organization, but it was 
hardly a model of racial harmony. To comprehend fully how various dis-
courses of race were colliding in and around the organization, it is nec-
essary briefl y to consider the wider terrain of race in the United States 
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at this time, particularly in the sphere of jazz discourse, the avant-garde 
jazz underground of New York City, and fi nally the Guild itself. The two 
decades following World War II were a period of transition between two 
paradigms of understanding race in the United States.87 The fi rst para-
digm, color blindness, was part of an antiracist response to the discourse 
of biological essentialism, the dominant theory of race until the 1920s. 
By evading questions of color and power, this strategy asserts that we are 
all the same under the skin, that we all have the same chances to succeed 
materially, and that any explicit marking of race in public discourse is both 
impolite and evidence of racial “prejudice.” Whereas color blindness will-
fully turns away from the structural inequalities of race by emphasizing the 
attitudes of individuals, the competing paradigm, which Ruth Frankenberg 
terms “race cognizance,” draws attention to racial diff erence and its cul-
tural, social, and economic constitution as “a fundamentally structuring 
feature of U.S. society.” 88 In more historically specifi c terms, this con-
stituted a transition from melting-pot assimilationism to the nationalist 
movements of the 1960s, but both discourses continue to frame thinking 
about race, and despite the increasing presence of race cognizance in the 
public arena, the dominant racial thinking continues to evade questions of 
color and power.

The heated debates over race and culture in the jazz world of the early 
and mid-1960s were in essence a struggle between the discourse of color 
blindness held by most white musicians, critics, record producers, and club 
owners, and the paradigm of race cognizance increasingly deployed by 
African American musicians, artists, and writer/critics.89 The frank com-
mentaries on race and power off ered by such musicians as Mingus, Roach, 
Lincoln, Shepp, and Sonny Rollins were met with hostile accusations of 
“Crow Jim” (or “reverse racism,” in contemporary parlance) from the criti-
cal establishment, who had been schooled in evasion of color and power as 
the proper and appropriate response to discussions about race, a worldview 
that perceived a black nationalist organization such as the Nation of Islam 
to be just as racist as the white supremacist group Ku Klux Klan.90 At the 
same time, there were diff erent types of race cognizance in circulation dur-
ing these years. The racial consciousness of the Black Arts writers, critics, 
and musicians around Baraka (Lawrence Neal, Spellman, Shepp, Graves, 
and others) was characterized by a polarization of positions, perhaps best 
summarized by the title of a panel discussion sponsored by Liberator maga-
zine in 1965: “Is Pro-Black Necessarily Anti-White?” 91 Though these sepa-
ratist and militant impulses are often identifi ed with Stokely Carmichael’s 
assertion of “Black Power!” in the summer of 1966, this strain of black 
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nationalism was clearly coming into form several years earlier. Dixon, on 
the other hand, subscribed to a race-cognizant position that diff ered in 
important ways from both the separatism of Baraka and the color blind-
ness of white jazz musicians and critics. As the organizer and leader of the 
Guild, Dixon’s complex perspective on race created points of both agree-
ment and contention with the race-conscious black players and their rather 
apolitical white comrades. 

Dixon was not sympathetic to the aims and rhetoric of Neal, Spellman, 
and Baraka, doubting above all the genuineness of their commitment: “My 
problem with the black nationalists as a group . . . was that it was a bunch 
of rhetoric. It was never going anywhere. . . . Two words of Swahili does 
not make you a knowing African.” Because he believed in basic tenets 
of the avant-garde — the possibility of musical progress and the need for 
innovative individuals — Dixon objected to the cultural nationalist search 
for African origins. “They’re going backwards,” he later remarked. “They 
want to beat drums, they want to think that the Africans are doing this.”

Dixon also questioned the radical bona fi des of Baraka and his comrades 
in the Black Arts Repertory Theatre and School (BARTS). Referring to the 
fact that BARTS activities were funded with more than $200,000 in grants 
from HARYOU (Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited), a city-level 
administrator program for federal antipoverty funds, Dixon commented, 
“Now here’s the way I looked at it . . . : they are forming their all-black 
organizations, and applying to the government for funds to be rebellious. 
And they don’t see the ambiguity there.” Jerry G. Watts also points out that 
BARTS loses its sting as a revolutionary undertaking when one considers 
that the Johnson administration viewed HARYOU as a means of tempo-
rarily pacifying a population that was on the edge of exploding into open 
rebellion.92

In 1965, Neal, a central fi gure in the Black Arts Movement (which he 
referred to as the “spiritual sister” of Black Power), articulated his view 
of who was — and who was not — the proper audience for black cultural 
production: “Recognition from dominant white society should not be the 
primary aim of the Black artist. He must decide that his art belongs pri-
marily to his own people.” 93 It is not diffi  cult to interpret these words in the 
context of concerts given by the Jazz Composers Guild to preponderately 
white audiences. Neal and his colleagues were interested in framing the 
new black experimental music as a continuation of the African American 
jazz tradition, which they considered a powerful symbol of blackness. 
There was no room in this perspective of black music for a white audience 
on the Upper West Side or in the West Village. The preferable alternative 
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for advocates of black nationalism was to be found at sites such as BARTS, 
where “the community and the artist could meet each other in a harmoni-
ous and natural setting.” 94

White audiences were off  limits for Baraka and his circle, and white 
musicians, too, were the targets of their critical attacks. In his review 
of the Four Days in December festival, Spellman reserved his strongest 
criticism for the Free Form Improvisation Ensemble — the festival’s only 
majority-white group.95 By observing that the band played “on the con-
servatory level,” Spellman cast them as the kind of eff ete dabblers who 
don’t belong in an authentic jazz setting, a trope that turns on the long-
standing equation of black culture with noninstitutional pedagogy and 
corporate-sponsored mass media (as opposed to noncommercial or aca-
demic discourses).96 The most interesting part of Spellman’s response to 
the FFIE is the passage where, echoing Morgenstern’s comments on the 
October Revolution; he points out that “much of their music has little to 
do with jazz.” 97 He continues, “Why were they here? Dixon says he didn’t 
want the Guild to be thought an all-black organization, which seems to me 

f igu r e 7. A rehearsal of the Jazz Composers Guild Ensemble, likely dating from July 1965. 
From left: Michael Mantler (trumpet), Roswell Rudd (trombone), Makanda Ken McIntyre 
(alto saxophone), Milford Graves (drums), John Tchicai (alto saxophone), and Charles Davis 
(baritone saxophone). Obscured by Mantler is Carla Bley (piano). Photograph by John Hoppy 
Hopkins, www.hoppy.be.
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an unnecessary hang-up, especially since more than ten white musicians 
appeared in the series, and since two other groups were led by white musi-
cians.” 98 In his review, Spellman seemed to be doing two things at once: 
fi rst, he implied that the Guild should be an all-black organization, and, 
second, he stated that if it is to be interracial, then it would suffi  ce to have 
Rudd, Mantler, Carla Bley, and Paul Bley (whose performance Spellman 
mentioned but did not review) as white representatives.

In this context, Dixon’s invitation to the white musicians of the FFIE to 
join the Guild, and his interest in creating and presenting “both jazz and 
non-jazz,” marked him as an enemy of the black nationalist imperative to 
close down interaction with European history and culture. That impera-
tive was articulated by Graves, one of the musicians who followed Baraka 
into cultural nationalism, when he told Neal in 1965, “The Black musician 
must withdraw from the Western concept and economic thing.” 99 Picking 
up the thread from Spellman, Graves also criticized the Guild for including 
white members. “Graves believes that this organization should have been 
all Black,” Neal summarized, “because our musicians face greater prob-
lems than white musicians.” 100 As John Gennari points out, Baraka became 
a “master of incendiary anti-white rhetoric” after the spring of 1965, and 
his “blacker-than-thou posture not only put a torch to the Martin Luther 
King – led civil rights movement vision of an interracial beloved community, 
but also cordoned off  black culture as a blacks-only space, a culture whites 
did not have the biological and mental equipment to feel and perceive.” 101

• • •

Black nationalism was also a discourse of gender that turned on tropes of 
masculinity and patriarchy; in the words of Winifred Breines, “The black 
male stood center stage, strong, proud, and furious, a crucial building block 
in the imagery of black nationalism. His rage anchored the movement.” 102 
In the jazz milieu, gender patterning prescribed desirable aesthetic qualities 
based on gendered codes of musical meaning — the qualities most admired 
were volume, “raw” and extreme emotion, dominating tone, and virtuosic 
displays of hand and breath control. Baraka vividly expressed these values 
in his evocative description of Albert Ayler: “He had a sound, alone, unlike 
anyone else’s. It tore through you, broad, jagged like something out of 
nature. . . . Like the thunder or the lightening or the ocean storming and 
mounting, crushing whatever was in its path.” 103 This discourse of mas-
culinity provided the vocabulary in which Dixon and the Black Arts writ-
ers enacted their mutual hostility; when Baraka and Spellman criticized 
Dixon’s playing, it may well have been in particular because the trumpeter 
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avoided the tropes of dominant free jazz masculinity in his musical style. 
(Spellman’s observation that Dixon’s “lips are too soft because of lack of 
practice” is one representative swipe.)104

Whiteness — and thus interracialism — also assumed gendered and sexu-
alized meanings in Baraka’s rhetoric of this period. As Fred Moten argues, 
the stabilized heteronormativity of Baraka’s black nationalism was condi-
tioned by the downtown bohemian scene that preceded his 1965 turn toward 
Black Arts. Ingrid Monson describes the scene: “This hip subculture, com-
prising black Americans interested in Western artistic nonconformity and 
white Americans captivated by urban African American styles of music, 
dress, and speech, fashioned itself as a vanguard cultural force against the 
‘shoddy cornucopia of popular American culture.’ ” 105 Downtown bohemi-
anism was nothing if not transgressive, and Moten centers the discussion 
on homoeroticism. He writes,

[T]he limits of black arts are set by the rejection of a certain revolutionary 
embrace that is embedded in bohemianism. . . . There are questions here con-
cerning decadence or deviance. The black arts are, in part, the cultural vehi-
cle of return to a certain moral fundamentalism, one based on (the desire for) 
African tradition rather than white/bourgeois normativity. This is to say that 
they would enact a return to the former after having enacted the bohemian 
rejection of the latter. The embrace of the homoerotic is, here, an opening and 
not an aim.106

Baraka and his circle of black artists and intellectuals joined white 
comrades in resisting bourgeois, white normativity; this resistance was 
linked with nonnormative sexual practices, including same-race and inter-
racial homosexuality and interracial heterosexuality.107 Baraka recast these 
transgressive sexualities — particularly homosexuality — as deviant when he 
moved uptown in 1965. (Interracial heterosexuality, on the other hand — for 
example, Baraka’s marriage to the Jewish Hettie Cohen — produced far more 
ambivalence: on one hand, it expanded the black man’s agency by enlarging 
his sexual domain; on the other hand, it betrayed a weakness for the forbid-
den fruit and the potential dilution of strong black bloodlines. Interracial 
heterosexuality for black women, then as now, was often the object of severe 
disapproval.)108 It was through his break with Village bohemia that Baraka 
refi gured the Village as a white bohemia, the site of sexually deviant trans-
gressions of weak, eff eminate white men. These discursive poles of a strong 
black male heterosexuality and a soft white male homosexuality animated 
Baraka’s writing in this period. His famous 1965 essay “American Sexual 
Reference: Black Male” begins with the bracing but representative declara-
tion: “Most American white men are trained to be fags.” 109
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A few years later, Baraka published the short play Rockgroup, which 
featured “4 boys in whiteface” wearing “Beetle suits” in a band called The 
Crackers.110 The action of the play is relatively straightforward: a band 
is introduced, takes the stage, sets up, and performs a song (“White shit 
white shit white shit /  hocuspocus in the clouds allright”). After their brief 
concert, The Crackers bow to the eff usive applause of the crowd, “dainty 
and faggish and removed from reality swaggering like toygirls.” 111 As dol-
lars rain down from above, the band collects the money and packs up their 
instruments; it is revealed that their “geetahs” were plugged into the rear 
end of a black man who had been slumped underneath a black cloth at the 
back of the stage during the performance. The man wears tawdry rem-
nants of a showbiz career: “falling down konk and raggidy [sic] sequined 
stage evening clothes.” The Crackers place this secret source of their power 
into a traveling case, placating him with a little money, some “white pow-
der,” and “then one of the white boys put on a lady outfi t, and kiss him on 
lips, then nigger, he swoon dead away in box, and white boys carry him off  
with them.”

With this fi nal fl ourish, Baraka not only criticizes his own past inter-
racialism by lumping it in with economic exploitation and drug abuse but 
also casts white men as “dainty toygirls” who seduce and deceive black 
men. It is worth pointing out that many, if not most, of the downtown 
bohemian “whites” whom Baraka rejected were in fact Jewish. Jeff rey 
Melnick has advanced a persuasive hidden history of black-Jewish male 
homoeroticism that is pertinent here, yet Baraka continually elided the 
diff erence between Jewishness and whiteness, indicating that for him the 
move uptown eff ected a certain simplifi cation of racial diff erence.112 Given 
the traditional feminization of the male Jewish body, Baraka’s rhetori-
cal strategy eff ectively minimized the diff erence between “whiteness” and 
“eff eminacy” by lumping Jewishness and whiteness together.113 The col-
lapsing distinction between interracial romance and male homoerotic 
seduction in Rockgroup suggests that by 1969, at the height of his cultural 
nationalist years, Baraka viewed his earlier bohemian period as a blur of 
cross-racial hetero- and homoerotic sexual energy that required a forceful 
rejection in his reorientation toward black nationalism.

According to Moten, Cecil Taylor complicated Baraka’s break with 
downtown, for Taylor avoided a clear presentation of straight, queer, gay, 
or bisexual identity. His ambivalent sexual presentation, queering him 
in the eyes of others, was problematic in what Patricia Hill Collins has 
described as “a hegemonic discourse of Black sexuality that has at its core 
ideas about an assumed promiscuity among heterosexual African Ameri-
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can men and women and the impossibility of homosexuality among Black 
gays and lesbians.” 114 Nonetheless, Taylor had by the mid-1960s earned 
unassailable credentials as a leader of the black avant-garde, even as his 
problematic sexual ambivalence seemed to cut across and destabilize the 
moral fundamentalism of Black Arts heterosexuality.

This fi guration of Taylor’s ambivalence showed up in Baraka’s 1965 
review of a performance by Pharoah Sanders, Marion Brown, and the for-
mer Guild member Burton Greene: “Greene’s ‘style’ is pointed, I would 
presume, in the direction of Cecil Taylor and, I would also suppose, with 
Taylor, the Euro-American, Tudor-Cage, Stockhausen-Wolf [sic]-Cowell-
Feldman interpretations.” 115 Within that “certain moral fundamentalism” 
that grounds Baraka’s analysis in this passage, two liminal fi gures emerge 
to mediate musical diff erence along parallel axes of race and sexuality. 
Greene’s Jewish identity mediates the racial binarism of strong black jazz 
and weak white avant-gardism (though Baraka clearly places him closer 
to the latter), whereas Taylor’s elusive sexuality fl oats between hetero-
normative blackness and male homosexual Jewish/whiteness. (As hip to 
the “Euro-American” scene as anyone, Baraka was undoubtedly aware 
of the nonnormative sexualities of Cage, Tudor, and Cowell.) Through 
the doubled inscription of Greene’s style “toward the direction of Cecil 
Taylor,” Baraka dismisses both whiteness and homosexuality under the 
cover of musical style.

In a context of material deprivation, marked by nonexistent or limited 
employment opportunities and unequal wage structures, the discourse of 
“fundamentalist” black heterosexual masculinity provided a realignment 
of power toward those to whom it had historically been denied. (Indeed, the 
status of women as signifi cant wage earners in the African American com-
munity contributed to this articulation of black male power.) Jazz was one 
arena where labor could be reframed as a (black) male activity. Although 
Dixon was suspicious of the linkages between black nationalism and avant-
garde jazz, he shared Spellman’s view of the music as men’s work. In our 
interview, Dixon explained, “[T]here were very few people who were like 
Mary Lou Williams and those people, because fi rst of all, the life was so 
rough, and the men — if you want to look at it, here’s a guy works in the 
garment center all day, taking all that crap, going through that stuff , but 
he’s got his horn, comes home, and goes out and plays — it was the only 
thing these guys had!” Dixon went on to clarify, “I can tell you this: it was 
a male-dominated music, because that’s what the men wanted to do. They 
wanted to play, and they had no problems playing for hours, rehearsing for 
hours, doing all this kind of stuff .”
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This aggressively masculine social environment characterized jazz in 
general and the Guild in particular, yet Roswell Rudd’s positive memory 
of a “certain amount of good competitiveness” at the October Revolution 
in Jazz takes on a diff erent meaning when considered from the perspective 
of a female instrumentalist or composer who might feel less willing to par-
ticipate in a such a contest. In fact, Carla Bley’s invitation to join the Guild 
was extended only after debate among the members. Dixon later recalled, 
“I had to really be very, very severe with the Guild. They didn’t want Carla 
in the group, because of Sun Ra. Sun Ra was against it. My feeling was, 
fi rst of all, Carla at the time wrote all of the music for Paul Bley, so she was 
one half of Paul, so she deserved it. He wrote no music at the time, he just 
played, so that was Carla’s thing.” Bley’s presence apparently did little to 
alter the belligerent and famously antagonistic mood of Guild meetings, 
which in her memory were full of shouting and challenges to “put it on the 
table!” Well known as a misogynist who discouraged women from entering 
the Arkestra’s communal living and rehearsal spaces, Sun Ra was particu-
larly hostile to Carla Bley.116 When things began to sour in the Guild, he is 
said to have recounted the old seamen’s legend according to which taking a 
woman on a voyage will sink the ship.117 Though painfully shy at the time, 

f igu r e 8. Roswell Rudd, Michael Mantler, and Carla Bley rehearse ahead of a July 1965 
 performance by the Jazz Composers Guild Ensemble. Photograph by John Hoppy Hopkins, 
www.hoppy.be.
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Bley did not take this abuse quietly, and remembers the shouting match 
that ensued and her angry departure from the meeting.118 

Apparently Bley could go toe-to-toe with other Guild members when 
pressed, but anecdotal evidence suggests the ways in which she was viewed 
diff erently from her male colleagues. One musician who was not a member 
of the collective but played in a group with Guild musicians recalled that he 
enjoyed frequenting Guild events because he thought Bley was attractive. 
Another exceedingly polite and helpful (male) member discussed all the 
sidetracks the group pursued during the course of an ordinary meeting. 
When asked about the subject of these digressions, he replied, “Oh, any-
thing! It could have been about . . . pussy! Well, if Carla wasn’t there.” This 
fl ippant but revealing comment indicates that Bley’s gender was present at 
meetings even in her absence, and that there was certain “business” that 
could only be conducted among male members of the Guild.

• • •

The notion of purity was a key element in the discursive repertoire of 
this milieu, and the theorists of the Black Arts Movement and members 
of the Guild deployed a rigid rhetoric of purity. Baraka and his associ-
ates constructed black nationalism on a foundation of cultural purity; any 
association with or involvement in what was thought to be “European,” 
“Western,” or white was condemned. They viewed these types of interac-
tions not as positive instances of hybridity, dialogue, interactivity, or code 
switching but rather as simple examples of corruption. The Black Arts 
Movement derived strength and passion from this formulation of a pure 
African American essence, based as it was on the historical retention of 
African cultural elements. In his important essay on black music, “The 
Changing Same (R&B and New Black Music),” Baraka attempted to chart 
this mutable essence as it appeared in both rhythm and blues and avant-
garde jazz, or “New Black Music,” and he paid particular attention to how 
the “blues impulse” in both of these musics interacted with the “whiten-
ing” infl uences of commercialism and formal training.

Like the Black Arts theorists, Dixon felt that his radical solution to 
an oppressive social and economic environment necessitated a theoreti-
cally pure position from which he could attempt his transformation of 
mainstream jazz institutions. He sought to move beyond the exploitation 
of the jazz industry by cutting off  all interaction and withdrawing to a 
space uncontaminated by compromise. Dixon remembers that his was 
the most extreme position in the Guild — he was, for example, the only 
one who wanted to withdraw the music from the market completely. The 
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commitment to purity also informed his criticism of BARTS for accepting 
government funds to fi nance their undertaking; in his view, if one does not 
separate completely from hegemonic networks, one is colluding with them. 
Such rigorously pure positions reached their breaking point in the 1960s, 
when the clarity of past eras dissolved into the complexity of late moder-
nity. One might question the long-term effi  cacy of any strategy that surren-
ders or ignores the potentially positive, enabling, and productive aspects 
of ambivalence, partial participation, multiple allegiances, and polyvalent 
tactics. Indeed, the “purity-fi xation” of Dixon and the Black Arts writers 
indicates some measure of naiveté about viable tactics for transforming a 
complex and contradictory social sphere.

Although Dixon used purity to criticize Baraka for accepting federal 
assistance, he had to explain his own decision to resist the exclusion of 
white musicians and refuse withdrawing his music from white audiences. 
As he pointed out to Robert Levin in 1965, white musicians are treated bet-
ter than black ones, “signifi cantly better, but not much better — that’s why 
they’re in the guild.” 119 The purity of principle with which Dixon sought to 
transform the jazz establishment did not mean that he would ignore white 
listeners. “How are you going to function in a predominantly white society 
and ignore the white musicians who are virtually in the same situation that 
you’re in . . . ? We never performed before any black audience, for god’s 
sake. I was desperately trying to get young blacks to come, as much as I 
could without kowtowing to them,” he recalled in 2006.120

Harold Cruse’s description of the early 1960s as a moment of transition 
between two generations of black political activism suggests another way 
to interpret the confl ict between Dixon’s interracialism and the Black Arts’ 
separatism. According to Cruse, since the 1920s white communists and 
liberal organizers had instilled in black leaders the urgent need for interra-
cialism as the only viable political strategy to combat racism, poverty, and 
imperialism. Cruse was referring specifi cally to the Popular Front ideology 
of the national Communist Party in the 1930s and the liberal paternalism 
of the 1940s and 1950s, which severed any historical continuity between 
the young black activists of the 1960s and the pan-Africanism of Marcus 
Garvey in the 1920s. “Every other ethnic group in America, a ‘nation of 
nations,’ has accepted the fact of its separateness and used it to its own 
social advantage,” Cruse wrote. “But the Negro’s conditioning has steered 
him into that perpetual state of suspended tension wherein ninety-fi ve per 
cent of his time and energy is expended on fi ghting prejudice in whites.” 121 
Younger intellectuals such as Baraka and Neal had swung far to the other 
side in their rejection of interracialism. Cruse observed, “Negroes had 
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become so deeply mired in an institutionalized form of political interracial-
ism that they could not break with it unless suffi  cient hatred were mustered 
to avoid the necessity of apologizing to whites for excluding them.” Cruse 
was critical of both moments; though he argued for the assertion of ethnic 
separateness, he also condemned the Black Arts Movement for claiming a 
leadership position without fi rst developing a social, economic, political, or 
cultural analysis of the plight of African Americans.122

Dixon was nearly forty years old at the time of the October Revolution, 
whereas most of the musicians and intellectuals associated with the Black 
Arts Movement were in their twenties, among them Shepp (twenty-seven), 
Graves (twenty-three), Spellman (twenty-nine), Neal (twenty-seven), and 
Baraka, who turned thirty years old the week of the festival. Generational 
tension seems to have been in play. Already in his earlier Greenwich Village 
bohemian period, Baraka had exhibited mild contempt for his elders. In his 
essay “Cuba Libre,” in which he detailed his trip to Cuba in 1960 as part of 
a delegation of black writers and intellectuals, Baraka described his disap-
pointment with the “1920’s New Negro type” and “1930’s type” writers in 
the group, none of whom he considered “important.” 123 According to Cruse, 
this disdain carried over into the writer’s nationalist phase: “[Baraka] once 
threatened to picket the NAACP, for no other reason than that it repre-
sented the old guard, of which [Baraka] was contemptuous.” 124 It seems 
that Dixon, however, remained committed to educating whites about the 
evils of racism, as exemplifi ed by the panel discussions that Dixon moder-
ated at the October Revolution, in which he guided his “almost exclusively 
white” audience through heated considerations of the structures of inequal-
ity that plagued African American musicians in New York. In recalling 
these panels he articulated his pedagogical aim explicitly: “In hindsight, 
the panels would not have been a success if . . . everyone wasn’t at least 
being made aware of something, thinking about it, and wanted to be a part 
of it. Whether anything was done after they left that room or not — that’s 
another point. The thing was, I am convinced that certain things were said 
and done . . . [that] people were stuck with as knowledge for the rest of 
their lives.” In the eyes of Dixon’s younger colleagues, this concern with 
educating whites in the evils of racism appeared old-fashioned, futile, and 
even spineless, especially in a context already conditioned by the associa-
tion of integration with obeisance and vulnerability.

After forming the Guild, Dixon continued to raise awareness among 
his white colleagues about the realities of racism. He told Robert Levin 
in 1965 that the civil rights struggle and the racist structures of the jazz 
establishment “represent vast problems of which very few people have any 
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real awareness or even the desire to be aware.” 125 This position on interra-
cialism and integration — though frowned upon by Cruse as an unhealthy 
fi xation on white society — grew out of what Dixon saw as the social reality 
of the New Thing. In his review of Spellman’s Four Lives in the Bebop 
Business (1967), Dixon pointedly observed that whites are “in eff ect the 
only audience that this music has. None of the new music is played in 
Negro neighborhoods, Negro colleges or universities and neither do black 
people purchase in any numbers of consequence any of the recordings. So 
when it is constantly noted that this music has a following, one has to be 
aware of who the following is.” 126

Who did constitute “the following”? Though he felt that the New Thing 
spoke for the black community, Baraka left his bohemian life in the Village 
to cultivate a following for the new jazz (and African American theatre and 
letters) among the black poor in Harlem. The contradiction that resulted — 

recycling the Black Arts to the masses who were supposed to have been 
represented by them in the fi rst place — did not escape Baraka, who later 
commented, “Really most of the black intellectuals there, even though all 
of us lived in Harlem, were still not part of the whole organic, dynamics 
of the community. We were sort of, I think, superfi cial to the community 
even with the Black Arts.” 127 Graves, too, has recalled that neighborhood 
audiences in Harlem were often quite hostile to the New Thing, on one 
occasion bombarding his band with boos and even eggs. Asked about the 
audiences for events in the BARTS building, he replied, “Average folks? No 
way. People from the neighborhood hardly ever came in there.” The split 
between Baraka and the community he claimed to speak for cast the writer 
as a bourgeois nationalist, lecturing the black masses on how to be black 
and displaying an authoritarian streak that Dixon himself found repellent. 
“I didn’t want to be controlled and work under people who had to get 
their fi nances from a group of people that they claimed were holding them 
down. All I want is the freedom to be able to do whatever I think I’m able 
to do. I don’t want some half-ass over here editing me.”

The will to self-actualization that is evident in this comment raises an 
important point about what type of organization the Guild actually was. 
Though the aim was to elevate the status of the New Thing as a whole, 
the Guild was a collection of individuals, banding together because of 
the strength that accrues in a group. And though Dixon devoted his life 
to advancing the position of new black music, he undertook this project 
primarily with the aim of clearing space for himself as an artist to pursue 
his work without obstacles or editorial oversight. His was a fundamen-
tally diff erent philosophy of commitment and communalism from the one 
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employed by Baraka and his nationalist circle. For all its somewhat over-
blown claims to leadership of the black masses, Baraka’s movement was 
for community, strength, and unity through the naturalization of racial 
diff erence — a strategic essentialism. Baraka’s “The Changing Same” is 
above all an attempt to fi nd the linkages, despite their many apparent dif-
ferences, between R&B and new black music. The Guild was undoubtedly 
a political organization, too, but its politics were derived from the will 
to self-actualization, not group-actualization. The strength of the group 
was necessary only as the foundation and stepping-stone toward aesthetic 
self-making. This is the key diff erence between the Guild and groups asso-
ciated with the Black Arts. In pursuing the freedom to develop and present 
his own aesthetics, Dixon’s position was not far removed from that of the 
white bohemians in the Village from whom Baraka was escaping in the 
spring of 1965.128 For these white experimentalists, “freedom” meant only 
the freedom to create and publicize their own work.

Dixon’s project would always diff er from that of European American 
artists, however. Though he wished to have his work received on the same 
terms as those applied to other serious avant-garde composers, that recep-
tion was denied to him by the racial connotations of the jazz tradition that 
he was associated with. This fundamental fact insured that he could never 
push social and political matters to the background; merely by attempting 
to write music and have it performed under conditions that white compos-
ers would have taken for granted brought him into confrontation with 
a powerful racial discourse of musical creativity. The fi rst obstacle that 
Dixon had to negotiate as a composer was the automatic relegation of his 
work to the discursive fi eld of jazz; there in turn it was rejected because it 
did not “swing” or properly extend “the tradition.” Dixon’s second obsta-
cle was the “diffi  culty” that avant-garde music posed to all audiences. This 
aspect of innovative music — and, consequently, the struggle to create and 
maintain an audience for avant-garde work — were likewise obstacles for 
the white players in the New Thing, especially those in the Guild. They, 
too, identifi ed with his desire to create a “non-jazz” arena for the produc-
tion and distribution of their work, but they remained racially unmarked 
and thus free from Dixon’s fi rst obstacle. Indeed, because most of the 
white members in the Guild employed a racial discourse of color blindness, 
they overlooked the possibility of a society structured in dominance and 
assumed that the only problems facing avant-garde jazz musicians were an 
unsympathetic critical community, uninterested club owners, and record 
companies that were too timid to take a chance on the new music.

Mantler, for example, joined the organization because their work — 
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whether “jazz” or not — wasn’t being performed. “The music was very 
diffi  cult, and was indeed ‘new,’ and at times, rather unpleasant and non-
commercial. So it was obviously limited to a small audience like any avant-
garde music normally is.” Mantler recalled that the Guild was initially 
more concerned with the practical matters of promoting itself and putting 
on concerts, but gradually some of the African American members began 
to center on issues of race and politics in their meetings. “I was interested in 
music. I had no interest in this being a political organization — black/white 
and stuff . To me, it was political in a social sense that that music could not 
be performed. People who were in that music could not make a living doing 
it. So that was the issue. And that’s what I think it started out being, then 
later, because certain people were more colorful . . . than others, it just got 
bogged down by endless discussions and screaming matches.”

Although Mantler’s opinion that the political “is never good for music” 
was perhaps the most extreme position, several of his white colleagues 
were also confused by or resistant to a focus on race. Comments of Paul 
Bley, Greene, Gary William Friedman, and Carla Bley on the racial turn 
of the Guild range from hostile to naive. Paul Bley wrote in his 1999 auto-
biography, in his typically acerbic tone: “What a bunch of wounded souls 
there were at these meetings. Talk about group therapy. It was nothing for 
someone to stand up at a meeting and talk for two or three hours about 
the pain that they felt, the struggle — inter-group, inter-race, inter-class, 
inter-family, inter-musical, inter-everything. The next night, the working 
nucleus of the Guild would get together and do all the work.” 129 Though 
Greene was the victim of a pointed critique from Baraka in Down Beat, 
where the critic implied that Greene was unable to assimilate the “black 
spirit-energy sound” of his African American band mates Pharoah Sanders 
and Marion Brown, the pianist maintained that race was unimportant to 
the major fi gures in the music:130 “[I] still feel that was a great period,” he 
later remarked, “and I must say that the innovators of this music — and 
we all know who they are — don’t have time for this petty, penny-ante 
shit. They’re color-blind. They’re busy with some much bigger issues.” 
The comments of Friedman — who was a member of FFIE but not of the 
Guild — are also representative: “It never occurred to me who was black 
and who was white, and who was gay and who was straight, and who 
was a Jew. . . . It didn’t matter to me, the only thing that mattered was the 
music that I played.”

White musicians, interested as they were in “the music itself,” consid-
ered the frequent forays into social and political issues during Guild meet-
ings to distract from the main issue. Rudd commented to Taylor once after 
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a meeting that he knew that paranoia can be a good thing at times, but 
that perhaps it was dominating the tone of the discussion and keeping them 
from dealing with business at hand. Taylor responded that they still had 
far to go. In Rudd’s recollection, “We were in the process of something, 
and that stuff  would have to be worked out. But he [Taylor] agreed with 
me, that time was getting wasted some of the time.” Rudd’s recollection 
indicates that there was a fundamental disagreement about the value of 
examining racial issues. Though Taylor could recognize that the meet-
ings were not models of effi  ciency, he continued to believe that matters of 
race were essential to their conversations about self-determination and the 
promotion of their work.

Carla Bley has recalled that the white members simply did not under-
stand the anger of some of the black musicians, a failure of empathy and 
identifi cation that undermined their interest in building an interracial coali-
tion.131 The white members of the organization thought that all jazz musi-
cians were in the same situation — black and white, they were eking out a 
living by playing the music they loved. Greene recalled that, for him, black 
nationalism meant that people who used to be his friends no longer spoke 
to him. “One black guy at the time said to me, ‘Hey man, . . . why are 
you playing this game, man? Why don’t you take it easy, go work in your 
father’s bank?’ I said, ‘What father’s bank? My father struggled for years 
on the road selling eyeglasses — he was never a banker.’ ” Greene’s point is 
well taken but also shows an inability to recognize the power of whiteness 
and his own position in a social hierarchy, that broader level of ethnic 
privilege implied by the reference to his “father’s bank.” Whether or not 
all the members of the Guild were equally poverty-stricken and bereft of 
work, the notion that they had identical experiences of deprivation disap-
pointed and angered black musicians who felt that some in the group did 
not recognize their racial oppression. White players may have believed that 
through jazz they were forging interracial bonds of empathy and coopera-
tion (and, in many ways, they were), but Dixon reminds us of the signal 
diff erence that the whites chose to play the music, whereas blacks had no 
other option.132

Though Dixon resisted the polarizing stance of black nationalist writ-
ers, he was not therefore incognizant of race. Indeed, he clearly registered 
the impact of race on the internal dynamics of the Guild: “[E]ven in the 
Guild, which is comprised of some very intelligent people, there has been 
a subtle, but apparent, indignation on the part of the white members (and 
this is something I think nearly all white men have in them) that a black 
man . . . myself, Cecil . . . could conceive and execute an idea that would be 
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intelligent and benefi cial to all.” 133 With such acute racial divisions in the 
Guild, it was not surprising that — according to Dixon — votes in the orga-
nization proceeded along racial lines. Mantler and Rudd have no memory 
of this, but Graves recalled a palpable racial tension in the meeting he 
visited in 1964. Referring to something he had heard in private, he com-
mented, “I used to say to myself, ‘I wonder if the white guys are talking 
about the black cats like the black cats are talking about the white guys 
when we’re not with each other.’ . . . People didn’t understand that there 
was suspicion of white people at the time.”

According to Mantler, there were varying degrees of race cognizance in 
the Guild. Shepp and Sun Ra (the latter in his own intergalactic way) were 
particularly outspoken, whereas Tchicai adopted a more color-blind posi-
tion. In a 1966 profi le by Morgenstern (with the somewhat patronizing title 
“John Tchicai: A Calm Member of the Avant-Garde”), Tchicai revealed a 
position similar to Mantler’s: “Whether you are a black or a white artist, 
if you are playing the new music that people haven’t been exposed to, it’s 
obvious that you will meet a lot of resistance, and you can’t fall back and 
blame it on the black and white thing.” 134 Silva, too, was critical of nation-
alism, insisting that, “If I had a band I wanted it integrated — I support this 
great tradition. Free jazz was later thrown in with Black Power and I don’t 
agree with that.” 135

Carla Bley interpreted the prolonged discussion of race as a personal 
rejection, one that would eventually lead to her own growing race con-
sciousness. She told a critic that upon returning from Europe in 1967 “I 
began to get an overview of myself as a white woman. . . . I realized I had 
European roots, so why was I trying to fi nd African roots? I’d been like a 
bastard — if you’re a bastard, you don’t inherit. I decided if they don’t want 
me, I don’t want them.” 136 Greene has written that the criticism he received 
as a white musician contributed to his decision to leave New York for 
Paris in 1969. “This stuff  was symbolic of what a lot of creative, sensitive 
people who just happened to be White had to put up with in the ’60s from, 
often Black, writers who put down anything with White origins that hap-
pened in America,” he writes.137 Though Greene understood why the circle 
around Baraka wanted to make sure that the white critical establishment 
recognized the cultural origins of the music, he thought that their attacks 
on white musicians hurt the music’s prospects by identifying it too readily 
with political and racial controversies. Echoing Dixon’s comments on the 
reception of the New Thing, Greene writes that these controversies meant 
that “the predominantly White, middle class audiences would not support 
any of us, White or Black.” 138
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• • • 
Other incidents undermined trust within the group. In January 1965, Paul 
Bley’s quintet was scheduled to play a concert at the Contemporary Center 
during Ornette Coleman’s stint at the Village Vanguard, two fl oors below. 
The nightly performances by Coleman’s trio were the fi rst public appear-
ances by Coleman in nearly two years, making them the talk of the town. 
Apparently unwilling to compete for listeners and attention, Paul Bley did 
not show up for his engagement and instead absconded to Florida with 
money from the Guild treasury. Bley repaid the money when he returned, 
but the Guild held a vote to expel him; the vote was evenly split (and thus 
unsuccessful).139 On another occasion, several members visited a founda-
tion or government agency (accounts vary) in hopes of obtaining a large 
grant or a donated building; the delegation had suppressed diff erences of 
opinion for most of the meeting and were close to securing a deal, when 
Sun Ra chose an inopportune moment to express doubts about accepting 
a gift from the institution in question. His speech spooked the institu-
tional representative, and nothing came of the meeting.140 Such incidents 
reminded Guild members that the trust necessary to build consensus would 
never be achieved in this atmosphere of competing interests.

The most serious and painful breach of Guild principles involved the 
record contract that Shepp signed with Impulse! records in the late summer 
of 1964. Almost every existing published account of the Guild has errone-
ously reported that Shepp signed with Impulse! during the brief existence 
of the collective, and that this act of self-interested careerism outraged 
his colleagues and compromised the integrity of the organization. In fact, 
as the record sleeve makes clear, Shepp’s Four for Trane was recorded in 
August 1964 by Bob Thiele, who as producer for Impulse! would not have 
engineered the session without fi rst signing Shepp to a deal; in other words, 
Shepp had received his contract before the founding of the Guild.141 This 
fact is corroborated by Stollman, who recalls standing outside the Cellar 
Café during the October Revolution with Shepp, who cordially turned 
down Stollman’s off er to record for ESP-Disk with the comment “I am an 
Impulse! artist.” The bitter arguments over Shepp’s contract were thus not 
about his surreptitious acquisition of a solo recording gig but rather with 
his continuing refusal to renegotiate the deal in accordance with Guild 
principles. In Dixon’s opinion, the Impulse! contract garnered an inordi-
nate amount of commentary, when in fact all members of the Guild had 
their own fruitful contacts and individual opportunities that carried over 
into the collective (including, for example, the negotiations of Rudd and 
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Paul Bley with Stollman in the fi rst few weeks of the Guild’s existence). But 
Shepp’s reticence over his recording contract was part of a larger pattern of 
omitting to mention the Guild in his public statements; this became all the 
more conspicuous when Shepp was the subject or author of six articles in 
the mainstream jazz press in the year or so following the establishment of 
the Guild — two in Jazz (January and August 1965), two in Jazz Magazine 
(June and December 1965), and two in Down Beat (January and December 
1965).142

Many members of the Guild were outraged, however, about the con-
tract. Greene, who described the contract as “hand to mouth tokenism,” 
has written, “Of course a lot of us were really hungry, but we’re always 
being tested to see if we’re really serious and dedicated, if we can tighten 
our belts, or hold out for our basic principles.” 143 In 1966, Taylor told Jazz 
Magazine, “If certain members had shown themselves to be stronger and 
more faithful to their promises, if there had been agreement between their 
actions and their values, the Guild would still exist.” 144 Silva, too, was 
unforgiving: “Archie was bound by the bylaws of the company, and he 
broke the law. . . . It led to the downfall of the structure we had imposed 
upon ourselves.” 145

Sun Ra, however, lumped Shepp’s indiscretion in with those of all the 
other members of the Guild: “[E]verybody was vowing they weren’t going 
to get put under the big companies — when everybody did but me. . . . But 
then, it’s possible they were only trying to survive and that’s the only way 
they saw to play the game.” 146 Survival seems to have been the motivat-
ing factor for Shepp, who said in 1994, “I wasn’t into music simply to 
continue to be poor. I had a family. . . . I was moved by a diff erent set of 
references.” 147 Carla Bley bluntly contradicted the protestations of other 
members of the Guild by noting, “We all would have taken that contract if 
it had been off ered to us.” Tchicai also defl ected blame from Shepp, saying, 
“I think there was envy among some in the group as well as a dissatisfac-
tion with those who got recording contracts and then started pulling away 
from the Guild’s original founding ideals.” 148

The divergent responses to Shepp’s Impulse! deal indicate a basic mis-
understanding about the goals of the Jazz Composers Guild that seems 
to have been in place from the group’s inception. Dixon pointed out that 
he was attempting fundamentally to transform an economic structure 
that had grown up with the jazz tradition but restrictively channeled the 
creativity of black artists into a set of exploitative relationships. His long-
term goals — prestige, respect, and the freedom to pursue musical projects 
without the oppressive label “jazz” — could only be reached by fi rst seizing 
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control of the means of production and distribution. Dixon was not sim-
ply withdrawing his music from the market but also cultivating his own 
audience outside the preexisting channels aff orded by a racial discourse 
that continued to frame jazz musicians as socially deviant, irresponsible, 
or purveyors of mere entertainment. The French cultural theorist Jacques 
Attali has referred to this process as the creation of a “parallel industry 
to produce and promote new music,” but Dixon was also concerned with 
reorienting the fl awed but powerful network of jazz production toward 
new, more equitable arrangements.149 He believed that creating a counter-
public was one way to eff ect this reorientation.

However, most of the other musicians in the Guild thought of the orga-
nization as an eff ective marketing tool or collective promotional agree-
ment. In this view, withdrawing the music from the market would simply 
increase demand and drive up the price, and that would in turn lead to 
better opportunities for all the affi  liated artists. As Dixon has pointed out, 
“Their thinking was, apparently, get as much mileage out of this Guild, 
get better gigs, and such and such. . . . So you had — from the very begin-
ning — a cleavage there.” In our interview, Greene characterized the group 
as a “clearinghouse for gigs,” and Paul Bley wrote, “As it turned out, the 
best thing about the Guild was that it promoted all its members.” 150 Indeed, 
many of the associated musicians recorded albums for a variety of labels 
in the years that followed. About a year after the group’s demise, Taylor 
signed a contract with Blue Note and prepared to take the Unit to Europe 
to promote his album ¡Conquistador! Dixon performed on the record, but 
he refused to join the tour because Taylor was breaking in the group at 
Slug’s Saloon, an East Village bar that had recently become a center of 
the new music. “I reminded him, ‘We decided that we weren’t going to be 
working in these clubs, man!’ ”

Not everyone was as discriminating in their choice of opportunities: 
Paul and Carla Bley, Mantler, Shepp, and Taylor all agreed to perform in 
early July at the 1965 Newport Jazz Festival, which was perhaps the big-
gest “establishment” gig in the business.151 Details of how this engagement 
came about remain unknown, but the producer of the Newport festival, 
George Wein, probably contacted the musicians in April or May, when 
the Guild was already close to dissolving. In his comments at a Jazz panel 
discussion on “Jazz and Revolutionary Black Nationalism,” Wein referred 
to a “somebody” (or “this fellow”) who had approached him about pre-
senting the Guild at his festival, but he specifi ed that the only musician he 
called personally was Cecil Taylor.152 Dixon was furious that the concert 
was billed as the Jazz Composers Guild, and he told Wein that he could not 
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use the name. Wein replied that he had no idea that the organization had 
dissolved, which led Dixon to conclude that whoever initially spoke to the 
promoter had misrepresented their situation.153 Following on the dissen-
sion over Shepp’s contract with Impulse! the Newport engagement signaled 
the end of the Guild — in Mantler’s words, “That, in the end, killed it.” 154 
By the time of the fi nal concert at the Contemporary Center on April 18, 
the group was already disintegrating.

• • •

In his groundbreaking study of the interactions between popular music 
and the avant-garde, Bernard Gendron argues for making a key distinc-
tion between the nature of high/low engagements in modernism prior to 
the 1940s and the postmodernism of later decades. In the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, high/low interactions were defi ned not only 
through aesthetic and critical discourse but also along institutional lines 
(as exemplifi ed by the artistic cabaret and Le Boeuf sur le Toit) “and in 
the slumming and secondary aesthetic practices of artist-bohemians.” 155 
In the postmodern period that emerged with the bebop movement, the 
central tool through which jazz appropriated the techniques and rhetoric 
of modernism was the critical discourse of magazines, books, and radio 
shows. Gendron notes, “Discourse’s crucial role in the postmodern turn is 
further amplifi ed by the fact that none of the other traditional options of 
contact between high and low were easily available to popular musics in 
their initial excursions across the divide.” 156 Discourse was indeed the only 
avenue available to jazz in its transformation from entertainment to “art,” 
for it did not enjoy an extended web of patronage, institutional support, 
formalized educational system, or access to venues that were coded as non-
commercial and serious. Furthermore, as a practice of aesthetic boundary 
crossing, slumming only works in one direction; as Gendron points out, 
“[W]hat could it have meant for bebop musicians to generate secondary 
aesthetic practices by ‘slumming’ in high-cultural haunts?” 157

But it was precisely because of their subordinate social position that jazz 
musicians were forced to limit their incursions into high culture to the level 
of discourse, and this is where I hope to add to Gendron’s many insights. 
Although jazz struggled to make discursive connections to prestigious 
cultural networks, the musicians of the bebop revolution (and those who 
followed them) lived and acted in a world where discourse was bound to 
material realities. My examination of the Jazz Composers Guild is a case 
study of what happened when the post-Ornette generation of New Thing 
composers, armed as they were with a modernist aesthetic discourse, came 
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face to face with the economic reality of exploitative jazz clubs and record 
companies.

This example demonstrates that networks mobilize connections of dif-
ferent kinds and diff erent strengths. At the level of aesthetics and personal 
relationships, the jazz underground overlapped signifi cantly with Cagean 
experimentalism, yet durative and institutionalized patterns of race, com-
merce, and education severely restricted the ability of musicians to solidify 
and build on these overlaps in a lasting way. The Guild did achieve mate-
rial gains — in the creation of alternative performance settings at the Cellar 
Café and the Contemporary Center, in the occasional concerts at larger 
halls in midtown, in the small amount of press attention that Guild mem-
bers began to attract, and in the single-artist recordings that would eventu-
ally be issued — but these partial gains were only a fraction of what Dixon 
had originally envisioned. Perhaps the most important repercussion of the 
Guild was the entrance some years later of several New Thing musicians 
into institutions of higher learning; Dixon, Shepp, Graves, Roach, Taylor, 
Brown, and others all entered academia as professors or graduate students 
in the late 1960s and 1970s.

The Jazz Composers Guild’s brief history was marked by breaks and 
confl icts of all kinds. This chapter has lingered on those having to do with 
cultural politics, gender, and sexuality, but the salience of race in each of 
these discourses is noteworthy. Compared to the ignorance displayed by 
Henry Flynt’s interlocutors in matters of race and power during this period 
(and after), the example of the Guild provides a stark contrast. Color was 
not an avoidable issue for the black avant-garde, and the color line marked 
a sharp edge for experimentalism. Although aesthetic and personal sym-
pathies created connections across this edge, observing the network of the 
jazz avant-garde shows a social topography quite distinct from that of the 
European American avant-garde, and investigating the area beyond this 
edge reveals an experimentalism otherwise. The questions that arise — 

those of politics, commerce, institutions, audiences, and community — 

indicate that thinking about experimentalism otherwise requires not only 
new critical approaches but an awareness of the areas beyond the limits of 
accepted experimental music history.
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Although Henry Flynt and Action Against Cultural Imperialism made 
quite a racket outside of Judson Hall on September 8, 1964, the commotion 
was scarcely louder than what was occurring inside the hall that night. 
Originale was a large-scale happening that Stockhausen had written in 
1961 for his circle of friends and colleagues in Cologne. During the com-
poser’s visit to New York City in the spring of 1964, the cellist Charlotte 
Moorman (1933 – 91) persuaded him to allow her to reprise the work as the 
centerpiece of her Second Annual Avant Garde Festival. (The Festival also 
included a week of other performances that year.) Moorman had been 
living in New York since 1957, and by 1964 she had emerged as a catalytic 
force in New York experimentalism, owing to her considerable prowess in 
organizing and promoting large events (and to her close working relation-
ship with Norman Seaman, a well-connected New York concert producer 
who employed her in the 1960s). Over the next fi fteen years, she produced 
thirteen more Avant Garde Festivals at a number of unorthodox locations 
throughout the city — among them Central Park, the Staten Island Ferry, 
and Shea Stadium.

According to Moorman, a key to her negotiations with Stockhausen 
was the star power of her collaborators:

[I] said, “I want to do the Originale, the theater piece.” And he said, “Well, I 
did that for certain people. I did that for Hans Helm.” I said, “Well, we’ve got 
Allen Ginsberg here, the poet.” He said, “Well, you need Caspari, the director.” 
I said “We have Allan Kaprow, who invented the happening more or less. What 
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better director do you have than that?” He said, “Well you have to have Paik.” 
And I said, “What’s a Paik?” 1

Stockhausen explained that he had written one part in Originale specifi -
cally for the Korean-born, German-trained composer and artist Nam June 
Paik and that no one else could possibly substitute. As luck would have it, 
Paik had recently arrived in New York, and he soon contacted Moorman 
about the performance.

The resulting performances (on September 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13) were a 
cacophonous adventure in collaborative theater.2 Kaprow, an infl uential 
practitioner of environmental art and happenings (the most famous of 
which was his 18 Happenings in 6 Parts of 1959), had reconfi gured Judson 
Hall for the fi ve-night run of Originale by removing a swath of seats in 
the auditorium and setting up additional seating onstage. The space was 
dominated by a towering scaff olding covered with tinfoil, from which 
Kaprow hung, shouting out directions. During the course of the ninety-
four-minute piece, some musicians improvised together and performed 
works by Stockhausen, while others recited poetry or acted out a variety of 
small activities. Birds, dogs, fi sh, and a chimpanzee were also involved. To 
one side of the stage stood a screen onto which fi lms were projected, and 
three large mirrors hung from the ceiling. A number of critics thought that 
Paik’s performance stood out: he threw dried beans at the audience and 
then sprayed shaving cream and ketchup over his head, followed by rice. 
After a brief recitation and weeping spell, he leapt fully clothed into a large 
tub of water, drank water from his shoe, and sat down at the piano, bang-
ing out a cluster with his head. “For all these pains, Mr. Paik is applauded 
resoundingly,” Faubion Bowers wrote in his review in the Nation. “Why? 
Because they are indeed pains, and he performs with an amazing sincer-
ity — as if it mattered that it, his will, be done.” 3

Originale featured several key fi gures of the downtown avant-garde 
of the mid-1960s: Kaprow, Paik, Allan Ginsberg, Max Neuhaus, James 
Tenney, Jackson Mac Low, Alvin Lucier, David Behrman, Robert Breer, 
and Michael Kirby, to name a few. Although their artistic community was 
not particularly politically minded, the increasingly volatile civil rights 
struggle was evident in the performance in various ways. For example, 
the poet and composer Mac Low donned a Congress of Racial Equality 
T-shirt (“Freedom Now,” it read across the back) when it was his turn to 
read poetry through a megaphone. Mac Low’s contribution to an earlier 
Festival concert on September 3 was the piece A Long Hot Summer, which 
used chance operations to structure and juxtapose text recitations with 
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sounds improvised by instrumentalists.4 In a letter to the poet and critic 
Denise Levertov, Mac Low described the piece in some detail: “What is read 
consists of descriptions of events in the Civil Rights movement, the riots, 
Miss. &c., during this last summer or background economic facts (mostly 
from Tom Kahn’s extremely good League for Industrial Democracy pam-
phlet, The Economics of Equality).” 5 Joining the composer in performance 
were Paik, Moorman, the bassist Benjamin Patterson, the percussionist 
Max Neuhaus, and the poet Lorenzo Thomas, who was a young writer 
from the Umbra Workshop, an African American writers’ collective based 
on the Lower East Side.6 Acting on Paik’s suggestion, Mac Low concluded 
the performance by passing out Congress of Racial Equality pins to the 
audience.7

We may recall how the movement for black liberation informed Flynt’s 
protest at the Festival, and a few scattered notes in Moorman’s collected 
papers suggest that she had advance warning of Flynt’s picket. One scrap, 
though cryptic, is suggestive: “fluxus: Maciunas Resigned[.] Jazz Musi-
cians — lost some picketers[.] 3 picketers — Flint [sic] Maciunas.” 8 It’s that 
bit about “Jazz Musicians” that catches my eye, and I wonder whether 
Flynt’s demonstration against Stockhausen, and his angry denunciation of 
the composer’s alleged comments about jazz, may have led Moorman to 
commission the jazz critic and composer Don Heckman to program a “jazz 
night” during the 1965 festival (and in later years as well). This interpreta-
tion would indicate that Moorman seriously misconstrued Flynt’s message, 
but it does suggest one way that his protest registered with the “establish-
ment” of the New York avant-garde.

Moorman was a controversial fi gure, and this confl ict with Flynt was 
hardly the only one in her career. On August 30, the fi rst evening of the 
1964 festival, Moorman premiered her full solo version of John Cage’s 26'  
1.1499" for a String Player ([1955] 1960), the massive work with which she 
was most identifi ed and that she would feature prominently in her recitals 
for years. The performance did not go well, and Cage disapproved of her 
interpretation of the piece as it developed over the years. This disagree-
ment between Moorman and Cage reveals much about the ways in which 
individual performers related to the materials of experimentalism. I have 
so far explored confl icts that defi ned the edges of an experimentalist net-
work on a large scale, but with Moorman my focus narrows to questions 
of subjectivity and the care of the self. What might experimentalism reveal 
about the way an artist becomes a subject, how she relates to the materials 
of everyday life, and how she manages these relations with the world? In 
investigating these questions, I hope to address what Georgina Born refers 
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to as “the insistent, existential reality of the historical orientation of pro-
ducers by reference to the aesthetic and ethical trajectories or coordinates 
of the genres in which they work, an orientation that enables or aff ords 
agency.” 9

I will approach these questions through Michel Foucault’s later writings 
on ethics, which present a way to connect the actions of a single indi-
vidual to larger patterns of what Foucault called “subjectivation” (assujet-
tissement), the process through which one becomes a subject by adapt-
ing norms external to the self. Furthermore, Foucault’s work suggests a 
way to rethink agency beyond one-dimensional reductions to resistance 
or “transgression” and to conceive of experimentalism as a technique of 
inventing both a self and a culture. As James Faubion puts it, “For the later 
Foucault at least, resistance is one thing; the ethical fi eld and the cultural 
invention it allows is another, not to be reduced to mere contrariness.” 10 
Moorman was not simply a feminist martyr, as Edgard Varèse’s nickname 
for her — “the Jeanne d’Arc of New Music” 11

 — might suggest, nor was she a 
negligent interpreter, as Cage no doubt considered her. The “contrariness” 
of Moorman’s performance will become clear below, but I hope to show 
further that the concept of agency emerging from this confl ict between 
cellist and composer is a far more variegated process than narratives of 
liberatory transgression or careless irresponsibility will allow.

My analysis is based on the premise that the care of the self is always 
entangled in relations of power and conditioned by the norms through 
which one achieves subjectivity. Here I distinguish subjectivity from the 
idea of agency, which I defi ne as the management of these modes of sub-
jectivation. The anthropologist Saba Mahmood has insisted that “norms 
are not only consolidated and/or subverted . . . but performed, inhabited, 
and experienced in a variety of ways.” 12 The following history and analy-
sis of Moorman’s 26' 1.1499" shows that the cellist treated Cage’s score 
accordingly as a set of rules to be performed, inhabited, and experienced 
in a variety of ways, rather than being merely obeyed or subverted. I hope 
to draw out a portrait of the cellist within a tangle of relationships that 
includes composer, instrument, collaborator (Paik), and fl eeting artifacts 
of everyday life. In the words of the anthropologist Kathleen Stewart, this 
model of agency is “strange, twisted, caught up in things.” 13

• • •

Moorman’s fi rst public performance of a work by Cage occurred on April 15, 
1963, at the loft of Philip Corner.14 She was introduced to the downtown 
avant-garde scene by her Juilliard classmate, the violinist Kenji Kobayashi, 
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who occasionally performed pieces by the Japanese experimentalist Toshi 
Ichiyanagi. Moorman saw Kobayashi perform in January 1961 at the Cham-
bers Street loft of Yoko Ono, who was married to Ichiyanagi at that time.15 
Her introduction to the experimental scene in New York came at a moment 
when Moorman was searching for new repertory; as she told Fred Stern in 
1980, she had been playing the Kabalevsky Cello Concerto innumerable 
times with regional orchestras around New York. “While I was playing 
that solo,” she recalled, “I was wondering in my mind, had I turned the 
gas off  in my apartment in New York? And I realized, my God, if my mind 
can wander like this while I’m playing a solo . . . , can you imagine what 
the audience [is thinking]? So I started looking for contemporary music.” 16

The program for the 1963 concert portrayed it as a collaboration between 
Moorman and David Tudor, whom she revered as a master of the earlier 
generation. “And how patient he must have been,” she later wondered in 
her Southern drawl. “ ’Cause that had to be the worst performance he’s ever 
been involved with, ’cause it was my fi rst solo performance. . . . [H]e had 
been . . . performing at that point with John Cage for years, and they were 
really the pros and developed this whole new medium, this new way of 
playing. So my performance must have been godawful.” 17 Nonetheless, she 
was eager to earn his respect and praise. In a letter to Tudor dated June 3, 
1963, she expressed her gratitude for his assistance with the concert: “You 
are such an artist. It is a real priviledge [sic] to work with you. . . . Working 
with you has opened up a whole new world for me for which I am very 
grateful.” 18

In fact, the pianist had joined her for only one piece on the April 15 con-
cert, Earle Brown’s Music for Cello and Piano. For the rest of the program, 
accompanying duties fell to Corner (for his own work and those by Webern 
and Byrd) and to violist Jacob Glick, percussionist Max Neuhaus, and 
pianist Joseph Byrd, who assisted Moorman in her performance of Barney 
Childs’s Interbalances III. On the second half of the program Moorman 
debuted her version of Cage’s 26' 1.1499" for a String Player. For this per-
formance, Moorman performed only 162.06 seconds of the piece (in his 
performance notes for the work, Cage allows the performance of shorter 
excerpts, provided the title is changed to indicate the new duration).19 
Although she had originally planned to present the entire composition (and 
had a program typeset and printed that refl ected this intention), a letter 
she wrote to Tudor just four days before the concert indicates that she may 
have had only two weeks to learn the diffi  cult work.20 It is not surprising, 
then, that she “decided against doing the entire piece in this concert.” She 
also told Tudor that she was ambivalent about where exactly to cut off  her 
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performance but fi nally decided to play through to page 34: “Since I fi nd 
that pgs 1 – 34 are more exciting (they’re certainly more diffi  cult!) than pgs 
34 – 58, I’ve decided to perform the fi rst section.” 21 This too proved to be an 
overly ambitious goal, for the fi nal fi gure of 162.06 seconds printed in the 
program represents only the fi rst nine pages of the score.

And yet Moorman’s shortened performance on April 15, 1963, wasn’t a 
sign of her failure. The complete piece is extremely diffi  cult and exhaust-
ing, running to eighty-fi ve pages of nearly constant activity. The unique 
notation system alone requires considerable eff ort to understand, let alone 
master (see music example 3). Time is indicated spatially, with the amount 
of space equaling one second given along the top of the page. To make mat-
ters even more diffi  cult, this ratio of space to time is constantly changing 
throughout the work. The top system gives a series of letter symbols, which 
directs the type of articulation each note should have, whether played with 
the hair or the wood of the bow, sul ponticello or sul tasto, pizzicato 
with the nail or the fl esh, and so on. Directly below this system appears a 
graphic indication of bow pressure, a physical mapping of the property of 
dynamics. The large center area of each page is devoted to four wide rows, 
each representing one of four strings, with individual markings indicating 
where to stop the string (spatially, along the fi ngerboard) for a specifi c note 
and vertical lines representing double-, triple-, or quadruple-stops (arrows 
sometimes provide direction to these chords). Throughout the piece, Cage 
also indicates moments when the tension on a string is to be increased 
or decreased indeterminately. Perhaps the most important element of the 
score is an area running along the bottom of the page that is “devoted 
to noises on the box, sounds other than those produced on the strings. 
These may issue from entirely other sources, e.g. percussion instruments, 
whistles, radios, etc. Only high and low are indicated,” Cage specifi ed in 
his performance notes.22 

With some assistance from Tudor, Cage wrote 26' 1.1499" in a two-year 
period from 1953 to 1955, as part of a larger project informally referred to 
as “The Ten Thousand Things,” a reference both to the planned rhyth-
mic structure of the works — 10,000 beats each — and the special status of 
the number 10,000 in Taoist and Buddhist philosophies, where it refers 
to the infi nite.23 Along with three other works — 34' 46.776" for a Pianist, 
31' 57.9864" for a Pianist (both 1954), and 27' 10.554" for a Percussionist 
(1956) — the piece for a string player was written at the end of what James 
Pritchett has called Cage’s “classic” period of chance composition.24 It was 
composed using a more complex version of the composer’s point-drawing 
technique, in which Cage used imperfections in a sheet of paper to deter-
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mine relative pitch and attack times. Thus, there is clear reason to associate 
26' 1.1499" with such iconic works of chance-based composition as Music 
of Changes (1951) and Music for Carillon (1952).

Looking ahead in Cage’s output, Pritchett identifi es two ways in which 
the composer’s practice evolved from the techniques used in these pieces 
to those of indeterminacy: fi rst, through the notational experiments of 
Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1958), and, second, through works such 
as Fontana Mix (1958), which were more open-ended tools for creating 
other pieces and performances. In light of Cage and Tudor’s performance 
practice of the 1960s, when the pair presented loose improvisations with 

music ex a m ple 3. John Cage, 26' 1.1499 " for a String Player (page 15). Copyright © 1960, 
renewed 1988 by Henmar Press, Inc. Used by permission of C. F. Peters Corporation. All 
Rights Reserved.
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pianos, tape machines, radios, and a variety of amplifi ed noisemakers, it 
seems that the noisemaking possibilities inherent in the bottom row of the 
score for 26' 1.1499" also presented a path toward Cage’s next composi-
tional stage. Similarly, the two works for prepared piano that Cage com-
posed for “The Ten Thousand Things” did not fully specify the prepara-
tions required for the piece, allowing for considerable fl uctuation between 
and during individual performances.25 27' 10.554" for a Percussionist also 
specifi ed one area of the score devoted to “electronic devices, mechani-
cal arrangements, radios, whistles, etc.” 26 The surviving pieces from “The 
Ten Thousand Things,” then, serve as a pivot between chance operations, 
in which random procedures are used to arrive at a relatively fi xed and 
conventional score, and indeterminacy, in which the score requires signifi -
cant interpretation from its performer (in the moment or in advance of the 
performance).27

Once he had moved on to composing works that were largely indeter-
minate, Cage expressed some ambivalence about his earlier chance-based 
works:

The Music of Changes is an object more inhuman than human, since chance 
operations brought it into being. The fact that these things that constitute it, 
though only sounds, have come together to control a human being, the per-
former, gives the work the alarming aspect of a Frankenstein monster. This 
situation is of course characteristic of Western music, the masterpieces of which 
are its most frightening examples, which when concerned with humane com-
munication only move over from Frankenstein monster to Dictator.28

Cage, our latter-day Frankenstein, seems to have thought that chance-
derived scores such as Music of Changes and 26' 1.1499" had worked their 
way free of his control, only to turn the tables on their human creator. 
But the failed performances of Atlas Eclipticalis (with its unconventional 
notation requiring some performer choice) and 26' 1.1499" (with its allow-
ance for sounds “from entirely other sources”) suggest that indetermi-
nacy likewise off ered no safe haven from unexpected challenges to Cage’s 
control.

• • •

The score of 26' 1.1499" is representative of the modernist impulse to 
divide musical sound into its component parts: pitch, duration, timbre, 
and amplitude. In traditional musical composition, each of these sonic 
elements might imply specifi c relationships to others, but Cage isolates 
and treats each separately. In other words, he confounds the expectation 
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that, for instance, certain timbres might follow “naturally” from shifts in 
amplitude. Instead of matching a crescendo with a movement of the bow 
slightly down toward the bridge to add a “bite” to the sound, Cage might 
ask for extreme pressure with the wood of the bow over the fi ngerboard, 
followed quickly by lighter pressure with the hair, close to the bridge. Little 
in a cellist’s training would have prepared her for such physically awkward 
musical gestures. Indeed, it is precisely a cellist’s training that renders such 
movements awkward.

Since the eighteenth century, cello technique has built up a musician’s 
body and kinesthetics through precise directions for positioning the body, 
repetition of small movements, and graduated complexity of exercises. 
These methods create what Foucault called a “political technology of the 
body,” a microphysics of power that leaves its trace directly on the body, its 
behaviors, and its habits.29 The discipline of cello pedagogy off ers a posi-
tion in a fi eld, the recognition of personhood in a particular context — here 
that of “musician.” Foucauldian discipline diff ers from the more conven-
tional sense of the word as “training” because the latter is something that a 
person does to improve a skill, whereas the former is a set of actions upon 
other actions that allows one to become a subject in the fi rst place.

This diff erence between training and discipline is critical in exploring 
subjectivity, which is marked here with a fundamental ambivalence. The 
cellist attains subjectivity by taking on norms that are external to the self, 
demonstrating the diffi  cult truth that subjectivity is never self-contained. 
As Sebastian Harrer explains, “When the subject internalizes a helpful 
precept . . . the precept itself becomes so deeply anchored in the subject, 
that in a real-life situation it is no longer the subject who acts, but the 
precepts themselves.” 30

Harrer’s insight suggests that the successful rendering of a diffi  cult pas-
sage in a concerto or sonata owes not only to the cellist who overcomes the 
challenges of the music but also to her training. It is as if, at the moment 
when the individual appears to be most engaged in an exhibition of abili-
ties and talents, she actually recedes from the stage in deference to a disci-
plinary technology. At moments like this one, in the body techniques of the 
professional cellist, the objectivizing logic of discipline intersects with the 
subjectivizing tendency of the care of the self, for in the process of internal-
izing norms, the cellist can employ a range of inhabitations, adaptations, 
and resignifi cations.31 This set of strategies constitutes the ethical fi eld, a 
space of action where agency emerges as the management of subjectivation.

If Moorman’s training at Centenary College (BM, 1955), at the Univer-
sity of Texas (MM, 1957), and at Juilliard (lessons with Leonard Rose, 
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1957 – 58) off ered her one means of attaining the status of subjectivity, then 
26' 1.1499" off ered another. Cage’s piece was a tool for breaking tradition 
and history. Ideally (and as intended by the composer), the work would 
liberate Moorman from the habits of musical training and allow sounds to 
be themselves without interference from culture or individual personality. 
This process resembles “problematization,” which Foucault described as 
“the motion by which one detaches oneself from [action], establishes it as 
an object, and refl ects on it as a problem.” 32 The ethical fi eld is transformed 
through problematization; through this process, one might clarify the 
forces that have contributed to one’s subjectivity, inhabit that subjectivity 
diff erently, redirect those forces toward diff erent ends, resist overtly the 
power regimes that have been revealed, or fi nd new goals and possibilities 
for elaborating the self.33

This is how Moorman used 26' 1.1499" for a String Player — it provided 
the opportunity to separate from the mode of subjectivation of her tradi-
tional cello training and to reapproach her corporeal relationship to the 
instrument without the histories sedimented in the actions of her body.34 
If Cage’s composition aimed to alter our relationship with the ordinary by 
returning us to an intensifi ed and invigorated daily life, then Moorman 
problematized this problematization itself by using Cage’s technology to 
articulate a diff erent notion of the everyday from that of the composer, 
thus redirecting his piece to a new end. The result was an “interpretation” 
of Cage’s work that stretched traditional expectations of that term, reveal-
ing the extent to which creative authorship was distributed in practice, 
even if it was still nominally retained by the “composer” in the discourse of 
creativity that operated in this world.

• • •

According to a well-traveled rumor in experimental music circles, Cage 
was never fond of Moorman’s version of 26' 1.1499" for a String Player. 
The archival evidence is spare but devastatingly direct. The double bassist 
Bertram Turetzky wrote Cage in 1967 to ask if his 59½" for a String Player 
had yet been recorded. (This short work was one of six pieces Cage had 
composed in 1953 before folding most of them into the larger 26' 1.1499" in 
1955.) Cage replied, “It hasn’t been recorded. Would you consider doing the 
large work for st. player? The one Charlotte Moorman has been murder-
ing all along? 59½ is part of it, I believe. At any rate the title is so many 
minutes and seconds for st. player. I’d travel a long way to hear a proper 
performance!” 35 Cage’s close friend Jasper Johns agreed with his assess-
ment. In a 1964 letter to the composer, Johns wrote of the Second Annual 
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Avant Garde Festival, “C. Moorman should be kept off  the stage. But I 
guess I’ll go again tonight.” 36 In an interview with Gisela Gronemeyer in 
1991, Cage commented, “The striking thing was to take this piece of mine 
and play it in a way that didn’t have to do with the piece itself. I didn’t like 
it at all. And my publisher said, the best thing that could happen for you, 
would be that Charlotte Moorman would die.” 37

What was wrong with Moorman’s interpretation of the work? She cer-
tainly seems to have approached the composition with care and dedication. 
In 1963, she wrote to Tudor, “I’m beginning to wonder if I’m not overly 
concerned with accuracy. I don’t feel that I have a right to add seconds 
to Cage’s Music any more than I do to add beats to the Boccherini Cello 
Concerto. As it is, the notes and rhythms turn out diff erently within the 
indicated seconds every time I play the piece.” 38 This last detail is telling. 
As we have seen, pitch was left open, so Cage would not have objected to 
notes “turning out diff erently” with each performance (though, as John 
Holzaepfel has pointed out, most of Tudor’s exemplary performances of 
the 1950s and 1960s were in fact the same at every iteration).39 To vary the 
rhythms, however, was a diff erent kind of sin; both Cage and Tudor always 
performed Cage works with an exacting eye on the stopwatch. The violin-
ist Malcolm Goldstein, who observed Moorman perform many times and 
also collaborated with Cage in the 1960s, later suggested that Moorman 
did not have a rigorous approach to realizing diffi  cult scores: “She was a 
wonderful, very eff usive, extravagant person. But she was not someone for 
details. . . . And I think that’s what bothered John. She really wasn’t play-
ing the details of his piece.” 40

Letters from Moorman to Tudor in 1963 reveal that she actively sought 
out the advice and instruction of Tudor and Cage for how to perform the 
piece. (She also sought out Earle Brown’s help when she performed his 
Pieces for Cello and Piano with Tudor.) “I did play for Mr. Cage as you 
suggested. He helped me so much,” she wrote in June. “I was nervous 
playing for the creator of the music, but also very grateful to have the 
opportunity. I want to try making part (+ possibly all) of the other instru-
ments on tape and control its playing with my foot. Mr. Cage mentioned 
that the piece could be played with you. I’m more eager than ever to play it 
with you.” 41 Moorman was referring to Cage’s instruction that 26' 1.1499" 
for a String Player could be played simultaneously with his 34' 46.776" for a 
Pianist, which in fact is how Moorman and Tudor performed the work for 
the Avant Garde Festival on September 3, 1963. Unfortunately, Moorman 
viewed the performance as an utter failure. A few days after the concert, 
she apologized to Tudor:
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You played so beautifully Tuesday evening. I am sorry that I played so badly. 
John Cage’s piece is one of my favorite compositions in the entire literature — it 
really hurts that I ruined it. I never thought I would recover from my bad per-
formance, but fortunately I’ve gotten some rest and I am playing it like I wanted 
to that night. My mind [is] functioning and is connected to my body once again. 
I am between 3 – 4 minutes overtime and once I was only 1 minute over — using 
the indicated parts of my bow + following the dynamics. I only hope I will have 
another chance some day to play this beautiful piece with you.42

The key problem seems to have been Moorman’s timing (“between 3 – 4 
minutes overtime”), rather than the pitched or noncello sounds she selected 
for the work. Her timing continued to be an issue when she presented the 
complete work as a solo at the 1964 festival. Bowers in his review for the  
Nation mentioned “an exasperated critic [who] exclaimed in the back row 
against John Cage’s 26' 1.1499" for lasting 41' 2.0001" and being tediously 
impeded by the cellist’s chores of putting down the bow to reach for a 
razzer, or blank pistol, or balloon pricker.” 43 Moorman’s sonic additions 
didn’t seem to cause consternation to anyone else, or at least none that can 
be detected in photos of the concert, which show Cage sitting onstage with 
the cellist and assisting with page turns and noisemaking devices. One 
photo shows Cage holding a plastic penny whistle to Moorman’s mouth 
as she prepares to sound the next sonority on her instrument. Scattered at 
her feet are a garbage can lid, some tin pie pans, a metal wastebasket (for 
breaking glass), and a metal tray, positioned at her left foot, onto which 
sand has been scattered. Another photo shows Moorman glancing at a 
large crash cymbal she has just tossed over her music stands like a Frisbee. 
Cage looks on impassively.44 

In the course of honing her interpretation of 26' 1.1499" over the years, 
the attention Moorman gave to noncello sounds gradually replaced her 
concerns over timing, and increasingly the choices she made about these 
noncello sounds were not consistent with Cage’s expectations. Another 
possible explanation for Cage’s dissatisfaction was Moorman’s decision to 
include passages of spoken text in her performance — or, rather, the texts 
that she chose to recite. Her 1964 performance did not include text recita-
tions, but her surviving score of the piece includes several text clippings 
that she had later taped into the pages. Among these texts are several that 
sit uncomfortably with Cage’s preference for what Henry Flynt once called 
“the perfectly sterile human being” 45: a set of instructions for Tampax tam-
pons, printed in Italian, upon which Moorman had circled steps 4 – 6 out 
of 8, having to do with insertion of the product (p. 10); the headline from 
an advertisement for “comfortable panties” (partially obscured by a hand-
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copied Icelandic lullaby, “Bí, bí og blaka,” that Moorman had written out 
phonetically; p. 11); a classifi ed advertisement from Planned Parenthood 
for birth control (p. 16); the title typography from an ad for the 1965 fi lm 
How to Murder Your Wife, starring Jack Lemmon (p. 23); and a short, 
undated newspaper story about an attempted rape that had been reported 
by a University of Illinois student (the incident probably dated from the 
spring of 1973, when Moorman performed at the Phoenix 73 Festival at 
the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; p. 75). There is only one 
reference to a recognizably Cagean motif, a handwritten note card that 
reads, “There is no such thing as silence. Something is always happening 
that makes a sound” (p. 19).

In addition to menstruation, underwear, abortion, contraception, mur-
der, and rape, Moorman’s textual additions also referenced consumer 
culture (text for a Cadillac advertisement, p. 28); morality and obedi-
ence (a list of proper behavior for children, including the directives “I 
will always obey Mother and Dad,” “I will be truthful,” and “I will go 
to bed on time,” to the last of which Moorman had added an asterisk, 

f igu r e 9. Charlotte Moorman receives assistance from John Cage during a rehearsal of 
the composer’s 26' 1.1499" for a String Player at Judson Hall in August 1963. Photograph 
by William Lovelace/Hulton Archive/Getty Images.
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p. 16); political corruption (newspaper articles on Watergate, p. 23, and 
G. Gordon Liddy’s sentencing, p. 57); Nixon’s domestic policies (articles 
on cutbacks in Medicare benefi ts for the elderly and on the failings of the 
antidrug campaign, p. 56); free speech (a short clipping on John Lennon’s 
deportation case, likely dating from the spring of 1973, p. 50); and the 
black liberation struggle (probably a description of the copper-topped 
Malcolm X: “He often said he became a racist from the womb, because 
his grandmother was raped by a white man. That is how he got his red 
hair and” [sic], p. 81).

These themes of women’s health, misogyny, violence, current events, 
and U.S. politics were not characteristic of Cage’s taste. The composer 
generally preferred sounds that were “natural” or articulated “nature” as 
a sonic entity that could be uncovered, rather than created, by human 
activity. Even Cage’s city sounds, such as automobile traffi  c, indicated 
rather his interest in chaotic auditory phenomena than in human history 
or society. Moorman’s selection of recited passages presented a far more 
heterogeneous sonic text that explicitly situated her performance of 26' 
1.1499" within her own history and that of U.S. culture in the 1960s and 
1970s. And her performance grew and changed with time; the Icelandic 
and Italian texts were likely added during Moorman’s 1965 European tour, 
which took her and Paik through Reykjavík and Florence, whereas a sec-
ond round of textual additions (on the attempted rape, Nixon, Watergate, 
and Lennon) date from the spring of 1973.46

In addition to her textual supplements to Cage’s composition, Moorman 
also devoted considerable attention to the bottom line of the score, which 
called for noises and other sounds. She later recalled, “This suggestion [of] 
non-music sounds [ — ] that is what I wanted[.] I could scream, shoot a gun, 
hit the wall, anything, but I had to make that sound at this precise second 
and this had never appeared in cello music to my knowledge and I had 
never come across it[. After] fi nding this piece[,] I started my mixed media 
performances.” 47 It was here that Moorman concentrated on creating her 
own individual realization of the work. In a letter to Tudor, she enthused, 
“I’ve gotten some new ideas for the other instrument — I’ll paste sandpaper 
on the bottom of my shoe and rub it against a wood block also covered 
with sandpaper; I’ll stretch a long rubber band from the tail piece of my 
cello to the shoulder of my cello, + I may pop infl ated balloons during the 
piece — 2) I haven’t forgotten about the possibility of using a chain, but I’m 
having trouble fi nding a chain. . . . Do you know where I might be able to 
borrow an antique cymbal?” 48

Moorman’s acquisition of a tape recorder in 1964 opened up possibili-
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ties for using a wide range of sounds. A list taped into the back of her score 
indicates an active sonic imagination:

Life sounds garbage truck in operation

 subway screeching (IRT West side)

 ice cream truck

 Long Island train before departure

City sounds recording buzzer

 Joseph’s buzzer

 telephone busy signal

 Porsche horn — Earle’s

 Queen Mary leaving (a big boat)

 tug boat?

 cab horn

 debris falling or being thrown on my landing

 car screeching to a stop

Animal sounds wasps

 cat in heat (female Siamese)

 cats copulating

 birds — George’s

 zoo: lions, monkeys.

[Untitled] sculpture [sic] cutting stone — working with metal

 church chimes Charles

 wood burning

 beer can opening/champagne opening

 bat hitting baseball

 telephone ringing (in very dense place)

People sounds voice (mine, etc), spoken, singing, etc., Zoo,   
 Central Park, Beach

 fi ghting (brawl)

 cantor chanting

 orgasms

 loud/soft voices in anger and/or happiness

 laughs

 crying—new born baby’s fi rst cry
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 hiccups?

 foreign languages, accents

 singal [sic] words

 singing tones

 fl atulent lady

Water sounds ocean

 shower

 toilet

 faucet

 natural spring

 rain, on car top, on umbrella top.

Untitled needle scraping on a turntable

 rubber popping

 percussion instruments:?

 glass bottles

 electronic sounds: radio sounds, static, dentist drill

It is doubtful that Moorman recorded and used all of these sounds; 
none of her documented performances of 26' 1.1499" contain such a wide 
array of noises. It seems more likely that this list represented a brainstorm-
ing session, and that the collection of taped sounds she actually used was 
much smaller. A dog-eared card taped onto the back cover of Moorman’s 
score contains a shorter list of eight sounds that she used in her 1964 solo 
performance of the complete work, along with the specifi c pages where 
each would be used and the volume of sound to aim for. These include rain 
(2", soft), cat in heat (1", very loud), one grandfather chime (1" ff , “as low as 
possible”), Queen Mary (6", ff ), tug boat (2" mf), Big Ben (about 6 chimes, 
2", mf), ocean (6" p, soft but audible), and a bomb (1" ff f, terribly loud).49 
Of course, these taped sounds constituted only one component of a perfor-
mance that was infused with electronic sound technologies. Moorman’s 
portable phonograph, tape recorder, contact microphones, mixer, amplifi er, 
and small, homemade sampler indicate that Moorman was just as invested 
in the melding of art and technology in the 1960s as Paik and Cage were.50

Moorman’s battery of noisemaking objects extended well beyond taped 
sounds. On the promotional poster for a performance in Philadelphia in 
March, 1966, she advertised what she would be off ering in the course of 
the performance:
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You will hear and see a human cello, a fi lm of Cage and Miss Moorman, 
records of rock and roll and jazz, an electric cooking skillet, a throat mike 
amplifying coca cola and hot dogs, a cymbal, garbage can top, contact mikes, 
sand, chains, shoes with sand paper glued to the soles, aluminum sheets, pie 
pans, hammer, drum sticks, snare drum brush, rubber band, glass chimes, 
wood chimes, door buzzers, pistol, light bulbs, waste basket fi lled with bricks, 
whistles: police whistles, gym whistle, toy whistle, halloween whistle and siren 
whistle; animal calls: duck call, crow call, squirrel call, and predator call; tape 
recorders, mixers, amplifi ers, speakers, taped sounds (Queen Mary departure 
blast, Big Ben chimes, ocean waves, cat in heat, tug boat, wasps, and a bomb 
exploding); fi re engine siren and a plate of glass (which is broken during perfor-
mance) ETC — plus many new cello sounds all of which Miss Moorman plays 
in tandem.51

Several elements in this description indicate the extent to which Moorman’s 
version of the piece changed in the year and a half following her 1964 con-
cert on the Second Annual Avant Garde Festival. Many of these innovations 
were surely developed in conjunction with Nam June Paik, whose fl air for 
showpersonship matched Moorman’s. The “human cello,” for example, 
refers to one of the most iconic moments in Paik’s and Moorman’s version 
of the piece: a topless and kneeling Paik stretching a loose string across 
his back and temporarily providing an alternative cello for Moorman to 
“play,” which she does while holding Paik between her knees. A contact 
microphone in his left hand helped translate this compelling bit of theater 
into sound. Moorman’s score is clearly marked to indicate the moment 
when the pair was to switch to the human cello confi guration; it is diffi  cult 
to imagine how they could have interpreted Cage’s markings to include 
this action. 

Other new elements in this March 1966 performance in Philadelphia 
include the presentation of a Movietone newsreel of the 1964 concert (with 
Cage assisting) and an onstage electric frying pan in which Moorman 
cooked up either eggs or mushrooms (her score annotations indicate both; 
she had chosen eggs for her January 1966 appearance on the Tonight Show 
with Johnny Carson). She almost certainly borrowed the idea for her 
“throat mike” from Cage, who by 1966 had long been terrorizing audiences 
with thunderously amplifi ed swallows of water. (Moorman’s taste always 
aimed a bit lower; instead of Cage’s tall glass of water, she imbibed a bottle 
of Coca-Cola and ate a hot dog.) A few other sound eff ects, which seem to 
have been added during 1965, were the shattered plate of glass, a fi re engine 
siren, and various animal calls. A drawing taped in the score diagrams her 
method of controlling her sound-making battery. The record player was 
placed on her right (her bow hand), whereas the tape recorder lay to her 
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left. Also to her left, near a rack of gongs and metal noisemakers, was the 
pane of glass. Small whistles and wind chimes were attached to her two 
large music stands. The drawing also shows a contact microphone at the 
base of her music stand, presumably ready to be applied to any sound-
making object.

Another note tucked into the back of her score indicates that the 
“records of rock and roll and jazz” that Moorman played were The Unique 
Thelonious Monk of 1956 (Riverside 12 – 209) and The Rolling Stones 
No. 2 of 1965 (Decca BLK 16325).52 Also noted on that scrap of paper are 
the Beatles, Roy Acuff , the 1966 R&B hit “Cool Jerk” (performed by the 
Capitols), and “Italiano” (perhaps the Frankie Avalon album of the same 
title, issued in 1962). She seems to have chosen these recordings as generic 
representatives of their type: her cues refer to “rock + roll Beatle” (p. 5), 
“classical record” (pp. 15 and 45), “negro record” (p. 31), and “jazz record” 
(p. 31).53

Moorman’s score for 26' 1.1499" was clearly a work in constant revision. 

f igu r e 10. Charlotte Moorman and Nam June Paik perform John Cage’s 26' 1.1499" 
for a String Player as part of Cage’s Theatre Piece, on September 8, 1965, at Judson Hall. 
Photograph by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images.
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One passage on page 5, for example, ninety seconds into the piece, bears 
traces of Moorman’s changing approach. A single line on the score indi-
cates about two seconds of noncello sound at a relatively low amplitude. 
A note at the end of the score indicates that at one point she played a tape 
recording of birds here, and indeed, on page 5 we can make out a faint, 
partially erased marking in red pencil, “to tape birds.” This marking, 
however, exists in a towering collection of many other notes in green, red, 
and black pencil that accumulated over the years, including directions to 
render the line with a green whistle, a “mike in sand” (presumably the 
tray of sand she kept at her left foot), chains, and two diff erent tape parts: 
“coke jingle” and “10" rock + roll Beatle.” This fi nal annotation shows that 
Moorman was indeed lax in her interpretation of Cage’s score: though the 
sound at that point should last no more than two seconds, she planned on 
ten seconds of the Beatles sample. (See fi gure 11 for a reproduction of this 
page of Moorman’s score.) At any rate, in these moments when a noncello 
sound is indicated for more than one or two seconds, or the noise is not sur-
rounded by a fl urry of other activity on the cello, Moorman seems to have 
relished the chance to try diff erent sounds and sound-producing means. 

f igu r e 11. Page 5 of Charlotte Moorman’s copy of John Cage’s 26' 1.1499" for a String 
Player. Photograph by Scott Kraff t, courtesy of the McCormick Library of Special Collec-
tions, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.
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• • • 
Every musical performance is a performance of relationship. “To be is to be 
related,” writes Annemarie Mol.54 The musical relationship is one between 
body and instrument, but also one between composer and performer, per-
former and audience, and sound and idea. Performing musicians are always 
defl ecting away from themselves and toward some other; as subjects they 
are no more relational than any others, but they do make this kind of rela-
tional subjectivity clear and readable. Moorman’s artistic identity surely 
developed in relation with Cage’s score, but that relationship was also 
caught up in and twisted by her collaborative partnership with Paik.

By the time he had moved to New York in June 1964, Paik was already 
known as a composer and performer in the European proto-Fluxus com-
munity.55 Paik had studied music and art history and philosophy at the 
University of Tokyo in the mid-1950s before relocating to Germany in 1956 
to continue his studies. After stints in Munich, Freiburg, and Darmstadt, 
he settled in Cologne in 1961. His early performance pieces, which he 
described as “expressionistic” and “suff ering” art, were often violent and 
abject displays. Cage recalled witnessing a performance in 1960:

I found myself in Cologne attending a performance by [Paik] of his Etude for 
Pianoforte. Behind Paik as he performed was an open window, fl oor to ceiling. 
His actions were such we wouldn’t have been surprised had he thrown himself 
fi ve fl oors down to the street. When at the end he left the room through the 
packed audience, everybody, all of us, sat paralyzed with fear, utterly silent, 
for what seemed an eternity. No one budged. We were stunned. Finally, the 
telephone rang. “It was Paik,” Mary Bauermeister said, “calling to say the per-
formance is over.” 56

When Paik arrived in New York, he and Moorman quickly struck up a 
friendship, and the two collaborated on Moorman’s August 30 solo recital 
in the Second Annual Avant Garde Festival (though not on Moorman’s 
performance of 26' 1.1499"). As in all of the pre-Originale performances 
that year, Paik’s Robot Opera kicked off  the evening, featuring the radio-
controlled K-456, “who shambled on stage with the gait of Frankenstein’s 
creation,” as the critic Raymond Ericson observed. “It was very defi nitely 
a female robot, whose ability to jiggle certain ‘muscles’ was reminis-
cent of the late [burlesque star] Carrie Finnell.” 57 (Ericson was referring 
to the machine’s left breast, which Paik could cause to twirl in a circle.) 
Constructed by Paik with the help of Shuya Abe in Tokyo, the robot was 
to retake the stage in the second half of the program to join Moorman in 
Paik’s realization of Stockhausen’s Plus-Minus, which was to feature “cello 
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glissandos of every variety and velocity played by Miss Moorman and 
pizzicatos played by Paik’s robot.” 58 Unfortunately, a malfunction seems 
to have interfered; the Voice’s Leighton Kerner wrote, “[K-456] apparently 
developed some kind of nervous short-circuit and skulked in a corner back-
stage, ignoring well-wishers and friends.” 59 As it happened, Paik “substi-
tuted for his protégé and whacked happily at a piano while Miss Moorman 
doodled mournfully on her cello.” 60

The 1964 Avant Garde Festival marked the beginning of a long, produc-
tive relationship between Moorman and Paik. In the summers of 1965 and 
1966, the pair toured Europe with a program showcasing their own work 
and that of their favorite composers. A few pieces by Toshi Ichiyanagi, 
Earle Brown, and Giuseppe Chiari showed up on many of these programs, 
augmented by works of such composers as Young, Dick Higgins, Yoko 
Ono, Philip Corner, and Malcolm Goldstein. Cage’s 26' 1.1499" continued 
to be featured prominently.

Moorman regularly performed works by Paik, both alone and in col-
laboration with the composer. The work she presented most frequently 
was Variations on a Theme by Saint-Saens, in which Moorman played 
the fi rst half of Saint-Saens’s The Swan (with Paik accompanying on the 
piano) before stopping abruptly, putting down her instrument, climbing 
a ladder, and jumping into a barrel of water. After fully submerging, the 
cellist returned to her seat to fi nish the piece.61 (She performed this work 
either wearing a formal gown or wrapped in a large piece of clear plastic.) 
A photo taken at the 1964 Festival during the performance of this work 
shows Moorman seated on the back of a kneeling gentleman, with the 
endpin of her instrument resting in the mouth of another man, who is lying 
prone beneath her.62 In addition, the duo’s concerts often included a solo 
turn by Paik in his study in shaving cream and rice titled Simple.63

On their joint 1965 tour, Moorman also performed Paik’s musical strip-
tease Sonata for Adults Only.64 According to Michael Nyman, Paik had 
been interested in sexual and erotic themes for a number of years; his 
Sonata quasi una fantasia (1962) consisted of a performance of Beethoven’s 
piano sonata op. 27/2, in which the pianist is directed alternately to play 
and strip.65 In another Paik piece, Serenade for Alison (1962, dedicated to 
the Fluxus artist Alison Knowles), the performer is directed successively 
to remove several sets of panties and perform various actions with them 
(“pull them over the head of a snob,” or “make an omelette-surprise with 
them”).66 Describing a performance of this work, Knowles recalled that 
“[Paik] was just delighted because his whole emphasis in those years was 
scandal . . . and for him, as a young man, scandal involved women.” 67
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In an undated letter to Gordon Mumma (likely dating from 1966), Paik 
described Sonata for Adults Only in terms more suited to a dramatic scene 
than to music as traditionally understood; the score consists of only a set 
of text instructions, rather than of musical notation.68 As Paik impishly 
noted in the letter, “The piece cannot be played by another player [than 
Moorman], because I cannot teach it [in Ann Arbor]. There is no nota-
tion. I must teach it with my mouth tact by tact, as oriental master did.” 
(Paik probably meant “takt by takt,” using the German word for bar or 
measure.) The piece begins when a “very beautiful female cellist” plays 
the prelude to Bach’s third cello suite in C Major, pausing every three mea-
sures or so to remove a piece of clothing. Paik’s score, which consists of a 
marked-up copy of the Bach prelude, indicates the progression of discarded 
items: watch, bracelet, ring, belt, shoe, shoe, stocking, stocking, bra, garter 
belt, pants, four sets of panties (one at a time), blouse, and skirt. In his 
broken English, Paik summarized the rest of the composition as follows: 
“[A]nd she lie down on the fl oor and put cello on her stomach and play 
till the end.” 69 Moorman had discovered this horizontal approach to the 
instrument during the 1964 Originale performances; when it was time for 
her to make an entrance, there had been no available chairs in the packed 
house, so she had lain down in front of the stage and plucked her cello 
from a recumbent position.70 In her 1980 interview with Stern, Moorman 
recalled that she and Paik frequently “spliced” their performance of Sonata 
for Adults Only with fi lms by Robert Breer and Stan VanDerBeek, indicat-
ing that this piece was often part of a multimedia presentation.71

Paik explained to Mumma that he had been looking for an adequate 
performer for years. “Pretty girl, who is ready to strip, cannot play cello. 
[A]nd young and pretty cellist will never strip,” he wrote. “I am very happy 
that Charlotte agreed to play this piece.” Paik was trying to convince 
Mumma to program the piece on the 1967 ONCE Festival in Ann Arbor 
and assured him that their previous performances at the College of Art in 
Philadelphia (March 13, 1966) and the New School for Social Research 
(January 8, 1965) had been successful events. “You need not fear about 
this erotism. I[t] was pl[a]yed without diffi  culty in both highly respected 
schools,” he wrote, strangely denying the eroticism of the very striptease 
that seemed to be the central motivation behind the work.

The Sonata for Adults Only sounded the themes that are now so read-
ily linked with Moorman and Paik: sex, nudity, humor, and a touch of 
absurdity. The spark of the piece owed to its appropriation of Bach, a 
rather unlikely candidate for a striptease. Paik’s penchant for modifying 
the work of an old master rubbed off  on Moorman as she made Cage’s 26' 
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1.1499" increasingly her own. The cellist’s agency — evident in the decisions 
she made about how to inhabit works such as 26' 1.1499" — materializes 
in a delicate braid with the actions and intentions of her collaborator. In 
other words, 26' 1.1499" became “more Moorman” to the extent that it also 
became “more Paik.”

Such cases show how agency extends beyond what Nikolas Rose has 
called “the envelope of the skin,” distributed across the discourses and 
practices — the relationships — that enable and give meaning to specifi c 
notions of agency.72 Because these relationships are never permanent, 
Mahmood notes, “The meaning and sense of agency cannot be fi xed in 
advance, but must emerge through an analysis of the particular concepts 
that enable specifi c modes of being, responsibility, and eff ectivity.” 73 In her 
position as a performer of works by Paik, Moorman gained new motiva-
tions and pleasures, not to mention a facility with modalities of shock. 
Techniques she learned from Paik — of bricolage, of use and misuse, of 
spectacle, and of self-display — interact with a centuries-old discipline of 
cello technique, only to be reshuffl  ed and problematized in the encounter 
with Cage.

• • •

Moorman and Paik’s talent for theatricality is undeniable, and their per-
formance of 26' 1.1499" was a spectacle. A contact sheet of images taped 
into the end matter of Moorman’s score documents a performance at the 
Institute of Contemporary Art in London in 1968. These images show 
Moorman drinking Coca-Cola out of a glass bottle while holding a contact 
mic to her throat, playing Paik’s human cello, striking a garbage can lid 
with a hammer, bowing her instrument with a bunch of artifi cial fl owers, 
shooting a pistol into the air (while Paik comically holds his hands over his 
ears), and pounding what looks like a painting of Lyndon Baines Johnson 
with her hammer. Nearby sits a huge World War II – era mine. The mine 
was often replaced by a four-foot-long bomb that Paik had enhanced with 
a contact mic; markings in Moorman’s score (pp. 20, 24, and 29) signal 
that she played the bomb instead of her cello for several minutes beginning 
at 5'47" (p. 20).74 The duo’s theatricality also included Moorman’s striking 
or kicking Paik (pp. 14, 36, 38, 40, 62, 65), making telephone calls to John 
Cage and President Nixon (pp. 25 and 75 – 77), using a blender to chop up 
dollar bills (p. 57), and ending the performance by eating a red rose (p. 85).

Another component of the duo’s performance that became increasingly 
important after 1965 was the banter that Moorman and Paik exchanged 
throughout the piece. One recording of a 1966 performance in Aachen, 
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Germany, contains a section where Paik’s distinctive voice chatters away in 
the background while Moorman performs her many duties; at one point, 
we hear the cellist shouting an instruction to her collaborator: “Record!” 
(i.e., “[play a] record!”).75 In a “video realization” of their performance 
of this work, recorded by Jud Yalkut in 1973, Moorman turns away from 
her electric skillet (fi lled with mushrooms) and exclaims, “I never was a 
cook, but now it’s ridiculous!” Later, dangling a dollar bill over a whir-
ring blender, Moorman challenges Paik: “I dare you.” 76 Moorman and 
Paik mixed this kind of comical, semi-improvised dialogue — probably 
stemming from the 1964 performance of Originale, which had the feel-
ing of an open dress rehearsal, with instructions and objections being 
freely exchanged over the course of the performance — with Moorman’s 
text recitations to give the performance a rambling theatricality. (Paik’s 
developing aesthetic and presentation style included numerous examples 
of such improvised tinkering. As John Hanhardt notes in his catalogue of 
Paik’s work, “His work embodied a sense of hand fabrication, of things 
that would break down and require repair in the process of the concert/
performance.” 77 In this way, Hanhardt and others have argued, even Paik’s 
art “objects” become more like processes, refl ecting the infl uence of Cage 
but diff ering considerably from the older composer’s tight-lipped stage 
persona.)78

Cage’s reservations about Moorman and her interpretation of 26' 1.1499" 
for a String Player were due to her lax following of the time structure of 
the work and her text recitations, but what about this oversized theatrical-
ity? By the 1960s, Cage had actualized his 1957 pledge to move “towards 
theatre,” and the recently distributed video of his performance of Water 
Walk on the television program I’ve Got a Secret in 1960 confi rms that the 
composer was no stranger to spectacle; in the course of that three-minute 
performance, Cage fi red off  a party streamer, poured (and subsequently 
drank) a Campari and soda on the rocks, ran a blender until it smoked, and 
pushed fi ve radios off  their perches, smashing them to pieces on the fl oor.79 
At another concert, captured in a photograph printed in Newsday in 1963, 
Cage, Tudor, and Toshiro Mayuzumi poked away at the insides of a grand 
piano while Yoko Ono, who lay on her back directly across the top of the 
instrument, belted out a vocal accompaniment with her head hanging over 
the rim.80 For Cage, however, spectacle was supposedly meant to serve the 
higher project of sound production (though that sip of Campari does seem 
gratuitous): “I am sure that [Paik’s] performance with Charlotte Moorman 
of my 26' 1.1499" for a String Player is not faithful to the notation, that the 
liberties taken are in favor of actions rather than sound events in time. I am 
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thinking of the point where Paik, stripped to the waist, imitates a cello, his 
back being bowed by Charlotte Moorman.” 81

Cage articulated his disapprobation of Moorman and Paik in terms of 
“liberties taken . . . in favor of actions rather than sound events in time,” 
but his chosen example — Paik’s semi-nude body — also points to what Roger 
Copeland has called “this touch of Puritanism in Cage that has lent a chas-
tened rigor to the Cunningham/Cage aesthetic.” 82 Copeland’s account of the 
composer’s off hand remarks about dance places this Puritanism into more 
concrete terms:

In 1986, I interviewed Cage about his score for “Roaratorio.” Just as I was about 
to leave his apartment, he volunteered a quite extraordinary confession: “You 
know,” he remarked, “I’ve never really liked dance.”

“What do you mean?” I asked in utter bewilderment: “Why not?” Adopting 
an expression of mock disgust, he shook [his] head and said simply, “All those 
faces, all those (and he paused again for special emphasis) . . . bodies!” 83

This surprising exchange suggests that Cage objected to the particular 
kind of theatricality on display in Moorman’s and Paik’s performances, 
even though he might not have objected to theatricality itself. We can safely 
assume that the Puritan in him would not have approved of Moorman’s 
inclusion of condoms and the sounds of her own orgasms in her realization 
of his piece.84 In a related context, Carolee Schneemann maintains that she 
was “excommunicated” from George Maciunas’s branch of Fluxus because 
her work “had to do with too much sensuality, too much self expression, 
basically overt physicality and the explicit body.” 85

Paik’s topless Asian body was another kind of highly charged symbol 
in the United States during the 1960s. In this context, the inclination to 
associate him with the Vietnam War — or, for those who could identify 
Paik’s nation of origin from his name, the Korean War — was solidifi ed 
by the duo’s use of war symbols (such as the sample of a bomb explod-
ing and other sonic events labeled in Moorman’s score as “war sounds” 
[p. 47]), their repurposing of Paik’s “practice bomb” as an amplifi ed musi-
cal instrument, and their occasional use of a World War II – era mine in 
performance. Moreover, their act included violence against Paik’s body. 
Shortly before her death in 1991, Moorman recalled that when she asked 
why Paik thought she should strike him at various points in the piece, he 
responded, “Imperialist Americans should hit yellow man!” (Paik, who 
was present for Moorman’s telling of this story, somewhat disingenuously 
protested, “I never said that!”)86

Because Moorman’s and Paik’s theatricality was not only an explicitly 
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corporeal but also an explicitly referential display, their split from Cage 
deepened. This performance of 26' 1.1499" was very much a product of its 
time, and in closing the gap between art and life it highlighted a notion 
of what counted as “life” that was at odds with Cage’s view. Whereas the 
older composer held various aspects of the social and cultural movements 
of the 1960s at arms’ length, Moorman and Paik seem to have channeled 
the spirit of the times into their theatrical and sonic imagery. In a 1969 
issue of Source magazine, Moorman explained her approach to the Cage 
piece in political and social terms: “In the piece that I do by John Cage, I 
play the cello, then I discard the cello and play Nam June Paik’s back as a 
human cello, then I discard him, then I play a bomb as a cello, everything 
is highly amplifi ed. I feel this has somewhat of a political message and 
defi nitely a social message. In the same piece I cook, I scream, I play fi lms, 
records, and drink Coca-Cola. So, just about every piece that I do, espe-
cially the pieces of Nam June Paik, have political or social overtones.” 87 
The social message of drinking Coca-Cola onstage might not be entirely 
clear, but the important point here is that for Moorman this piece should 
overlap with an “everyday life” that is meaningful in a social and cultural 
sense, albeit not one that Cage would have endorsed.

In a stream-of-consciousness poem-cum-program note that Moorman 
wrote during her fi rst tour of Europe in the summer of 1965, she compared 
the war sounds of Chiari’s Per Arco to U.S. imperial aggression and racial 
injustice:

I have played Chiari’s Per Arco in many countries but this time I have quite 
a strange feeling because I [am] in the german country that is bombing 
italy in the tape. Do you recognize your sound?

Vietnam dominican republic mississippi!!!
I can not keep from crying.88

Turning to the work with which she was most associated, Moorman stressed 
the relevance of her interpretation: “My interpretation of Cage’s ‘26' 1.1499" 
for a String Player’ is very american — a kind of pop music. Thank you Nam 
Jun [sic] Paik. . . . I love you John Cage!” 89 Her use of the term “pop” was a 
pointed rejection of “avant-garde”: “[W]hat we’re doing is not ‘avant-garde.’ 
Our work is of this time. It’s not ahead of the time. Therefore we’re not 
‘avant-garde.’ ” 90 And indeed, as her performance evolved over the years, it 
provided a textual, sonic, and visual register of the most enduring symbols 
of the 1960s and early 1970s: fl ower power, the women’s movement, black 
nationalism, the Vietnam War, consumer culture, U.S. imperialism, the 
sexual revolution, rock ’n’ roll, jazz, free speech, and Watergate.
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As we have already observed, composers and musicians in the experi-
mental and avant-garde scenes practiced a politics of personal liberation at 
the expense of more traditional forms of group action and social conscious-
ness. Andreas Huyssen, for example, has perceptively referred to Fluxus’s 
“overall closeness to the non-political, allegedly non-ideological 1950s.” 91 
The responses to Source magazine’s 1969 poll on the question “Have you, 
or has anyone ever used your music for political or social ends?” indicate 
that the great majority of composers surveyed did not view their music 
in political or social terms.92 The diff erences between the responses of 
the only two performers included in the survey — Moorman and Tudor — 

could not have been greater. Whereas Moorman responded with a nearly 
1,000-word statement detailing what she viewed as the progressive politics 
of her concert appearances, Tudor responded briefl y: “Political or social 
ends? No, not at all. Of course, you realize I have an advantage, because 
I don’t often call myself a composer. No, I just don’t think of it in those 
terms.” 93 Moorman seems to have designed her performances to épater 
les bourgeois, which was certainly a long-standing — though, from today’s 
perspective, somewhat stale — characteristic of avant-garde performance.

At no time was this tendency toward shock more apparent than in 
February 1967, when Moorman was arrested for (and later convicted of) 
indecent exposure for appearing topless in a performance of Paik’s Opera 
Sextronique.94 However stale the idea of avant-garde shock might seem 
today, Moorman’s nude body was multiply transgressive in the 1960s. In 
its fl outing of “good taste” or “proper comportment,” the performance 
exemplifi ed what Anthony Julius has called “taboo-breaking art.” 95 By chal-
lenging the laws governing public bodily display, the performance also set 
out to transgress the laws of the state.96 Perhaps most important, in her 
search for novel elements of musical performance — here, the nude body — 

Moorman broke rules of artistic convention. 
And yet the political valences of this multiple transgression are subtle 

and ambivalent. As Julius points out, transgressive artists often violate 
commonly held beliefs in order to violate their audiences: “These artists do 
not wish to banish, but rather to preserve, these beliefs in the medium of 
their disrespect for them.” 97 Although Moorman’s exaggerated self-display 
in the 1960s was not solely directed toward breaking taboos, there was in 
many of these performances an element of shock for the sake of shock. 
The transformative potential of such performances is negligible, for they 
retain their transgressive meaning only as long as taboos remain in place. 
Furthermore, though the cellist’s legal transgression concerned the crimi-
nality of female nudity, it also made a claim for the exceptional status of the 
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artist to probe matters of controversy without having to be held account-
able for her actions. Finally, Moorman based her justifi cation for the formal 
transgression of nudity on an appeal to the traditional place of the female 
form in Western art. “Nudity has always been extremely important to art,” 
she wrote in her account of the trial. “It represents the most familiar and 
honest thing that we all have in common. The nude is one of art’s oldest 
images and symbols.” 98 In making this appeal to long-standing traditions of 
female objectifi cation to the male gaze, Moorman severely undermined the 
claim that her transgression had politically resistant meaning.

Moorman’s foray into the use of transgression raises interesting paral-
lels with the Cagean use of shock (see chapter 1). Like Moorman, Cage 
sought to expand the realm of musical performance; he believed that even 
loud, potentially damaging sounds should be permitted in the artistic 
arena. But, also like Moorman, Cage seemed to shoot his arrows in two 

f igu r e 12. Charlotte Moorman performs Nam June Paik’s Opera Sextronique on 
February 9, 1967, at the Filmmakers’ Cinémathèque. Photograph by Hy Rothman/
New York Daily News.
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directions at once. In the 1960s, Cage’s loud music and Moorman’s spec-
tacular performances weren’t directed simply at breaking the rules of art. 
They also expressed a certain scorn for the audience. “You must accept 
these new materials into the musical situation, for we know better than 
you,” they seemed to be saying.

The critical diff erence between Cage’s and Moorman’s transgressions, 
however, turned on the diff erent gender positions they occupied at this 
moment in history. Not only Moorman’s nudity but also her performance 
references to tampons, orgasms, condoms, and Planned Parenthood give 
the lie to the common assumption that the avant-garde’s capacity to shock 
was depleted by the 1960s.99 As Rebecca Schneider writes, “I nevertheless 
fi nd it telling (as have many before me) that the avant-garde and the option 
of ‘shock’ that it championed should die just as women, artists of color, and 
gay and lesbian artists began to make critically incisive political art under 
their own gender-, race-, and preference-marked banners.” 100 The issue, 
Schneider argues, was not so much a disappearance of transgressive shock 
as it was a relocation of the practice in a way that questioned the “histori-
cal licensing of transgression” to heroic male artists alone (a point about 
subject position that escapes Julius). The force of such interventions should 
not be underestimated in a context where the New York Philharmonic, for 
example, would not countenance any female member until 1966, when it 
hired the contrabassist Orin O’Brien.101

Nonetheless, shock is not a political program. It is a momentary state, as 
likely to reinforce existing attitudes as it is to dislodge them.102 The “politi-
cal or social overtones” of Moorman’s interpretations sounded the limits 
of transgression as a sustainable political strategy, even though they also 
off ered an emancipatory counterweight to Cagean Puritanism. Compared 
with the Marxist analysis of race and culture developed in these years 
by Henry Flynt, or with the concurrent Left-Labor tonalities of the Jazz 
Composers Guild, Moorman’s cultural politics appear surprisingly conven-
tional. Although she brought the spirit of the times — in all of its contro-
versy — into her performances, and despite the fact that she pursued concert 
opportunities outside of conventional halls, Moorman hewed closely to tra-
ditional models of art-music performance — presenting works with clearly 
defi ned composers, in recital style, and to audiences who observed quietly.

Moorman always identifi ed as a performer — she cautioned readers of 
a 1965 program note that “I am an interpreter and not a composer and I 
can not write interesting sentences” 103

 — and it was through the language 
of traditional, romantic interpretation that she understood her role as a 
musician. She likely embraced this identity with some measure of ironic 
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distance, her glamorous hair and formal gowns providing a screen from 
behind which she could present “interpretations” that were elaborate 
enough to constitute entirely new, original works. In regard to one part 
of her repertoire, she would later proclaim, “All of these pieces are half-
mine. . . . In performance, these are not Nam June Paik pieces, but Nam 
June Paik/Charlotte Moorman pieces. They are all collaborations.” 104

But that’s not what she said at the time of her 1967 arrest. On hand for 
the event, as he was for so many of Moorman’s performances in the 1960s, 
Norman Seaman recalled decades later that as Moorman was led out by the 
police, she asked, “What’d I do wrong, Mr. Seaman? I just did what Mr. 
Paik said!” Moorman’s embrace of the fi rm division between composer and 
performer continued throughout the trial, when she took pains to show the 
judge, Milton Shalleck, that her performance — including its music, actions, 
and costumes — was dictated by Paik’s score. As Shalleck summarized her 
argument in his written opinion, “The dress and props were all provided 
for in the script. She was bound by it. She obeyed it.” 105 And in her own 
account of the trial, Moorman wrote of Opera Sextronique, “Of course, 
each [element of the work, such as the cello, masks, actions, costumes, and 
partial nudity] is an integral part of the composition; a part of the total 
structure, indicated in the score by its creator, Nam June Paik. . . . These 
works should not be performed in clothing other than specifi ed by Paik, 
since they would then be diff erent compositions from those created by the 
composer — such a censorship would constitute a compromise with artistic 
requirements.” 106 

The trial illuminated a curious kind of reversal. Although Moorman 
defl ected responsibility for the event by claiming fi delity to the score, the 
judge was as skeptical toward the composer’s scriptural authority in this 
case as Moorman had demonstrated herself to be in relation to Cage’s 26' 
1.1499". If the script had directed her to jump from a dangerous height, he 
wondered, would she likewise consider herself bound to obey? Shalleck was 
prepared to accept a model of distributed authorship in this performance. 
Though he recognized shared creative responsibility, he also insisted on 
shared accountability. If this piece was indeed “half-Moorman’s,” then 
she should accept half the responsibility for the legal ramifi cations. But 
Shalleck’s opinion was fl awed. He extended legal responsibility for public 
nudity to the performer, but the same responsibility was lifted from the 
composer — charges against Paik were dropped one day after the aborted 
performance. In addition to demonstrating clearly one intersection of gen-
der and power, this juridical discrepancy points to the ways that networks 
are uneven in their distribution of power and responsibility. Given this 
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hostile legal environment, Moorman’s recourse to scriptural authority 
would appear to have been a situated, tactical decision to try to defl ect 
agency — and thus blame — away from herself and toward Paik.

Though we may speculate that Moorman found the role of traditional 
performer/interpreter more hospitable for a woman musician in a male-
dominated environment, it is also helpful to consider the ambivalent, twisted 
nature of subjectivity itself. In other words, by narrating Moor man’s self-
presentation as a traditional performer in terms of a strategic navigation 
of the law, or indeed of downtown experimentalism itself, we assume a 
fully formed — and resistant — subjectivity that precedes her enrollment in 
this historical, social, economic, artistic, and technological network. In the 
alternative analysis I am pursuing here, subjectivity emerges as an eff ect 
of that network, and there its specifi c shape and valences — which Karen 
Barad would call its “agential cut” — cannot be taken for granted.

f igu r e 13. Charlotte Moorman at her arrest outside of the Filmmakers’ Cinémathèque 
on February 9, 1967, following her interrupted performance of Nam June Paik’s Opera 
Sextronique. Photograph by Hy Rothman/New York Daily News.
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In this environment, specifi c roles and agencies come into being in a 
process that Barad has called “intra-action,” a kind of mutual defi nition 
through acting in concert.107 Instrumentalization is multivalent, Barad 
argues, and it does not precede the enacted relationships in an ensemble: 
“Intra-actions include the larger material arrangement . . . that eff ects an 
agential cut between ‘subject’ and ‘object’ (in contrast to the more familiar 
Cartesian cut which takes this distinction for granted). That is, the agential 
cut enacts a resolution within the phenomenon of the inherent ontological 
(and semantic) indeterminacy.” 108

Cagean indeterminacy describes an environment where relationships 
among sounds are not fi xed — indeed, performance itself is supposedly 
unfi xed and always changing. As we have seen throughout this study, the 
gap between rhetoric and practice was often wide when it came to the 
performance of Cage’s work, indicating that a fresh approach to notions 
of indeterminacy might be useful. Barad’s ontological indeterminacy both 
refi nes and expands the model, in that the customary division between 
subject and object (a division that grounds conventional understandings of 
agency) is never taken for granted. This split and the mapping of agency 
generally thought to derive from it is in fact always contingent and open 
to multiple relationships of use and instrumentalization.109 Barad’s cosmo-
logical description transposed down to a historically situated circumstance 
of cello playing in the 1960s helps explain how Moorman might at one 
moment assume a controlling position in relationship to her considerable 
technological battery of equipment, while at another moment take on an 
instrumentalized role vis-à-vis the discipline of cello pedagogy operating at 
the capillary level upon her performing body. One could also say that Cage 
used the score as an instrument to extend his creative agency over the con-
siderable interpretive freedoms of Moorman, even as the cellist asserted a 
fugitive coauthorship of the work by way of her thoroughgoing reinvention 
of his score. Paik is enrolled as a facilitator but he, too, extends his com-
positional voice through the work of Cage. Subjects, objects, instruments, 
and technologies turn and fold in on one another in constantly shifting 
confi gurations. In such an environment, agency emerges not simply in 
those moments when Moorman assumes a subject position through some 
practice of instrumentalization but also in confi gurations in which she is 
rendered an object through processes juridical, musical, or spectatorial.110

Rather than fi xating on how Moorman’s performance betrayed Cage’s 
wishes, I fi nd it more productive to examine the ways in which Moorman 
used the composer’s work to fashion her relationship to her training and 
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the world around her. Approaching the relationship between composer 
and performer from the perspective of the latter still seems unexpected, 
an odd realization when we remember that experimental music is sup-
posed to “give” more creativity to the performer. Among other things, the 
wealth of new issues and problems uncovered by an approach attuned to 
the inventions and appropriations of performers suggests that the scrip-
tural economy of experimental music is not signifi cantly diff erent from 
other economies of music that are dominated by producers who attempt to 
restrain the multiple voices of popular orality.111

Tropes of obedience and disobedience pale in comparison with the ques-
tion of utility. How did Moorman use Cage’s piece?112 (A not unrelated 
question is: How did Cage use Moorman’s realization? In this regard, the 
well-publicized cellist off ered a Faustian bargain — sure, the interpretation 
might not be the most faithful, but she was taking it all over Europe and to 
the Tonight Show, public television, and Shea Stadium.) “Poaching” is the 
term used by Michel de Certeau (and later adopted by Henry Jenkins) to 
describe the ways in which readers create their own versions of texts.113 It is 
a term of appropriation, rather than simply implying misreading, and one 
shouldn’t assume that a reader is necessarily molded by the products she 
consumes.114 “This misunderstanding assumes that ‘assimilating’ necessar-
ily means ‘becoming similar to’ what one absorbs,” de Certeau has written, 
“and not ‘making something similar’ to what one is, making it one’s own, 
appropriating or reappropriating it.” 115

In making 26' 1.1499" her own, Moorman went beyond using Cage’s 
score as a problematization of traditional cello technique and problema-
tized the problematization itself. This act of appropriation not only ren-
dered strange her training on the cello but also became the means through 
which she redirected the piece toward ends other than the ones Cage had 
in mind. “Resistance” is not the word to describe this relation; though 
Moorman was risking and exploring a diff erent kind of experimental 
subjectivity than the score off ered, she did not reject Cage’s expectations 
outright.

Because Cage’s piece so denaturalized the “normal” ways of playing 
a cello, it pulled off  the layer of disciplinary effi  ciency that customarily 
managed and administered the relationship between body and instrument, 
returning that interaction to a clumsier encounter among fl esh, metal, and 
wood. Perhaps Moorman picked up on this unusual corporealization and 
extended it in her alternative inhabitation of 26' 1.1499" — once given the 
opportunity to focus on her body in a new way, she chose to stage it not 
simply as a sound-producing mechanism but as part of a larger cultural 
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and social formation that included all those themes so readily associated 
with the 1960s.

• • •

By concentrating on these overlapping and contradictory aspects of Moor-
man’s work in the 1960s, I have tried to show how subjectivity can be 
traced through the stylizations, modifi cations, and inhabitations that she 
brought to various modes of subjectivation, a process more intricate than 
easy assumptions about resistance and agency will allow. At the same time, 
the care of the self concerns much more than subjectivity on an atomistic 
level, for an engagement with the self is always also an engagement with 
culture. The anthropologist James Faubion’s statement that “the ethical 
fi eld is the primary site of cultural invention” is particularly relevant for 
the scholar of experimental music, for the avant-garde has always been 
about innovation and curiosity. The routines and simple inventions of daily 
life are where the ethical and the experimental overlap and diff ract one 
another. We can surmise that Foucault was unfamiliar with experimental 
music when he commented in 1983, “What strikes me is the fact that, in 
our society, art has become something that is related only to objects and 
not to individuals or to life. That art is something which is specialized or 
done by experts who are artists. But couldn’t everyone’s life become a work 
of art?” 116

Whereas Kantian critique seeks to trace the limits of knowledge, and 
thus to outline a space of rational action that is common to all humanity, 
Foucault’s ethical project was to reverse this approach: “In what is given 
to us as universal, necessary, obligatory,” Foucault asked, “what place is 
occupied by whatever is singular, contingent, and the product of arbitrary 
constraints? The point, in brief, is to transform the critique conducted in 
the form of necessary limitation into a practical critique that takes the form 
of a possible crossing-over.” 117 What links Foucauldian ethics to experi-
mentalism is an engagement with the everyday, where testing the limits 
and capacities of what is given, what is there, becomes the condition for “a 
possible crossing-over,” an elsewhere.118 Such a test highlights the ethical 
as a fi eld of the self at risk, off ered up in what Stewart calls “a series of 
dilemmas: that action is always a reaction; that the potential to act always 
includes the potential to be acted on, or to submit; that the move to gather 
a self to act is also a move to lose the self.” 119

Foucault did not understand these processes of self-stylization to be 
a retreat into the aesthetic and away from questions of society, politics, 
or history; rather, in putting itself to “the test of reality,” in its constant 
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engagement in the present, the work of self-fashioning can reveal where 
change is possible and desirable.120 Glossing Foucault’s description of 
thought itself, we might say that experimental music practices take the 
form of a certain curiosity, “not the curiosity that seeks to assimilate what 
is proper for one to know, but that which enables one to get free of one-
self.” 121 Releasing oneself from oneself, straying afi eld of the self, bringing 
critical thought to bear on itself: these practices condition the possibility of 
thinking diff erently, of crossing over. This, as Paul Rabinow has explained, 
is an ethics that has as its telos the disassembling of the self in service of an 
unknown future — experimental processes.122

And yet, all experiments harbor the possibility of failure. The debacle of 
Atlas Eclipticalis at the New York Philharmonic; Henry Flynt’s outlandish 
search for an anti-imperialist avant-gardism; the challenging vision and 
quick fl ameout of the Jazz Composers Guild; Charlotte Moorman’s mur-
derous appropriation of 26' 1.1499" for a String Player. In diff erent ways, 
these failures outline the limits both of experimentalism in the 1960s and 
of experimental music studies in the decades since.

Although Bernstein’s Avant-Garde concert series represented a major 
opportunity for Cage to present his work and ideas to a wide audience, a 
rebellion by musicians skeptical of Cage’s professionalism and hostile to his 
aesthetics turned the occasion into a nightmare of bad press. The incident 
suggested the limits of Cagean indeterminacy to adapt to the unforeseen, 
to open itself up to “whatever eventuality.” In failing to win over the down-
town avant-garde to his mission, Flynt pushed beyond the capacity of that 
community to situate their practice in a larger frame of race and power. His 
experience also revealed the limited understanding of popular music held 
by the sectarian Left during these years. The Jazz Composers Guild failed 
to restructure the economics of jazz and black experimentalism and to 
build a desired audience. The attempt exposed the limited chances of con-
structing a parallel industry when both mainstream and alternative sites of 
musical production were largely unavailable to composers working in an 
aesthetic space related, but not limited, to jazz repertories. Finally, in her 
spectacular performance of Cage’s score, Moorman exceeded the limits of 
Cagean theatricality and highlighted a notion of daily life that was at odds 
with the composer’s. Although she was a powerful artist and performer, 
the political models one can draw from her work, especially those based in 
the logic of feminist transgression, were likewise limited.

“Failure” is too strong a word to describe how scholarship has treated 
these cases, but each case, once thoroughly investigated, sheds light on 
some of the limits of methodology and ideology in experimental music 
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studies. The available literature has excelled at documenting and elaborat-
ing upon Cage’s articulation of experimentalism, but the examples of the 
Philharmonic and Moorman performances indicate that “actually existing 
experimentalism” — that is, the disagreements, compromises, antagonisms, 
concessions, refusals, and modifi cations that occurred in the performance 
of this music — could become something quite unlike what the composer 
and his supporters subsequently described it to be. Methodologically, this 
insight can be reached by beginning with performance and resources (such 
as interviews and oral history) that fi ll in detail where archival sources 
fall silent. This method is strongly sympathetic to what Georgina Born 
has called “post-positivist empiricism,” in which research (in her case, 
ethno graphic fi eldwork) “throws up material and fi ndings which cannot 
be incorporated into existing frameworks, and which demand that they 
be extended. It is characterized by a movement between prior substantive 
knowledge and theoretical approach, and the new insights given by fi eld-
work; each amends the other in a process of refi nement of working analy-
ses.” 123 Most problematic has been the enclosure of experimental music 
as a self-contained tradition, repertory, or tendency; this enclosure has 
limited the capacity of scholarship to make adequate sense of complicated 
assemblages that persist from the past. Flynt’s journalistic and scholarly 
chroniclers, for example, have failed to follow him outside of their own 
narrowly drawn network of experimental arts, failed to take him at his 
word (or action) that Fluxus was not the proper frame to understand his 
work of the 1960s.

But there are many kinds of failures, and some failures can be deemed 
“successful failures” in that they reveal new opportunities for elaboration. 
For example, the Atlas episode defi ned a clear break that Cage and his 
chroniclers seized upon as evidence of his ideological freedom and lib-
eration from the dictatorial, Old World cultural politics of the symphony 
orchestra. The episode was useful for the Philharmonic, too, for the 
debacle allowed them to take a dramatic stand as the barbarians (i.e., the 
beats, antihumanists, and others) closed in. Although widely misunder-
stood, Flynt’s protests of 1963 and 1964, like so many political interven-
tions of that decade, took place in a world where symbolic action could be 
public and eff ective. The photographs, press releases, and journalism that 
accompanied his events ensured that a certain discord was written into 
the historical record (though that discord was seldom explained properly). 
Despite its brief existence, the Jazz Composers Guild’s status as inspiration 
and example can be detected in a number of cases: George E. Lewis notes 
that the Guild was a topic of discussion at one of the fi rst organizational 
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meetings of the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians in 
Chicago during the summer of 1965;124 Carla Bley and Michael Mantler 
used the knowledge gained from the Guild project to found the Jazz Com-
posers Orchestra Association, one of the most important musician-run 
publishing and promoting organizations of the late 1960s and 1970s; and 
Roswell Rudd recalls lending his copy of the Guild’s constitution to the 
bassist Reggie Workman when the latter was organizing the Collective 
Black Artists in 1970.125 Finally, Moorman and Cage’s uneasy collabo-
ration on 26' 1.1499" for a String Player gained both artists impressive 
exposure in the 1960s and 1970s.

Failures and the confl icts they follow are crucial for highlighting the 
edges of experimentalism in the 1960s. To gloss Foucault, failure takes us 
to the time of the singular and contingent, providing an opportunity to 
grasp the points where change was possible. As markers of limits, failures 
indicated the areas that lie beyond the New York avant-garde, as well as 
the varied means through which the resulting experimentalist formation 
gained strength and stability. Failures thus surface the concrete, enacted 
realities of an experimentalist network, but they also reveal the possibility 
of an experimentalism otherwise.
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September 1964. “I was certain that I had drunk the dregs of limited con-
ception and poverty of ideas,” wrote the critic Carl P. Sigmond in Musical 
America.1 Howard Klein complained of the “self-conscious artiness” of 
this “exercise in tediousness” in the New York Times.2 And John Gruen, 
critic for the New York Herald Tribune, wondered about the “very spe-
cial kind of desperation that compels [someone] to stand in front of a 
microphone [and] scream his lungs out.” 3 In the absence of evidence to 
the contrary, one might mistake these statements to be descriptions of the 
late-1960s, early-1970s band the Stooges, whom the writer Scott Isler once 
labeled “the reductio ad absurdum of rock ’n’ roll.” 4 Some years later, the 
Stooges’ front man and leader, Iggy Pop (né James Osterberg, 1947) echoed 
the comments of these New York critics when he described his band’s early 
music: “Torture, it basically started out as torture. And then went from 
there.” 5

But Sigmond, Klein, and Gruen were not reacting to a performance by 
the Stooges. The object of their scorn was the Ann Arbor – based composer 
Robert Ashley, who presented a concert with his collaborator Gordon 
Mumma as part of Charlotte Moorman’s Second Annual Avant Garde 
Festival on September 1, 1964. By far the most off ensive element of the eve-
ning for the critics was Ashley’s solo turn in his own work, The Wolfman, 
which appeared as a last-minute substitution for the Ashley piece that was 
listed on the program.6 According to Moorman’s account of the perfor-
mance, the stage was darkened, a loud “eerie” sound began throbbing 
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through the loudspeakers, and the curtains parted to reveal a banner 
that had been prepared by Mary Ashley: “The Wolfman Will Replace 
Maneuvers for Small Hands.” 7 Moorman continues, “Ashley enters, stands 
in front of the poster, adjusts a fl oor-microphone, puts on a pair of dark 
glasses, folds his hands behind his back, and roars.” 8 

The onslaught lasted for eighteen minutes. Ashley “stood solidly motion-
less” for the duration, Faubion Bowers reported, “whistling, shouting, 
screaming, humming, blowing and blasting away at a microphone which, 
naturally, veered off  into its own realm of harmonics, squeaks and pierc-
ing rasps. This virtuoso solo was accompanied, appropriately, by an over-
amplifi ed tape recording of a boiler factory at peak work pitch (or was 
it an iron foundry?).” 9 In their descriptions of the audience during The 
Wolfman, critics noted people stopping their ears, rushing out of the hall, 
conversing among themselves, or sitting “paralyzed by sheer terror.” 10 At 
the work’s conclusion, Bowers related, a listener at the front of the hall 
shouted, “Assassino!” According to Bowers and other witnesses, others in 
attendance responded with cries of “Encore!” and “Bravo!”

In the liner notes to the 2002 release of The Wolfman, Ashley addressed 
Bowers’s description of his having screamed into the microphone: “This 
couldn’t be farther from the truth. The vocal sounds in the performance 
have to be probably the softest vocal sounds ever performed in public.” 11 
Ashley explained that he vocalized at low amplitude because the voice was 
meant to blend with the sounds of feedback and the precomposed tape 
part. If the vocalist were to shout or sing too loudly, feedback would be 
blocked until the vocalist stopped to breathe. The tape part that Ashley 
used for the 1964 premiere was his 1960 work The Fourth of July, which he 
chose because its full frequency range and quickly changing texture created 
a noisy “drone”-like background with which he could maintain the illusion 
of sounds moving around the performance space.12 The Wolfman calls for 
the performer to improvise a part based on detailed instructions from the 
composer: every sound should last one breath, beginning with a few sec-
onds of sustained tone, then transforming itself over the next seven to ten 
seconds, then returning to a sustained tone for the end of the breath.13 The 
sound could be altered in pitch, loudness, vowel type (achieved by moving 
the position of the tongue in the mouth), or jaw shape (open or closed, lips 
pursed or drawn back), but only one of these parameters was to be changed 
at any one time. The result was a sinister performance of the human voice 
pushed to the edge of sonic transformation — hence Ashley’s title.14

Following their concert at Moorman’s festival, Ashley and Mumma 
traveled to Italy, where they joined several other artists from Ann Arbor 



f igu r e 14 . Robert Ashley performs his work The Wolfman on September 1, 1964, at 
Judson Hall. Photograph by Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images.
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to present a multimedia piece called Space Theater as the American entry 
in the Venice Biennale.15 Soon after their return to Ann Arbor, on Febru-
ary 12, 1965, Ashley reprised The Wolfman at the 1965 ONCE Festival, 
an annual concert series that had been running since 1961.16 ONCE was 
at the center of a lively arts and performance scene that included a wide 
slice of Ann Arbor residents, among them the young Jim Osterberg. There 
are, in fact, several links between this community and the earliest music of 
the Stooges. As the music journalist Paul Trynka has noted in his defi ni-
tive biography of Osterberg, “the Stooges’ out-there experimentation and 
improvised instrumentation fi t perfectly into this arty, intellectual niche [of 
Ann Arbor and ONCE]. To most observers, Jim Osterberg was an intel-
lectual fi rst, a rock ’n’ roller second.” 17

The performance history of The Wolfman after its 1964 New York 
premiere illuminates some of the ways in which the network of experi-
mentalism extended and linked into the world of popular music as the 
1960s wore on. Ultimately, Iggy’s translations of experimentalist tropes 
and techniques were discursively aligned with rock, not experimentalism. 
But the contrast of his work to Cage’s translations of rock into the terms 
of high art – identifi ed experimentalism helps to illustrate how networks 
operate, and how connections can be weak or strong, fl eeting or enduring. 
Of these kinds of translated attachments, Kathleen Stewart writes, “Some 
work better than others. Some are smoother, more consistent. Some can be 
prolonged. Others operate clumsily, break down, and have to be constantly 
rethought. . . . The diff erence often depends on what material a person has 
to work with.” 18

I shall not attempt to present a historical overview of the links between 
pop music and experimentalism, nor to distinguish and defi ne something 
called “pop experimentalism.” But the music of La Monte Young, Philip 
Glass, “Blue” Gene Tyranny, Glenn Branca, Arthur Russell, Rhys Chatham, 
Ronald Shannon Jackson, Henry Cow, Laurie Anderson, Boredoms, and 
Sonic Youth, among many others, surely suggests that such a study would 
be invaluable. I will use this epilogue, therefore, to speculate about the 
grounds upon which such a study might proceed.19

• • •

The ONCE Festivals were organized by several creative individuals and 
held every year in Ann Arbor between 1961 and 1965. (Concerts and related 
events would continue to the end of the decade.)20 One of the most impor-
tant institutions of American experimentalism in the 1960s, the ONCE 
Festivals lasted only a few days every year, but each festival spun off  a 
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number of other groups, as well as year-round concerts, creating a vibrant, 
independent music and performance scene.

Growing out of a collaborative, multidisciplinary environment that 
included Ashley and Mumma, the artist Milton Cohen, architects Harold 
Borkin and Joseph Wehrer, and fi lmmaker George Manupelli, the early 
ONCE Festivals were relatively conventional presentations of new music. 
In addition to Ashley and Mumma, the composers George Cacioppo, 
Roger Reynolds, Bruce Wise, and Donald Scavarda helped to organize 
and produce these events. Initially galvanized by visits to Ann Arbor by 
Karlheinz Stockhausen, John Cage, David Tudor, Luciano Berio, and 
Roberto Gerhard (all between 1958 and 1960), this local community of 
composers had attachments to, but were nonetheless separate from, the 
University of Michigan music department. A local community arts fund-
ing organization, the Dramatic Arts Center (DAC), was almost entirely 
responsible for funding ONCE endeavors until 1965.

During these years, ONCE welcomed (or welcomed back) such guests as 
Berio, Cage, Tudor, Morton Feldman, La Monte Young, the Judson Dance 
Theater, Pauline Oliveros, Max Neuhaus, Alvin Lucier, and Lukas Foss. 
New projects and series sprang up across the city: the Ann Arbor Film 
Festival began in 1963, ONCE Friends presented year-round concerts, the 
ONCE Recording concerts were off ered in 1966, and the Ann Arbor Blues 
and Jazz Festival began in 1969. After 1964, ONCE transitioned to more 
theatrical multimedia performances. When the DAC ceased its funding 
in 1965 and Gordon Mumma joined Cage and Merce Cunningham on 
tour in 1966, the Festivals wound down, but the artists, musicians, per-
formers, architects, and fi lmmakers associated with ONCE continued to 
collaborate on large-scale multimedia performances under the name “the 
ONCE Group” until the end of the 1960s. (The usual contributors were 
Manupelli, Cynthia Liddell, Robert and Mary Ashley, Joseph and Anne 
Wehrer, Milton and Caroline Cohen, and Harold and Ann Borkin.)

Many of ONCE’s performances involved audience participation, some-
times even outright confrontation. For example, the highly amplifi ed sounds 
in Robert Ashley’s Public Opinion Descends upon the Demonstrators (1961) 
were determined by the behavior of the audience. As Ralf Dietrich describes 
it, “Every audience member became a potential demonstrator faced with the 
sonic consequences of the opinion that he or she may have fancied to express 
or manifest. No matter how they decided to react to this unusual situa-
tion, they could not ‘out-behave’ (disturb or break up) the performance.” 21 
Combined with the group’s anti-institutional stance, this sort of performer/
audience dynamic gave these events an edge of renegade danger, which took 
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physical form with The Wolfman in 1964. The street theater performances 
of Mary Ashley, in particular, which began in 1963, often involved a younger 
set of ONCE personalities and occasionally resulted in police action, fur-
ther sharpened this edge. The aggression of ONCE would be turned back 
on them in 1965 by a rival group of younger University composers, the Grate 
Society, who on one occasion “projected a picture of the ONCE composers 
onto a screen and bombarded it with season apple mash they had collected 
in cider mills outside Ann Arbor.” 22

Despite harboring the possibility of divisiveness, ONCE was an impor-
tant part of a mutually supportive arts community in Ann Arbor. Ashley 
recalled in 2003, “For some reason, for about twelve years that small town 
was the site of a more or less on-going party, of which the Festival was cer-
tainly one of the highlights, but not the only one.” 23 There were also con-
nections with the rock- and free jazz – identifi ed counterculture — Mumma, 
Ashley, and Manupelli helped John Sinclair’s Detroit Artists’ Workshop 
receive a DAC grant in 1965, and once Sinclair moved to Ann Arbor and 
founded the collective Trans-Love Energies (centered on the politically 
minded rock band the MC5), ONCE artists helped the collective secure 
permission from the city to present free rock concerts in a public park.24

Iggy Pop had drifted into this world by 1965. “Gradually, I sort of 
smelled out that there was a bunch of leftists around campus who knew 
about all sorts of stuff  I didn’t know about. That was a whole lot more 
interesting than trying to write garage songs,” he recalled many years 
later.25 In his biography, Trynka describes Iggy as having been charm-
ing and ambitious from the start, with an uncanny ability to identify and 
capitalize on opportunities to advance his status. Iggy’s attachments to the 
ONCE network began with social links to two individuals, Robert Sheff  
and Anne Wehrer, and he translated these links into a stronger — that is to 
say, more durable — heterogeneous collection of elements in the years to 
follow. This collection took the form of electronic instruments, concert 
attire and behavior, lasting social connections, and the audible traces of 
these attachments concretized in recordings by his band, the Stooges.

Sheff  (b. 1945) arrived in Ann Arbor from San Antonio (by way of the 
Juilliard School in New York) in September 1962. A preternaturally gifted 
young pianist and versatile musician, Sheff  had performed works by Cage, 
Feldman, Young, and Ashley by the time he was seventeen years old, often 
on programs he had coorganized with the composer Philip Krumm (who 
had relocated to Ann Arbor about a year before Sheff ). Sheff  was equally 
at home in the musical idioms of art music, the blues, rock and roll, soul, 
and R&B.
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According to Sheff  in 2007, he began performing in ONCE-related 
events only a few months after his arrival in Ann Arbor. He was practi-
cally a ONCE veteran by the time he joined the Prime Movers, a local 
blues band founded by the brothers Michael and Dan Erlewine in the sum-
mer of 1965.26 In November of that year, Iggy also joined the band on 
drums, having traded his position in his teeny-bopper band, the Iguanas, 
for the high-brow intellectualism of the white man’s blues. Aside from 
adult sophistication, Iggy also gained his nickname from the new group, 
initially as a result of ribbing from his new band mates, who thought little 
of Iggy’s former band. Iggy recalls one incident during his time with the 
Prime Movers that was particularly infl uential to his later development. 
Dan Erlewine (or possibly Sheff ) showed up at a rehearsal one day with a 
Gordon Mumma – designed electronic eff ects unit. “It was a little silver box 
about 10 by 8 by 6,” Iggy remembers. 

People were just starting to invent the wah-wah, feedback, distortion boxes. 
But this box had some kind of synthesizer in it, so you plugged in your guitar, 
and when you played something, something totally diff erent was going to come 
out of the box, and it would never come out the same way twice. [laughs] It was 
frightening. I listened to Danny Erlewine plugged into the thing, and I remem-
ber just sitting in the room really quietly, staring at it, and my mind was racing, 
and I was trying to fi gure out a way in which this thing could be useful.

Discount Records was an important site of connection for those in the 
Ann Arbor popular music scenes, and Iggy and Sheff  both worked there 
as clerks. The store’s manager, Jeep Holland, was a local power broker 
who also managed the careers of a few regional bands (including the 
Rationals and the Scott Richardson Case). Several other local scenesters 
passed through the establishment, including the saxophonist and future 
Stooge Steve Mackay, who, with Discount Records’ assistant manager and 
bass player Vivian Shevitz and Sheff  (on keys), later formed the Charging 
Rhinoceros of Soul. “Charging Rhino was mostly R&B covers,” Mackay 
told an interviewer in 2005, but the band gigged fairly regularly in the late 
1960s and opened for the MC5 at Detroit’s Grande Ballroom on several 
occasions.27

Musical and social links to Sheff  were not the only paths by which Iggy 
moved into the social world of ONCE. Iggy was also friendly with the 
Wehrer family, attending high school with Martha and growing particu-
larly close with her mother, Anne, whom the ONCE historian Richard 
James has described as “an energetic organizer, one of [ONCE’s] most 
potent creative minds, and a consummate theatrical performer.” 28 Born in 
Virginia in 1929, Wehrer led a multifaceted life. By the mid-1960s, she had 
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been an actress, school teacher, journalist, model, mother of fi ve children, 
and arts organizer. (Her husband, Joseph, was an architecture professor 
at the University of Michigan and had worked previously for Buckminster 
Fuller, for whom Anne at one time performed secretarial work.) Anne 
Wehrer developed her talents in arts administration while serving on the 
board of the Dramatic Arts Center from 1961 to 1965. She and her husband 
collaborated extensively in ONCE during the mid-1960s and also took 
part in the group’s various tours. Connections with the Fluxus and Factory 
scenes were established through exchange programs with New York art-
ists; at least one of these connections led to Anne’s being cast in Andy 
Warhol’s fi lm Bikeboy (1967). From 1964 until 1967, she assisted Robert 
Rauschenberg, Billy Klüver, and Theodore Kiel in planning Experiments 
in Art and Technology, and she also organized the Midwest contributions 
to the Museum of Modern Art’s Machine Show (1969) and Expo ’70 in 
Osaka.

A major force in the artistic, intellectual, and civic community of Ann 
Arbor, Anne Wehrer also hosted many of ONCE’s famous parties, and 
the Wehrer house was a welcoming environment for the teenaged Iggy. 
“There was kind of a junior beatnik/senior avant-garde nexus around that 

f igu r e 15. Iggy Pop at the MC5 house in Ann Arbor, c. 1967. Photograph by Leni Sinclair.
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house. . . . I loved being at their house. It was a little bit of a salon, without 
being as drippy as that word implies. Cause you felt like you could toss 
your butt down and put your feet up and say something, you know?” In her 
afterword to Iggy’s 1982 autobiography (which she coauthored), Wehrer 
remembered, “When Iggy was down, he’d crash on the couch. When he 
was up, we’d design band costumes and fantasies.” 29 At one of the Wehrers’ 
parties in March 1966, Iggy met Andy Warhol and the Velvet Underground, 
who had been invited by the Wehrers to stage their multimedia event “The 
Exploding Plastic Inevitable” at the Ann Arbor Film Festival that year.30 
(Iggy was also present at the performance.)

Through Sheff  and Wehrer, Iggy was exposed to the equipment, people, 
compositions, and ideas of ONCE. In our 2009 interview, Iggy recalled 
hearing the ONCE crowd discuss their events on several occasions, but he 
cannot recall ever having attended a concert. He was quick to point out 
that there is plenty he cannot recall, and it is likely that his decades of hard 
drug use, not to mention the fact that rock journalists have totally ignored 
such connections, simply erased the memory of specifi c ONCE concerts. 
All the circumstantial evidence would suggest that Iggy attended at least 
some ONCE events, especially given that his clearest connections are to 
works presented during the fi rst two nights of the 1965 ONCE Festival 
(11 – 12 February), when the eighteen-year-old drummer would have wit-
nessed performances of The Wolfman, Mary Ashley’s The Jelloman (which 
featured Sheff  as a performer, and about which more below), and a percus-
sion performance by Max Neuhaus.31 Many years later, Sheff  commented, 
“Max Neuhaus did an incredible concert, and I would really be amazed 
if Iggy wasn’t at that one.” In any case, the precise nature of Iggy’s famil-
iarity with ONCE concerts is less important than the clear evidence of 
the information he gleaned from his interactions with that network, and 
the ways in which he translated this information into his work with the 
Stooges.

Sheff  also later insisted that Iggy must have been familiar with The 
Wolfman: “I know that Iggy knew that piece,” he avowed. Certainly Iggy 
developed a deep respect for Ashley: “I always had a soft spot for guys like 
what I thought Robert Ashley was — a sort of footloose, freewheeling hero 
academic. . . . You got the idea this guy was not stuff y. He still had the kid 
in him.” Ashley in turn seems to have enjoyed Iggy’s company. Years later, 
he told Anne Wehrer, “When I saw that chubby kid in white shorts and 
T-shirt swinging around on top of a parking meter in front of Discount 
Records, smiling and waving at the world and singing, ‘Hi, hi, hi — high!’ I 
knew we’d know each other again.” 32
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The lessons of The Wolfman  — the unpredictability of feedback, the 
force of high volumes, the intensity of a complex drone texture, the clarity 
of aggression and sonic assault — stayed with Iggy when he began working 
on his own musical ideas with the Stooges. The social connections that 
Iggy forged with Sheff  and Wehrer may have been casual and fl eeting, but 
they were part of a heterogeneous network of attachments that included 
more material (and lasting) connections based on sound, public presenta-
tion, and professional/musical relationships. It is to these lasting connec-
tions that I shall turn in conclusion.

• • •

After leaving the Prime Movers in the fall of 1966, Iggy spent a few months 
playing the drums in blues bands in Chicago, frequently crashing with 
Robert Koester, owner of the famous Jazz Record Mart and Delmark 
Records. When Iggy returned to Ann Arbor in early 1967, he recruited two 
neighborhood toughs, Ron and Scott Asheton, to join him in a new band 
they soon named The Psychedelic Stooges. Iggy told the journalist Edwin 
Pouncey that he had envisioned an “avant garde instrumental trio” that 
would combine the musical styles of Harry Partch, Cab Calloway, John 
Cage, and Screaming Jay Hawkins, mixed with the energy of horror fi lms 
and the Three Stooges (a favorite of Ron’s).33

In fact, both Iggy and Ron Asheton have said that their earliest inten-
tions in founding the Stooges were to create what they called “rock operas.” 
Asheton told an interviewer in 2000, “So I’m going, ‘Yes, we have to write 
some kind of rock opera.’ And we actually started [one]. Iggy then was 
playing Farfi sa keyboards and he’d come up with little vignettes.” 34 Equal 
parts ONCE theater and the Who, these rock operas were quickly dropped 
for more formless experiments in droning noise and invented instruments. 
Iggy switched to playing a small, lap steel guitar with all the strings tuned 
to the same pitch (usually E).35 Ron played electric bass through a number 
of eff ects pedals, while Scott banged away on an Iggy-made percussion 
battery of oil drums, auto parts, timbales, and cymbals, some of which 
had been amplifi ed with contact microphones.36 (Like John Cage a few 
years earlier, Iggy had become aware of the availability of cheap Japanese 
electronics: “You could get a two-buck mic down at the electronics store.”)

As Iggy and Anne Wehrer wrote in 1982, the band “was entirely instru-
mental at this time, like jazz gone wild. It was very North African, a very 
tribal sound, very electronic.” 37 Like better-known experimentalist fi gures 
such as Cage, Young, and Flynt, Iggy took part in the longstanding prac-
tice of dipping into non-Western sources for inspiration and validation. 
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This theme is familiar to any student of the European/U.S. avant-garde. 
The Stooges employed tribal beats, and Ron Asheton has identifi ed Ravi 
Shankar as one inspiration for the drone in “I Wanna Be Your Dog.” But 
the theme of primitivism became most evident in Iggy’s later stage presen-
tation, which was always topless (and, at times, bottomless). Refl ecting on 
his one semester as an anthropology major at the University of Michigan, 
Iggy told Pouncey, “One thing that impressed me was that there was a 
recurrent theme of nudity in shamanistic rituals. In Stone Age or more 
primitive societies when people get out there and get musical they also get 
naked.” 38

Given this affi  nity for one of the defi ning characteristics of the avant-
garde, it is no surprise that the band fell for the music of the experimentalist 
Harry Partch during the summer of 1967, when Iggy discovered some of his 
recordings at Discount Records.39 Partch was interested in ancient religion 
and mysticism, as well as instrument building. One of his instruments, the 
Cloud Chamber Bowls, made a strong impression on Iggy. (The covers 
of the second and third editions [1957 and 1962] of Plectra & Percussion 
Dances prominently featured a photograph of the Cloud Chamber Bowls.)40 
Iggy initially attempted to create his own version of the large, glass-bowl 
array with spring water bottles, but he was unable to handle the bottles’ 
ungainly bulk and excessive weight. “What I did instead, which still sounds 
great, was I took a Waring blender, and just put about two inches of water 
in the bottom, and turned it on low, and if you put a mic about an inch 
into the top of it, it sounds like Niagara.” Though he may have caught the 
bug of fabricating instruments from seeing the homemade live electronics 
used by ONCE and from the liner notes on Partch LPs, Iggy might have 
also been encouraged by the Stooges’ fi rst manager, Ron Richardson, who 
was known to the band as “the Mad Professor,” owing to his enthusiasm 
for tinkering.41 In any event, the band added more homegrown instru-
ments to their arsenal; they also acquired the future Stooges bassist Dave 
Alexander, who initially assisted Iggy in operating his battery of electronic 
noisemakers.

At the Stooges’ fi rst public appearance, which occurred in Richardson’s 
living room on Halloween night, 1967, Scott and Ron Asheton concen-
trated on creating a tribal groove, Iggy roared away on his lap steel, and 
Alexander twirled knobs and banged Asheton’s Kustom amplifi er head on 
the fl oor to create waves of noise from its overloaded spring reverb unit.42 
Though the performance lasted only fi fteen or twenty minutes (as indeed 
is true of all of the Stooges’ concerts for at least the next six months), 
Iggy had time to transition from the lap steel to the other instruments he 
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had brought along: a vacuum cleaner, his water-fi lled blender, and a ther-
emin.43 Other accounts of the band’s performances in this period include 
mention of an instrument called the “Jim-a-phone,” a metal cone into which 
a microphone was suspended, creating almost tuneable feedback.44 This 
instrument betrayed the infl uence of ONCE, particularly of Ashley. As 
Sheff  commented in 2007, “That’s Robert Ashley, there — tuneable feed-
back is used in a lot of his pieces. . . . A lot of early ONCE things were 
feedback pieces of various kinds.” 45

In the weeks following the Stooges’ debut performance, Iggy began to 
front the band on vocals and swiftly became the centerpiece of the act. He 
was aided in this transition by Alexander’s ill-fated and acid-infl uenced 
decision to paint Iggy’s lap steel guitar with psychedelic designs. The paint 
ruined the guitar’s electronics. The Stooges continued to avoid clearly 
defi ned songs, instead relying on a set of riff s and drones over which Iggy 
improvised lyrics and choreography. At times he returned to his blender 
or vacuum cleaner, which was eventually replaced by an air compressor 
that off ered a louder drone.46 One more new instrument emerged when 
Iggy donned golf spikes to scrape and tap dance his way across a contact-
miked piece of either sheet metal or washboard (accounts vary). The band’s 
plethora of percussion instruments using contact microphones calls to 
mind Pauline Oliveros’s composition Applebox Double, which she per-
formed with the pianist David Tudor in March 1966 at a ONCE Recording 
Concert in Ann Arbor. In that piece a pair of contact-miked and amplifi ed 
wooden boxes form the basis for an improvisation “using bows, mallets, 
friction or any other method that worked to set the object into vibration,” 
Oliveros later explained.47

At some point in the spring of 1968, Alexander moved to bass and Ron 
Asheton switched to guitar. Scott Asheton continued to play a cobbled-
together drum set/junk percussion battery at least through April, but he 
eventually settled on a more conventional kit.48 One local Ann Arbor jour-
nalist described the act in January 1968 as having involved “electronic 
music which utilized controlled feedback, wah-wah, slide guitar, and droned 
bass as well as scat-like singing and neo-primitive howling.” 49

Throughout the band’s fi rst year in existence, Iggy consistently per-
formed in whiteface, wearing a white dress and a wig made of tinfoil.50 
Although Nausika Richardson, the wife of the group’s fi rst manager, 
remembers assisting in the creation of this costume prior to the Stooges’ 
Halloween 1967 performance, the source of the outfi t can reasonably be 
traced to a ONCE performance of February 1965.51 The main character 
in Mary Ashley’s theater piece The Jelloman also wore a long white dress, 
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white face paint, and a white wig. (Sheff  had performed in that piece, 
including a surprise nude scene when the towel he was wearing acciden-
tally dropped to the fl oor.)52 Anne Wehrer recalled having discussed “band 
costumes and fantasies” with the young Iggy over late nights in her living 
room, so the most likely explanation of Iggy’s sartorial presentation is that 
he developed it in collaboration with Wehrer.

The combination of Iggy’s otherworldly stage presentation, the band’s 
unusual invented instruments, and their free-form improvisations that 
cared little for conventional song form created a lasting impression on 
those who attended the Stooges’ early concerts. The poet and critic John 
Sinclair described a gig from early 1968: “It wasn’t like a band, it wasn’t 
like the MC5, it wasn’t like Jeff  Beck, it wasn’t like anything. It wasn’t 
rock & roll.” 53 Dennis Thompson, a local musician who played drums in 
the MC5, told one interviewer, “They were really like the fi rst true perfor-
mance art band.” 54

The Stooges’ free-form drone was not motivated by disinterested sonic 
exploration. Rather, the group used noise to provoke a reaction from the 
audience. Such theatrical provocation extended to Iggy’s onstage behavior, 
which included moments of nudity, direct engagement with members of the 
audience, occasional violence, and, eventually, self-harm with drumsticks 
and broken glass. Although Stooges legend usually traces this tendency to 
a particularly confrontational performance by Jim Morrison that Iggy had 
attended in the fall of 1967, it seems that the Ann Arbor scene too provided 
the young singer with numerous examples of confrontation to emulate. 
Iggy recalls hearing the older ONCE crowd telling tales of avant-garde 
performance at the Wehrer home:

One that sticks in my mind, I remember — which is one of the clichés of the 
1960s avant-garde — was the old concert with people beating a piano with ham-
mers, which I think was a Fluxus thing. And then I heard them talking about 
John Cage, and I read a piece of literature that described a concert in which a 
naked woman played cello. . . . That made a big impression on me. I’m not sure 
why, but it did.

Stories of provocation and the prevailing atmosphere of confrontation in 
the ONCE circle conditioned Iggy’s stance toward his audience. There 
was also the Velvet Underground, another art-identifi ed rock band with 
a tendency toward shock. That band came to town in March 1966 with 
their manager Andy Warhol, who, not surprisingly, considered Ann Arbor 
to be the perfect setting for his multimedia assault on the senses. “At last 
the Velvets were a smash,” he later wrote in POPism.55 Indeed, the shock 
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“policy” of the Velvet Underground seems to have made as much of an 
impression on Iggy as Morrison had done. As Warhol told a local journal-
ist in Ann Arbor that spring, “If they can take it for 10 minutes, then we 
play it for 15. . . . That’s our policy — always leave them wanting less.” 56

The Stooges’ connections to the Warhol circle grew in September 1968, 
when Warhol’s associate Danny Fields, who was working as an A&R rep-
resentative for Elektra, signed the band for $5,000.57 Iggy described the 
encounter: “I was playing a free gig, one of my few. It got to the end of our 
show, I was just letting the amps play and shooed the band off . So I was just 
wandering around. I had this maternity dress and a white face and I was 
doing unattractive things, spitting on people, things like that.” 58 Backstage 
after the show, Fields approached Iggy to off er him a contract, but he had 
to convince the singer that Elektra’s off er was no joke.

By the time the Stooges entered the recording studio in April 1969, the 
act had tightened up considerably. Gone were the twenty-minute free-form 
freak-outs, save for one remnant at the end of the ballad “Ann,” which 
took the form of a fi ve-minute jam that had previously been known as 
“Dance of Romance” (the track was edited for the original release and later 
restored on a 2005 CD reissue).59 The self-titled debut album was produced 
by Velvet Underground violist and bassist John Cale, whom Iggy had met 
in Ann Arbor three years before.

Cale presented his own interesting set of attachments to experimental 
music. As a music student at Goldsmiths in London in the early 1960s, he 
befriended the composer Cornelius Cardew, who in turn introduced him to 
the work of Cage and Young.60 On his last day at Goldsmiths in July 1963, 
Cale performed Young’s Arabic Numeral (any integer) to Henry Flynt 
(1960), a pioneering work of radical reductionism that consisted of a single 
loud sound repeated a certain number of times (Cale played a dense cluster 
with his elbows on the piano).61 After arriving in the United States to study 
at Tanglewood that summer, Cale soon moved to New York, where in 
September 1963 he took a turn in Cage’s famous performance of Satie’s 
Vexations.62 At about this time, he also began playing with Young, Marian 
Zazeela, Tony Conrad, and Angus MacLise in the Theatre of Eternal 
Music (TEM), an improvisational ensemble that is important in this con-
text because this group, too, experimented with loud volume and harsh 
textures built on drones. Cale’s participation in the group continued until 
December 1965, when he formed the Velvet Underground with Lou Reed, 
Sterling Morrison, and MacLise.63 The new band’s style was loud, abra-
sive, and confrontational. In the Ann Arbor performance of March 1966, 
for example, they performed “Nothing Song,” which, according to Ingrid 
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Superstar, consisted principally of “noise and feedback and screeches and 
groans from the amplifi ers.” 64

Cale carried over the drone impulse from his time with Young into sev-
eral Velvet Underground songs, and he also continued to have an interest in 
harmonic stasis and harsh timbres.65 His viola drone is present in “Heroin” 
and “Venus in Furs,” and “I’m Waiting for the Man” concludes with a 
repeated, noisy piano cluster that strikes me as a reference to Young’s 
Arabic Numeral (any integer) to Henry Flynt. These sonic predilections 
are indicated in some of his production choices on The Stooges. The song 
“I Wanna Be Your Dog,” in particular, bears Cale’s imprint, which is best 
detected when comparing Elektra’s 1969 release with the 2005 reissue that 
includes Cale’s original mixes (which were rejected by the label). Cale’s 
sound is tinnier; he has drastically attenuated the low- to mid-range, and 
he has also rolled off  some of the bass frequencies. Not stopping there, 
however, he pushes up the treble across all the instruments, particularly 
in the guitar, which now sounds even more ragged and wiry than it did in 
the original Elektra releases. (His version is also a half-step lower, lending 
a more ominous tone to the recording.) Moreover, Cale foregrounds the 
static component of sleigh bells and dogged, one-note piano line in his mix, 
which results in a constant wash of high frequencies. Although the song 
as originally released by Elektra speaks strongly of its producer, Cale’s 
rejected mix presents that idiosyncratic trace in an even stronger form; his 
“Dog” is altogether harsher.

Many Stooges fans have pointed to the presence of Cale’s viola track 
on the album’s stoner-chant conclusion, “We Will Fall,” as another clear 
indication of his infl uence on the group, but it may be more revealing to 
consider the actual pitches Cale chose to play. The dominant-tonic (C-F) 
dyad that he sounds throughout the ten-minute track does not stand out 
particularly, but when the overdubbed “solo” line begins at about 8:25, 
Cale’s emphasis on scale degrees 4, 5, m7, and 2 indicates a clear continu-
ing attachment to the pitch vocabulary of the Theatre of Eternal Music. 
(Generally speaking, TEM’s harmony was based on just-tuned seconds, 
fourths, fi fths, and sevenths. Young’s Four Dreams of China, for example, 
uses three pitches in the ratio 6/8/9 — in other words, a perfect fourth and a 
perfect fi fth — in addition to a variable fourth pitch dividing the 8/9 dyad.)

As Young often explained, the goal of the Theatre of Eternal Music 
was to get inside the sound, and this corporeal relationship to raw sound 
explains the later affi  nity between Iggy and Cale. Cale wrote in his autobi-
ography, “The story that aff ected my view of him [Iggy] most at the time 
was the nights he told me he spent alone in the farmhouse . . .  tuning each 
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string of his lap-steel guitar to the same note, turning it up and immersing 
himself in the noise. That was vision to me.” 66

After recording their debut, the Stooges toured relentlessly in 1969 and 
1970, and returned to the studio to record Fun House in May 1970, adding 
the saxophonist (and former Charging Rhino band mate of Bob Sheff ) 
Steve Mackay for that recording. Though Stoogiography tends to cast the 
album as a kind of Sun Ra/Coltrane homage, it sounds to me like straight-
ahead rock with some touches of funky sax.67 Nonetheless, the record ends 
with a free improvisation meant to capture the energy of the band’s live 
show, with Mackay and Iggy wailing away in equal measure. Drug use 
began to wear on the group in 1970, and they fell apart in the summer 
of 1971.68 That fall, however, Iggy hooked up with David Bowie in New 
York, and Bowie helped arrange new management for him. Iggy (with 
a new guitarist, James Williamson, who had joined the band at the end 
of 1970) traveled to London in the spring of 1972, and he soon reformed 
the Stooges, bringing the Asheton brothers to England and recording the 
Stooges’ third album, Raw Power, in September and October 1972.69

The band relocated to Hollywood at the end of 1972. In February 1973, 
Iggy contacted his old friend Robert Sheff , who had also relocated to 
(Northern) California a few years earlier and was now teaching composi-
tion and electronic music at that bastion of American experimentalism, 
the Center for Contemporary Music at Mills College. (By 1973, the list of 
former Mills students and professors included Henry Cowell, John Cage, 
Lou Harrison, Darius Milhaud, Luciano Berio, Leon Kirchner, Pauline 
Oliveros, Morton Subotnick, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Robert Ashley, 
Laurie Anderson, and Peter Gordon.) Iggy was hoping to thicken the 
Stooges’ sound with rootsy piano playing, and he invited Sheff  to join the 
group for its Detroit homecoming on March 31.70 Rehearsal tapes made at 
Scott Richardson’s Morgan Sound Studios in Ypsilanti, Michigan, reveal 
that Sheff  had fi lled out the old songs considerably; his playing is strong 
and gleeful.71 Unfortunately, the association of the Stooges and Sheff  only 
lasted for the concert in Detroit and a few at the Whisky-a-Go-Go in Los 
Angeles. At the Los Angeles venue Sheff  performed in his recently created 
identity, “Blue” Gene Tyranny (a character he had inhabited before getting 
involved with the Stooges), in which identity he took the stage in ripped 
clothing and a crown of LED lights. But Sheff  hadn’t been paid, and he 
found himself loaning all of his cash to his band mates, all of them hard-
core junkies. Realizing that he possessed only enough money for airfare 
back to Oakland, he took the chance to escape.72

The Stooges sputtered on until February 9, 1974, the date of their fi nal 
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show. By that occasion, Iggy’s customary baiting of the audience had 
reached new levels. At a concert outside of Detroit a few days earlier, the 
singer had physically challenged one particularly loud heckler in a group of 
bikers, and when his challenge was met with a punch in the face that sent 
him hurtling backward, the evening’s entertainment ended abruptly.73 “The 
invincibility of the band was shattered,” said Williamson.74 Rumors of the 
incident spread quickly ahead of the February 9 concert at the Michigan 
Palace in Detroit, which thereupon took on the atmosphere of a heavy-
weight title fi ght: band against audience. A well-known bootleg recording 
confi rms that the event was a poetically abject fl ameout, a misanthropic, 
white suburban version of the Theatre of Cruelty. Facing a maelstrom of 
objects from the crowd — eggs, ice cubes, cups, drugs, coins, bottles — Iggy 
remained aggressive yet strangely charming in his engagement with the 
audience. But as he violently and insistently breached the gap between art 
(stage) and life (audience), life came hurtling back across that divide in the 
form of an empty Stroh’s bottle, which, shattering on Iggy’s face, drew the 
concert — and the band’s career — to an ugly conclusion.75

• • •

I am drawn to the hidden story of loudness that runs through this network 
in the 1960s. Everywhere one turns, high amplitude emerges as character 
and muse. Of the Stooges’ fi rst gig in 1967, as described by Trynka: “[T] he 
volume at which they played was, everyone agrees, simply staggering.” 76 
Of a 1968 performance of The Wolfman, in the words of Pauline Oliveros: 
“My ears changed and adapted themselves to the sound pressure level. All 
the wax in my ears melted.” 77 Of the Velvet Underground, as reviewed 
by Larry McCombs: “The amplifi ed violin [sic] goes higher and higher, 
becomes a shriek, a feedback noise, a regular dit-dah-dit of unbearable 
Morse codes screaming above the other noise. . . . You wish it would 
stop.” 78 Of the Theatre of Eternal Music, as John Cage reported to Peter 
Yates: “[Jasper] Johns and I [came] out relieved to be released.” 79 And of 
a 1970 Cage performance, as a listener told the composer: “The decibels 
destroy that tranquility to which you profess allegiance, and which is nec-
essary for an appreciation of what you set in motion.” 80

In this study, we have observed a few examples of Cage’s fascination 
with the “change of scale” brought about by high amplitude, and this 
fascination mediated his relationship to popular music networks. Cage’s 
disdain for jazz is well known, but his comments on rock have received less 
attention. In a conversation with Daniel Charles, he commented, “If we’re 
talking about rock, everything changes! Electronics has transformed every-
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thing in it. Jazz was hung up on its traditions; but in rock, the traditions 
are drowned in sound. Everything becomes confused — it’s wonderful! . . . 
Jazz is a linear form; not rock.” 81 When Charles responded that the regular 
beat, which Cage found so oppressive in jazz, was in fact even stronger in 
rock, Cage objected: “But that regularity disappears if the amplifi cation is 
suffi  cient. . . . You are inside the object, and you realize that this object is a 
river. With rock, there is a change of scale: you are thrown into the current. 
Rock takes everything with it.” 82

In choosing to emphasize the loud volume of rock while denying its 
danceable (i.e., body-centered) beat, Cage translated the music into terms 
that were acceptable and signifi cant for experimentalism as he had articu-
lated it. This translation was also carried out on a social fi eld patterned by 
race, for it was the white-coded genre of rock that captured Cage’s atten-
tion, rather than the equally loud, equally noisy, and equally disruptive 
sound of R&B, the electric blues, or yet another rock translation, Bitches 
Brew, which had been released to considerable fanfare and controversy less 
than one year before Cage’s 1970 conversation with Charles. Given Cage’s 
directed extension of the network toward rock rather than toward more 
racially marked musics, one can’t help but agree with Fred Moten’s sus-
picion that “a black avant-garde exists, as it were, oxymoronically — as if 
black, on the one hand, and avant-garde, on the other hand, each depends 
for its coherence upon the exclusion of the other.” 83

Anyone can make translations, of course, and this is exactly what Iggy 
was doing with his electronic instruments, junk percussion, concert pre-
sentation, and sound (mediated as it was through Cale’s own translations 
of the Theatre of Eternal Music). In his description of the Stooges’ fi rst 
public performance in 1967, John Sinclair states this fact plainly: “I loved 
it, because it was out there, but in a rock ’n’ roll context. Taking this sterile 
European avant-garde stuff  and translating it into things kids can listen 
to.” 84 The mere act of translation is not enough, however, for one to gain 
a position in a particular network, for translation forges both weak and 
strong connections.

In Latour’s defi nition, translation is “the means by which we articu-
late diff erent sorts of matter.” 85 Each of these diff erent sorts of matter 
has something to off er the network into which it is enrolled. A piece of 
electronic equipment creates a sound that the composer could not achieve 
alone. The composer can use language to clarify the meaning or use of 
this sound to an audience. The composer’s score or a recording, through 
processes of duplication and distribution, can act at a distance in ways that 
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the composer himself could not do. And, fi nally, an archive off ers a kind of 
historical stability lacking in any single performance.

The durability and strength of a given network of translations, to quote 
Stewart again, “depends on what material a person has to work with.” 
To return briefl y to an example from my introduction, Don Heckman’s 
mobility through the worlds of European composition, downtown experi-
mentalism, and avant-garde jazz surely eff ected a movement of transla-
tion, but this translation wasn’t strong or durable enough to convince the 
visiting Stockhausen to follow the same routes and explore the world of 
underground jazz in New York. In a fi eld patterned by powerfully fortifi ed 
boundaries between networks, there are limits to how far some translations 
will extend. Face-to-face conversations and occasional articles in Down 
Beat were not enough to overturn more established networks of translation.

Iggy’s experimental translations have survived in vague memory. Pro-
grams and scores do not exist for these performances, and the attachments 
he formed with such institutions as Elektra Records, the Grande Ballroom 
in Detroit, or even the New York club culture of Andy Warhol, carried no 
force in the experimentalist network. In comparison, Cage translated rock 
loudness into a network that had already been fortifi ed by attachments to 
strong institutions, including the New York Philharmonic and modern art 
galleries, and his preserved manuscripts and letters, published scores, and 
numerous publications enact a durability and clarity that Iggy’s perfor-
mances lacked.

The diff erence between strong and weak translations is crucial for under-
standing what I call “actually existing experimentalism.” Those critics in 
thrall to idealist, or imaginary, experimentalism (marked by an interest 
in the abstract, formalist qualities associated with the grouping) would 
be drawn to several familiar themes in the Stooges’ work: shock, open 
form, the incorporation of noise, the attempted erasure of the boundary 
between performer and listener, the construction of new instruments, and 
an interest in non-Western musics.86 But this kind of formalist process of 
gathering musical texts under the rubric of “the experimental” through the 
identifi cation of shared aesthetic traits mistakes the eff ects of a network for 
its causes. An approach attuned to actually existing experimentalism does 
not bracket the practicalities involved in enacting its reality, but instead 
shows how that network was put together — how successful translations 
were eff ected, and how other translations failed to have illocutionary force.

The complicated drone textures of The Wolfman, the music of Theatre 
of Eternal Music, and the songs “I’m Waiting for the Man” and “I Wanna 
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Be Your Dog” are clearly related to each other. A formalist approach might 
point to these sonic similarities to group the works in a tradition: they 
are connected because they sound alike. Alternatively, the network model 
shows that these two examples were already linked together in a vari-
ety of ways, and that the shared formal properties are their sonic trace: 
they sound alike because they are connected. The diff erence is important. 
If defi nitions of experimentalism, to quote Nyman, “ultimately depend 
on purely musical considerations,” there can be no adequate explanation 
of the experimental music network that we have ended up with.87 Why 
aren’t the Stooges included? Clearly another layer of selection is operating. 
I am not making a normative argument for expanding the boundaries of 
the canon of experimentalism (“the Stooges should be included”). Such a 
project would erase history and obscure the powerful social, institutional, 
and economic currents that have defi ned this formation in the fi rst place. 
The network model instead off ers a way of understanding the complexities 
of attachment — how the Stooges can be both associated with a particu-
lar formation and absent from its canonical history.88 Future histories of 
experimental music may well include the Stooges, but that would require 
that these histories explain how and why certain musicians, performances, 
or venues were previously thought to be outside the boundaries of experi-
mental music. In short: those future histories must include exclusion.

In 1971, a journalist for the Winona Daily News in Minnesota wrote, “If 
you could somehow think of an extreme opposite of silence it would prob-
ably be something like the Stooges.” 89 Such an assumption of diff erence 
between Cagean silence and Stoogean noise is anathema to a Latourian 
study of actually existing experimentalism, which assumes symmetry in 
the way it treats the Cage-Tudor duo, the Velvet Underground, the Cecil 
Taylor Unit, the Stooges, or the Moorman-Paik duo. Assuming symmetry 
is not the same as creating a new grouping or arguing that all of these bands 
belong together. But it does allow for the recognition of the historical over-
laps, connections, and attachments among nodes in a network — and, more 
important, how those messy overlaps have been cut and translated into 
diff erent networks. The similarities between Iggy’s contact-mic tinkering, 
for example, and Oliveros’s Applebox, can well be the basis for examining 
the two very diff erent networks into which these pieces and their creators 
are enrolled.

Experimentalism Otherwise appears at a time when the permanence 
of “canonical experimentalism” is loosening; it is now common to speak 
of “avant-garde” or “experimental” strains in a variety of musical genres 
and styles, including rock, folk, electronic dance music, hip hop, and even 
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pop. We are moving in the direction of “all the fi sh swimming together 
in one big tank,” to borrow one of Cage’s favorite sayings. The ground 
for this shift was prepared in the discourse surrounding the John Zorn – 

associated downtown scene of the late 1970s and 1980s, and contemporary 
periodicals such as the Wire and books such as Bill Martin’s Avant Rock: 
Experimental Music from the Beatles to Björk are latter-day extensions of 
this perspective.90

The implicit consensus holds that these new developments in diff erent 
genres or styles exhibit a certain adventurous mobility of practice that 
justifi es a more heterogeneous experimental supercategory. As the com-
poser Rhys Chatham wrote in 1990, “Composers who began working in 
the fi fties tend to feel comfortable with the label ‘avant-garde’: ‘I’m an 
avant-garde composer,’ they’ll say. But so is Ornette Coleman. Or Miles 
Davis, Gil Evans, Carla Bley and Max Roach. So is Captain Beefheart 
and Screamin’ Jay Hawkins. Is this a problem? Of course not!” 91 To take 
another example, Larry Starr and Christopher Waterman write in their 
admirable textbook on American popular music, “It could be argued that 
only old cultural habits and snobbery have kept James Brown out of dis-
cussions of minimalism in scholarly forums and journals.” 92 Although this 
approach to tracing an experimental supercategory is appealing, it funda-
mentally misunderstands what experimentalism has been: not only a col-
lection of style characteristics or an attitude toward innovation but, rather, 
the network of discourses, practices, alliances, and material arrangements 
of knowledge production that produce musical style and condition an 
attitude toward innovation. (Latour would refer to this prolongation of 
the experimental network as the “envelope” of its various performances 
through space and time.)93 This network will not simply disappear with 
the wave of a hand or an expansion of the sacralized borders of high cul-
ture. Identifying formal similarities can only be a fi rst step; that must be 
followed by a study of how these interconnections have been managed 
and translated into diff erent networks. Although snobbery and old habits 
may have contributed to James Brown’s absence in scholarly treatments of 
minimalism, there are also concrete matters of training, distribution, audi-
ences, commerce, personal relationships, and production networks (which 
all no doubt enact snobbery and habit in lasting material forms that have 
contributed tangibly to Brown’s absence).

American experimentalism is a contingent arrangement — social, tech-
nical, sonic, textual, and material — but this arrangement has played a 
signifi cant role in the structuring of markets, disciplines, and formal and 
informal pedagogical systems. Disassembling such a network — were one 
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to do so — would take a long time (and would take far more than diverse 
record collections). In Experimentalism Otherwise I have been concerned 
with returning to one geographically situated moment in history so as bet-
ter to understand the series of translations that has produced the American 
experimentalism that we actually have. Although it is in the nature of any 
experimentalist project to try to get free of itself, this network, like any 
other, has its limits.
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